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VIŚWĀṢṬAKAṀ

1.

namastēstu mahāyōgin, viśvamandiravāsinē |
viśwaśānti prabhōdāya, viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

2.

aṣṭakaṣṭa vināśāya, aṣṭaiśvarya pradhāyinē |
aṣṭasiddhi svarupāya, viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

3.

namassatyāya nityāya, viśvaśakti svarupinē |
kāruṇyāṁmr̥ta varśāya viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

4.

ajñāna timirārkāya, divyajñāna pradāyinē |
prajñānaghana rūpāya viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

5.

sarvasankaṭa nāśāya, sarvadōśa nivārinē |
sarvapīḍā vināśāya viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

6.

sarvabhiti vidurāya sarvapāpa vināśinē |
śānti saukhya pramōdāya, viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

7.

karmabhandha vināśāya, bhuktimukti pradāyinē|
kāma krōdha vināśāya, viśwayōgin namōstutē ||

8.

kāmyākāmyā kalārūpa, kāmithārta pradāyinē.
viśvayōga svarupāya viśwayōgin namōstutē ||
viśvāṣṭaka midaṁ puṇyaṁ yaḥ paṭhēt guru sannidhau |
viśvalōkamavāpnōti viśwēna sahamōdatē ||
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HINTS ON PRONUNCIATION OF
SANSKRIT WORDS

To facilitate correct pronunciation of Sanskrit words, the notations
adopted by Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture in its publications
are used in transliterating the Sanskrit words throughout this book. These
notations which are shown below are the same as are adopted by the
software, iLEAP, developed by Men at Work in collaboration with
CDAC. This software is used in typing the entire text. All Sanskrit words,
as also Telugu words which are likewise transliterated, are generally
shown in bold type.
Vowels:
a
ā

i
ī

u
ū
r̥
r̥̄
l̥
l̥̄
ē
ai
ō
au
aṁ
aḥ

stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for
stands for

अ
आ
इ
ई
उ
ऊ
ऋ
ॠ
ऌ
ॡ
ए
ऐ
ओ
औ
अं
अः

and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
and sounds like
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o
a
i
ee
u
oo
ri
a
i
o
o
o
o
au
m
o

in income
in far
in bit
in feet
in full
in cool
in ring
in cake
in mite
in income
in income
in income
in income
in count
in some
in income

PRELUDE
Difficult indeed it is for human beings, despite their mental strength,
To understand the story of Viśwaguru in depth
What I had learnt and understood “at the feet of the wise”,
I elucidate through these lines concise!
This is the biography of Sri G. Viswanatha Sastry, later. known to
many as Viśwaṁjee and Master Viśwam. Born and raised in a middleclass family, he received formal education. He became a teacher by
profession and mingled with all as an ordinary person till the other day. ln
obedience to his Guru, he performed mantra japa and severe sādhana in
pursuit of his goal, gradually merging his mind with the Universal mind
to become a “Viśwayogi” - one totally identified with the Universe. This
is a wondrous true biography that declares to the whole world the truth
that divinity is nothing but humanity in its state of perfection. Indeed, it is
the biography of a yogi whose life is itself a message as well as a guide to
the spiritually inclined.
“Who is this Viśwayogi?” and “What is HE?” are unanswered
questions for many.
People's perception of him is limited by their ability to understand.
Without observing and taking advantage of the Omnipotent in whose
presence they live, they grope in the dark, like the blind men in the story
trying to understand what an elephant is.
Some state, “It seems he worships Sāibābā and participates in Sāi
bhajans. He chants Datta Mantra and is said to possess some powers
acquired through mantra siddhi.”
“It seems that he is a soothsayer, who can help us retrieve lost things,
cure our ailments and remove our troubles by giving vibhūti. Let us visit
him once.” Such was the motivation that led some to have his darśan.
A few possessing some spiritual power state, “He is a great person
who practiced the highest level of celibacy, unyielding to the attractions
of women and wealth; and remaining free of all attachments and ego, with
his heart full of love and kindness, he has in fact achieved self-realization
through the unlocking of the three knots (granthis), said to be present in
the subtle body. He is a great yogi who having awakened the Kuṇḍalinī
8

power (said to be lying dormant in every human being), transcending the
three guṇas, remaining ever free of jealousy, and unifying his individual
mind, became the recipient of the universal power. Figuratively, he has
become an Atri (one who has transcended the three guṇas) and has taken
Anasūya (the one without any trace of jealousy) as his spiritual consort.”
Some rationalists wonder, “How did an ordinary schoolteacher
suddenly become a yogi? How can one live without food? What
circumstances, domestic or otherwise, compelled him to take to this path?
How can he be a Datta Avatar? We are not fools to believe all this crap!”
“He is not a sannyāsi. His kith and kin were vexed with his
indulging in Bhajans and Keerthanas, his spendthrift-ways and his
irresponsible attitude towards household needs. He was reprimanded for
all this, and feeling neglected, he might have left home in a fit of anger
and started living in a room in Railpet. It was also said that his mother and
others did not treat him well,” some cynics may murmur occasionally.
Those who cannot comprehend the omnipresence of God and so
think that God in some form dwells in temples or in heaven and those who
are atheists’ level such criticism out of jealousy or ignorance. Their
comments have no rational basis.
Power that we call God manifests in the Universe in the form of
WILL (Icchā Śaktī), KNOWLEDGE (Jñāna Śaktī) and ACTION
(Kriyā Śaktī). That power is present everywhere in the universe and so
called "Viṣṇu" (one of the thousand names of the Lord meaning 'all
pervading'). That power exists in every atom in the universe and in every
human being also. As we are incapable of drawing upon that power, the
ancient Rishis have given us the tool of ‘Yōga Kriya’. Yoga transforms
a man into a powerhouse and enables him to perceive unity in diversity.
Yoga is a practical science and not a mere theoretical exposition. Through
experience we can attain Yoga. Advanced countries like Russia, after
conducting exhaustive experiments have conclude that man can acquire
wonderful powers through Yoga. Through the work of "NAILYA
MIKHAILOVA" they have established that mind has tremendous power
which can be perceived as clearly as 'electric current' (Pravda-March
1978). Long back they have proved that this power emanates from the
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human intellect and mind in the form of thought-waves. Alas! Most of u
have not only not recognized it, but even pooh-poohed it.
Not content with being a yogi himself, Śrī Viśwaṁjee encourages
us to become yogis too. As a first step in this direction, he advises
everyone to reform himself and keep the body pure as is evident in the
clarion call of Viśwamandiraṁ. “Body is the abode of God and Heart is
His altar!”
From this we can realize the importance that he gives to internal
purity. It is not possible to acquire yogic powers without such internal
purity. Viśwaṁjee advises us to take sātvik food in moderation as that
helps us gain control over the mind. Mind-control is the first step in
Spiritual sādhana. Having become aware, through personal experience,
of the nitty-gritty of this problem, Viśwaṁjee propounds ‘Kriyā Yōga’,
a unique method of bringing about the reformation of the individual.
For the ailing, he gives vibhūti and asks them to see the doctor.
People wonder if the vibhūti has at all the power to cure the ailments,
where is the need for going to a doctor.
But Viśwaṁjee’s views are different. He regards all intellectuals,
such as Doctors, as yogis and their intellectual power as nothing but the
power of Datta. Drāṁ is the basic syllable in Datta Mantra and is in fact
a combination of the two syllables Da and Rāṁ. “’Da’ connotes the
philosophy of Dakṣināmūrti and Rāṁ, the knowledge,” proclaim the
wise. “Knowledge being power,” Śrī Viśwayōgi instructs, it should be
drawn upon by everyone from wherever it is present to become potent.”
He has never claimed that people should have faith in him alone for he is
the only one possessing great power. On the other hand, he asserts that the
power possessed by all yogis is the same although they are all physically
different entities, proclaiming thereby the essence of unity in diversity.
He views the universe and the Guru as the visible manifestations of
Brahman, the Supreme Self, representing TRUTH, KNOWLEDGE, and
the INFINITE. He considers the Guru and the universe as inseparable
from each other and to bring home this fact, he often quotes some verses
from Guru Gīta.
Masterjee has nowhere claimed that he has not been taking food. On
the other hand, he says that he takes food six times a day but not the same
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kind of food as we eat. Every day he takes coconut water, buttermilk, and
coffee; occasionally he also takes food like we eat; and on the day of his
father's death anniversary, he eats the remnants of the offerings made to
the departed soul. When he visits the houses of his devotees, feeling
pleased at their devotion, he surprises them by eating whatever they offer
on that occasion. He says that yogis absorb the essence of food through
all the five senses and get energized. Their yogic power enables them to
transform the air breathed into energy needed by the body to survive.
Being aware that trees derive food (carbohydrates) by converting carbon
dioxide and water directly through photosynthesis, it is easy for us to
accept the claim that men, endowed with intellect, can live without food
in the conventional sense.
The criticism that Viśwaṁjee left his family home because of the
attitude of his brother and other relatives was baseless for all of them
treated him with the utmost affection and love. They might have, keeping
in view the prevailing social norms, brought some pressure on him to get
married so that he might feel more responsible towards the family. Would
he, on that account, become angry with his mother and elder brother and
leave the house as any ordinary person? (An elder brother is generally
respected next only to one's own father.) It is totally inappropriate to
imagine that he, who places so much importance on unity in a family, had
left the house for petty domestic differences.
ln fact, Viśwaṁjee did not cease living in the family house. Every
day in the morning, he used to leave the house carrying his lunch and
return late in the night for dinner with the family. This went on till his
yōga sādhana reached the stage of fruition when he finally left the family
home so as to strive for the divine-ordained future program of action.
The lines, “My goal and aim, l shall never forget -------” from a
composed by him were addressed only to those who jeered at his
sādhana. They indicate his self-confidence and mental determination to
reach his goal and are not to be construed as criticism of his elders in the
family. It is well known that even after he became Viśwayōgi, he used to
visit the family home occasionally to seek his mother’s blessings.
“Brahma, Viṣṇu and Mahēśvara symbolize respectively the power
of knowledge residing in the mind, the power of will resting in the heart
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and the power of action dwelling in the spine of every human being; and
Dattātrēya is a unified embodiment of these three powers. Through the
worship of Atri, that is, transcending the three guṇas, and Anasūya that
is, freeing oneself of jealousy, anyone can become the recipient of divine
power, that is to say, reach the state of Dattātrēya. Through yoga, a
seeker breaks down the three spiritual knots i.e., Hr̥dgranthi, Citgranthi
and Ātmagranthi, passes up the mind through all the six spiritual centers
called Cakrās, and merges it with the Universal mind; and finally
establishes a permanent link with the all-pervading Electro-magnetic
cosmic force. A yogi thus becomes a center of power capable of drawing
unlimited power from the infinite universe and uses it for the benefit of
all humanity,” declares Viśwaṁjee unequivocally. That being so, to
question if he is Dattātrēya betrays ignorance of the nature of Datta. It
is certainly desirable to engage in philosophical search. But being blind to
other’s views and claiming infallibility of one's own views is sheer
foolishness. To regard a bead of glass to be a diamond is ignorance but to
consider a diamond to be a piece of glass is utter folly.
Till recently he did severe sādhana, questioning with
inquisitiveness and deep yearning, “Does God exist? If so, what is his
nature?” He read the scriptures of all religions, digested, and assimilated
them like Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. With spiritual rationalism, he
recognized that God is the soul. He digested the meaning of the great
sentences such as ‘Ātmavat sarvabhūtāni - the soul resides in all living
entities’; ‘Tattvamasi - you are that’; and ‘Ahaṁ Brahmāsmi – I am the
Supreme Self’. He identified himself with the universe and the Universe
with himself - an Avadhuta indeed! It is not possible for ordinary minds
to evaluate him. To comprehend him one has to grow to high spiritual
stature. The only way to fathom him from our level of understanding is
by observing whether his way of life is self-centered or beneficial to the
society.
No great soul escapes adverse criticism of ignorant people. How
many people recognized Shirdi Saibaba as an embodiment of Para
Brahman? Even Sathya Sai Baba, who is considered by many as a fullfledged Avatār, could not escape adverse criticism. Many may criticize
Śrī Viśwayōgi as much as they wish, but he shall remain a Viśwayōgi.
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He is a wondrous phenomenon. He has never claimed to have been born
a realized soul, or to be possessing great siddhis, or that he is an
incarnation of God. He has never deceived anybody with such pretension.
He worships at the pictures of all Gods, and also one of his own, and tells
us, “I am not a god as you think, I am just an ordinary human being with
two legs and two hands like anyone of you. I am, however, madly
yearning for every human being to become a complete and wise person!”
To impress on one and all the principle of unity in diversity, the bedrock
of sanātana dharma, he declares with all the force at his command,
“Love is my religion, universal human integration is my goal and ensuring
adherence to the eternal code of conduct - sanātana dharma - is my aim;
we are all one. There is only one religion, that is the religion of love.”
Thus, he blows the trumpet of sanātana dharma to propagate unity in
diversity. Those whose minds are jaded with traditions and customs, and
packed with sastric learning, who consider external worship as an end in
itself and become steeped in rituals, and such other believers, cannot
easily understand the words and deeds of Viśwaṁjee. All, except some
learned persons like Brahmasri Tadepalli Raghavanaryana Sastry and
Darsanacharya Sri Jammalamadaka Madhavarama Sarma, think that his
words and deeds are a denial of traditions and customs handed down to
successive generations from very ancient times.
“My path does not contradict any guru, god, religion or caste, nor is
it a narrow philosophy that advocates blind and unquestioning faith. My
aim and sole concern are to lead men along the path of spirituality, to
transform them into perfect human beings full of divinity by promoting
among them human values which have almost disappeared, try driving
evil away from their minds, and by establishing an enlightened society
through reforming the individual first and then reforming the family,”
proclaims Viśwaṁjee. We seldom find such advocates of spiritual
egalitarianism. His ideas are indeed revolutionary in the field of
spiritualism. To work towards the realization of his ideas, he has launched
a great movement.
Śrī Viśwayōgi sets out lucidly the arm of his movement when he
says, “sanātana dharma has the family as it's vital foundation and its aim
is the establishment of enlightened society through transforming the
13

individuals into adherents of dharma. The people who are today torn apart
by considerations of caste and religion have to be united by directing their
minds towards spirituality. They must all be of one mind. Their unity will
lead to the progress of the society. In other words, spiritualism leads to
the good of the human society.” He has thus propounded a unique method
of transforming the individuals into great power centers through
reforming the family - Kriyā Yōga, similar to the one presented to the
world by the great yogi, Sri Lahiri Mahasay, and has been striving
vigorously towards his goal of universal integration. Yet many,
considering him to be an ordinary person, and unable to recognize his
power and divine nature and unable to understand his ideals and ideas,
criticize him and jeer at him unjustly.
Showing by his personal example how a human being should lead
his life, forging unity among all people without distinction of caste, creed,
race, and religion and molding them into perfect and wise men are all
integral parts of the great goal of Śrī Viśwayōgi. Indeed, that is his penance.
Rare are such personalities who reach out from their sublime heights to
mingle with individuals and work towards universal happiness and peace.
Realized souls sometimes seem to behave like children, mad men,
or even as evil spirits. On that count, we should not be deluded into
treating Śrī Viśwayōgi as an ordinary person like us. On the other hand,
we should feel that by virtue of the good deeds of our past births, we have
him as Guru to guide us. He is like a lighthouse to all of us, we have to
understand his teachings and tread the path shown by him. Like blind
people, if we fail to see the light and deviate from the path, there cannot
be a worse disaster for the world than that.
Though he does not perform miracles, yet his words and deeds, and
the vibhūti he gives, do have miraculous effects as acknowledged by
many devotees. The cures effected by him have baffled many doctors. His
very presence, his utterances, and his graceful look drive away even
chronic ailments and deep-seated ill-feelings. However, it is a pity that
most people, who have benefited from these, do not care to emulate him
and work towards the goal for which he has incarnated.
While living in the house of Sri Kuppa Satyanarayana, Śrī
Viśwaṁjee metamorphosed into Viśwayōgi, and while residing in the
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house of Sri Akula Koteswar Rao at Krishnanagar, he formulated plans
for the fulfillment of the mission of his incarnation. However, the actual
implementation of the plans has begun with the laying of the foundation
stone for the Universal Integration Pillar by the Honorable Justice Sri
Ranganath Mishra, the then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of India,
and the installation of the idol of Varasiddhi Vinayaka at Viśwanagar by
Sri Sri Sri Siva Chidananda Bharathi Swami, the reigning head of Śrī
Siddhēśvari Pīṭhaṁ.
As planned by the great lineage of Gurus, who shaped Viśwaṁjee
into the central power for divine dispensation, the execution of the great
yajña of promoting universal welfare has begun and is showing rapid
progress. The important participants in this great yajña - intelligentsia
from home and abroad, yogis, siddhapuruṣās, humanists, lovers of peace
etc., - are yet to get on to the stage and lead the humanity towards divinity
and peace, and that auspicious moment is certainly not far off. Plans are
drawn up to construct Navajeevan, Madhukar, Madhuvan, peace abodes,
hospitals, Gurukulas etc., at Viśwanagar as part of that gigantic plan
similar to the cogs of a mighty wheel in a mightier machine. Some of these
have already materialized. Some villages may also be adopted as part of
this project.
“This Universal Pillar is my objective, my goal, my aim and my life
and breath, verily my whole. It is a temple of knowledge. To work towards
its success is true expression of your devotion.” This was the gist of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee’s exhortation at the inaugural meeting. If the pillar
can be considered one eye of Śrī Viśwayōgi, the other is the Mother and
Child Care Hospital now complete and managed by Viswayogi Institute
of Medical Sciences. We should all consider it our bounden duty to
become devoted and willing partners offering our every possible way in
the implementation of the many noble projects taken up by Śrī
Viśwayōgi.
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee incarnated with the purpose of
promoting Universal welfare. His religion is Love, the basis of all
religions! All men are his kith and kin. Everybody's trouble is his. His
heart is as big as the universe, his kindness has expanded as vast as an
ocean. Totally devoid of anger, he is truly an embodiment of peace. He is
15

a unique image of the eternal divinity, that is, Truth, Auspiciousness and
Beauty. He is the light of knowledge that dispels ignorance. He treats all
alike. He has realized the SUPREME SELF. He has visualised and
presented the sacred mantra, “ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” for the
benefit of mankind. He is the storehouse of the infinite universal power
that includes all powers such as the electro-magnetic power and the
nuclear power. Those who can tap that power benefit immensely while
those who try to test him are sure to be disappointed.
I appeal in all humility to everyone to accept it as his prime duty to regard
this great guru as a beacon in these dark days of religious strife and
deteriorating human values, and act in accordance with his teachings to
achieve religious harmony and universal peace.
avadhūta cintana gurudēva datta!!
The Universe exists in the Guru,
And the Guru pervades the Universe too,
Indeed inseparable are the two,
So, I offer my salutations to the GURU!
ōm śrī viśwaguravē namah!
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta!!
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Chapter 1 DIVINE VISION
“I have not been living here. Take these photos of me and Sri
Sridhara Maharaj and give them to Viśwambhara,” Sri Dattatreya
Wadekar instructed Vidya Sagara Sarma.
This occurred sometime in January 1986 when Sarma was working
as the principal of the Government degree college, Manthani, in
Karimnagar District. The relationship between Sarma and Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee Maharāj went beyond their being brothers; they were codisciples of the same guru who gave them initiation with the same holy
mantra.
Not knowing Viśwambhara to whom the guru wanted the photos
to be passed on, Sarma wanted to know who it was. Looking straight into
Sarma's eyes with a smile, Guru Maharaj replied, “Oh! You do not know
Viśwambhara! He is your brother, Viśwaṁ.” This made Sarma recall
that it was by that name Maharaj referred to Masterjee during his stay at
Jadcherla. Maharaj then disclosed many amazing secrets.
As soon as the college was closed for the summer, Sarma left for
Guntur along with his family, carrying with him the two photos given by
Maharaj. Sarma went, with his family, to meet his brother in the latter's
rented house in Railpet. Though Masterjee had been living in that house
for over three years, Sarma had never been there himself, let alone with
his family. Though surprised, Masterjee was happy to see his brother and
asked him, “What brings you here?” Sarma replied that under gurujee's
instructions, he had come to hand over the two photos. Receiving them
with due reverence, Masterjee performed pūjā and offered hāratī to them
and placed them on the altar.
Noticing the divine ambience of the place, experiencing the quiet
prevailing there and feeling his heart being filled with ecstatic happiness,
Sarma at once realized that the place was indeed the gurusthāna, the
abode of his guru.
Late in November 1987, Sarma shifted to Madhira in Khammam
district. Soon after taking charge there as the principal of the government
college, he came to Guntur to visit Masterjee a second time. The night
after he returned to Madhira, he had a dream in which Masterjee appeared
as Shirdi Sai. This caused his whole body to bristle with a strange
17

sensation of happiness. Within a short while, he woke up and yet the
sensation continued for some time. A divine voice emerged from him
reciting the following five verses constituting sāidatta pañcakaṁ.
1. anāthanātha nāthāya adhivyādhi harāyaca|
viśwamandira vāsāya sāidattāya tē namaḥ||
2. siddharājāya siddhāya dēvāya paramātmanē|
viśwamandira vāsāya sāidattāya tē namaḥ||
3. saccidānanda bōdhāya nirguṇāya guṇāymanē|
viśwamandira vāsāya sāidattāya tē namaḥ||
4. bhaktapriyāya dēvāya bhaktānandapradāya ca|
viśwamandira vāsāya sāidattāya tē namaḥ||
5. sarvāparādhā nāṣāya lilā viśwambharāya ca|
viśwamandira vāsāya sāidattāya tē namaḥ||
idaṁ stōtraṁ mahaddivyam viśwamaṅgaḷadāyakaṁ
prapaṭhēt niyatō bhaktyā sāidatta priyatōbhavēt
He committed the poems to writing and sent a copy to the lotus feet
of Sāidatta the very next day.
Every time Sarma came to visit him, Masterjee would invariably
place akṣatās in his elder brother's hands and stand before him in
reverential modesty with head bent row seeking his blessings. Sarma
would sprinkle the akṣatās on Masterjee's head and bless him. However,
he could never bring himself to offer his salutations to his younger
brother. Seeing many persons, older and wiser than himself, paying
obeisance to Masterjee, the realization that he was indeed his own gurujee
would stir in his mind for a moment. But the very next, he would get
enveloped by a veil of illusion arising out of his fraternal relationship and
the ego due to his having brought up and educated his younger brother
from his infancy after his father's demise, and the realization would
vanish. Yet he yearned intensely for the fortunate moment when he too
like others would perceive Masterjee as Sāidatta instead of as a brother
and touch his feet in reverence. He looked forward to that blessed moment
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when his ego would be dissolved and Masterjee's grace would be
bestowed upon him. The auspicious moment was soon to arrive.
ln the month of āṣāḍa in the year 1988, Masterjee decided to
celebrate hanumajjayanti. On his invitation, Vidyasagara Sarma came to
Guntur with his family to join in the celebrations (a special feature of
which was dampati pūja - worshipping of married couples) organised on
a grand scale. The function in which about four hundred couples
participated was held in the first-floor hall of Sri Anna Srinivasa Rao
Kalyana Mandapam. They were seated in many rows and Sarma and his
wife sat in the first row. Masterjee walked between the rows and
worshipped with devotion the couples, sprinkling rose water, and
showering flowers and akṣatās on their heads. Masterjee, the very
incarnation of Lord Datta, being absorbed totally in so worshipping the
couples, like an ordinary human being, was a memorable treat to the eyes
of all. On witnessing all that, many recalled the famous event from the
Mahabharata of Lord Krishna washing the feet of the brahmins who came
to witness the rājasūya yāga being performed by Dharma Raja and
paying obeisance to them. While some described the worshipping of the
couples by Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee as an act of divine grace saying,
“yōgaḥ karmasu kauśalaṁ - Yoga involves performing a deed with total
dedication”, yet others citing the Sanskrit saying, “yadyācarati śrēṣṭhaḥ
tattadēvētarō janaḥ” described his deed as being an example and a guide
for others to follow. After blessing all the couples Masterjee came and
stood in front of the first row. To his one side stood a volunteer holding a
big plate filled with flowers and to his other side stood “Karuna Sri”
Jandhyala Papaiah Sastry in deep devotion. Taking the flowers from the
plate held by the volunteer in both hands, Karuna Sri began to shower
them on Masterjee's head. As he did so Masterjee stood in silence with his
eyes closed. All the devotees assembled remained, with their eyes
transfixed, wallowing in the feast of the flower-shower.
Suddenly Sarma felt as if Lord Datta Himself told him by way of a
warning, “You fellow! Having visited all the Datta pilgrim centers from
the Himalayas to Kanyakumari and you having been chanting the Datta
mantra with the utmost diligence, you seem to have become too proud and
blind to recognize the worth of the one right in front of you. Has all your
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knowledge dissipated? Wake up and open your eyes.” These words
seemed to have shaken Sarma. When he looked at Masterjee he had a
wonderful sight, Masterjee's eyes sparkled with such radiance as would
emanate from a thousand lamps lit simultaneously. Feeling overpowered
by a sense of ecstasy, Sarma forgot himself totally and just did not know
what he was doing and why. Some divine experience filled his whole self
to the brim and impelled by it, he sprang to his feet, rushed to Masterjee
and embraced him crying, “Datta! Datta!” Shedding tears of joy, he fell
at Masterjee's feet and getting up after a while, he took the remaining
flowers from the plate and showered them on his head. Once again, he fell
at Masterjee's feet. The people present there watched with astonishment
this strange behavior on his part. Feeling embarrassed by their looks, he
got up slowly and went back to his seat with his head bent low. It was the
first time ever that Sarma disregarding his feeling of affection towards his
younger brother touched Masterjee's feet, indeed a very pleasant and
auspicious occurrence.
Nonetheless, Sarma was not able to get over the feeling that after
all, his conduct that day might be a result of some mental aberration, or a
consequence of irrational behavior. Yet the belief that Masterjee is an
incarnation of Datta had not taken firm root in him. He was caught
between two conflicting feelings - on one hand he tended to believe that
Masterjee was a divine personage while on the other he was just his
younger brother. To resolve the conflict and strengthen his faith, he
subjected Masterjee to several tests. ln response, Masterjee displayed
many miracles.
One night while Sarma was asleep in his house in Madhira, he saw
in a dream Masterjee waking him up and telling him to recite some poems
about himself as he wished to listen to some. Still asleep, Sarma recited
some poems and then opened his eyes only to find that Masterjee was
gone. Later he wanted to set out in a poem the mantra, “ōm śrī sāirām
gurudēva datta!!”, a gift by Masterjee to his devotees, which would
banish all their tribulations and ensure fulfilment of all their wishes.
However, much he tried, he could not conceive of the poem as the words
of the mantra did not lend themselves to any known meter. For one
possessing the faculty of composing fifteen poems an hour at a stretch,
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Sarma not being able to think of that one poem even after three days was
indeed surprising. Deeply pondering over the reason for his inability,
Sarma realized that it was because of the power of Masterjee, a
personification of the powers of will, knowledge and action, that he was
able to recite poems in the dream and the moment Masterjee disappeared,
the poetical prowess deserted him. The truth that his egotistic belief that
he was the composer of the poems was a hindrance to the poetical flow
dawned on him. Now being aware of his own fault, he went near
Masterjee's photo and the moment he lighted an incense stick, the desired
poem emerged from his mouth effortlessly. It’s English rendering is given
below.
For bestowing prosperity and happiness and all that is dear,
You have given to the devotees out of your infinite compassion,
The mantra that begins with the words, “ōm śrī sāirām”,
'To which are conjoined, "Gurudēva Datta"'
Those who chant it with dedication are sure to reap mental
peace,
O! Gurudēva! when you are with us, do we lack anything!
The poems thus composed were given the caption, “Salutations of
Flowers” and placed by Sarma whole-heartedly at Masterjee's lotus-feet.
Those wishing to read these poems may refer to “Śrī Viśwadatta
Vratakalpaṁ”, a book published on the occasion of the 48th birthday of
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee.
After retirement in 1990, Sarma came to live in his own house in
Guntur. Four years ago, he had translated “Śrī Vāsudēvānanda Śadguru
Caritra” into Telugu from Marathi and it occurred to him for the first
time now that it would be a good thing to carry on its pārāyaṇa (reading
the whole text over a specified period) for seven days ending on the birth
anniversary of Śrī Vāsudēvānanda Sarasvati (Tēmbē Swāmi) which
fell on the fifth day of the second half of the month of āṣāḍa. Believing
that the inspiration for doing the pārāyaṇa now after settling down in his
own house must have come from Lord Datta, he sought the permission of
Masterjee whom he regarded as an incarnation of Guru Datta, to take up
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the pārāyaṇa. ln response to Masterjee's query where he would do it,
Sarma replied that he would do wherever Masterjee wished. Masterjee
directed him to carry on the pārāyaṇa in the morning in his own house
and in the evening in Viśwamandiraṁ.
From August 4th, 1990, to the 10th, the pārāyaṇa was carried on in
Sarma's house in the mornings and in Viśwamandiraṁ in the evenings.
A meeting, presided over by Kothapalli Veerabhadra Rao, was organized
on the 11th by Masterjee to celebrate the birth anniversary of Śrī
Vāsudēvānanda Sarasvati. During the pārāyaṇa, a wondrous
happening occurred. On Thursday the 9th, Sarma was doing the pārāyaṇa
in his house and he happened to be reading from the thirty first chapter of
the book the account of Vakratuṇḍa Buva doing purāṇa kālaṣēpaṁ narrating stories from ancient texts to a group of listeners - in the village
Mala near Narasobawadi. Among the listeners was Śrī Vāsudēvānanda
Sarasvati, seated in front of the narrator. The narrator mentioned,
“During the era of Kali there were to be three incarnations of Lord Datta,
namely, Śrīpāda Śrīvallabha, Narasiṁha Sarasvati and Yōgirāj of
whom the first two had already passed. The third incarnation of Yōgirāj
is right now in front of us.” So, saying he pointed to Śrī Vāsudēvānanda
Sarasvati. But Vāsudēvānanda intervened to say that such baseless
statements should not be made at all as there was still time for the third
incarnation to arrive. While Sarma was reading out this account, he felt a
voice within inquiring if he knew who Yōgirāj was. The voice itself
replied, “l am the Yōgirāj.” The divine voice added, “Viśwayōgi is
Yōgirāj, the incarnation of Datta.” Greatly surprised, Sarma queried,
“How am I to believe that of the many yogis, realized souls and other great
persons present in this world, Viśwayōgi is Yōgirāj?” There being no
reply from the voice, Sarma decided to know the truth by subjecting
Masterjee to some tests.
During the pārāyaṇa in Viśwamandiraṁ, Masterjee used to sit
opposite to Sarma and listen. Sarma told himself that he would believe
Masterjee being Yōgirāj, if Masterjee came and sat beside him by the
time the reading of the above-mentioned account ended.
That evening when the pārāyaṇa was about to begin, Masterjee was
not present as he had to go somewhere on some urgent work. But he left
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instructions that Sarma should begin the pārāyaṇa without waiting for
him. Accordingly, the pārāyaṇa began and even after an hour had passed
there was no indication of Masterjee's return. Sarma came to the said
incident at the end of reading which he wished that Masterjee should come
and sit by his side. As soon as he uttered the words, “The incarnation of
Śrīpāda Śrīvallabha came to an end,” Sarma heard the sound of some
movement in the room behind him. There were steps at the back of the
building leading to the first floor and Masterjee seemed to have come into
the room by climbing the steps. Quietly opening the door of the room, he
entered the hall. As Sarma completed saying, “The incarnation of Śrī
Narasiṁha Sarasvati too came to an end,” Masterjee came on to the dais
and sat beside Sarma. Sarma's happiness at watching Masterjee coming
and sitting beside him was boundless and in uncontainable joy he
declared, “Śrī Viśwayōgi is indeed Yōgirāj, the incarnation of Datta
which according to Śrī Vāsudēvānanda was yet to come. Śrī
Vāsudēvānanda himself an incarnation of Datta, obviously reincarnated
as Viśwayōgi. Victory to Śrī Viśwayōgi” Sarma not only became aware
of Śrī Viśwayōgi being an incarnation of Yōgirāj, the most important
among Dattātrēya’s sixteen incarnations, but he also realized the secret
of Śrī Dattatrēya Wadēkar’s transfusing the divine power of Yōgirāj
into Masterjee through the teaching of the meditative verse full of mantric
significance way back in Jadcherla.
Sarma’s experiences did not cease with this. An incident confirming
Masterjee being indeed Lord Datta occurred soon after. Since leaving the
family home to take up residence in Viśwamandiraṁ, Masterjee
invariably visited the family every year on Vināyakacaviti, Mahālaya
Amāvāsya and his father’s death anniversary. On Vināyakacaviti, he
would perform the pūja, to the satisfaction of his mother and get blessed
by her. “Mother then lived in the house alone and to make her happy
Masterjee visited her on the festival days. Now that we are all living in
the house with her, his continuing to visit as in the past is doubtful,”
thought Sarma and so he went to Masterjee and urged him, “Come home
on Vināyakacaviti as before, Mother will be eagerly looking forward to
your visit. Besides, the day happens to be your birthday (implying that it
was Śrīpāda Śrīvallabha’s birthday).” Masterjee merely nodded his head
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to indicate his willingness. But neither did he say nor did Sarma inquire
when he would visit the family home on that day.
ln the morning of Vināyakacaviti, the members of the family,
having got ready all the things needed for the worship, awaited
Masterjee’s arrival. It was nine o'clock and yet Masterjee did not come.
Sarma was in two minds as to whether they should begin the worship or
wait for Masterjee to come. Sarma was worried that if Masterjee arrived
while the pūja was on, he would have to get up to welcome him.
Meanwhile his elder son, began playing the cassettes of Viṣṇu
Sahasranāma and Lalitā Sahasranāma, one after the other. By now it
was past ten. Sarma then felt a voice directing him to commence the
worship. Accordingly, the worship was begun and completed. Deciding
to offer the mahānaivēdyaṁ after the arrival of Masterjee, they
completed the reading of the vratakatha also and sat awaiting
Masterjee’s arrival. Sarma then remembered his having brought from
Ganagapur a cassette of songs on Dattatrēya. He placed the cassette in
the player and thought to himself, “If Viśwayōgi is an incarnation of
Datta he must arrive before the songs are over.” It would take twenty
minutes for the cassette to be played out. As the last song “Digambarā
Digambarā, Śrīpāda Vallabhā Digambarā,” was being played,
Masterjee's car arrived outside the house and while the sound of the song
echoed, in walked Masterjee accompanied by Sri Gogineni, Koteswara
Rao and Miss Madhuri. Seeing the embodiment of the divine power of
Śrīpāda Śrīvallabha enter the house on his auspicious birth anniversary,
while the waves of the song in praise of him filled the house sanctifying
it, Sarma felt ecstatic and truly blessed. With this, his belief that Masterjee
is an incarnation of Datta got reinforced.
Later Masterjee provided to Sarma confirmation of his
omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence in many ways whereby
Sarma's belief in Masterjee's divinity became stronger. One day Sarma
was sitting in Viśwamandiraṁ along with other devotees among whom
were Sri Valluri Jagannatha Rao and Sri Akella Manikyamurthy, awaiting
Masterjee's arrival. Chatting with them Sarma claimed, “This is the seat
of my Guru. Many of my inner thoughts are read and disclosed by
Masterjee. Many of my wishes got fulfilled by him. Once a thought
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occurred to me that it would be nice if someone could draw a picture of
Viśwayōgi in a meditative state with Ṣiridi Sāi and Lord Datta, one
behind the other, suggestive of his being Sāi Datta. Within two months
such a picture appeared in Viśwamandiraṁ.” Continuing and touching
upon the subject of the subtle body, he added, “Many in the past rejected
the idea of a subtle body as an irrational and blind belief. But today with
the proof provided by Kirlian photography in Soviet Russia, the idea has
gained acceptance. The causal body resides in dyulōka - the world of
radiance. Some months before our gross body becomes afflicted with
some disease, the causal body gets affected by the very same disease and
the death of the causal body precedes that of the gross body. This is
supported by the statement of Śrī Kr̥ṣṇa in Bhagavadgīta that Bhīṣma
and others were killed by him long before they actually died.”
Quarter of an hour later Masterjee came into the hall and occupied
his seat on the dais. Surprisingly he gave a discourse for about half an
hour expounding on the gross, subtle and causal bodies possessed by man.
He also mentioned about what Śrī Kr̥ṣṇa said in Bhagavadgīta. This
confirmed the claim made by Sarma earlier.
Not satisfied with the plethora of his own experiences, he
interviewed some devotees of Masterjee, whom he could approach, to
know their experiences with Masterjee. When he listened to their
experiences, the veil clouding his mental vision fell off completely and he
realized that the essence of the experiences of all the devotees was the
same. He became aware of the divinity of Masterjee. He wanted to write
the biography of Masterjee. But he was bothered till now by the thought
that people might discredit it as a panegyrical account written by an elder
brother about a younger brother. But now all his doubts cleared, and he
saw himself merely as one of Masterjee's several devotees, a dedicated
servant deriving blissful experience at Masterjee's feet. He also knew that
he was the only one who could write faithfully about Masterjee's past life
before he became Viśwayōgi. It appeared that Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee
Sadguru Maharāj, wanting his own life-story written, chose Sarma as a
mere instrument and granted him totally new energy for that purpose.
With this doubt-clearing awareness, Sarma launched upon the project
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believing that he would be guided along by Masterjee and with a sense of
total surrender to him bereft of all ego he set out to write.
What has emerged is just not a biography written by an elder brother,
but a true story written by a seeker (who received initiation along with
Masterjee) with considerable research into the spiritual progress of one
who transformed himself into an embodiment of cit śakti - the power of
awareness - after the most intense spiritual endeavor. It is a collection of
precious gems of divine secrets. It is the story of the successful spiritual
journey of a disciple who yearned intensely for the supreme guru's grace.
It is a bowl (that never gets emptied) filled with the ambrosia of bliss
experienced by a devotee in God's presence. ln a way, this Divine Glory
of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee (Śrī Viśwagurucaritra) is what is brought
to light as confirmation of Vidyasagara Sarma's total transformation into
a new personality and the divine experience that he received. Those who
read this book are sure to gain some understanding of Sri Viśwayōgi and
are certain to accept him as their guide and guru.
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
ōṁ śāntiḥ śāntiḥ śāntiḥ
If you wish to see Lord Datta who shines forth,
As an embodiment of sacrifice, yoga and splendor,
If you wish to perceive the lovely form,
Of one who lives on Mount Kailasa,
If you want to look at the beautiful, divine, and auspicious
figure of goddess, Tripurasundari,
If you are anxious to see Sāibāba,
Who lived in Ṣiridi in the past,
Come at once to Guntur,
Where in Viśwamandiraṁ in gracious audience,
Is Viśwayōgi to shower his grace,
Fulfil our wishes and bestow prosperity
-- Vidyasagara Sarma
*******
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Chapter 2 ANCESTORS
brahmānandaṁ paramasukhadaṁ kēvalaṁ jñānamūrtim |
dvandvātītaṁ gagana sadr̥śaṁ tattvamasyādilakṣyam |
ēkaṁ nityaṁ vimalamacalaṁ sarvadhī sākṣibhūtam |
bhāvātītaṁ triguṇarahitaṁ sadguruṁ taṁ namāmi ||
Before I begin to write the biography of Śrī Viśwayōgi, I must offer
my prayers. Firstly, I pray to Lord Ganēśa, who dwells in mūlādhāra
and who bestows on us intellect and other human faculties, to help me
complete the task successfully without any hindrance whatever. May I
next pray to Sarasvati, the goddess of all learning and arts, symbolically
portrayed as possessing a book in one hand and holding a veena in the
other to be with me and grant me word-power needed for the enterprise. I
bow in all reverence to my father, Brahmasri Gurrappadiya Anjaneyulu
and my mother, Srimathi Varalakshmamma - unrivalled in her fidelity as
a wife - to both of whom I owe my birth. To all the divine gurus,
incarnations of Datta, who dispel darkness of ignorance, I offer my
salutations. With all devotion I offer my salutations to the lotus feet of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Sadguru Maharāj, an incarnation of Lord Śrī
Dattatrēya in human form, who has taken a vow to serve his devotees
and whose elder brother I have the fortune to be in his present sojourn.
Last but not the least, I offer my prayerful and humble prostrations to all
gods and goddesses, all yōgis and siddhapuruṣās and the whole of
humanity. I now begin to record the supremely sacred life-story of Śrī
Viśwayōgi.
avadhūtacintana ġurudēva ḍatta
ōm namō viśwadattāya
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
From times immemorial, India has been well known as the land
yogis whose sole aim is the protection of sanātana dharma, the eternal
code of conduct. It is the code which the Vedas have prescribed. Long
before the advent of many religions of which we know, humanity used to
follow a certain code of conduct for the humans to lead a life of peaceful
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coexistence. It is this code which has come to be regarded as vēda
dharma or sanātana dharma. Its ambit is universal and is designed to
promote and preserve human welfare unaffected by the narrow confines
of any religion, race, or nationality. It is this code which has been the
guiding principle in India for ages. The word “Hindu” denotes a
geographical region but is not indicative of the religion followed by the
people of India.
The followers of sanātana dharma, inspired by the view expressed
by the Sanskrit saying, “ēkaṁ sat viprāḥ bahudhā vadanti - Truth is
one but the wise express it in different ways,” accept that all religions are
essentially true. They believe that all prayers offered by people belonging
to different religious faiths, whether by Muslims in their mosques, or
Christians in their churches, or Zoroastrians in their temples, reach one
and the same God. This kind of spiritual egalitarianism is inculcated in
them by the practice of yoga. Yogis would not care for ritualistic external
worship and instead lay emphasis on the meditative worship of the SELF
within. For this reason, yogis are often found immersed in the worship of
the inner SELF that would eventually lead to the realization of the
Supreme Self and inner bliss. However, their being in such a state should
not be construed as their being opposed totally to ritualistic external
worship which they always considered as an essential first step in the path
of meditative worship of the inner SELF and eventual Self-realization.
Such of the yogis who perform miracles do so to demonstrate some ideal
way of life which, if followed, can lead to peace and happiness. We have
to make every effort to understand the purpose of their actions. We have
to visualize clearly the path shown by them for us to tread on and reach
the supreme goal of Self-realization.
A deep and analytical study of the biographies of such yogis, their
thoughts, aims and teachings would be useful as a guide to lead us along
the path of righteousness. Ordinary people evaluate the greatness of a yogi
by the miracles he performs. But we should bear in mind that though all
yogis are capable of performing miracles, only a few choose to exhibit
their power. So, evaluating yogis by the miracles performed by them
would indeed be an insult to them.
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Their no difference between yōgīśvarās – the supreme among yogis
- and God. The power which the yogis possess is derived from the power
of Dattatrēya and it can be traced way back to trētāyuga following the
first kr̥tayuga in the reign of the first Manu, known by the name,
Svayambhū, some 1700 million years ago. Imparting of knowledge and
preserving sanātana dharma have been the avowed obligations of
Dattatrēya. Whenever the observance of sanātana dharma faces any
impediment, the power of Datta would manifest itself in the form of a
yōgi, yati or avadhūta. The various manifestations of datta śakti have
been propagating unity in diversity and through love have been promoting
religious harmony, peaceful coexistence of all human beings and a feeling
of mutual love and respect. ln this context, particular mention can be made
of Śrī Māṇikya Prabhu, Śrī Akkalakōṭa Maharāj, Śrī Arabindō, Śrī
Ramaṇa Maharṣi, Śrī Rāmakr̥ṣṇa Paramahaṁsa, Śrī Śrīdhar
Maharāj and Śrī Dattātrēya Wāḍēkar Maharāj as notable examples of
the manifestation of datta śakti who, occupying the position of gurus,
strove for the preservation of sanātana dharma and for the promotion of
universal human welfare. In a similar way, Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee
Maharāj, born in Guntur, having become Viśwadatta and a Viśwaguru
has taken a vow to establish Universal Human Integration. The mantra
“ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” presented by him has proved a veritable
kalpavr̥kṣa - a wish fulfilling tree - for the needy; and his presence
likewise became a source of comfort for all his devotees,
His ancestors hailed originally from Gurrappadi, a village in
Kandukur taluka - a subdivision of Nellore district in Andhra Pradesh. He
was born in the same yājñavalkya śākha in which the second incarnation
of Dattātrēya, Śrī Narasiṁha Sarasvati, was also born. He belongs to
śrīvatsa gōtra, kātyāyana sutra and kaṇva śākha - an inner branch of
śuklayajuś śākha. His great grandfather, Sitaramaiah, known for his
worldly wisdom and well-versed in ancient mythologies, looked after
mostly cultivation of the family's agricultural land in the village, besides
practicing as a Telugu pleader in the judicial court at Kandukur. (A Telugu
pleader is a kind of an advocate conducting civil cases in Telugu
language.) He earned great reputation for his sense of justice and
adherence to honesty. His wife Srimathi Seshamma was a woman of noble
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character. The couple had two children, a daughter, Sitamma, and a son,
Narasimham. When the son was about four years old Sitaramaiah passed
away suddenly compelling Seshamma to leave Gurrappadi with her two
young children for her parental home in Pelluru, a village near Ongole.
She had two elder brothers, Venkatappaiah and Ramadas. ln due course
she got her daughter, Sitamma, married to her brother, Venkatappaiah.
Though Venkatappaiah was well-read and an adept at narrating
stories from purāṇās, he found it difficult to earn enough in the village
the needs of the enlarged family. He, therefore, shifted his family to
Mutluru, a nearby village where he set up a primary school and ran it on
the lines of gurukula āśraṁ school, ln a short time the school gained allround recognition. He would get up very early in the morning and wake
up all the students to get them ready for the morning session. They were
made to recite verses from Bāla Rāmāyaṇaṁ, Āndhranāma
Saṅgrahaṁ, Rukmiṇī Kaḷyānaṁ, Gajēndra mōkṣaṁ etc., and to
memorize them.
Rama Das, the younger brother, true to his name, remained a
bachelor and worshipped Āñjanēya. He always used to have a nāmaṁ,
the Vaishnava symbol, on his forehead. Whenever he sang
Ādhyātmarāmāyaṇa Kīrtanās, Rāmadāsa Kīrtanās, and Taraṅgās
wearing anklets of brass beads round his ankles and carrying tiny cymbals
in his right hand, keeping rhythmical steps, and displaying appropriate
facial gestures, all the villagers would gather round him, watch, and listen
to him in absolute rapt attention. On such occasions his elder brother,
Venkatappaiah, accompanied him on the mridangam, an Indian
percussion instrument. Because of his being a performing musician, he
gained acquaintance of many other well-known devotee-artistes like
Mangalagiri Balamba, Kurma Das and Appa Das who occasionally
visited him. The education of Sitamma and Narasimham continued under
the able supervision of Venkatappaiah. Under Ramdas’s influence, they,
even as children, developed deep devotion towards God.
Ramadas was known in the village for his knowledge of various
mantras and his intense devotion to God. the villagers held him in great
awe believing that any attempt to harm him would recoil on them.
Therefore, when he walked along the village-street, the villagers, who
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hitherto were seated, would at once stand up, and bow to him in all
humility and reverence tinged with fear. once it happened that on the
farmland taken by ramadas on lease, bundles of paddy stalks were stacked
to be threshed later. one night some robbers carried away some of the
bundles, but on reaching home they learned on making inquiries that the
paddy that they had stolen belonged to ramadas. they felt terribly worried
and afraid and so even before daybreak they rushed to Ramadas's house
to return the paddy to him and seek his forgiveness. they found him lying
on a cot in the front yard of the house singing some kīrtanās. They
prostrated before him and weeping loudly, they narrated what they did
and sought mercy and forgiveness. He directed them to get up and asking
them not to weep like women, told them, “To feed yourselves and your
families must take up some honorable and honest work, and if necessary,
you should be prepared to work as coolies, instead of resorting to
thieving.” Chiding thus, he warned them never to commit the offence
again and ordered them to take back the paddy.
When some of the villagers suffering from some ailment or the other
approached Ramadas, he would give them some medallions bearing the
image of Āñjanēya, or some amulets made of copper or some other metal.
The villagers entertained the belief, born out of their past experience, that
these cured them of their illnesses and also protected them from falling
ill. Their faith in his curative power was immense.
Narasimham, the young son of Seshamma grew up under the
watchful eyes of his uncles, Venkatappaiah, a repository of learning, and
Ramadas, an embodiment of devotion to God, and in a very short time he
became well-educated and highly disciplined and gained the appreciation
of all the villagers. On his completing eight years of age, his
upanayanaṁ, was got performed by Venkatappaiah, and on the occasion
of the ceremony, the uncle presented the young boy with a set of articles
needed for his daily worship. These included a deer skin, a copper tumbler
and a copper spoon and a box studded with brass plaques. These articles
remained with the family till very recently.
Narasimham had a neat and beautiful hand and for this reason many
villagers approached him for getting their documents written. With the
scholarship gained under the guidance of his uncle, he could even as a
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young boy narrate wonderfully the stories from the mythological texts.
Whenever his uncle was away from the village on some work young
Narasimham took charge of the school and taught the students. Soon he
gained reputation for his honesty, fair play, and good moral character.
When Venkatappaiah died all on a sudden, the responsibility of
looking after the family fell on the young shoulders of Narasimham from
which he did not shrink. With the guidance of his worldly-wise mother,
Seshamma, he discharged his responsibility very ably ensuring that the
family did not lack anything. ln course of time his reputation as a wellbehaved and honest person who possessed a high level of problem-solving
ability spread to all villages in the neighborhood. The Vaishyas (people
belonging to the trading community) of Chamallamudi had relations and
regular interaction with those of Mutluru, the village where Narasimham
and the family lived. Naturally Polisetty Bapanaiah and his brother,
Venkataratnam, belonging to an affluent Vaishya family of
Chamallamudi heard of Narasimham's abilities and invited him to settle
down in their village. Accepting the invitation, Narasimham moved from
Mutluru to Chamallamudi with his family. Bapanaiah appointed
Narasimham as a clerk in his shop and also helped him to set up a primary
school in the village. Ramadas through his conduct inspired by his
unswerving devotion to God, secured a place in the hearts of the villagers
of Chamallamudi. Inspired by Narasimham’s honesty and integrity, the
people of the village got their documents written by him and entrusted all
their documents as well as money and other valuables to him for safe
keeping. His mother, Seshamma and sister Sitamma, made a note on a
piece of paper of the articles received from each person and placed the
note and the articles in separate small earthen pots. The pots were sealed
and stored underground. The articles were returned to the concerned
person, when demanded.
Narasimham was a highly religious person. Every evening
community bhajans were conducted in his house. Every Saturday
morning, the family carried on a ritualistic worship involving the bathing
of five boys, decorating them to look like Lord Vēṅkaṭēśvara and
worshipping them. After the worship, the boys were fed with tamarind
rice, curd rice, etc., and were offered some money too. The whole ritual,
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known as "feeding of bāladāsulu", was similar to the worship of kumārīs
(young virgins) and suvāsinīs (married women). As long as Anjaneyulu
was alive, the family continued to carry on the worship with meticulous
care.
The villagers were very much attracted by the bhajans taught, and
the humorous stories narrated, by Ramadas. Young Narasimham's diligent
efforts to maintain the family evoked considerable sympathy in the hearts
of the villagers. They rent a helping hand to him to maintain the family by
providing some of the things needed by it. As soon as he came of
marriageable age, the village elders like Polisetty Bapanaiah, his brother,
Venkataratnam, Rachakonda Venkata Somayajulu, the village munsif,
and Rachakonda Suryanarayana, known in the village as Surayya ṭāṭā,
held a meeting and decided that it was time that Narasimham should be
married. So, they all went to Seshamma and broached the subject of
Narasimham's marriage with her. She informed them, “I have a brother,
Pelluri Sitaiah, in the village, Yerajala, near Ongole, and our two families
have agreed long ago that his daughter, Sitaramamma would be a suitable
bride for Narasimham. Now that you have raised the matter, his marriage
with her can be performed any time you decide.” Then Somayajulu on
behalf of the elders told her, “We shall all raise contributions and see that
the marriage is celebrated. Now let me know how much I should
contribute.” To this, the worldly-wise Seshamma responded saying,
“Thank you for your affectionate concern. Being a woman, I do not know
much about money matters. It is up to you, my brother, to have the
marriage performed in a befitting manner.” Somayajulu laughing loudly
said, “I thought that I could discharge my responsibility by making some
contribution. But you have cleverly placed the entire burden on me. You
have proved to be a worthy sister to me.” Then and there the village elders
raised contributions which exceeded all expectations. With the money
thus raised, Narasimham's marriage was performed in such a grand
fashion that the villagers remembered the event for a very long time.
Sitaramamma, Narasimham's wife was a woman of sterling
character and extraordinary beauty. She served with humility and much
devotion all the guests and even strangers who came to their house and
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that gained for her a great name as a dutiful wife. All praised
Narasimham's good fortune at having her as his wife,
Narasimham's taking up a job as a clerk with Bapaniah proved very
auspicious for the latter as his business thrived wonderfully. Having seen
this, many villagers sought Narasimham's help to draft various kinds of
deeds and documents believing that would augur well for them. For such
services rendered by him he was paid either in cash or kind.
The family lived in the house belonging to some kammas situated in
the east street of Chamallamudi. The primary school founded by
Narasimham was run by him with the help of his maternal uncle,
Ramadas. He helped the villagers with the maintenance of their accounts
and occasionally entertained gatherings of villagers by narrating stories
from mythological texts. His sister too likewise invited village women to
their house and recited stories of Lava and Kuśa and of the pranks of
Kr̥ṣṇa and sang various songs such as Śāntā Gōvinda Nāmālu. The
women listened to her singing totally enraptured. When she narrated any
story to the children - she knew several stories - they would not leave her
side till the end of the story.
Such was the power of her storytelling. As a child Vidyasagara
Sarma, the author, often condescended to eat dinner only when she
narrated some story or the other to him. She lived to a ripe old age and
passed away when Masterjee was nine years old. She showered great
affection on him in particular as he lost his father soon after his birth and
taught him many songs and poems. Although she did not have any
schooling worth mentioning, with the learning gained from her husband
and maternal uncle, Ramadas, she acquired deep devotion to God and
became an embodiment of patience and a great source of guidance to one
and all. Everyone, whether young or old, addressed her as
“Sitammakkayya - sister Sitamma”. Sri Anjaneyulu, Masterjee's father,
lost his own father when he was still a child. So, he and his younger
brother, Satyanarayana Murthy, grew up under the loving care of Sitamma
who bestowed so much love on the children that they did not experience
the absence of filial love. Vidyasagara Sarma acknowledges that her
storytelling contributed greatly for his developing a taste for literature in
his later life. When Sri Anjaneyulu died prematurely, his wife, Srimathi
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Varalakshmamma, was so overcome with grief that she totally neglected
looking after Masterjee who was then just a few months old. Sitamma
then filled the place of mother to him.
Occasionally Sitamma used to have seizures in which
Addankamma, the local deity would possess her and converse with her.
As a mark of her devotion to the deity, she worshipped her every Thursday
and offered food left overnight. Sitamma died in 1953 in the house taken
on rent by Vidyasagara Sarma and located in Anand Tirtha Agraharam of
Guntur to where the family had migrated from Chamallamudi some years
earlier.
The couple, Narasimham and Sitaramamma, had a very married life
and in the month of Māgha in the year Plavañga, was born their first son
whom they named Anjaneyulu on the suggestion of Ramadas who was a
devotee of Āñjanēya. It was this Anjaneyulu who was the father of
Masterjee, now well known as Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Maharāj.
According to the revelations made by Vidyasagara Sarma's guru, Sri
Dattatreya Wadekar, Anjaneyulu in his former life was a great ascetic who
lived for some time in Ganagapur about thirty miles from Gulbarga in
Karnataka, worshipped pādukās (replicas of feet) of Narasiṁha
Sarasvati, an incarnation of Dattātrēya and worshipped auduṁbara
vr̥kṣa (a fig tree considered holy by the devotees) and read gurucaritra
daily. He was fortunate to have Dattātrēya as his guru and to have
received a boon that the Lord would be born as a son to him. A mention
will be made about these revelations in the next chapter. Anjaneyulu's
acquiring literary prowess and becoming a natural poet in the mold of
Potana, the poet-author of Āndhra Mahābhāgavataṁ, without ever
having a teacher, could be attributed to the intense devotion with which
he worshipped Dattātrēya in his previous life. At a very young age he
became highly religious-minded practicing the prescribed austerities with
unflagging discipline, and like Ādi Ṣañkara, displayed extraordinary
literary skills.
When Anjaneyulu was three years old, Sitaramamma gave birth to
her second son, Satyanarayana Murthy, on the eleventh day of the brighter
half of the month of āṣāḍa of the year, sādhāraṇa. But as ill luck would
have it, she died soon after due to some infection contracted during
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childbirth. The pleadings of the villagers to Narasimham, who was just
twenty-four years old when his wife died, to marry again fell on deaf ears
and he remained unmarried till the end of his life abiding faithfully and
honestly by the pledge of having only one wife in his life.
With the generous help of the villagers, Narasimham built a tileroofed house on the plot of land sold to him by Surayya tata next to the
latter's own house. Thereafter the family lived in the new house.
The mutual bonds of love and friendship between the brothers,
Anjaneyulu and Satyanarayana Murthy became stronger and stronger as
they grew up. The villagers who observed the brothers love for each other
regarded them as epitomes of Rama and Lakshmana, the most ideal
brothers ever. Anjaneyulu had his early education under the tutorship of
his own father and received moral instruction from his granduncle,
Ramadas, a highly religious person, his worldly-wise grandmother,
Seshamma and his paternal aunt Sitamma.
Time passed by. One day which happened to be the festival of
Sitārāma Kalyānam, Narasimham was about to leave the house to watch
the celebrations in the temple. On the bidding of Ramadas who had been
ailing for some time, Seshamma called Narasimham to his bedside.
Ramadas told him, “Don't go out now. It seems that my end is
approaching.” He then called Seshamma and Sitamma to his side and told
them, “Look, I am leaving this world. The purpose of my life is over. Take
care of the children.” With the words, “Rama, Rama” on his lips he quietly
breathed his last.
Sadly, Narasimham also passed away two or three years later on the
New Moon Day of the month of mārgasira in the year, rākşasa. Upon
his death, his children, Anjaneyulu and Satyanarayana Murthy, who were
then 9 and 6 years old respectively became orphans and Seshamma and
Sitamma had to take upon themselves responsibility of bringing them up
further. When Narasimham died, the whole village turned up to console
and offer sympathy to the bereaved family. All the villagers with tears
welling in their eyes, extolled the great qualities of the departed. Seeing
Seshamma grieving uncontrollably, they told her they might not be able
to bring back Narasimham but would place all they possessed at her
disposal so that his family did not have to suffer in any way. Some days
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later overcoming her grief, Seshamma called all those who had entrusted
money, documents, and other valuables to the family for safe custody and
returned them to the respective owners in the presence of Surayya tata.
Seshamma lived up to a ripe old age and three years after
Vidyasagara Sarma's birth, she passed away having the satisfaction of
being the birth of a great-grandson. She had also the gratification of
having made pilgrimage to the holy city of Benares before she died.
Since Anjaneyulu was a minor, the management of the school
started by his father was entrusted to Rachakonda Anjaneyulu, the
younger brother of the village-munsif. Upon his attaining majority, the
management of the school reverted to him, and with the help of the
learning gained from his father and with the assistance of his younger
brother he ran the school very ably. Both the brothers had their primary
education in that very school. After the completion of his primary
education in that school, Anjaneyulu, underwent higher grade training as
a teacher and began teaching in that very school. Satyanarayana Murthy
also worked as a teacher there. The two brothers, who proved to be expert
teachers and whom the students endearingly referred to as
peddamāstāru, elder teacher and cinnamāstāru, younger teacher, were
responsible for turning out many excellent students. Satyanarayana
Murthy had always such great regard and affection for his elder brother
that even four decades after the latter's death whenever someone
mentioned about Anjaneyulu, his face would light up with joy and he
would launch upon a eulogy of his elder brother and give a discourse of
various incidents in his life. His sense of pride at being the younger
brother of such a noble person would be evident in his face at such times.
Anjaneyulu was equally proud of his father's greatness which he
described in a poem in the unpublished play, Gōpāla Kaḷyāṇaṁ thus:
Blessed was his life in his mother-country's service,
But now dwells the great man in heaven in bliss.
Far greater than what was shown to his children,
For his pupils was his love and affection.
Totally free from angry disposition,
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Even in a dream, never a harsh word spoken.
Till he reached the end of his life’s tether.
He espied no woman other than my mother.
In the eyes of those knowing him he was very tall,
Alike he treated one and all,
None seeking his help was turned away at all.
Such was Narasimham’s fame
Guru to many and who gave me birth and name.
*******
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Chapter 3 SRI ANJANEYULU – VIŚWAṀJEE’S FATHER
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee's father, Sri Anjaneyulu, an embodiment
of all learning including jyōtiṣaśāstra (Astronomy and Astrology) and
vastuśāstra (Hindu science of Architecture) was a man born with a
purpose. Even at the tender age of sixteen, he was known to have
composed poetry of exquisite beauty and rare maturity. Just as a flower
spreads its fragrance the moment it has bloomed, his extraordinary
intellectual powers began manifesting in many ways in his adolescence,
surprising many who came to know him. For the breadth of his learning
and knowledge, he acquired the appellation, Apara Yājñavalkya.
When his father died in his 9th year, Sri Anjaneyulu stepped into his
father's shoes for managing the school. While thus engaged, he studied on
his own up to class VIII and then completed the training course as a
higher-grade teacher. While working as a teacher in Chamallamudi where
he settled down, through his self-effort he matriculated and then went on
to successfully complete many courses such as ubhayabhāṣāpravīṇa,
A.O.L., F.A, and B A. in first class. He acquired proficiency in many
languages like Hindi, Urdu, and Tamil.
Once, when Sri Anjaneyulu was fourteen years old, he happened to
learn from the newspapers of Tirupathi Venkateswara Kavulu's
performing avadhāna in Rajahmundry and their being felicitated publicly
for their extraordinary poetic skills, He sent them a panegyric of a few
poems composed by himself and expressing his respectful appreciation
for the poets. The great poets were so much impressed by the beauty of
the young poet's poems that they sent him a few copies of their own works
such as Śravanānda and Pāṇigrahīta. Later in life he often recalled this
gesture of the two poets acknowledging it as a source of great inspiration
for him. In course of time, he developed close relations with many great
literary figures of his time such as Madhva Sri Kasi Krishnamacharya,
Pallepurna Prajnacharyulu, Veturi Prabhakara Sastry, Viswanatha
Satyanarayana, Viswanatha Venkateswarlu, Tummala Seetharama
Chaudhary, Tripuraneni Ramaswami Chaudhary, Konda Venkatappaiah
Pantulu, Jashuwa and Prabhakara Umamaheswara Panditulu.
By the time Sri Anjaneyulu was sixteen, he had already authored
Dānamahima (Dasara Poems), Śrī Kr̥ṣṇa Saṅkīrtanaṁ (a short poetical
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work), Yājñavalkya Śatakaṁ, Rēkha Gaṇitaṁ (a treatise on
mensuration) and Gōpāla Kaḷyāṇaṁ (a play). Of these the first two were
published by Polisetty Somasundaram. Rēkha Gaṇitaṁ containing rules
of mensuration in verse form was prescribed as a textbook for students of
class IV and V to teach them methods of measuring areas, etc., of fields.
The versification helped the students to memorize and easily remember
the rules of mensuration. The following verse contains the rule for finding
the hypotenuse and the sides of a field in the shape of a right triangle:
kōṭi bhujavargamula rēṇḍi gūrci labdha saṅ
mūlamarayaṅga adi karṇamuga danarcu,
karṇarēkhā pramāṇa vargamuna kōṭi
vargamunu drōci mūlimpa vaccu bhujamu.
(Adding the squares of the two sides and finding the square root of
the sum gives the hypotenuse. Subtracting the square of a side from the
square of the hypotenuse and finding the square root of the difference
gives the other side.) The following verse tells how the volume of a well
can be computed:
paridhi nardhiñci paraga ēḍu
cē guṇiñci iruvadi rēṇḍu cē hariñci
mōttamunu lōtuna guṇiñci mudamutōḍa
kūpa ghanamintayani cēppagūḍu vatsa.
(Halve the circumference, then square it, multiply by seven and
divide by twenty-two. Then multiply the result by the depth of the well to
get its volume.)
Below every poem, a detailed explanation with illustrative examples
was given. Unfortunately, only a few pages of this valuable work are
available, the rest having got mutilated beyond recognition.
To increase the ability of students to understand the meaning of
many words and increase their vocabulary, Anjaneyulu ensured that they
memorized poems from Sumati Śatakaṁ, Dāśaradhī Śatakaṁ,
Rukmiṇī Kaḷyāṇaṁ, Gajēndra Mōkṣaṁ, Āndhranāma Saṅgrahaṁ,
Bāla Rāmāyaṇaṁ, etc., selected according to the grade of the students.
The students were made to write down on their slates the poems composed
extempore by him and were required to recite them from memory when
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they returned to the school after the fortnightly holidays. (In those days
the schools were closed on the full moon and new moon days and the day
following them.) Some of these poems had the refrains camaḷlamūḍi
śrīrāmā,
yājñavalkya
maunīndra,
sarvajñacandra,
ramyaguṇasāndra, kōdaṇḍa rāmacandra, etc. is available while the
rest have been lost. The poems composed by him have a beauty of their
own. Consider the following:
dēvāri tanūbhavu daṁ
tāvaḷa vallabhuni brōcu daya nāpairā
nīvē suntainā bhava
tsēvakuṇḍa camaḷḷamūḍi sītārāmā!
(O! Lord Sitarama of Chamallamudi! May you bestow on me your
humble servant, a little mercy, so I may pray to Ganesa, the darling son
of Parvathi!)
brahmarakṣōbādha baritaptuḍaina vai
śampāyanuni gāci jālināvu,
janakāvanī pālusabha brāḍvivākuḍai
maḍiyucō śākalyumanipunāvu
vañcanāmati darkavādulai ninugēlva
nēñcina vāri nōḍiñcināvu,
atilōkanuta śuklayājuṣāmnāyambu
dēcci śiṣyulakēlla niccināvu,
bhavyatara dharmaśāstra mērparacināvu,
śuddavēdāntapathamunu jūpināvu,
tāvakā mēyamahimambu dalapavaśamē?
yājñavalkya maunīndra! Sarvajñacandra
(O! great sage, Yājñavalkya! You have saved Vaiśampāyana from
terrible anguish. You have sent the great grammarian to the king's court
to subdue the proud pandits of the court. You have defeated the
philosophers who have through deceit wanted to conquer you. You have
given to your disciples the Vedic text well-known in all the worlds as
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Śuklayājurvēda. You have established the most perfect code of righteous
conduct. You have shown the most refined Vedic path. Indeed, countless
are the great deeds you have performed, and it is difficult for any to
describe them.)
Sri Anjaneyulu used to point out to his students the past glory of the
great Indian culture through narrating many stories from the mythologies
and show by contrast its present state of decadence. In this way he would
rouse among them a desire to preserve their culture and tradition. Every
evening he sat on a cot in front of his house and read out the news from
the day's papers to the villagers gathered near him. On these occasions he
also discussed with them some interesting points from the religious texts
and mythologies as well as the significance of various omens and birth
marks. He gave predictive answers to the questions asked by the villagers
based on the time of the question, the direction faced by the person asking
it and the number of letters in it. Invariably what he predicted came true.
Many approached him for fixing the auspicious moments for marriages
house-warming ceremonies, undertaking journeys, etc. He was an expert
in casting horoscopes besides being an excellent palmist. For all these
services, he never took a penny from any. When he walked along the street
dressed in a white dhoti with an upper cloth wound round his torso,
wearing vibhūti and kuñkuma on his forehead, with tuft of hair at the
back of his head, otherwise clean-shaven, and wearing rubber sandals,
people seeing him felt that he was embodiment of learning walking before
them. As he walked along, people sitting in front of their houses stood up
as a mark of their respect for him. Everyone addressed him as pedda
pantulugāru. Such was his individuality recognized and respected by all.
The day before Vināyaka Caturthī (the day on which the elephantfaced God, son of Siva and Parvati was born) he led his students in a group
to the fields outside the village and pointing to the leaves of different kinds
of trees and plants by their names explained the medicinal properties of
each. He expounded, “Every tree and plant we see has some medicinal
property that would cure some disease. Our ancestors have prescribed the
worship of Vināyaka with different kinds of leaves so that people even
as children would be able to identify different species and know their
medicinal properties and treat ordinary ailments with their help. We have
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forgotten long ago this herbal system of medicine, and worship Vināyaka
with whatever leaves we get hold of, without even knowing their names,
leave alone their properties. Vināyaka not only removes obstacles, but
like goddess Saraswathi cures us of our mental ailments. He would
energize us and enhance our intellectual abilities and faculty of
accomplishment.” ln this way Sri Anjaneyulu revealed to his students
many secrets behind the many rituals practiced. ln order to enable the
students to remember the names of various plants, he composed the
following beautiful poem mentioning twenty-one different kinds of leaves
with which Vināyaka has to be worshipped:
vēlagayu, mācipatri, kuruvērunu, dānimma, tummi, rēgu,
mōllalu, maruvambu, ārē, balurakkasi, bilvamu, dēvadāruvun,
garikayu, nēlapatri, surakāñcana, ummētta, uttarēṇu, jājulu,
kuśa, jillēḍun, mulaga sōmpuga nirvadi yōkka patrulan
sthiramati nīku pūjalanu jēsi, sugandhamu,
dīpadhupamulvaluvayu, mōdakambōsagi, bhādrapadādi
caturthīyandu nin glōlutumu bhaktitōḍa - mamu gōmuna jūci
sukhambunīyumā! cēlavuga nīku vandanamu siddhi vināyakā,
lōkanāyakā!
(O! Vināyaka! the master of the universe! we worship you with
twenty-one kinds of leaves and offer you steam-cooked rice balls, and
we salute and pray to you with deep devotion. May you bestow your
grace and auspiciousness on us!)
The following poem of prayer to Gaṇēśa, composed by Anjaneyulu
consists of very simple words that can be easily understood and repeated
even by very young children:
pālu, cēṟakugaḍalu, bāgaina unḍrāḷḷu,
bōjjaniṇḍa bēṭṭi, pūjacēsi,
ninu kōlutumēpuḍu, mamu rakṣimpavē
srēyamulanu gūrci Śrī Gaṇēśa
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(O! Gaṇēśa! we shall offer milk, sugar cane and steam-cooked rice
balls and worship you always. May you bestow protection and happiness
on us!)
Sri Anjaneyulu taught his students very simple sanskrit word and
sentences such as “vārtākaṁ kōmalaṁ pathyaṁ kūṣmāṇḍaṁ
kōmalaṁ viṣaṁ - a tender eggplant is wholesome diet, but a tender
pumpkin is poison” that enabled them to converse with each other in that
language. What they learned from him stood them in good stead when
they grew up. Students who studied up to class V acquired the ability to
read and understand Sanskrit classics such as Bhāgavataṁ and
Bhārataṁ to narrate stories from purāṇās. He perfected a method of
teaching Sanskrit within one year. Many students, from the neighboring
villages like Vallabhapuram, Pallepadu, Kolluru Ananthavarappadu and
Chopadu, desiring to learn Sanskrit classics flocked to him. Sri Pichhaiah
(elder brother of Nissanka Venkataratnam, former Speaker of Andhra
State Legislative Assembly), Sri Krishnamurthy, Sri Boddu
Venkatappaiah, hailing from Katrapadu and presently practicing as an
advocate in the High Court in Hyderabad, Sri Meduri Nageswara Rao, a
senior congress leader, T. Venkateswara Rao, former Mayor of
Vijayawada, late Kanaparthi Nagaiah, a prominent communist leader, late
Polisetty Sitaramanjaneyulu, late Adivasi Prajabhushan, Sri Thiruvidhula
Sambaiah, late Master Ekkirala Krishnamacharyulu, late Sri Kodali
Venkaiah, Dr. Divi Srimannarayana and many other famous people were
among Anjaneyulu's students who learned Sanskrit from him. Whenever
an occasion arose, Sri Ekkirala Krishnamacharyulu who received his first
lessons in Sanskrit and Astrology from Sri Anjaneyulu would speak of the
teacher raising his hands in reverence and say, “Sri Anjaneyulu was an
embodiment of Sanskrit learning, I owe my knowledge of Sanskrit and
Astrology wholly to him. It is rare to find such capable and devoted
teachers now. The unavailability of Jyōtiṣa Marma Dīpika written by
him is a great loss to the field of learning of jyōtiṣaśāstra.”
While discharging his duties as a teacher diligently, he also devoted
his leisure time to read out to assembled audiences extracts from Kārtīka
and Ṁagha purāṇās. Being of the firm opinion that money was at the
root of much suffering in this world, he refused to accept all monetary
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gifts. Whatever other offerings he received, such as fruits and sugar candy,
he would invariably distribute them among the people gathered to listen
to his discourses. For invoking rains, he would start discoursing on
Virāṭparva from the epic Mahābhārata, and amazingly there would be
rain without fail on some day before the conclusion of the discourse.
Sri Anjaneyulu's fame spread to many neighboring villages so much
so that many from those villages came to consult him on matters relating
to vāstu of their houses. People of these villages even today, long after he
passed away, speak very highly of his extraordinary ability to point out to
vāstu defects and suggest appropriate remedial measures.
One day an affluent Reddy, a resident of Sarvareddipalem, came
along with Sri Anjaneyulu's maternal grandfather to consult him on his
being childless, though he had married thrice by then. He hoped that with
Anjaneyulu's help his problem would get solved. After listening
attentively to all that the Reddy had narrated, Sri Anjaneyulu realized that
the cause of the problem lay in the house which Reddy got constructed.
He went to Sarvareddipalem accompanied by his brother, Satyanarayana
Murthy, and inspected Reddy's house very carefully. He asked Reddy's
men to dig up the floor of the room where the foundation stone for the
construction was laid. When they did as instructed, some bones and
broken bits of an earthen pot were discovered. After they were removed,
a stick, called pāla karra, was embedded in the ground and the flooring
was re-laid. Then a purificatory ceremony was performed. Sri Anjaneyulu
advised Reddy to go in for a fourth marriage assuring him that through his
fourth wife he would have many children. Reddy acted as directed by him
with complete faith in his words and in course of time he had many
children and his family flourished with numerous grandchildren. ln a
similar way he helped Vallury Appayya by locating the vāstu defects in
his house located in Chamallamudi. To expel the evil forces from the
house of the village karnam of Maddipadu, a village near Ongole, Sri
Anjaneyulu got a copper plate, with the bījākṣarās of Vīrāñjanēya,
inscribed on it, stuck on the main entrance-door of the house. Thereafter
the karnam succeeded in every enterprise undertaken by him and lived
happily and peacefully.
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Everyday Sri Anjaneyulu followed a strict regimen of worship.
Before he had his bath, he wrapped his upper cloth round his waist and
after the bath he squeezed the water out of the wet upper cloth and used it
to dry up his body. Before sitting down to carry on the worship, he put on
dry clothes, and applied vibhūti to his forehead. He used to be absorbed
in the worship for hours together covering head with the upper cloth and
chanting a certain mantra keeping the count with the help of a rosary.
Without fail he performed gāyatri japa every morning, afternoon, and
evening. It was believed that Dattātrēya appeared to him in a dream and
taught him tāraka mantra. The culmination of the daily worship was the
śōḍaṣōpacāra pūja. On such of those occasions when he had to travel
away from the village, his wife, Srimathi Varalakshmamma, a jewel
among wives known for their fidelity, carried on the worship. He taught
her gauri pañcākṣāri mantra which she used to chant regularly with due
devotion. Whenever he was away from his home, he would not eat or even
drink water till he returned. He always ensured strict observance of
customs and rules tradition at his home. Everyone, even a child, on return
from outside had to wash his hands and feet clean, cover himself with a
wet towel kept on the threshold, simultaneously removing the clothes
worn till then and slip into a freshly washed set of clothes before entering
the house. These precautions were considered necessary for preventing
the entry of negative forces into the house. Whenever a scorpion was
found anywhere in the house, the house was considered defiled by the
presence of the poisonous insect. To eradicate the defilement, cow's urine
or water mixed with turmeric powder (both are believed to possess
antiseptic properties) was sprinkled all over the house. Further the insect
was not allowed to be killed and instead it would be carried outside the
house with the help of a string tied to its tail-hook and left far away from
the house. His conduct in such matters seemed to be inspired by the
dictum of Bhagavadgīta – “adhgvēṣṭā sarvabhūtānāṁ maitraḥ
karuṇa ēvaca.”
One night when he was reading a book in the light of a hurricane
lamp, a snake crawling from somewhere crept over his feet and
disappeared into some corner. Being deeply immersed in reading the
book, he did not notice it. However, his younger brother, Satyanarayana
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Murthy, sitting close by saw the snake and shouted, “Brother! snake,
snake!” People on hearing his words rushed with sticks to kill the snake.
Sri Anjaneyulu prevented them from carrying out their intention saying,
“It did not do any harm. Let it go.”
His fervor to serve and help guests and alms-seekers defies
description. Whenever a brahmin chanced to come to Chamallamudi, he
had to come to the house of pēddapantulugāru - that was how the
villagers addressed him with respect and affection - and receive his
hospitality. One day a brahmin visited the village when Sri Anjaneyulu
happened to be away from his house. At that time his paternal aunt,
Sitamma was alone in the house lying in bed with fever and weakness.
She, therefore, advised the brahmin to go to someone else's house. He
went away in search of someone who could give him hospitality. After he
left, she got out of bed with great difficulty and managed to have a quick
bath and cook a light meal. Meanwhile Anjaneyulu and inquired where
the brahmin who had come in the morning was. She replied, “Anji! I
wasn't feeling well and did not feel up to cooking for the guest. Therefore,
I asked him to go elsewhere.” He felt upset by her reply and said, “Aunt!
you have not done well in asking the brahmin to go elsewhere for food.
We could have all eaten what little you have cooked. I would not eat any
food till that very brahmin comes back to our house and accepts our
hospitality.” Having thus expressed his displeasure at the unfortunate
event, he left the house. His younger brother thereupon went out in search
of the brahmin and was successful in locating and bringing him back. That
night Sri Anjaneyulu had a hearty meal along with the brahmin. Such were
the many stories of his strict observance of atithi dharma which the
people of Chamallamudi recounted even today.
Sri Anjaneyulu evinced very little interest in householdmanagement and so it was left to his younger brother to take care of all
the needs of the house while he engaged himself in the teaching in the
school and its management as also in performing various pūjas,
counselling the villagers and giving discourses on the purāṇās. His
conduct seemed to accord with the Sanskrit saying “svagr̥hēsu atithivat
vasēt, vidhivasāt prāptōn santuṣyatāṁ - Living in his own house like a
guest, he feels happy with what the destiny has decreed.”
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One day Srimathi Varalakshmamma, Sri Anjaneyulu's wife, who
was pregnant developed parturition pains and the village midwife who
came to attend on her realized that the delivery would be difficult and so
advised that she should be shifted to Guntur without any delay.
Satyanarayana Murthy, feeling greatly worried rushed to Sri Anjaneyulu
to inform him of the advice of the midwife. Sri Anjaneyulu, who was that
time, immersed in reading a book closed it and looking up at brother for
a moment told him, “All right take her to Guntur for that God's will.” He
then quietly resumed reading the book. With much difficulty
Satyanarayana Murthy took his sister-in-law to Guntur in double-bullock
cart and got her admitted in a hospital for women. While everyone in the
house felt greatly concerned about her condition, he alone remained
unperturbed and stoic with the firm belief that God would take care of
everything. His acceptance of all suffering with forbearance and
remaining happy, indicative of his wisdom, accords well with the adage,
“manastēndriyāṇāñca ēkāgravaṁ paramaṁ tapaḥ - focusing the mind
and the senses on one and only thing - is supreme penance.
Some years ago, Seshamma, Sri Anjaneyulu's paternal grandmother,
and Pelluri Sitayya, his maternal grandfather, consulted each other and
decided that Sri Anjaneyulu should be married to Varalakshmamma,
daughter of Pelluri Venkataramanyya, younger brother of the karnam
(village revenue official) of Pelluru. Accordingly, Sri Anjaneyulu was
married to Varalakshmamma. The couple did not have children for more
than five years after the consummation of the marriage causing his
grandmother, Seshamma, and mother, Sitaramamma, much distress.
Polisetty Sitamma, wife of Bapanaiah and mother of
Somasundaram, used to participate in the bhajan sessions held in Sri
Anjaneyulu’s house. Often during the bhajan, she would go into a trance
and get possessed by goddess Lakshmi. In that state she would utter some
prophesies which invariably came true. As soon as she got possessed, she
would begin swaying vigorously and stretch her palm. People around
would break a coconut and place burning camphor into her out-stretched
palm. One day when she was in such a state, she asked Srimathi
Varalakshmamma to come near her and putting a date fruit in her hand
announced, “O! Varalakshmamma, you are certain to have a number of
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children and will soon be blessed with a lovely male child.”
Varalakshmamma took the date fruit and ate it regarding it as a blessed
gift of God. Within less than a year, she gave birth to a male child on a
Wednesday, the eighth day of the second half of the month of āṣāḍa in
the year, Prajōtpatti. He was named Venkata Lakshmi Narasimha
Vidyasagara Sarma by the parents. Whenever Polisetty Sitamma
happened to drop in after the child's birth, she took him in her arms and
fondled him very affectionately addressing him as “My dear khajurapandu
– date fruit.” Srimathi Varalakshmamma gave birth subsequently to two
daughters, Sitaramamma and Hemarekha and a son Viswanatha Sastry. It
is this last child, endearingly called Viśwaṁ, who in later years became
known as Viśwaṁjee, the pen name adopted by him as an author of many
poetical works. After attainment of self-realization, he has become known
as Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, is popularly addressed as “Masterjee”, and
“Swami” and has attained fame as an incarnation of Dattatrēya.
*******
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Chapter 4. SWAMI’S BIRTH
A year after Vidya Sagara Sarma was born, Parivrajakercharya Sri
Sri Sri Devakinandan Swami, a Maharashtrian hailing from Pune, came
to Chamallamudi from Billakoduru, a village in Konaseema, a part of East
Gaodavari District, on the invitation of the villagers to spend cāturmāsa
dīkṣa. He did not know Telugu but was quite fluent in Hindi. It was
believed that he possessed many miracuious powers. Some young men
who could not accept that anyone possessed such powers came to the
Swami during the navarātri period and demanded that he should show
God to them. They would not relent even when they were told, “Gods
would certainly make their appearance when propitiated. But t would be
very difficult to pacify them.” Finding no other alternative, the Swami
propitiated one by one many gods such that each of the young men came
to be possessed by one or the other of the gods. ln the village was a young
illiterate and ignorant vagabond, a butt of many jokes, by name
Vangaveeti Satyanarayanamurthy, the eldest son of Radhayya. The
Swami caused him to be possessed by Dattātrēya as a result of which the
young man began to sway to and fro surcharged with emotion and
delivered an endless panegyric in chaste Sanskrit about Datta. All those
who happened to witness the strange phenomenon stood stupefied.
Highly impressed by the virtuous conduct of Anjaneyulu, the Swami
accepted him as his chief disciple, presented him a pair of silver replicas
of Datta's feet and gave him initiation through a special mantra. Though
Anjaneyulu never disclosed what the mantra was, the members of his
family, seeing the picture of Datta given by the Swami and kept by
Anjaneyulu in his worship room, believed that he received initiation
through Datta mantra.
It was believed that Siddhamurthi of Ganagapur, Anjaneyulu's guru
in his previous birth, reincarnated now as Sri Devakinandan Swami, a
worshipper of Datta, came to Chamallamudi in search of his disciple and
gave himself up to the disciple. Anjaneyulu composed Līlātarañgiṇi, a
three-hundred-page poetical work in Sanskrit describing the numerous
miraculous deeds performed by the Swami during his sojourn in
Chamallamudi and got it printed in dēvanāgari script.
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That Anjaneyulu was a poet of great merit was amply evident from
his many poems published in Grāmapālana, a magazine founded and
published by Katrapati Lakshminarasimham, in the anniversary issue of
Andhra Patrika, in the literary journal, Bharathi from 1928 and in
Prāramabha Vidya, a magazine published by Venkatrama & co under
the editorship of Mahavadi Venkataratnam. One finds a happy blend of
the sweet charm of Potana's poetry and the delicacy of the modern poetry
in Anjaneyulu's poetical works. One could only speculate how many great
poetical works could have flowed from his pen, how literary critiques he
would have written, how many honors would have been conferred on him
and how much knowledge he would have imparted as a teacher had he
lived for another fifteen years.
Realizing the need for people having a clear understanding
Br̥hadāraṇyaka Upaniṣat, Anjaneyulu wrote a commentary on it in
Telugu. Sri Naishadham Chandramouli Sastry, a great scholar and
resident of Vallabhapuram, stayed with Anjaneyulu and got his work
Bhāgavata Tatvārthamañjari edited by him. When Anjaneyulu died, an
unfinished play, Śrī Rāma Paṭṭābhiṣēkaṁ, and two books namely,
varāhamihira and Jyōtiṣamaradīpika, and two short books of poems,
all written by him, were found in the wooden bureau kept in his house. He
was an expert in Ayurveda system of medicine, and he used to prepare
himself many elixirs, ointments, powders and other medicines needed to
treat patients. He set out the procedures for making all these medicines in
the book, Gr̥havaidyadīpika, a compendium of home remedies. Many
aspirants, desiring to practrise Ayurveda, learned the secrets of preparing
the medicines from him. Ambatipudi Sivaramakrishna Sastry Bhagavatar,
an expert exponent of harikatha, who worked as an Ayurvedic physician
in Ramamohan Ayurveda Pharmacy, Vijayawada, was one among them.
After Anjaneyulu's death, thieves broke into his house and
ransacked the wooden bureau containing his books resulting in the loss of
many of his unpublished and unfinished literary works.
It was indeed unfortunate that they remained totally untraceable. a
few of his poems that appeared in magazines like Bharathi and Andhra
Patrika, the published works of Śrī Kr̥ṣṇa Saṅkīrtanaṁ and
Līlātarañgiṇi, the unpublished Yājñavalkya Śatakaṁ, the play gōpāla
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Kaḷyāṇaṁ and Rēkhāgaṇitaṁ besides a few of the many poems he
recited extempore were available to us.
Knowing by his own example how difficult the life of a village
teacher was in those days, Anjaneyulu inspired his younger brother,
Satyanarayana Murthy to write poems under the caption, “Village
Teacher” and after editing them suitably got them published in the New
Year issue of Andhra Patrika. The poems were read very widely and
received much acclaim. He spoke often at meetings and conferences about
the misery and suffering of the village schoolteacher. On such occasions
he recited invariably poems that would inspire and encourage the teachers
in the audience. Though many of these are no longer traceable, one poem
containing a very inspiring message that somehow escaped the ravages of
time is reproduced below:
Render such service as you can,
To the Telugu literary goddess.
Be an example to your pupils,
Through your own good character.
Not through empty words but worthy deeds,
Uphold the pride of your country.
Never seek to earn through private tuition,
A profession worse than prostitution.
Bear your suffering with patience,
And never desert your courage,
For surely a bright day will dawn.
O! teachers, the molders of minds
And practitioners of Dharma!
(A free translation of the poem into English by the translator.)
This message has lasting relevance for the world of teachers. To do
justice to the multi-faceted life of Anjaneyulu - a poet and scholar of
repute, a popular teacher, a narrator of purāṇās, an astrologer, an expert
in vāstu śāstra, an ascetic who practiced self-discipline, practitioner of
Ayurveda medicine and so on - a big tome would have to be written.
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One or two years before Masterjee's birth, Anjaneyulu took leave
from his teacher's job in the village and shifted with his family to Guntur
to take up the position as a lecturer in the Central Tutorial College on the
invitation of its founder, Raja Rao, a co-son-in-law Jupudi
Yagnanarayana. While working there, he taught in his spare time Sanskrit
and Astrology to some persons like Ekkirala Krishhnamacharyulu. ln the
beginning the family lived in a rented house located in the old town and
belonging to Palatla Venkatappayya. But sometime later the family
moved into another house owned by one Krishnavenamma, just opposite
to the former’s house. This house which always reverberated with
sonorous literary discussions that he had with his friends and students,
seemed like a temple of Goddess Saraswati.
ln 1944, Anjaneyulu escorted to Banaras a batch of students from
the tutorial college who were to appear at the matriculation examination
of Banaras Hindu university. He had to stay there for month and a half
during which period he made it a practice to have daily bath in the river
Ganages and to offer oblations of abhiṣēkhaṁ to Lord Viśwanātha.
Finding it impossible to adhere strictly to the code tradition, he gave up
eating rice altogether and switched over to eating wheat roti’s and
drinking milk. After some time, he stopped drinking milk as he found its
smell unpleasant. He used to engage himself in discussions with many
scholars who abounded the holy city of Banaras. He became wellacquainted with Pandit Madan Malavya, the founder of Banaras Hindu
University, and the two developed mutual affection as they belonged to
the same yājñavalkya śāka. They met often and held discussions on
various subjects of mutual interest. On Malavya's request Anjaneyulu
composed a song in Hindi, an English rendering of which is as follows:
Oh! Brother, arise, arise
Take up in your hands,
The tools that lead to success,
And promoting brotherhood in society,
Lead a truly honest life!
Many Sanskrit verses were also composed by Anjaneyulu at
Malavya’s bidding, but none of the was committed to writing.
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While Anjaneyulu spent his days in Banaras worshiping Lord
Viśwanātha daily, his wife's pregnancy fast approached the end of its
term and one day she developed birth pains. Anjaneyulu's paternal aunt,
Sitamma came from Chamallamudi to Guntur to stay with the family and
be of help at the time of delivery. Every evening Satyanarayanamurthy,
Anjaneyulu's brother came from Chamallamudi to inquire of his sister-inlaw's health and returned the next morning. Anjaneyulu's elder son,
Vidyasagara Sarma was at this time twelve years old and was a student in
class lX and the two younger daughters were nine and three years old
respectively. As soon as the birth pains began, Varalaksmamma was got
admitted by Satyanarayanamurthy in the local women's hospital. Sitamma
stayed with her in the hospital to be of help when needed.
At 10.30 in the night of March 5, 1944, corresponding to Svabhānu
Nāma Saṁvatsara Phalguṇa Śudda Ēkādaśi, Varalakshmamma gave
birth to her second son. At about the same time Anjaneyulu who happened
to be in the divine presence of Lord Viśwanātha in Benares had a vision
of a brilliant beam of light emerging forth from the jyōtirliṅga of
Viśwanātha. Being an expert astrologer, he regarded the vision as a
prophetic indication that Viśwanātha, an embodiment of effulgent
knowledge, was about to take human birth as his son. When three days
later he received information about the birth of a son at exactly the time
when he had the vision, his belief that Lord Viśwanātha was born as his
son got reinforced. He felt that Viśwanātha’s manifestation as his son
was intended to grant him salvation and that he was truly blessed. The
traditional ceremony naming the new-born child, known as
nāmakaraṇaṁ, could not be performed as Anjaneyulu was away in
Banaras. When, on his return from Banaras after some days, he informed
all the members of his family of the wondrous experience he had in the
temple of Lord Viśwanātha, they all felt extremely happy. To
Sathyanarayanmurthy's suggestion that it would be apt to call the newborn
son Viswanatha, Anjaneyulu expressed his ready approval saying, “So be
it.” Thus, without any formal ceremony, “Viswanatha Sastry” became the
new-born child’s name. However, his parents and others called him
“Viśwaṁ” lovingly. Later in life when he became a teacher, he addressed
as “Viśwaṁ Māsṭāru”. As an author he was known by pen name
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“Viswam.G”. After he attained self-realization and received reverence
and recognition, he came to be addressed as “Masterjee”, “Viśwayōgi”,
“Viśwaṁjee”, “Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee”, “Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee
Maharāj” and “Swāmi”. Many acknowledged him as incarnation of
Datta, who has pledged his life for universal human welfare and
integration.
As Anjaneyulu remained in Varanasi without food for over a month
his liver got damaged, and he became seriously ill. “Astrologically I am
going through the period of eighth Saturn in Śanimahārdaśa. My illness
will not take a turn for the better unless I live beyond the full moon of the
month of Jyēṣṭa. But the indications are that I will not and I will die on
jyēṣṭa śuddha caturdaśi. If it does not happen, I will live till my
seventieth year,” he told those who came to inquire about his health. His
very dear friend, Pranacharya Divi Rangacharyulu used to visit daily.
Polisetty Somasundaram very affectionately consoled members of his
family with words of solace and hope. He was treated by Doctor
Vallabhajosyula Sarma. Many of his friends, acquaintances and students
coming to know of his illness visited him to inquire about his health.
Gradually his condition deteriorated so much that he was totally confined
to bed. His wife, Varalakshmamma, and paternal aunt, Sitamma took care
of the ailing Anjaneyulu.
At last, caturdaśi came. That day he looked bright and cheerful, and
everyone thought that the illness took a turn for the better. But none
realised that it was merely the flicker of a dying lamp. Five minutes before
he breathed his last, he called his younger brother to his bedside, blessed
him saying, “May you live long with fame and honor!” and he died
holding his brother's hands.
The news of his death spread to every nook of Guntur like wildfire.
Crowds of his acquaintances and students thronged to his house and paid
homage with tear-filled eyes.
Before the body was carried on its final journey, it was bathed in
holy Ganges water that Anjaneyulu had himself brought from Banaras,
with garlands of flowers and covered with sacred ash. It was accompanied
by a huge procession of mourners to the cremation ground where it was
placed on a pyre on the top of which were piled some pieces of
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sandalwood and basilwood. Sathyanarayana murthy, being much attached
to his elder brother, was inconsolable in his grief. Already feeling weak
and exhausted due to the hot summer sun, he suffered a sunstroke and
fainted. People who saw him in that state whether he would ever recover
at all. But within half an hour he regained consciousness, stood up though
weakly, sprinkled cow-ghee on the pyre and lit it. Within minutes the body
was consumed by the flames and turned to ash. As soon as the purpose of
his life, namely, becoming an agent for the manifestation of Datta, was
fulfilled, Anjaneyulu returned to the radiant world from where he came to
sojourn on the earth. Though his body disintegrated into the five elements,
the memory of Anjaneyulu, chosen as the instrument for the advent of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Sadguru Maharāj, an incarnation of Dattātrēya,
remains ever green. It is appropriate to end this chapter with the following
free translation of a Telugu poem from Gōpāla Kaḷyāṇa Nāṭakaṁ
written by Anjaneyulu wherein he mentions about his family.
The sage, Yājñavalkya, the most famous in all the worlds,
Was the progenitor of my family,
Narasimha, with unrivalled intellectual abilities.
Who abided by the vow of having only one wife,
I am fortunate to have as my father!
Sitamma, well-known for her virtuous conduct,
Womanly chastity and fidelity,
Happened to be my mother!
I am fortunate to have Sathyanarayanamurthy,
Of blemish less character as my younger brother!
I am but a tiny speck of dust on the feet,
Of the servant of the lord of all great poets,
Who is ever humble and whom people call Āñjanēya!
*******
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Chapter 5 CHILDHOOD AND SCHOOLING
After Anjaneyulu passed away, his brother Satyanarayana Murthy
moved the family back to Chamalamudi where all the after-death
ceremonies were performed. In the third month after her husband’s
demise, Varalakshmamma following the tradition went it Pelluru to stay
with her parents. She was so much overcome by grief. that she could
neither eat nor sleep for days on end. She became indifferent to the world
around and neglected totally the bringing up of her one-month-old son so
much so that her mother, Venkamma and her brother, Seshayya, had to
shoulder the responsibility of caring for the infant. Close by to their house
lived a farmer, Madduluri Venkatasubbaiah, who owned two cows, one
white and the other brown. The brown cow yielded milk once a day in the
morning while the white one did so in the evening. Masterjee's maternal
grandmother fed him the milk of the cows. When the child entered his
ninth month, she started giving him a little cooked rice and also got him
into the habit of drinking coffee.
Varalakshmamma returned to Chamallamudi in time to be present
during the ceremonies connected with Anjaneyulu's first death
anniversary. Here Masterjee was looked after by his paternal aunt,
Sitamma, and his uncle's wife, China Varalakshmamma. It took nearly
four years for Varalakshmamma to overcome her grief and become
normal. During this period, Masterjee received neither paternal love
because his father was no more, nor did he have maternal love as his
mother was all the while drowned in grief at the loss of her husband. His
elder brother being away in Guntur to pursue his studies, young Viśwaṁ
did not have brotherly love also. Masterjee in his childhood was lean and
weak, may be because, he did not have the nourishment of mother's milk.
However, with wide black eyes, thick black hair, a long shapely nose, a
well-formed mouth with an ever-present radiant smile on his lips and rosetinted complexion, Masterjee's figure was extremely attractive. His eyes
seemed ever turned towards the worlds beyond and the smile looked as if
it were a response to someone's query.
Masterjee's elementary education began in Chamallamudi itself
under the able guidance of his uncle, Sathyanarayana Murthy. He was
quite smart and very good at his studies. However, he was different from
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the other students of his own age group in many respects. He did not
mingle with other children nor quarreled with any. He did not demand
titbits or snacks in between meals nor squabbled for specific dishes at
meals. He spent a lot of time in solitude seemingly engaged in some
profound search. As Hemarekha, the younger of his two sisters, was only
a little older than him, he was more attached to her than to his other sister
or elder brother. The two walked to the school together holding each
other's hand. Till his eighth year, the family stayed on in Chamallamudi.
Occasionally he went to Pelluru to visit his maternal grandparents. After
his marriage in 1950, Vidyasagara Sarma, took up the course of
Secondary Grade Teacher Training so as to be able to earn a living. This
necessitated the shifting of some of the family from Chamallamudi to
Guntur. In 1951, Sathyanarayana Murthy also got a job as a teacher in
Panduranga Vidyalaya located in Brodipet of Guntur and consequently
the remaining family too moved to Guntur. Masterjee continued his
schooling in Guntur staying with his brother's family in a rented house in
Anandateertha Agraharam.
Sathyanarayan Murthy, who worked for many years as a teacher in
Guntur, became quite famous as an excellent teacher. He taught his
students many Telugu poems, prayer-verses, and songs; and he specially
composed for their sake many śatakās among which Andhrā Taraṅga
and Gāndhi Dēva became quite popular. On many occasions he was
invited by All India Radio to recite the poems composed by him. In
recognition of his poetical prowess, the title of Madhurakavi was
conferred on him by Purna Pragnacharya. On being appointed as bhakti
pracāraka - a travelling preacher of devotion to God - by the Religious
Endowment Board, he had the opportunity to propagate the need for
devotion to God through several discourses delivered in temples. The two
harikathās - Śrī Rāghavēndra Swāmi and Gōḍagūci written by him
were widely acclaimed. He himself was an expert narrator of harikatha
and was once invited by Sri Unnava Lakshminararyana and his wife,
Radhabai, to narrate the harikatha Gōḍagūci in their Śāradānikētan. At
the performance was present Brahmasri Ambatipudi Ramanatham
Bhagawathar, the guru who taught him the art of narration of harikatha
and whom Satyanarayanmurthy revered as a father. The guru was so
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impressed and pleased by his own disciple's performance that he
embraced him and with tears of joy rolling down his cheeks, he expressed
his appreciation in the following extempore verse of benediction:
The great story of Gōḍagūci narrated
Through auspicious words with devotion,
And with music impressive,
In this society for women, has won the hearts of many.
My own filled with overflowing joy,
May you, Sathyanarayana Murthy,
The best among my disciples, prosper and live long!!
Such was the multi-faceted and talented Satyanarayana Murthy's
personality. He was a karmayōgi who helped people without any
expectation of a return. Indeed, his life was a fulfilment of the desire
expressed by his elder brother in his dying moments. He had to face many
hardships in his younger days which he did with exemplary fortitude.
Though employed as an ordinary schoolteacher, he did his very best to
work for the prosperity of his brother's family. He got his brother's
daughter, Sitaramamma, married to her maternal uncle, Pelluri
Sathyanarayana. Only after Vidyasagara Sarma got married, he passed on
the responsibility of maintaining his elder brother's family to his nephew.
However, he continued to evince great concern and affection to his
brother's family and did not feel happy unless he visited his sister-in-law
and her children at least once a day. He spent his later years happily and
peacefully in his own house surrounded by his wife, children and a
grandson. Yet unfortunately in his old age he lost his mental stability and
looked almost like a mad man.
Vidyasagara Sarma got Masterjee admitted in class VII in a local
High School in Pattabhipuram while he himself pursued the course of
Secondary Grade Teacher's Training. As he did not have any job that
fetched a steady income, he had to take up private tuitions from which he
earned a little income. The family's financial resources were so meagre
that it had to face rough times often and Masterjee did not even have
decent clothes.
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Ananadateertha Agraharam was not as developed as it is today. The
houses were few and scattered, mostly located in agricultural fields,
unconnected by proper roads. Streamlets crisscrossed and anthills
abounded. In rainy season one had to wade through knee-deep water, and
to reach Pattabhipuram had to necessarily cross over railway tracks.
Masterjee went to school on foot walking about three miles carrying his
bag of books and a lunch box.
In the beginning Masterjee found it difficult to follow the lessons of
English and Mathematics, but in a short while by dint of his self-effort he
mastered the subjects and did not have to face failure in any class. In fact,
he took up the study of Mathematics at the degree level and after
graduation he taught Mathematics in a High School earning the
appreciation of both the students and colleagues for the excellence of his
teaching. His attitude towards learning is amply reflected in the following
exhortation often given to his devotees.
“If you have a liking for doing something, you will not experience
any difficulty in accomplishing it. We should not get disheartened when
we face matters not easy to comprehend initially. If we develop a strong
desire to understand and pour over the matter repeatedly with our attention
focused on it, we are bound to grasp the meaning. Perseverance is the key
to success, and we should persevere till we succeed.”
Masterjee even as a child showed great concern for the poor and
suffering. When he saw someone suffering from fever, he would sit by his
side and fan him to make him feel cool and comfortable. Likewise, when
he met someone having a headache, he would gently massage his temples
to relieve him of the pain. The little pocket money sometimes given to
him always went into the pocket of some beggar. No beggar who came to
their house to seek alms was ever turned away without being given alms.
During his childhood, a cat used to loiter about in their house and in
particular it would invariably present itself near the members of the family
at meals' time. Despite the warning of other members of the family that
too much intimacy should not be developed with a cat as it would
forebode the death of someone in the family, Masterjee would let it climb
into his lap, stroke it gently and feed it with a self-satisfied smile.
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In the rented house where the family resided, lived a red pet dog which
kept watch, and never let anyone approach the house. Whenever it saw
Vidyasagara Sarma and Masterjee it would stand on its hind legs and leap
on them in joy. When they went out of the house it would run along with
them some distance away from the house. Likewise, when it noticed them
returning home it would join them some distance away from the house
wagging its tail expressing its joy and walk back home with them.
Masterjee often fed molasses to it unnoticed by others. One day Masterjee
happened to be sitting in the front verandah of the house and reading a
book. All of a sudden, the dog sprang up from where it was lying and
began barking vigorously. People from inside the house came out to see
what caused the dog bark. They felt terribly frightened to see a five-feet
long brown cobra emerging from a snake-hill in one corner of the yard
surrounding the house, swaying its fully spread broad hood. Though it
was believed that a divine serpent lived in that snake-hill for long, none
had seen it till now. It lived all by itself causing harm to none. However,
people in the house were aware of its presence by the lovely fragrance of
jasmines and caldera flowers occasionally filling the house. As the cobra
swayed ecstatically, Masterjee sat watching it in amazement. However, as
soon as others bowed to it in devotion, it receded into its hole. All praised
the dog for its warning bark. One day the dog took ill all of a sudden and
died. Its body was carried to a far-off field and left there. Masterjee
grieved the whole day as if he lost someone very dear and could not eat
properly. It took him nearly ten days to become normal.
A trust was set up in Rajahmundry in memory of Adurthi Rama Rao
for awarding scholarships to meritorious students belonging to
yājñavalkya śāka. Masterjee for the first time received this scholarship
when he was a student of class VIII and he continued to receive it till he
graduated. This helped the family to a little extent to tide over its financial
difficulties. As Masterjee advanced in years, his analytical faculty became
sharper and he began to observe critically the world around and to seek
the truth underlying the universe. The all-pervading deceit, hatred,
arrogance, and pride of the rich and the exploitation in the name of God
that he saw all around caused him to doubt the very existence of God. This
conflicted with his theistic attitude, a result of genetic distillation over
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several generations. If God really existed why should so many calamities
befall and why should He remain silent? Why should good people
experience so many difficulties in their lives while perpetrators of evil
deeds and injustices prosper? If all are God's children, why should there
be the rich and the poor among them? When people continue to act
selfishly and commit all kinds of evil deeds, would they be absolved of
their sinful acts by their erecting temples and making plentiful
endowments to them? Is God not strong enough to resist the temptation
of bribes? These were some of the many questions that tormented his
mind. He was terribly upset by the pretensions of pseudo devotees, the
bitter quarrels among brothers and sisters, ignoring their blood
relationship, for the sake of money. He resolved all his doubts, that arose
from his observations, and decided that it was better to serve living beings,
images of the divine, instead of worshipping lifeless stone idols. The
desire to serve all living beings took deep roots in him, and with the strong
conviction, “Service to man is service to God,” he began to search for and
espouse true human values. He started visiting the temples of Āñjanēya
and Sāināth in Kothapeta in Guntur with a view to have acquaintance of
the mendicants and alms-seekers who gathered near the temples and to
observe their actions from close quarters. He rendered to them such help
as he could.
In his childhood, Masterjee was not of strong disposition physically
and suffered from indigestion that caused him to have loose motions if he
ate a little more than what he could. Therefore, he always restricted his
food-intake and then too he ate only easily digestible food. While he was
studying for his B.A., he often fainted, and his mother got him some
treatment for the condition without significant improvement. Then his
sister, Sitaramamma got Dattātrēya yantra tied to his arm for eleven
consecutive weeks by a brahmin who lived next door to her house.
Whether it be due to this or Masterjee's chanting of the name of Sāināth
at the suggestion of the brahmin, there was some improvement in his
condition.
One day while making circumambulations (pradakṣinās) in
Āñjanēya Swāmi’s temple, Masterjee had a black out and fell down. At
once many devotees present nearby and the priests of the temple rushed
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to him to know what happened. However, he got revived soon after the
priests sprinkled some akṣatās, applied Āñjanēya Swāmi’s sindhūr
(vermillion) to his forehead and made him sip a little of Swami's tīrtha.
The episode of fainting recurred when he was writing his B.A.
Mathematics examination, but he recovered within a short time by
himself. The members of his family mistook these episodes as indicative
of epilepsy and did not realize that they were in reality trances of a
meditative state into which he slipped occasionally. Such ability must
have been a result of the merits of his former lives. By the grace of
Sainath, these occurrences ceased in course of time.
Realizing the connection between health and food habits through his
own experience, Masterjee took extra care about what he ate. In particular
he avoided consuming tubers, tamarind and some cereals and minimized
the consumption of fruits. However, he continued to drink coffee and tea,
many times in the day, a habit which he acquired in his childhood.
Additionally, he drank three or four glasses of buttermilk every day. May
be because of inadequate intake of food or because of the very nature of
his physique, he was lean though tall, and his side-ribs showed up through
the skin. One day he happened to accompany his sister-in-law,
Kamalamma, wife of his elder brother, Vidyasagara Sarma, then pregnant
with her first child, to a lady gynecologist, Dr. Ramanamma. After she got
herself examined, Kamalamma asked the lady doctor to suggest some
tonic for Masterjee so that he could put on some flesh. The doctor smiled
and said, “You give him all those food items which I have asked you to
avoid.” In those days Kamalamma was somewhat obese and yet she used
to feel weak. She used to consult the lady doctor frequently about these
problems. Much later she would remember the doctor's advice for
Masterjee's putting on flesh and recall with a smile how Masterjee was
thin when he was eating food as any other normal person did but, became
stout when he gave up eating food altogether.
By the time Masterjee completed his second year of B.A. in the
Hindu College, Guntur, Vidyasagara Sarma got his younger sister,
Hemarekha, married off and he himself decided to pursue the study for a
master's degree so that the higher qualification would improve his income
earning ability and help the family to tide over the financial problems
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being faced by it. With this end in view, he made arrangements for his
mother and younger brother to stay on in Guntur with his sister
Sitaramamma's family and left for Hyderabad. After he got his master's
degree, Sarma got appointed as a lecturer in the degree college in
Jadcherla of Mehaboobnagar District, founded by Dr. Burgula
Ramakrishna Rao. Sarma began to live in Jadcherla with his wife. While
studying for his degree, Masterjee felt attracted very much by Sathya Sāi
Bābā’s teachings and participated in Sāi bhajans actively. Simultaneously
he studied in depth the biographies of many great yogis, siddhapuruṣās
and divine incarnations. While the study reinforced his faith in God, it
also helped him develop an attitude of service to humanity with selfless
love. He cultivated assiduously the human values of love, compassion,
truthfulness, and purity that helped his heart to become a worthy altar of
divinity.
After his graduation, Masterjee went to Jadcherla to stay with his
elder brother. While living there, he became quite intimate with some
families and visited them regularly, the most notable among them being
that of Susheela Bai, the President of Jadcherla Women's Association and
a member of the Jadcherla Panchayat Board, then living in a rented house
adjacent to that of Vidyasagara Sarma. She, a rich woman, had deep faith
in God and possessed the rare ability to speak extempore on a variety of
subjects with authority and could converse in Hindi, Marathi, and Urdu.
She was of loving disposition and had always a charming smile dancing
on her lips. Masterjee became quite friendly with Susheela Bai's elder son,
Purushottam. He came to be regarded as a member of her family and
treated by her as her own younger brother, addressed affectionately as
“Baba”.
The second family that could be mentioned in this context was that
of P.V. Sathyanarayanamurti, a lecturer in Mathematics in the local
college, a gold-medalist Post-graduate from Allahabad University. As he
was a great teacher, Masterjee went often to him to learn some
Mathematics. Murthy's father-in-law, Kollipara Achyutaramaiah, on
becoming a widower, came to live with Murthy's family. There developed
a strong bond of affection between Masterjee and the old man, an ardent
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devotee of Sathya Sāi Bābā. Murthy's wife, Annapurna, too treated
Masterjee as her own brother.
The one that deserves to be mentioned next is the rich Vaisya family
of Laksmanaswami, the Principal of the local college, who hailed from
Uravakonda of Kurnool District. Before coming to Jadcherla,
Lakshmanaswami was for some time the vice-principal of Badruka
college in Hyderabad. He and his wife, Vijayalakshmi, a woman of
sterling character, were a made-for-each other ideal couple. The whole
family felt drawn to Masterjee by his noble personality. Venku, the second
daughter of the couple, in particular, spent as much time as possible in his
company addressing him as “Maama”.
When we analyze the circumstances that prompted Sri Vidyasagara
Sarma, till then a second grade school teacher, to decide to pursue the
study of M.A., the forces that got him the job of a lecturer in Jadcherla,
the cause of Masterjee's fainting while appearing at the B.A. Mathematics
examination, and the conditions that led him to Jadcherla to live with his
brother, we realize that all that was a part of a grand divine design of Lord
Datta to shower His grace on Masterjee, and cannot but marvel at the
miraculous turn of events in his life. A study of all this would reveal how
God's looks of compassion would come to rest on someone for no
apparent reason, how as a result that blessed person's life would undergo
many unexpected turns that would lead him to realize life's true goal, and
how God would choose and prepare the instruments needed for His future
plans and how He would set the stage well in advance with meticulous
care for their successful implementation.
*******
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Chapter 6 GRACE OF GURU
Sambasiva Rao and Vidyasagara Sarma were colleagues in Dr.
Burgula Ramakrishna Rao Governemnt Degree College, Jadcherla, being
lecturers in English and Telugu respectively. Their two families were
close to each other. Sambasiva Rao's mother, Krishnavenamma, happened
to visit Sarma's family one day and told him, “Sarmajee, some Maharaj
has come from somewhere and is staying in Datta Mandir. Many people
have been visiting and paying respects to him Why don't you go with
Kamalamma to him and seek his blessings?” It was her hope that the
childless couple of Sarma and Kamalamma might be blessed with
children by the grace of the Maharaj.
Sarma was by nature a believer, but knowing, “udara nimittaṁ
bahukr̥ta vēṣaṁ - Many roles are merely for earning a livelihood,” he
did not care much for ascetics and mendicants. But once he trusted any,
he would not easily desert him. He was aware of the fact that a Maharaj,
had been staying in Datta Mandir and he saw him once or twice from a
distance on his way to the college. Seeing that there was no positive
response to her suggestion, Krishnavenamma persisted with her
suggestion so much so that Sarma softened a bit. He cast a glance towards
his wife to assess her response. When he noticed a glimmer of hope in her
eyes, he felt convinced that it would be no harm to pay a visit to the
Maharaj just for once. Yielding finally to the imploring’s of
Krishnavenamma, the childless couple accompanied her to Datta Mandir
to have Maharaj's darśan. The saying, “buddhi karmānusāriṇi thoughts always accord with predestined actions, proved amply true in the
case of Vidyasagara Sarma. His decision to visit Maharaj marked a
significant turning point in his life as it led to his becoming a devotee of
Datta and receiving His grace.
When Sarma and his wife reached Datta Mandir, it was already
overflowing with devotees and tīrthaṁ and prasādaṁ were being
distributed. They managed to push their way close to Maharaj and after
offering their humble praṇāms they receded to a side and stood there
waiting.
Looking at them smilingly. Maharaj asked them in English, “You
do not have sons, is that true?” Maharaj who did not know Telugu seemed
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to have sensed that Sarma could not understand Hindi and therefore,
switched to speak in English from Hindi in which language he had till
then carried on his conversation with the devotees. The conversation
between them continued in English.
Maharaj's query about their not having “sons” puzzled Kamalamma
because they did not have daughters either. However, the import of his
words became clear to her only after they had two sons and when Maharaj
on his second visit to Jadcherla himself explained why he intentionally
used the plural of the word “son”. She realized that Maharaj really wished
that they should have two sons.
Maharaj gave to Sarma a coconut and directed him to worship it
daily with turmeric powder and vermillion. He complied with the
directions faithfully. Kamalamma visited Maharaj daily in Datta Mandir.
He gave her some instructions, including as to how she should make
circumambulations (pradakṣinās) daily for forty days in Datta Mandir,
which she followed faithfully and sincerely. Maharaj once carried out in
Datta Mandir Gurucaritra Pārāyaṇa Saptāhaṁ - reading of the life
story of Guru Datta spread over a week. On the conclusion of each day's
reading tīrthaṁ and prasādaṁ were distributed to all the assembled
devotees. On Maharaj's instructions, Sarma on his way to the college
attended the daily reading sessions and accepted tīrthaṁ fand prasādaṁ
from him. Kamalamma on the fortieth day of her doing the pradakṣinās
had a vision in which Viśwaṁjee appeared and placed prasādaṁ in her
hands. She and others who were informed of the vision thought that
Dattātrēya being a bachelor appeared in the form of Viśwaṁjee. Little
did they realise that Viśwaṁjee was none other than Dattātrēya himself.
Two months had passed since Maharaj's arrival in Jadcherla.
Though he visited many devotees' houses during this period to accept
bikṣa, he did not go even once to Vidyasagara Sarma's house. Though
Kamalamma felt disappointed and sad at this, yet she hoped every passing
day that Maharaj would visit their house the next day. But several days
passed without Maharaj's visiting their house causing greater
disappointment and sadness to her. As she began brooding over all this
and regarded Maharaj's choosing not to go to their house as a consequence
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of sins of some of her past lives, Maharaj one day came to their house for
bikṣa.
Seeing Maharaj arriving at their house, everyone felt very happy,
but Kamalamma's happiness was boundless. She considered his visit as
an immense grace bestowed on the family. Everyone joined in offering
bikṣa and dakṣina to Maharaj and when Masterjee wanted to do likewise
Maharaj dissuaded him saying that only householders (married people)
were eligible to offer bikṣa. He, however, declared that he would have
meals in their house along with all of them. So, saying he sat in a chair
meant for him. Masterjee sat down near Maharaj's feet on a mat spread on
the floor.
All of a sudden an amazing event occurred. Just as he sat Masterjee
passed into niścala samādhi - a quiet meditative trance. While all people
sat transfixed to their seats in wonderment, Varalakshmamma, his mother,
looked frightened probably because she thought that Masterjee was
having a relapse of epilepsy of which he was supposed to have been cured
quite some time ago. Maharaj getting up from his chair approached
Masterjee and covered him with his own upper cloth. He then lighted
some incense sticks and waved the fumes in front of Masterjee's face.
After that he placed his right palm on Masterjee's head and stood in silence
for some time, as if, in meditation. A little while later Masterjee came out
of the trance and opened his eyes and Varalakshmamma felt greatly
relieved.
With obvious curiosity, Maharaj inquired of Masterjee what he
observed while in the trance. His face became radiant as he heard
Masterjee saying that during the trance he had visions of Dattātrēya,
Ṣirḍi Sāi, Gautama Buddha, and many other Gods. Turning to
Vidyasagara Sarma, Maharaj said with a twinkle in his eyes and a smile
on his lips, “Don't you realize that your brother's experience is a manifest
result of the meritorious acts of his past lives? Two such occurrences took
place in the past also.” Sarma thought that Maharaj might be referring to
the two events which took place when some time ago he visited some
devotees' houses. None realized that in fact Maharaj through his cognitive
power of knowing the past, the present and the future, knew of, and
referred to, the two trances into which Masterjee slipped in the past. Sarma
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became aware of the truth when in January, 1986, in Manthani, he had a
dream in which Maharaj appeared and revealed this along with many
other secrets.
Sometime before Maharaj first came to Jadcherla, he went to
Kadalivanam of Srisailam, the same place where Śrī Narasiṁha
Saraswati Swāmi himself carried on penance in the past in secret. While
Maharaj was engaged in carrying on penance, he had a vision in which
Narasiṁha Saraswati Swāmi appeared and directed him to go at once to
Jadcherla and transfer all the power acquired through penance to that
person in whom he noticed the presence of Narasiṁha Saraswati
Swāmi. In compliance with the divine directions, Maharaj reached
Jadcherla after making due inquiries about how to go there. One day in
Jadcherla he met Viśwaṁjee in whom he noticed the divine presence of
the Swāmi and transferred all his spiritual powers whereupon he himself
became totally devoid of any power. After this event Maharaj began
addressing Viśwaṁjee as “Viśwaṁbhara”. These and many other secrets
were revealed by him to Vidyasagara Sarma.
On being informed that Maharaj came to Jadcherla under
Narasiṁha Saraswati Swāmi’s directions, Sarma thought it was for
giving mantrōpadēśaṁ and to bless him with children; and Amba Das,
the priest of Datta Mandir, on the other hand, thought that Maharaj's visit
was to bless his family and ensure that his pregnant daughter had a safe
delivery. Only now they all realized that the real purpose of Maharaj's
visit was to transfer all his power to Viswanatha Sastry and transform him
as Viśwayōgi.
After the event mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, Maharaj
made it a point to visit Sarma's house everyday both in the morning and
evening. After spending some time with all the members of the family, he
would walk back to Datta Mandir accompanied by Masterjee with his
right arm affectionately placed round his shoulders.
Initially Sarma did not believe much in Maharaj's powers but
gradually his trust got reinforced and his devotion to Maharaj became
deeper. One day Maharaj looking at Kamalamma affectionately and
speaking sweetly, told her, “Tonight Dattātrēya Swāmi will appear in a
dream to you and will teach you a mantra. Keep a pen and some paper
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handy before going to bed. If during the night you have to use the toilet,
see that you wash your feet well before returning to bed. Show the mantra
to me tomorrow morning.”
Though by now Sarma's faith in Maharaj was fairly strong, yet he
could not believe Maharaj's words fully. He wondered, “Does Dattātrēya
really appear to my wife in a dream and teach a mantra to her? Can she
remember the mantra so she could put it down in writing? All this seems
to be highly improbable.”
That night as predicted by Maharaj, Kamalamma had a dream in
which Dattātrēya appeared and taught her a mantra. His words sounded
like the hissing of a snake. When for a moment a doubt arose in her mind
about the form, she saw being really that of Dattātrēya, He, who was
about to cross the threshold, turned around and cast His looks at her. She
saw distinctly His three faces radiant with a divine glow. She wrote down
the mantra that He taught her on a piece of paper and showed it to Maharaj
the next morning. He took the paper handed to him and cast a meaningful
glance at Vidyasagara Sarma which seemed to ask him, “What do you say
now?” We could only imagine Sarma's mental state then and the deep
devotion that the wondrous event must have inspired in him. Masterjee
who sat next to Sarma watched the whole affair with amusement. A true
guru will exercise his higher faculties whenever the need to dispel the
ignorance of his disciples arises. He will bless them with the required
mental ability that can help them eventually towards self-realization.
Maharaj supplemented the mantra received by Kamalamma with a
few bijākṣarās, some to be prefixed and others to be suffixed to it. He
instructed her to chant the mantra a certain number of times every morning
and evening observing duly the prescribed code of rules and discipline.
One morning, Maharaj came to Vidyasagara Sarma's house and
announced that he would carry out there Gurucaritra Pārāyaṇa that
night. Accordingly, he arrived at their house that evening, took a bath,
made Kamalamma light a lamp and sat down to commence the parayana.
But strangely he began yawning non-stop. He stopped the pārāyaṇa and
had a bath a second time and resumed it all over again. This did not help
much as he continued to have many other obstacles and he had to bathe
many times and start the pārāyaṇa over and over again. With
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perseverance he managed to complete the pārāyaṇa by daybreak. The
text was in Marathi, a language which Vidyasagara Sarma, Masterjee and
Kamalamma did not understand and yet they sat in front of Maharaj
listening intently to every word. The concentration, the steadfastness and
devotional inspiration with which he carried on the pārāyaṇa must have
been great indeed! He completed reading out all the fifty chapters in ten
hours. On its conclusion he distributed tīrthaṁ and prasādaṁ to
everyone present and then sat down on a mat leaning against a wall.
Kamalamma made him a cup of coffee which he drank with relish. All
others too who sat near him had coffee.
Referring to the disturbance caused during the pārāyaṇa, Maharaj
told Kamalamma, “Some evil force present in the house tried to stall the
pārāyaṇa but failed because of my perseverance. Accepting defeat, it left
the house for good. When this house was under construction, its owner
discovered a treasure which he appropriated for himself. It seems to me
that as a result, he vomited blood and died. Is it true?” Sarma replied, “It
was not known if the owner discovered any treasure, but it was true that
before he died, he did vomit blood.” All those present there wondered how
Maharaj who came to Jadcherla only recently from somewhere could
know all this. His omniscience came as a wonderful revelation to all of
them.
Maharaj had not only the ability to know of the past, present and
future events but also to cure many of their chronic diseases that defied
medical treatment for long. Through his blessings many childless couples
had children. As long as he lived in Jadcherla he displayed his
extraordinary and wonderful powers through which many devotees
derived satisfaction of fulfilment of their desires and so he came to be
regarded as bhakta kalpakaṁ.
One night while Vidyasagara Sarma and other members of his
family were engaged in an after-dinner-chat, he told them, “Once I
happened to meet in Guntur, a great manatravētta, one possessing many
mantric powers, by name Pasumamula Subbaraya Sastry. He, a
worshipper of Dattātrēya, lived in a village in the Palnadu region. He
looked at me lovingly and invited me to go to his village as he would like
to pass on to me the many powers that he possessed as he felt that I had
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the grace of Datta in abundance. This did not come to pass because soon
after the encounter, I left for Hyderabad to pursue post-graduation study.
However, later when I wanted to go to his village to meet him, I learned
that he had already expired. Yet the desire to learn the Datta Mantra
survived. It seems that the opportunity to have my desire fulfilled through
Maharaj is at hand. This can happen only if he, on his own volition,
imparts the mantra to me considering me a worthy recipient. I on my own
will not approach him with a request to teach me the mantra. Is it not said
that the best course is for a guru to seek out a worthy disciple and give
him initiation?”
The saying, “r̥ṣīnāṁ pūrṇōdyānāṁ vācyaṁ arthā nudhāvati,”
proved true in Vidyasagara Sarma's case. The very next morning Maharaj
came to his house and after accepting bikṣa; he inquired if anyone of the
family had seen the pādukās of Datta in a dream. While everyone else
remained perplexed at Maharaj's question, Kamalamma with apparent
happiness told Maharaj, “Yes, Maharaj, I saw two pairs of pādukās, first
a small pair and then a little later a larger pair, both floating in air.” Feeling
happy and pleased at her response, he said looking at her, "You are all
indeed fortunate. Soon Datta pādukās will arrive at your house. I will
come to your house tomorrow morning and carry on Gurucaritra
Pārāyaṇa”. He instructed Sarma to apply for leave of absence from work
and remain at home.
Before he began the pārāyaṇa, Maharaj directed both Sarma and
Masterjee to have a bath and sit in front of him till the conclusion of the
pārāyaṇa. As soon as they complied, he taught them a Sanskrit verse and
asked them to keep reciting the verse while he himself carried on the
pārāyaṇa. As they recited the verse, they saw a white glow of light before
their eyes; their bodies felt light and minds remained at peace. The verse
that Maharaj taught them is as follows:
namastē yōgirājēndra dattātrēya dayānidhē |
smr̥tintē dēhimāṁ rakṣa bhaktintē dēhimē dr̥ḍāṁ ||
Salutations to you Dattātrēya, lord of yogis, an embodiment of
compassion,
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Remembering your name gives me protection, worshipping you
strengthens my devotion!
Maharaj's instructions were that even after that day they should keep
reciting the verse regularly everyday till Bhīṣma Ēkādaśi. On that day,
he said, he would teach them Datta Mantra. Their strict compliance with
his directives helped them to cleanse the altars of their hearts and become
worthy recipients of Data's grace.
On Bhīṣma Ēkādaśi of 1967 which happened to be the birthday of
Kamalamma, he visited their house, and Sarma and Masterjee worshipped
at his feet with devotion. As promised, he taught them Dattātrēya
Aṣṭākṣarī Mahāmantra and also showed them the brief method of
worshipping Dattātrēya that included prayers to the great lineage of
gurus. He then presented each of them with a pair of silver replicas of
Datta pādukās bearing the imprints of Datta bījākṣarās. He carried on
personally the worship of the silver pādukās to indicate to them the
method of the worship. He made them chant in his presence thousand
times the mantra he taught them. Then he blessed them whole-heartedly
placing his right hand on the head of each. (The placing of the right hand
on the head of a disciple by a guru is known as hastamastakayōga, a
process by which divine power is transmitted.) As he chanted the mantra,
Masterjee felt some great power creeping into his body, he saw flashes of
light of different colors and heard strange sounds. On being told by
Masterjee of his experience, Maharaj commended him saying, “You are
indeed fortunate to have guru's grace in full measure.”
As days passed, Masterjee made it a habit of going to Datta Mandir
everyday along with Maharaj and spend most of his time there in
meditation. While this went on, one day Sudha, daughter of Amba Das,
the priest of Datta Mandir, gave birth to a male child. Before the delivery,
Maharaj gave her prasādaṁ and tīrthaṁ so that she had an easy and safe
delivery. On the tenth day after the birth, he oversaw personally the
ceremony of naming the newborn child. The child was named by him
“Dattatreya”. He organized a feast to celebrate the child's birth and he had
to spend all the money he had till then received as bikṣa. Amba Das was
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so moved by the great love and affection showered by him that he fell at
his feet with eyes filled with tears of joy and gratitude.
As long as Maharaj remained in Jadcherla, Datta Mandir
overflowed with devotees. It seemed that some divine force that lay
dormant so long got awakened with Maharaj's arrival, became active and
permeated the whole place attracting devotees to the temple in large
numbers. Throngs of devotees who visited the temple and made offerings
in fulfilment of their vows returned invariably with the happiness that
their wishes were granted. Maharaj ensured that all the temple ceremonies
ordained by the śāstrās such as the ceremonial bathing of the idol, daily
worship of the idol, the feeding of the poor, nightly bhajans and putting
the idol to sleep, were organized on a proper and regular basis. This made
the temple wear a continuous festive and joyous look.
It became a habit with Maharaj to go to Sarma's house everyday and
return to Datta Mandir accompanied by Masterjee. Throughout his stay
at Jadcherla, Masterjee spent as much time as possible in his company.
With devotion that seemed boundless, he would sit at Maharaj's feet, press
them and wave a fan to make him feel cool and comfortable. All the needs
of Maharaj were attended to by him promptly. The service rendered by
him with a pure and devotion-filled heart pleased Maharaj immensely.
One day when Masterjee came to Datta Mandir along with Maharaj,
the latter, looking at him with great compassion, asked him to stretch out
his tongue. He did not know why he was so asked, and yet he complied
with the guru's direction. With a small trident, Maharaj inscribed some
bījākṣarās on his outstretched tongue. While he did so, he kept his right
hand on Masterjee's head, and he remained in a state of meditation
keeping his eyes closed. This lasted for a few minutes. As the bījākṣarās
were being inscribed, Masterjee experienced the hairs on his body
standing on end, his body becoming light and floating in air and other
strange events. When Maharaj opened his eyes a few minutes later, he saw
Masterjee falling at his feet in humble gratitude, and with tears of joy he
lifted him up, kissed him lightly on his forehead and declared, “The
mission of my visit here is now accomplished. I have tried to carry out the
instructions of Lord Datta as best as I could. Having transmitted to you
all the powers I have acquired over several years of rigorous penance, I
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have myself now become a pauper.” He then blessed Masterjee profusely
saying, “May you achieve spiritual progress with the help of the great
power bestowed on you! May you with diligence and discipline continue
to chant the mantra I have taught you! May you utilize your yogic power
for the good of the universe! May you become worthy of the name,
Viśwaṁbhara!
Whenever Varalakshmamma, Masterjee's mother visited Datta
Mandir and sat in front of the Lord's idol, she passed into a state of ecstasy,
and though she was not educated beyond the village school level, lovely
songs poured forth from her mouth involuntarily. A few by way of
illustration are reproduced below in English translation.
1. O! Lord Datta Dēva
Thou art born on this earth,
With the intent to serve us,
And to free us from
The prison of worldly entanglements!
Our prayers are addressed to thee,
None other than Brahma, Viṣṇu and Mahēśvara,
Blessed are our eyes to have seen,
Thy divine form O! Lord Datta!
We are drowning in the ocean of worldly affairs,
O! Lord Datta, we pray to thee to lift us,
On to the bridge that spans the sea,
And to lead us to thy holy feet!
O! Dattātrēya, son of Atri and Anasūya,
Why don't you come to us
And sway in the cradle of our hearts?
Why don't you be merciful and come to us,
The son of the noble sage Atri?
2. O! Lord Datta, you, the great teacher,
In your true forms of Brahma, Viṣṇu and Mahēśvara,
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Went to the hermitage of Atri seeking alms,
His wife, Anasūya, known for her fidelity,
Transformed the three into babies,
Such was the power of her fidelity!
Anasūya made anḍāṇḍa1 a cradle of wisdom,
And piṇḍāṇḍa2 a bed of teachings,
With brahmāṇḍā3 as a pillow,
She made the trinity to lie on,
And sang lullabies to send them to sleep.
When Lakṣmi, Sarasvati and Pārvati,
Their consorts came to her,
In search of their husbands,
Mother Anasūya let the trinity,
Go back with their beloved dēvīs,
O! Mother! the miracles you have wrought,
Will forever remain fresh in the world!
While she thus sang, Maharaj sat in Datta Mandir facing the idol
and was so moved by her songs that he asked her in the little Telugu he
learned by then to sing yet another song. Overwhelmed by ecstatic
happiness at being so asked by Maharaj, Varalakshmamma rendered the
following song at once.
O! Dattātrēya, I have trust in thee,
“I've full trust in thee” is true,
Pray, never forsake us who trust thee,
Never, never do so.
Be pleased to dwell in our house as a baby,
And may we have the pleasure,
To keep thee in a cradle and sing a lullaby.
anḍāṇḍa - the egg in the woman's womb
2
piṇḍāṇḍa - the fetus that grows in the womb.
3
brahmāṇḍā - the all-pervading cosmos
1
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To give us the fortune to watch thee,
Toddle about in our house,
Playing, laughing and singing as a baby,
We pray with our hearts intensely,
To thee o! Dattātrēya!
As she sang, the idol of Datta seemed to be radiant with
extraordinary brilliance. Looking at her, Maharaj blessed her saying,
“Your desire will soon be fulfilled and Datta will be a toddler in your
house.” These words filled her heart with great happiness and within two
years, as prophesied by him, “Datta” indeed began to toddle about in their
house, for on May 16, 1969, Vidyasagara Sarma's first son, named
“Srinivasa Balanaganjaneya Dattatreya Bhargava” was born. Three years
later on December 7, 1972 “Venkata Krishna Satyanarayana Saidatta”, his
second son, was born.
Maharaj, after successfully completing the task as directed by Lord
Datta, left Jadcherla in 1967 promising to return soon. In fact he came
back to Jadcherla seven years later in 1974 after the birth of Vidyasagara
Sarma's two sons.
In the state of Maharashtra, a person's surname is derived from the
place that he belongs to. Mumbaikar is thus the surname of one belonging
to Mumbai and Karanjikar the surname of one belonging to Karanji. Since
Maharaj was a native of Narasobawadi, Wadi for short, he bears the
surname of Wadekar. The name given to him by his parents being
Dattatreya, his full name is Dattatreya Wadekar. In Jadcherla, however,
he was known as Dattatreya Maharaj or just Maharaj or Brahmachari. His
father, a Kannada brahmin, had settled down in Narasobawadi as the
priest of the local Datta Mandir. Although Dattatreya Wadekar became a
graduate studying under the English-education system, he did not neglect
the family tradition of studying the vedas. In due course developing
philosophical aversion to worldly matters, like Śrīpāda Śrīvallabha, he
obtained his parents' permission not to marry and left his home to visit the
many holy centers in the country. At many of these he did intense
penance. He had the fortune of receiving initiation, through Datta
Mahāmantra, from Śrī Śrīdharaswāmi Maharāj, revered by countless
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people as an incarnation of Lord Dattātrēya. He stayed on for some time
at Sajjangadh and through devotion and service secured guru's grace. In
due course his penance bore fruit and he secured several spiritual powers
besides getting mantrasiddhi, the power of accomplishment through
mantra. He never stayed on for more than a few days at any particular
place and so it became difficult for his disciples to know his whereabouts.
What they could do was merely to await his return.
Within less than a year after Dattatreya Bhargava's birth,
Vidyasagara Sarma set out with his family on pilgrimage to Kurugadda,
Ganagapuram and Manikyanagar where he worshipped Lord Dattātrēya.
All his inquiries at all these places about Maharaj elicited no positive
information. Two years had passed since the birth of his second son.
Passage of time continued inexorably. Maharaj's wanderings led
him to the holy city of Haridwar where while bathing in the river Ganges,
he had a vision of Lord Dattātrēya directing him to return to Jadcherla.
By now seven years passed since he left Jadcherla. At once, he returned
to Jadcherla carrying with him three bags containing many tins and bottles
filled with holy water of the Ganges. On arrival, he straight went to Datta
Mandir from where accompanied by Babu, son of Amba Das, the temple
priest, he went to Sarma's house. It was about 7.30 in the night and Sarma
was away attending Sai Bhajan in somebody's house. Kamalamma who
was alone with her children in the house did not recognize Maharaj and
thinking him to be some visitor for Sarma, she asked him to come in and
be seated as it was time for Sarma to return. Babu, looking at her, asked
her, “Auntie, haven't you recognized Maharaj?” These words filled her
with great happiness for, for many years now, the family had been
yearning to see Maharaj. At the same time, she felt very sad at her not
being able to recognize Maharaj. With tears in her eyes she fell at
Maharaj's feet and begged for his forgiveness. The reason for
Kamalamma's inability to recognize Maharaj was that now there was so
much change in him that for those who had not seen him for a long time
it was difficult to recognize him. Those who saw him regularly might not
have noticed the change that took place in him, but the change would be
strikingly apparent for others. When he first arrived in Jadcherla he was
somewhat thin and of light-dark complexion. He did not wear any shirt.
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The lungee (a dress item worn round the body from a little above the waist
to the ankles) that he wore was always soiled. His face always bore a look
of annoyance and being angry. He had a small goatee too. None, except
the members of Sarma's family, felt courageous and intimate enough to
talk to him. When he came to Jadcherla seven years after his first visit, his
complexion turned light pink and his face beamed cheerful smiles. He
wore a clean white lunge and a white kurtha with an upper cloth thrown
over his shoulder and a sling bag hanging from his shoulder. His hair was
long reaching up to his neck and he donned a fully grown grey beard. He
looked an embodiment of divine radiance. Those who had known and seen
him during his two visits to Jadcherla, felt that while his first mode of
appearance was that of a seeker, the second represented that of a realized
soul.
Immediately on being informed of Maharaj's arrival at his house,
Sarma concluded the Bhajan and returned home. He along with his wife,
with tears of happiness in their eyes, prostrated at the feet of the Guru who
reappeared after a long absence. The couple placed their two sons at the
guru's feet. Maharaj asked Sarma, “It seems that mother Ganges has come
here seeking you. Did someone of your ancestors have a bath in the
Ganges?” Sarma informed the guru of his father, Anjaneyulu's visit to
Benares. Then Maharaj extolling Sarma's father as a great worshipper of
Datta in his former life revealed some details relating to it. The
experiences, that Sarma had later, showed these to be true.
Once during his tour to various pilgrim centres, Sarma happened to
be in Ganagapuram on the death anniversary of his father. He performed
the anniversary-ceremony in the house of a local priest. He went up to the
terrace of the house to leave the piṇḍa, a small ball of cooked rice, for
some crow to eat. When he was about to return from there, he noticed a
monkey eating the piṇḍa. When he came down and informed the priest
and others about the incident, they all felt surprised because no monkeys
were ever seen in their village before. Sarma thought that his father who
bore the name of the monkey-god, Āñjanēya, might have come in the
form of a monkey to consume the offering of rice. Sometime later he was
transferred to Warangal. While staying there he saw in a dream his father
directing him to go to the river Bhīma during its forthcoming puṣkaraṁ
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(a festival held every twelve years at certain holy rivers) and to make
offerings to his spirit adding that he would be there at that time. Sarma
had never been to the puṣkaraṁ of any river, not even of the nearby river
Kr̥ṣṇa, nor did he ever make any offerings during a puskaram. Having
been told by his father in the dream that he would be present on the
occasion, Sarma at once consulted the almanac to find out the dates of the
Bhīma puṣkaraṁ. His father's direction to go to Ganagapuran made him
recall what Maharaj told him long back in Jadcherla about his father. He
reached Ganagapuram in time along with his own family, his second
brother-in-law, brother-in-law's wife and her sister. When Sri Dattatreya
Sankara Bhat, a local priest was apprised of the purpose of their visit, they
were informed by him that there was no tradition there of making
offerings during the puṣkaraṁ though people did have a dip in the river
during that time. These words made Sarma feel nonplussed and so he
consulted a few other priests who too confirmed what the former said. He
now thought that his being asked by his father to come here might be just
an illusion.
Next evening before going to the river Bhīma, they all first visited
a nearby temple. In his prayer Sarma sought God's forgiveness for having
come there following his father's words in the dream which turned out to
be untrue. He decided to return the next morning. They noticed a tea-stall
close by, and when, wanting to have tea, they were about to enter the stall,
a brahmin sitting in front of the stall approached Sarma and requested to
be fed as he was hungry. Thinking that this might be his father's wish, he
gave money to the tea-stall owner with instruction to provide to the
Brahmin a meal next morning. Thereafter, they all went inside the stall
and sat on a bench chatting among themselves waiting for the tea they
ordered for.
Meanwhile someone entered the stall and sat on the bench opposite
to theirs. Listening to their speaking in Telugu, he inquired if they were
Telugu people and where they came from. Sarma affirmed that they were
Telugu people from Hyderabad. In response to Sarma's question to which
place he belonged, the stranger replied that he was from Bhadrachalam
where in the Yājñavalkya Kṣētra he was engaged as a priest. He had
been to Pandharpur (famous for the temple of Viṭhala), on the banks of
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Bhīma, locally known by the name Candrabhagā, thinking that he could
offer his services as a priest during the puṣkaraṁ. Sorely disappointed he
was now on his way back. His expectation that at least in Ganagapuram
there might be the tradition of making offerings to the ancestors was
belied. Having spent the last two days here he was to return to
Bhadrachalam the next morning. The brahmin's words roused hope in the
mind of Sarma that after all his journey to Ganagapuram was not in vain.
He told the brahmin, “I have come with my family to make offerings to
my father here. But having been told that there is no such practice here,
we have decided to return to our place tomorrow morning. I request you
to conduct the ceremony of the offerings tomorrow morning in the holy
confluence.” The next morning the brahmin conducted the ceremony for
over two hours chanting the vedic mantras with proper intonation to the
complete satisfaction of Sarma. His brother-in-law who observed the
ceremony told Sarma, “I haven't seen before a ceremony being conducted
with such dedication and satisfaction. This indeed reflects your devotion
and your father's satisfaction.” This experience made Sarma realize that
there was an inexplicable bond between Ganagapuram and his father. He
also felt that his father's having Masterjee as a son must be the result of
the penance he must have performed in his former life. This thought is
obviously expressed when he said, “O! Gurudeva, you are born on the
earth as an incarnation of Dattātrēya, to strive for the welfare of the
universe, in response to prayers of Varalakshmamma and Anjaneyulu
who yearned intensely to have the Lord as their son.” If these words of
Sarma are analyzed based on cause-effect relationship the truth
underlying his thinking will be all too apparent.
Maharaj told Sarma, “Your father lived in Ganagapuram and served
Śrī Narasiṁha Saraswati very well and for this reason Dattātrēya had
been showering so much grace on you, the sons of Anjaneyulu. Send for
Viśwaṁbhara and your mother informing them that 'Ganga’ has
arrived.” Accordingly, a telegram was dispatched to Masterjee in response
to which Masterjee hurried to Jadcherla with his mother to have his guru's
darśan.
Maharaj on seeing Masterjee felt so much happiness as a father
would have felt on seeing his son after a long separation. Gently lifting
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Masterjee who fell at his feet, he drenched him in showers of compassion.
The next day “worship of Ganga” was got performed at the end of which
Ganges water was distributed as prasādaṁ to all the devotees in small
sealed vessels. After that the two brothers were taught the
Dattamālāmantra and shown the way of doing mental worship of
Dattātrēya. They were presented with astrās, mantric weapons, that
would help them fight evil forces and work for the welfare of the universe.
Maharaj then sought to know from Masterjee about his sādhana during
the seven years since he was given initiation. Masterjee told, “During
meditation I have been seeing beams of red light and hearing strange
sounds,” and as he narrated further his other experiences, Maharaj sat
listening with half-closed eyes and with obvious satisfaction.
During Maharaj's stay in Jadcherla, Sarma's house, crowded with
great many visitors, wore a festive look. Maharaj used to joke about the
great activity in the house. Every morning and evening he went to Datta
Mandir accompanied by Masterjee. He became very fond of the two sons
of Sarma and would often play with them as if he were himself a child.
He called the elder one endearingly as “Dattoo” and the younger one as
“Sainath” and the children too showed great affection and love for
Maharaj; whom they called “Maharaj mamayya”. When he was in their
house they never let him alone even for a moment. The younger one, in
particular, would hold on to Maharaj's feet firmly while prostrating and
would remain thus for a few minutes till Maharaj would lift him up into
his lap.
It would be a big book by itself to describe how much affection he
showered on his disciples, how he yearned for the spiritual, progress of
his devotees, how like an avadhūta he was indifferent to what was to be
desired and what to be despised and what a kind-hearted person he was.
At the end of the worship of Ganga and the teaching of
Dattamālāmantra, Sarma offered two expensive pairs of dhotis and
kurtas, but was surprised to know that a day later Maharaj gave the clothes
away to some road-side beggar found shivering with cold. When asked
about what he did with the clothes, Masterjee said with a smile on his face,
“You have given them to Dattaguru and he has accepted them!” Maharaj
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always said that yogis, mendicants and seekers should not have
acquisitive tendency.
Whatever money was received by him in his sling-bag during the
day as bikṣa, he would empty the whole at the feet of Datta in
Dattamandir. When questioned about why he did so, he would smile away
saying that his sling-bag was inexhaustible.
One day Maharaj along with others sat down to have a meal in
Sarma's house. Sarma's elder son, Dattu, who was somewhat indisposed
that day insisted on being seated beside Maharaj. While they all began
eating served by Kamalamma, Dattu had a vomit and a bit of the matter
that he brought out fell into Maharaj's leaf.
Kamalamma feeling very sorry for what happened, tried to push
aside the leaf with a view to serve afresh in a new leaf. But he insisted on
continuing to eat from the same leaf, totally indifferent to what had
happened. He treated food as a form of the Supreme Being. His conduct
at that time shocked the people around. When questioned about it later,
Maharaj said, “Midway during a meal a guest should not leave the leaf
from which he is eating or ask for a new leaf. That would amount to
discarding food, a sinful act the consequences of which would vest in the
host. A person in the position of a guru should act only in a way that would
lead to his disciple's progress but never to the contrary. This was the
reason for my action that day.” He added with a twinkle in his eyes, “We
cannot have the pleasure of eating the droppings of food from Datta's
mouth whenever we want. Do we?”
Once Maharaj took Masterjee's family and some other devotees to
Buggarameswaram, about twenty kilometers from Jadcherla. They all
travelled in a goods truck. None of the people in Jadcherla was aware of
the importance of that place although it was so close by. At that place
there is a temple having a throne of Māṇikyaprabhu. Wherever a throne
was built, Dattātrēya’s idol was invariably installed in front of it. In the
temple at Buggarameswaram too there is an idol of Dattātrēya. But
unfortunately, when Maharaj visited the temple, the idol was found badly
neglected and covered with grime. The priest of the temple only lighted a
lamp and made some offerings daily merely as a duty but did not care
beyond that. The temple is located on a hillock by the side of which can
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be seen a temple of Śiva, with a big stone worshipped as the liṅga, serving
more as a granary than as a place of worship. According to local tradition,
the liṅga, installed by Śrī Rāma travelling south in search of Sīṭa, has
been growing in size continuously which can be verified by running a
thread round it and comparing its length with the measurement taken after
an year. A streamlet, the Telugu word for which is “bugga”, flows beside
this temple. For this reason, the village where the temple is located has
come to be known as 'Buggarameswaram'. It was to this village Maharaj
led the people who all camped near the temple of Dattātrēya. The cooks
prepared food for all. He saw to it that ēkādaśa rudrābhiṣēkaṁ was
properly performed for Lord Dattātrēya, helping the priest with the
mantra whenever he faltered. When after the abhiṣēkaṁ the idol was
cleaned, it shone with extraordinary brilliance. It was a unique idol in
many respects, having one head and four hands, rarely encountered. When
asked about the peculiar nature of the idol, Maharaj informed that it was
the true form of Dattātrēya. Like lord Viṣṇu he has only one head and
four hands. The practice of worshipping the form of Dattātrēya having
three heads and six hands came into being only about two to three hundred
years ago. Even some followers of Datta tradition do not worship the form
having three heads and six hands. Śrī Vāsudēvānanda Sarasvati
worshipped the form with only one face. This form with three faces which
we all worship is truly that of Atrivarada. Then Maharaj chanted the
following verse in praise of Atrivarada –
mālā kamanḍalu rathaḥ kara padmayugmē |
madhyastha pāṇi yugaḷē ḍamaru triśūlē |
manyastha ūrdhva karayōḥ śubha śaṅkha cakrē |
vandē taṁ atrivaradaṁ bhujaṣaṭkayuktaṁ ||
He then read out it the following verse describing Lord Dattātrēya.
dattatrēyaṁ śivaṁ śāntaṁ indranīla nibhaṁ prabhuṁ |
ātmamāyārataṁ dēvaṁ avadhūtaṁ digambaraṁ |
bhasmōddhūḷita svāṅgaṁ jaṭājūṭadharaṁ vibhuṁ |
caturbāhu mudārāṅgaṁ dattātrēyaṁ namāmyahaṁ ||
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He then raising his hands in salutation to Datta mentioned that the
reason for depicting Dattātrēya by artists and sculptors as possessing
three faces and six hands was to highlight His being the Supreme Self, a
unified manifestation of Brahma, Viṣṇu, and Śiva. After the puja was
over and all had their meals, Maharaj emptied all the money from his
sling-bag into the upper cloth of the temple-priest to the latter's utter
surprise. Shedding tears of joy at the merciful gesture of Maharaj in whom
he probably saw God Himself, the priest fell at his feet in reverential
prostration. Maharaj lifting him gently blessed him saying, “Those who
repose trust in Datta will never suffer from the lack of anything. Continue
to carry on the pūja with blind faith to the best of your ability. You will
always be happy.” On way back Maharaj made the truck stop at the temple
of mother Bhavāni at Kaveripet and went into the temple. As he had no
money with him now, he took two rupees from Vidyasagara Sarma and
offered to the goddess.
One day Kamalamma told Maharaj with a little trepidation, “People
in Guntur have been wanting to know about you. Unfortunately, we do
not even have your picture to show them. May we have you
photographed?” Seeing the intense desire in her face, he agreed to be
photographed which made her feel exceedingly happy. After the morningworship and distribution of tīrthaṁ and prasādaṁ, a photograph was
taken his being seated in front of the puja altar. In the evening he was
taken to a photo-studio where he was photographed with his kurta on and
the sling-bag hanging from his shoulder. The first of these photos is kept
in Sarma's house while the second one is in the pūja room of
Viśwamandiraṁ. After Maharaj's departure from Jadcherla, attempts to
secure copies of his photos from the studio proved futile as the negatives
could not be traced. Was it because Maharaj intended that his photos
should be only with his dear disciples?
A mention had already been made that when Maharaj visited
Jadcherla the second time, he sent for Masterjee and his mother. Masterjee
came to Jadcherla and stayed for over a month. The issue of Masterjee's
marriage had been engaging the attention of the family members for quite
some time. As he was an eligible and handsome bachelor with a job as a
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teacher that gave him a decent income, many fathers with daughters of
marriageable age approached the family with proposals of marriage. But
every time he gave a cold shoulder to them saying that he had no desire
to marry yet and that he would send for them when he decided to marry.
Many offered inducement of a dowry to the tune of a lakh of rupees. But
he was not the one to fall for such temptations as he never had any longing
for money. Women and wealth held no attraction to him ever. His mother
started to worry at his attitude towards marriage and was afraid that he
might become an ascetic. On being persuaded by her, Vidyasagara Sarma
raised the matter of marriage with his younger brother. But he too got the
same reply from him as the fathers of daughters of marriageable age got.
Hoping that time would bring about a change in his brother's attitude,
Sarma decided to keep quiet in the matter. However, being a mother
Varalakshmamma did not want to give up so easily and thinking that her
son might relent when advised by Maharaj, she got the matter of her son's
marriage broached with him one day and besought him to ask her son to
marry saying that her son would surely abide by Maharaj's advice. The
priest of Datta Mandir, Amba Das and his wife Srimathi Sakuntalamma,
Srimathi Susheelamma and some others were also present when the
matter was raised.
Was Maharaj not aware of Masterjee's future and the mission for
which he took birth in this world? Yet with a view to test him, he told his
disciple, “It is not good to cause distress to one's own mother. Marriage
transforms a man into a perfect being. Of the four stages in a man's life,
that of the householder is considered the best. Take my advice and agree
to marry.”
Masterjee who had been listening with his head bent low as if lost
in deep thought raised his head suddenly and asked Maharaj, “If marriage
is so important why haven't you married?” None present there expected
such a response from him. However, they were pleasantly struck by his
fearlessness, courage, frankness, and the guileless and innocent attitude
of a child displayed by him.
With a smile on his face Maharaj replied, “There is no God other
than our parents. God will not be pleased if we cause grief to them. With
the consent of the parents, a man can leave his family and take to the life
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of an ascetic. Those wanting to give up family life must remember that it
is necessary for them to strive incessantly for the welfare of the universe
regarding it as their own family. If you have the courage to bear this
onerous burden, you may remain a celibate like Dattātrēya. My parents
accepted my decision. You too seek your mother's blessings and then none
can find fault with you.”
Susheelamma tried to coax Masterjee to agree to marry saying,
“Why don't you want to marry? Look at your mother and see how griefstricken she is. You know that marriage helps men and women to become
responsible individuals. Agree to marry and make your mother feel
happy.” Looking at her steadily and with a firm voice, he replied, “You
have chosen to press me to marry in the presence of so many people. All
right! Will you offer me Viji, your fourth daughter? I will marry her.” She
felt aghast at his response and her face turned pale. She managed to say,
“You know that Viji is engaged to be married and that the date for her
marriage has also been fixed. In these circumstances how is this
possible?” The young man chosen by her for Viji was in no way
comparable to Masterjee. Indeed, one should be greatly fortunate to have
a son-in-law like him. She was a person who cared most for friendship
and honor and would stand by her word at any cost. Therefore,
Viśwaṁjee’s response disturbed her terribly and she felt caught on the
horns of a dilemma. She could never have imagined even in a dream that
such a situation would ever arise.
Noticing her state of agitation, Masterjee proposed an alternative
saying, “Offer me your youngest daughter, Rama. I will marry her.” If this
alternative evoked a positive response from her and she agreed to offer
Rama, he might have married. Then probably his life would have taken
an altogether different turn. But destiny cannot be denied. The plan drawn
by the Supreme Gurus for Masterjee was that he should evolve as
Viśwaguru and work in future for universal human integration and
universal welfare. That being so, how could Susheelamma bring herself
to accept his proposal. Instead, she replied, “Baba! The age gap between
you and Rama is so much that she cannot be a suitable match for you.”
Instead, she proposed to offer Meera, her second daughter who was not
married yet.
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Masterjee declared, “You are not prepared to offer the one whom I
want to marry. Why should I marry the one you propose? I have no desire
to marry at all. I have talked to you thus only to point out God's will. If I
am destined to marry you would surely have accepted my proposal.
Obviously, you have not agreed to it as it is not in my destiny to marry.
Do not force me anymore.” So, saying he offered his salutations to
Maharaj's feet.
Maharaj was very happy that his disciple stood the test as well as
expected. He thought very highly of Masterjee's mental steadfastness. He
felt quite confident that his disciple would in future endeavor for the
welfare of the universe. Then turning to the others present, he said
smilingly with obvious pride, “When he has no desire to marry what is
the point in forcing him? The mission of Viśwaṁ’s life is to strive for
universal welfare in future.”
In a physical sense that was the last time the guru and the disciple
met as Masterjee returned to Guntur that very evening. Unlike his first
visit, Maharaj's subsequent visits to Jadcherla were short and more
frequent. In fact, he visited about twelve times, each time for not more
than a fortnight. During these visits once he took Sarma to the banks of
the river, Meenambara, on the occasion of lunar eclipse and taught him
some mantras and also presented some astrās.
Once Maharaj told Sarma, “You might all be wondering about my
visiting Jadcherla so often. From now on it will not be possible to do so.
However, on the mental plane I will always be close to you all.” Sarma
thought that these words of Maharaj were a response to the adverse
comments of local people about his frequent trips to Jadcherla. But
Maharaj, a personification of compassion, Sarma felt, would not be able
to stay away from Jadcherla for long. As it turned out, after his last visit
to Jadcherla, Maharaj did not return and his whereabouts remained a
mystery. Sarma, however, hoped that one day he would surely meet the
guru and in the meanwhile, he felt content in seeing the guru in Masterjee.
Once Maharaj happened to be in Jadcherla on “Holi”, the Hindu
festival day. That evening he took along the members of Sarma's family
to Datta Mandir. By the time they reached there, it was overcrowded with
devotees. There Maharaj sat in front of Dattā’s idol with closed eyes and
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keeping the sling bag in his lap. After a little while he opened his eyes and
swaying, as if possessed, began to criticize the conduct of each of the
devotees present simultaneously revealing many secrets and some other
details of their lives. This made them tremble with fear. However, he
spoke about Sarma's family with a feeling of love and mentioned that it
had the Guru's grace in abundance to illustrate which the following
incident could be cited. After one of his trips to Jadcherla, Maharaj
returned to Mumbai where he stayed with a devotee's family. There one
night he had a dream in which Śrī Śrīdhara Swāmi appeared and directed
that he should at once go to Jadcherla, collect two kilograms of broken
rice from Sarma's house, and proceed from there to Gokarna where the
rice should be cooked and offered as naivēdyaṁ to him daily. Thinking
that he could as well procure the rice in Mumbai itself instead of going all
the way to Jadcherla for it, he delayed his departure. Again, the next night
the vision recurred. Yet he did not feel any urgency to act. The following
night also he had another vision in which the young son of the devotee in
whose house he was staying approached him shaking a stick at him and
said, “You were asked to leave for Jadcherla. Why are you still here?
Leave at once.” Without any more delay, the next morning he set out for
Jadcherla. There giving Sarma a photo of Śrī Śrīdhara Swāmi he told
him, “Though you have not met him, he likes you and your family very
much. He did not let me rest in peace till I left Mumbai.” With a smile he
added, “He ran after me with a stick.” He then narrated the abovementioned incident.
One day, Kamalamma told Maharaj that they were having financial
difficulties as the money earned was always short of their needs. In
response Maharaj advised, “One should not aspire for money as its
possession is a karmic consequence. Those who have complete faith in
Datta will not suffer from the lack of anything. Of course they have to go
through trying times occasionally which they have to face courageously.”
Then he read out the following verse from the stōtrapañcakaṁ of Śrī
Śrīdhara Swāmi and instructed her to recite it 108 times a day for forty
days:
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namaśśāntāya divyāya satyadharma svarūpinē |
svānandāmr̥ta tr̥ptāya śrīdharāya namōnamaḥ ||
Kamalamma did accordingly. At the end of the forty days, the
money problems got resolved but she started having problems of health
instead. This experience brought home to her the truth of Maharaj's
statement that possession of money was a karmic consequence. (After
some time, her health got set right owing to guru's grace.)
While declaring that Sarma's family had Guru's kindness in full
measure, Maharaj pointed to Masterjee and said, “This Viśwaṁbhara is
born with a mission. Universal welfare will be brought about by his
endeavor in future. He is not a mere diamond; he is the most precious and
invaluable diamond.”
Guru Datta's kindness which the family had in abundance is indeed
the reason for Maharaj's coming to Jadcherla in search of Masterjee
following the divine instructions of Guru Datta; it is precisely the reason
for Dattatreya Wadekar's transmitting his own divine power to Masterjee;
and again it is verily the reason for Masterjee's transformation as
Viśwayōgi within a short time, his giving a clarion call for universal
human integration and his being today Viśwadatta, a glorious
manifestation of Dattātrēya and an embodiment of love fulfilling all the
wishes of his devotees.
ōm śrīṁ viśwadattāya namāḥ!
jaṭādharaṁ pāṇḍuraṅgaṁ prēmahastaṁ kr̥pānidhiṁ |
sarvajāḍyaharaṁ vandē viśwadattaṁ jagadguruṁ ||
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
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Chapter 7 YOGA PRACTICE
The union of the individual Self with the Supreme Self is termed
Yoga. In modern scientific parlance, the intimate identity firmly
established between the individual Mind and the Cosmic Mind is also
given the name yoga. Any one spiritual practice pertaining to any of the
three paths, namely, action (karma), devotion (bhakti) and knowledge
(jñāna), prudently chosen and diligently followed has to necessarily lead
to Yoga. It is only then that the practice will become fruitful.
Concentration, which is one of the essences in these matters cannot be
achieved without the steadiness of mind. Again, mind and breath (prāṇa)
are interlinked. Breath, fickle by nature, is controlled through regular
practice of breath-control exercise, known as prāṇāyāma. Through this
the mind becomes steady. A steady mind is called “Citta”. All exercises
performed with a view to curbing the mind come under “sādhana”
(practice of Yoga). In Yoga there is little scope for idol-worship, because
it is all meditation or worship of the Formless.
It is generally believed that God exists somewhere in Vaikuṇṭhaṁ,
Kailāsaṁ or some other place. So, we unceasingly look out for Him in
temples, churches, mosques or other places of worship and centers of
pilgrimage. Hardly do we realize that this belief is fallacious, that He is
within ourselves and we can locate Him here itself instead of making vain
attempts to find Him somewhere outside. We do not care to see God ever
present as Light of Consciousness within our body, focused at the
midpoint between our eyebrows. No wonder our efforts have turned out
to be an exercise in futility. Our ancient Rishis have enlightened us on
how to realize the universal Self within us. They have shown us the path
in a clear-cut and unambiguous manner. But through the passage of time
and due to negligence, it sank into oblivion and by and large, was lost
sight of with our interest increasingly turning toward idol-worship and
rituals related to it, all with the sole object of gaining more and more
worldly comforts and pleasures. Adverting to this, Mahā Nirvāṇa
Tantra declares:
uttamō brahma sadbhāvō dhyānabhāvastu madhyamaḥ |
stutirjapōddhamōbhāvō bāhirpūjā adhamādhamaḥ ||
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The above verse means that of the many ways of becoming one with
the Supreme Self the best is to dwell ever in God-consciousness while
next in order comes deep meditation, but carrying on prayers, and japa,
that is mentally chanting the names of God of one's liking, is less
desirable. The least effective, however, are all forms of external worship
such as worshipping idols and undertaking pilgrimages.
Of the two kinds of worship, the internal (carried on with the mind)
and the external, initially an aspirant has to necessarily carry on the
external worship. Through sādhana the spiritual power of an aspirant
slowly blossoms, and he becomes inclined towards the mental worship.
Notwithstanding the low place assigned to idol-worship, a yogi does
not condemn it and instead advises people who have a liking for idolworship to adopt it. If carried on over a period, it helps the aspirant to turn
his mind inwards at the appropriate time. For this metamorphosis to occur
it may take just a few days or even some generations (births) in some
cases, depending on the mental preparedness of the seeker and the severity
of his sādhana. When once the entire attention of the aspirant is drawn to
the Self within, the external modes of worship become redundant and may
be given up with ease. The several idols, which we worship are but
replicas of the Infinite Brahman, the creator of the Cosmos. Our ancient
Rishis, through severe austerities and intense deep meditation and often
through intuition, perceived the Supernatural Power, the formless God, in
several forms and revealed them for our benefit. They then got that
Supernatural Power firmly infused into those images or idols installed in
temples and ordained the people to gain access to Divine Power by
offering worship to these idols. Common man has little knowledge of the
Self within. His mind is too engrossed in material desires and things of
the world to think of anything nobler and real. If, at any point of time, by
chance, such thoughts do arise, the mind is forcibly drawn back to worldly
matters. It does not get focused on the inward Self and so awareness of
the Self within eludes him.
In an aspirant's sādhana, idol-worship, pilgrimage, dip in holy
waters, vows etc., merely belong to external form of worship. Focusing
on the inner Self is the only way of inner spiritual endeavor. Even in
educational institutions we see children starting with the alphabet and
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advancing class by class as they get promotions until they reach the final
goal. So, in spiritual field too, there is a well-defined step-by-step
procedure to attain progress. Our Rishis being well aware that a great
majority of the human beings are by nature more prone to things secular
than spiritual have unfolded āgama śāstrās and let external form of
worship spread its roots. In this world, people influenced by craving for
wealth and luxuries, do not think of God and yet wish to have His
benefaction. They delude themselves into believing that enjoying His
benefaction is the same as experiencing God Himself. For the sake of the
people, abounding this world, whose sole concern is fulfillment of earthly
desires and enjoyment of worldly pleasures, our Rishis attached great
importance to outward modes of worship and propagated its practice. An
individual aspirant who carries on constant external worship is certain to
change over to internal spiritual endeavor in some later birth, if not in the
present one. This change helps him become a perfect human being and
grow into a well-integrated personality establishing union between
thought, word and deed. Through internal spiritual endeavor, he gains
knowledge of his true Self which leads him to realize the highest truth that
in the entire creation there is nothing which is not “Self” and that He is
the Self, (pure consciousness) and not the gross body. This facilitates the
establishment of the reign of the "Self". He becomes aware that all the
worlds, all holy places and all gods are within himself, and they are not
different from him. With this awareness, he becomes immersed in divine
bliss, realizes the identity of his individual Self with the Universal Self
and becomes transformed into an embodiment of divinity. Lord Kr̥ṣṇa
vividly spelt out how a human being could attain divinity through constant
spiritual endeavor carried on with purity of joy, mind and intellect
(trikaraṇa śuddhi). In the same way Viśwaṁjee has demonstrated by
the example of his own life how an aspirant, through exercise of control
over the senses, selflessness, a spirit of sacrifice and meditation, can gain
mastery over universal power (cosmic electro-magnetic current) can
transform as Viśwayōgi, and Dattātrēya in human form. The following
verse composed by Viśwaṁjee sets out how he, born in this world as an
ordinary individual, had to face, at every step, many challenges, undergo
many difficulties and bear lot of heckling and ridicule, and with
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perseverance and self-confidence progressed along the path of sādhana
and reached the pinnacle.
I shall never forget my goal, my destination,
I shall never march in a sleepy mood,
Every stride I make must take me nearer you,
Every word I utter must be your word only,
My thought, my breath and my everything are you only.
Cyclones without number may surround me,
Worries may agitate my mind,
Many may scoft at me,
My journey can never stop,
My journey will never stop.
My body may become a wreck,
My wealth may become a speck,
My courage will neither melt nor dent,
All the worlds may rise against me,
I shall not fear,
I shall never falter out of fear.
Having come from you I must join you only,
Having joined you I shall dissolve in you,
And then merge in you,
It should be a feast to the eye,
For me it will be a dream come true.
Śrī Viśwaṁjee’s life is practical proof of the truth that an aspirant
cannot progress unless he has faith in his own sādhana and perseverance
to reach his goal and unless he has that mental state of equanimity
(sthitaprajña) which helps him regard honor and dishonor, praise and
abuse, and pain and pleasure with equal disdain. The reader can gain some
understanding of how after receiving initiation from Dattatreya Maharaj
in Jadcherla, Viśwaṁjee carried on intense spiritual endeavor (sādhana)
and deep search (śōdhana) for truth and evolved into a yogi.
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A scrutiny of Viśwaṁjee’s spiritual evolution will reveal that it had
three distinct stages. The period of six years from 1961 when he joined
B.A to 1967, prior to his receiving initiation from Dattatreya Maharaj,
may be considered the first stage or preparatory stage, pūrva daśa. The
next seven years between 1967 and 1974, intervening the two visits of
Dattatreya Maharaj to Jadcherla, is the second stage or sādhana daśa.
The succeeding fourteen years from 1974 to 1988, beginning with his
Guru's second visit and his initiation with Dattamālā Mantra, and ending
with his moving into Sri Akula Koteswar Rao's house in Krishna Nagar,
Guntur, calling it Viśwamandiraṁ, may be regarded as the third stage.
This is the crucial realization stage or siddhadaśa. Ever since he has
begun to live in Viśwamandiraṁ, he has been striving to fulfil the
mission for which he has incarnated, through implementation of the plan
conceived for the purpose. This period subsequent to his moving into
Viśwamandiraṁ may be termed prabōdha daśa or the stage of
awakening.
A glance at the sayings and poems recorded by Viśwaṁjee in his
diary while pursuing BA will reveal how Viśwaṁjee has yearned for
God-realization from his student days itself. There is absolute need for a
seeker to reform himself foremost when longing to gain access to
Godliness and the enjoyment of eternal bliss. For realization of the Self is
essential that the seeker imbibes and develops benevolent qualities (sātvik
guṇās) like sterling character, celibacy (brahmacharya) selflessness,
desirelessness, egolessness, and compassion to beings. In as much as a
dirty cloth cannot take in the color, we apply to it or an unclean mirror
cannot reflect the image clearly, so too, for the heart to reflect the God
within, it should be pure and besides one should imbibe human values to
the fullest extent and ensure unity between thought, word and deed
(trikaraṇa śuddhi). Man becomes God only when he fills his heart with
the milk of human kindness simultaneously maintaining the purity and
sanctity of the physical body. Just packing his brain with book-knowledge
without any concern for practice, devoid of single-minded concentration,
and mechanically doing japaṁ crores of times, offering innumerable
types of worship, going on pilgrimage several times cannot help him
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achieve self-realization. At best he may gain some puṇyaṁ. Study of the
biography of any yogi, or realized soul, will reveal the same truth to us.
“Growth of desires and attachment will make detachment difficult
later.”
“It is unwise to dwell in the dreamland of imagination and desires.
Can all that we wish ever happen? Or can all our desires be ever fulfilled?
Life is not bed of roses, except for a fortunate few.”
“Words are easy like wind; faithful friends are hard to find.”
“Too much familiarity is ever harmful. Familiar behavior is neither
agreeable nor desirable. Unrestrained conduct will lead to humiliation.
“We should not risk our self-respect by poking our nose in matters
that do not concern us. Where we have no voice, it is better to remain
silent.”
“At the happening of an event that we have never imagined or
anticipated even in a dream, we get upset and feel stupefied and
depressed.”
“Limitless faith and over confidence are dangerous.”
“It is in the nature of the world that it tends to believe what is heard,
but seldom cares to enquire and see. So, the world is said to be blind. It
has only ears but no eyes.”
“What we fervently desire or expect always eludes us. This is
creation's mystery.”
“All that tastes sweet is not nectar.”
“An unwise word uttered with conceit can cause ripples in an
otherwise calm and placid mind and destroy its serenity. A single word
can destroy the life of an individual totally.”
The many sayings thus recorded by Viśwaṁjee in his diary can be
regarded as reflecting his bitter experiences in life. In these, he laments
intensely that in this world filled with selfishness, egotism, evil passions,
envy and jealously, anyone wishing to lead a principled life is bound to
face, at every step, ridicule, abuse, dishonor, heart-rending pain, and
suffering. How a seeker should move forward towards his goal with
undaunted courage, unflinching self-confidence, and unrivalled spirit of
adventure, consoling himself when he faces failures is also disclosed in
these sayings. In the beginning, the seeker gropes in
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darkness without any hope of seeing light, with none to guide or give a
helping hand or even to sympathize. He is like one caught in the swift
current of time. As he keeps trudging along with great effort, trying not to
stumble and to conserve his energy, his mind gets dispirited and confused.
He loses hope and feels like giving up. This situation is known to all
aspirants.
Why should I live? Why should I exist?
In the world of envy and jealousy,
In the world of hatred and evil,
For whom? For what?
Troubled by such questions as expressed by him in the above poem,
Viśwaṁjee felt sometimes dispirited, losing hope and weakening in his
resolve, but within a short while realizing the truth he resumed his
sādhana with renewed strength, courage and enthusiasm, and heart filled
with hope and self-assurance as is reflected in the following poem:
No! No! I should live, I must walk,
I must live for Thee, I must live for Thee,
Because thou art mine and I am thine,
I live happily, I walk happily,
But for Thee, for Thee only!!
Though the word 'Thee' occurring in above poem should normally
refer to God, we should take it as meaning the society that has been
scoffing at him till then. This poem also denotes that in spite of his being
subjected to jeering and hatred by the cruel and crooked society, he felt
pity and kindness for it and desired intensely to bring about its
reformation. His attitude of repaying hatred with love and cruelty with
kindness and pity, same as that of Jesus Christ, is the sign of humanism
of the highest order that Viśwaṁjee possessed. This is what is meant by
divine munificence. Let us see a few more poems.
O! Man! Why you worry? Why you feel unhappy?
Come on! Come on! Know the truth of love,
Be happy and lead the life,
Be polite and do the duty,
Why make the mind confused?
Why make thy heart impure?
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Care not painful word and care not objections.
You can make heaven on the earth,
Why make a hell on the earth?
Can't you know the power of thy mind's will?
It can turn hell to heaven or heaven to hell
You can make the earth and sky unite
Try to know that power to gain.
Each of the innumerable poems composed by Masterjee in Telugu
mirrors his feelings and experiences. Viśwaṁjee asserts that no one
should feel disheartened, discouraged, and disappointed by the sufferings,
challenges, betrayals, treacheries, and calamities faced in life. They need
to be overcome with determination and courage. He further says, “Do not
waste precious time. One should live for others. All should stand united
for the sake of one. Mutually sharing joys and sorrows, we should move
along. Only then we deserve to be called human beings. Unless the heart
is filled with humanism, fresh vigor does not germinate and sādhana fails
to progress. The following poems illustrate further his realization of the
truth revealed in the above lines.
Laughter should fill your life,
Fill the life of others too with laughter,
Fill your heart with joy,
And spread it to others!
Troubles may crowd around you,
Failures may haunt you,
Wish well for all,
Earn their good will!
Waste no time,
In worthless prattle
With worries and anxieties,
Do not burden your heart!
Don't build castles in the air,
And wander in a dreamland,
Beware of drowning,
In whirlpools of envy and jealousy!
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Skies may fall but never lose heart,
But never lose heart,
Glittering gold may be within reach,
But never succumb to the greed to own it!
Never lose sight of your goal,
Even in a dream,
Every moment be engaged,
In serving the God in Man
Do not allow your life,
To be over-burdened with sorrows,
Do not become greedy,
Moved by boundless desire!
Live not just for your sake,
But for the sake of others,
Sail or sink with others,
That should be your motto!
The above sayings and poetical compositions of Viśwaṁjee show
that the beginning of his philosophical inquiry could be traced to his
student days. It was facilitated greatly by the ambience around him. The
co-operative efforts of friends, philosophers and devotees provided much
encouragement to him to carry on sādhana and zeal to progress spiritually
and helped him develop mentally.
Does God exist?
Where does He sit?
Oh! God, who has incarnated as a yogi,
You have come to save us.
And to uplift sanātana dharma,
You have incarnated as an avadhūta!
The finale of the Bhajana program is distribution of vibhūti (sacred
ash) by Viśwaṁjee, repeating the words “paramaṁ pavitraṁ bābā
vibhūtiṁ ---" thrice, and reciting in a loud voice, Sri Veluri Sivaram
Sastry's verse composed long back:
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If you entertain a doubt as to the existence
Of God who responds to your call,
Why don't you try to call him?
But see that the call emerges
From the inner most recesses of your heart.
Masterjee had unflinching faith in his sādhana. Virtues like respect
and deviation to the Guru, selfless conduct, desireless action keen interest
in serving the humanity, kindness to living beings and pity for the poor
and needy were found embodied in him. By habit he was soft spoken.
Saying a thing in pleasing words, with an endearing smile without hurting
the feelings of others in the least had been his nature from his very
childhood. No wonder he endeared himself to everyone. If anybody's
words were not to his liking or taste and tended to hurt his sentiments his
only reaction used to be silence. Even when another man's speech was
unpalatable and crossed the limits, Viśwaṁjee never used to utter a word
in retort. He never spoke ill of others. He would say that speaking ill of
others would result in the speaker's taking over the consequences of the
karma of others. He used to have a wide circle of friends always. He used
to help many of them by lending money the repayment of which he never
demanded. He just left it to their good sense. He received everyone who
approached him for money or food with open hands and sent them back
fully satisfied. He had a soft corner for the poor and downtrodden.
One winter night, Viśwaṁjee was going back home from his
Railpet room on his bicycle. It was bitingly cold, foggy, and misty. The
pitiable sight of a sparsely clad beggar sitting and shivering on the
roadside moved him to tears. He alighted at once from his bicycle and
approached the beggar. He covered him with his own vest and kurta and
patted him on his back. The humanism in him abruptly came to the fore.
He spontaneously approached the beggar, took off his own shirt and vest
and put them around the shivering man's body and patted his back. The
beggar felt as though he got his life back. With a feeling of gratitude, he
looked at Viśwaṁjee who appeared to him as God in human form and
blessed him saying, “May you live happily for a thousand years!” On his
return home, when his mother seeing him alighting from the bicycle
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without his kurta questioned him about it, he chose to remain silent.
However, when she heard about the incident from his students who were
witness to it she felt quite surprised.
Convinced that preaching devoid of practice was a sheer waste of
time Viśwaṁjee preached only what he practiced. To drive away negative
forces and to negate the consequences of past karma, he would carry out
some propitiatory rituals like breaking coconuts and burning camphor.
Ēkadaśa Rudrābhiṣēkaṁ as a rule would be got performed by Brahmin
priests on every māsaśivarātri and other days of religious significance.
He used to spend his earnings so liberally on the flowers, coconuts,
camphor etc., required to perform them, that he was misunderstood to be
a spendthrift with no sense of value of money. His mother and uncle often
worried that he was wasting money with no concern for “tomorrow”, but
Viśwaṁjee himself neither cared nor changed.
One evening in his rented house, while Viśwaṁjee was busy getting
ready for the usual Bhajan, decorating the pictures with flowers and
flower garlands, Smt. Dhanalakshmamma, wife of Sri Mattegunta
Sitaramiah, the landlord, happened to come out of her portion of the
house, when to her shock she saw a snake crawling fast towards
Viśwaṁjee's portion. Out of fear she cried out “Viśwaṁ! Snake! Snake!”
Hearing the cries, his mother, Smt. Varalakshmamma rushed out and said,
“He will not kill any snake, so let us call someone else.” In the meanwhile,
Viśwaṁjee himself came out and looked steadily at the snake. Seeing
him, the snake at once stopped, spread its hood and after dancing for a
minute or two, touched the ground with its head and went back the way it
came, much to the surprise of one and all. It is said that snakes often visit
divine persons. During Śrī Vāsudēvānanda Sarasvati Maharāj's
meditation in Datta Mandiram at Managaon in Kurugadda, and again in
Garudeswar, snakes regularly visited him to have his darśan.
All the people who witnessed the above incident thought that the
snake came to have Masterjee's darśan. After the family got a new house
built in 1972, Viśwaṁjee began to live there. As it was a newly built
house extra care was taken to observe all propitiatory rituals and many
different pūjās and abhiṣēkās, began to be performed on a large scale.
Sāi Bhajans used to be conducted every evening in the house in which
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many people including famous persons like Sri Amarendra participated.
After the Bhajan distinguished guests gave brief speeches.
Within five years of his being initiated by Guru Maharaj,
Viśwaṁjee gained mantrasiddhi (power of accomplishment through the
uttering of a mantra) and other amazing occult powers. His looks, words
and touch of hand now possessed some hypnotic power. A glass of
drinking water given by him was enough to relieve a person ailing from
fever or headache. vibhūti, sacred ash, given by him exhibited miraculous
curative powers. When a person passed on the vibhūti received from
Masterjee to some other person, such other person's fever or headache also
disappeared as though by magic. That prompted his elder brother to
remark in a lighter vein that Viśwaṁjee appeared to have mastered
hypnotism. Even when he was still in the practicing stage as a
contemplative student, the vibhūti from his hands used to wield much
healing power.
One morning Viśwaṁjee was sitting in his room engrossed in deep
meditation. His mother who happened to pass that way peeped into his
room just out of curiosity. She could not believe her eyes when she saw
him sitting in the meditative posture not on the floor but floating in the air
half a meter above the floor. She felt stunned but did not lose her cool.
She was fully aware that she should not cause any disturbance or raise a
cry. She recollected how her husband used to perform similar miracles.
She understood the intensity of her son's meditation. Later she shared her
experience with others in the neighborhood. But he himself never evinced
any interest in such petty powers as his sole aim was God-realization. A
seeker after liberation becoming aware of such occult powers during the
course of his practices is likely to become egocentric and that will draw
him away from his goal of self-realization. Viśwaṁjee, being conscious
of this, continued his sādhana with perseverance to progress towards his
objective.
The state of Viśwaṁjee’s mind in those days can be gleaned from
the following poem composed by him on November 23, 1973, the
birthday of Śrī Satya Sāi Bābā. That was before he went to have darśan
of his Guru during the latter's second visit to Jadcherla in 1974.
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My life must change,
My future too must change,
Today is my Swamy's birthday,
Today must be a turning point in my life,
Yes, a turning point in my life!
My feelings, my musings,
My anxieties, my invocations,
For whom? For what purpose?
He who ought to know knows all!
My pain and sorrow must cease,
My mind be not agitated by any,
My life instead should be
A festival of dance of glee and joy,
My life ought to change!
My mind should be ever full of peace,
My heart should be ever overflowing with love,
Smile should be dancing on my lips always,
And may my Swami dwell in me forever!
My life must change!
As desired, Viśwaṁjee's life did undergo a change and so did his
destiny too. The momentous hour of fulfilment of his object of Godrealization and of his transformation as Yōgirāj was about to arrive. The
auspicious moment of his evolving as an embodiment of the power of
awareness was at hand. His heart spreading fragrance of pure love and
becoming an abode of satyaṁ (truth), śivaṁ (auspiciousness) and
sundaraṁ (beauty) was getting ready to become a worthy altar for Lord
Datta. Around this period, Śānti Prēmadāi, a thoroughly enjoyable
poetic work of rare beauty and mature philosophical content, consisting
of a little over one hundred stanzas each of which ended with the refrain
Śānti Prēmadāi Satyasāi emerged from the pen of Viśwaṁjee, who had
no knowledge of prosody or poetic rhetoric, and no acquaintance with
literary classics. Greatly surprised by this literary achievement, his brother
Vidyasagara Sarma felt that such achievement by one who had no
knowledge of prosody at all was nothing but Sāilīla, a miracle of Sāi.
Through this, Viśwaṁjee brought home the fact that knowledge derived
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from a mere study of books is next to nothing before knowledge of the
Brahman. The book in which many spiritual truths are disclosed by
Viśwaṁjee, all based on his own experiences as a sādhaka, will indeed
be found to be a great treasure of philosophical truths by aspirants desirous
of learning the secrets of sādhana. The poetic prowess distilled into his
psyche through several generations and lying dormant got awakened by
the force of Viśwaṁjee's spiritual endeavor. The spiritually inclined
world exulted in the shower of his poetic ambrosia. Some of the
interesting points of this book of poems are discussed in the next chapter.
During his second visit to Jadcherla, Guru Maharaj taught
Viśwaṁjee Dattamālā Mantraṁ and the procedure of mental worship
of Dattātrēya. He gave him some other astrās (mantric weapons) also
and blessed him profusely. After that, Viśwaṁjee returned to Guntur.
That marked the third turning point in his spiritual sādhana. It was then
that he carried on the most intense sādhana observing difficult disciplines
and terrible vows. Finding his own house in Anandatirtha Agraharam
small and unconducive for his sādhana, he rented a portion of Sri Kuppa
Satyanarayana Sastry's house in Masjid street in Railpet, and continued
his sādhana there.
After morning bath around 9 o’clock, he used to cycle down to
Railpet with the lunch box packed by his mother. By the time he returned
home it used be 9 or 10 p.m. Leaving the box and the cycle in the room,
he used to go to the school which was nearby. During the afternoon-break
he used to return to the room and utilize the leisure for giving free tuition
to some pupils who paid on their volition the rent for the room, each
contributing a little. In fact, they turned out to be his first disciples.
Masterjee molded them into priceless, polished gems and they in turn
regarded him as God in human form. They used to recall later in life and
narrate as stories how much love he showered on them, how he taught
them to be disciplined and how he cured diseases with vibhūti. Listening
to these one felt thrilled.
Viśwaṁjee's pupils extended their cooperation to him to do his
pūja. Shortly the tīrthaṁ and vibhūti that he distributed had become the
talk of the town. People with one problem or the other started visiting him
to seek relief. As they observed the rapidly growing divine power in him,
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their devotion and dedication to him likewise increased greatly. As by
then he had already written some poems in Śānti Prēmadāi and gained
name as a poet, famous poets like Dr. Karuna Sri, Dr. Jammalamadaka
Madhavarama Sarma, and Dr Prasadaraya Kulapathi were drawn to him.
Often, he used to participate in literary discussions and discourses. The
Telugu song composed by him with the title, “All are one and only one”
got dramatized as a dance-drama by Viśwaṁjee's erstwhile colleague in
the Municipal High School, Sri Jaya Prakash Reddy, a famous cinema,
and stage actor. Under his direction, it was got staged at many places by
child artistes, much to the appreciation and applause of one and all.
People did not know about Dr. Jammalamadaka Madhavarama
Sarma's achievement in the spiritual field and his self-realization as much
as they knew about his literary scholarship and his being a great speaker.
Goddess Kāmēśvari was his favorite deity. A long time back he received
from Sri Sri Sri Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi Swami, the head of
Kanchi Kamkothi Pitham, Śrī Cakraṁ and Śaṅkaṁ (divine conch)
which he used to worship with utmost devotion and diligence. The last
days of his life he spent with his second son, Bhavabhuti, in Brodipet,
Guntur. Most of the time he was bed-ridden because of old age and ill
health. His fingers became too weak to hold a pen and write. When he was
in such a condition, Viśwaṁjee happened once to visit him. Dr. Sarma
asked Viśwaṁjee to send him an efficient scribe who could correctly take
down what he dictated. He used to repose much affection for, and
confidence in, Masterjee, who used to approach him frequently to have
clarification of the doubts that arose during his sādhana. He used to feel
immensely pleased with the remarkable growth of spiritual power in
Viśwaṁjee. He was the first visionary to recognize Masterjee as a yogi
and an incarnation of Lord Dattātrēya. The love and affection he had for
Masterjee gradually turned into admiration, respect, and reverence and
finally, into devotion in his last days. As Sarma began regarding
Viśwaṁjee as an incarnation of God and his veneration grew stronger,
Viśwaṁjee's own feeling of respect and worshipful attitude towards
Sarma grew likewise and Masterjee began regarding him as a father.
At the request of Sri Madhavarama Sharma, Viśwaṁjee took
Kalpana to Sri Sarma and asked her to take down whatever was dictated
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by him carefully. Along with Kalpana, Eswari, wife of Sri Akula
Koteswara Rao, went to Dr. Sharma's house to assist her. They began to
write down what was dictated by him. One day, when he wanted to go to
the bathroom, they assisted him out of bed and very gently led him to the
bathroom. Then Sri Madhavarama Sarma looking at Eswari and with tears
in his eyes said, “I am taking a lot of service from you that ought to have
been received from my daughters and daughter’s-in-law. You must help
in one thing. Last night Viśwaṁjee appeared in a dream and presented
me with a white cloth, six meters long, an indication that my last days are
approaching. Long time back, Kanchi Kamakothi Pithadhipathi,
presented me with Śrī Cakraṁ and Śaṅkaṁ. So long I have been
worshipping them as best as I could. However, I have been becoming
weaker day by day and now I don't have enough energy to continue their
worship. None in this house will carry on their worship after my departure.
They should not be left without pūja being performed even for a day. By
reason of the virtuous deeds of your past lives, you have got the
opportunity to serve at Viśwaṁjee's feet. He is not an ordinary man. He
is an embodiment of pure consciousness. Do not leave his feet at any cost.
I request you to take these two sacred things and give them to Masterjee
telling him that they are from me.” Then he gave the Śaṅkaṁ to Kalpana
and Śrī Cakraṁ (impressed on a tablet of sandalwood paste) to Eswari.
As he kept the Śrī Cakraṁ in Eswari's hands, she experienced intense
heat creeping into her body and her hands feeling heavy.
They took the two articles immediately to Viśwaṁjee's room where
he was seen performing pūja with his back toward the door. Without even
turning round to see them, he welcomed them saying “Come!, Eswari
come!” They handed over the two articles to him saying that Sri
Madhavarama Sarma sent them to him. As he took Śrī Cakraṁ from
Eswari, his face became red and his whole body wore a look of being
covered with kuṅkum. Setting the sacred articles on the puja altar he at
once went to the well and poured countless buckets of water over his head.
Afterward wearing red dhoti and red uttarīyaṁ (an upper cloth) he
offered puja to Śrī Cakraṁ and gave hārati by burning camphor. After
pūja he looked at every one in the room and said, “This Śrī Cakraṁ is
very powerful. As I received it, my body became intensely hot and in
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order to cool myself, I had to pour so many buckets of water over myself.”
Then Eswari also shared that even her hand became very hot and heavy
as she was receiving it from Sri Sarma. As everyone felt amazed at what
they heard Masterjee continued, “I shall narrate another incident. One day
when Sri Chandrasekharendra Saraswati Swami appeared in the dream,
Sri Madhavarama Sarma asked him to whom he should hand over Śrī
Cakraṁ and Śaṅkaṁ. The Swamiji directed them to be passed on to me.
Accordingly, Sarma sent them to me.” Later some people went to Sarma
and questioned him about the veracity of Masterjee's statement. Feeling
much astonished, he answered, “Whatever Masterjee has told you is true.
Senior Swamiji pointing to Masterjee, directed them to be handed over to
Dattamūrti. Accordingly, I have passed them on to him. So far, I have
not disclosed the dream to anyone. Masterjee being omniscient, knows of
it. The thing Dattamūrti presented to me have ultimately reached
Dattamūrti himself. The owner has seen to it that the two articles have
gone back to himself. I am extremely happy about it.”
People observing the divine powers of Sri Chandrasekharendra
Saraswati Swami, considered him to be Ādi Śaṅkara himself. But his
being an incarnation of Dattātrēya was not known to many. In fact, many
had little knowledge of Dattātrēya or his incarnations. People reading
purāṇās regard stories from them as mere stories and do no try to
comprehend their deeper inner meaning. The all-pervasive divine energy
(electro-magnetic energy), the prime cause of creation, sustenance, and
dissolution, can broadly be regarded as Datta Śakti. It pervades the entire
universe. This Datta Śakti, limitless and indefinable, present in the
universe in the form of thought waves, manifests in every atom in the
universe and provides it with energy. Whoever, with a view to possess it,
carries on intense sādhana (spiritual endeavor) and deep sōdhana (search
for truth) can become its recipient. Hence it is termed Datta Śakti. The
divine power that is present in every human being as hr̥d Śakti (power of
the heart), Cit Śakti (power of awareness), and Ātma Śakti (power of
Self) and shines forth as Icchā Śakti (power of will), Jñāna Śakti (power
of knowledge) and Kriyā Śakti (power of accomplishment or action) is
the very same Datta Sakti that manifests as a unified form of the powers
of creation (Brahma Śakti), the power of sustenance (Viṣṇu Śakti) and
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the power of dissolution (Rudra Śakti). Anyone who, keeps in constant
contact with Datta Śakti within him and activates it becomes Datta
himself.
“Atri” is a symbol for an aspirant. “Atri” literally means 'one
without the three, or one who is not the three', An aspirant who has rid
himself of the three tāpatrayās (afflictions) namely, ādhibhautika
(caused by elements), ādhidaivika (caused by supernatural forces) and
ādhyātmika (caused by the self within), who has transcended triguṇās
(the three traits known as sattvaguṇa, rajōguṇa and tāmasaguṇa), who
has unlocked the three granthis (the three nerve centers - Brahma, Viṣṇu
and Rudra granthis also referred as tripurās) and who has totally
become free of jealousy (asūya) comes into possession of Datta Śakti. In
that state the distinction between jñāna (knowledge), jñēya (knowing)
and jñāta (knower) will disappear and the sādhaka, now eligible to be
called Atri, is said to have risen to a state beyond knowledge. The story
of Atri and Anasūya found in purāṇās illustrates in an allegorical
manner how an aspirant who becomes an Atri can gain Datta Śakti. If all
the recipients of universal power are regarded as incarnations of Datta, it
will be obvious that both Sri Chandrasekharendra Swami and Viśwayōgi
are such incarnations. Though they are physically separate, the soul-force
present in them is one and the same. In fact, the immortal soul-force
present in every individual is the same without distinction. That is exactly
what Sri Chandrasekharendra Swami meant when pointing to Viśwayōgi
and telling Sri Madhavarama Sarma to give away the Śrī Cakraṁ to that
Dattamūrti. He thus indicated that there was absolutely no difference
between him and Viśwayōgi. An incident that goes to show the great
affection Sri Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi Swami had for Viśwayōgi
may be mentioned in this context.
Once Masterjee went to Madras (now Chennai) at the request of Sri
Raghunath Rao, the son of Sri Ramarayudu, a famous industrialist, to
inaugurate the paints factory set up by him there. Viśwaṁjee, coming to
know that the senior Swami in Kanchi was ill rushed to Kanchi along with
Ramarayudu and some others. On being informed by his disciples about
the arrival of Viśwayōgi from Guntur, the senior Swami rose from his bed
despite being ill and welcomed Masterjee with folded hands. The love and
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affection shown towards Viśwaṁjee by the senior Swamy, a jagadguru
and an incarnation of Datta and whom all regarded as a living
embodiment of Ādi Śaṅkarācārya, surprised everyone present. As the
Swami felt overwhelmed with joy to see Viśwayōgi, the latter prostrated
before him. The Swami presented new clothes to him. The conduct of
yogis, realized souls and mahatmas at their meeting makes evident the
import of the mahāvākyās.
Like the senior Swami, the junior Swami, Sri Jayendra Saraswati
Swami, is also very affectionate towards Viśwaṁjee. Many times, they
have met and discussed several matters of significance. They have come
closer to each other as their ideals, and aspirations and their goal of
striving for universal welfare have coincided. Once at Guntur, Sri
Mannava Giridhar Rao and Sri Kambhampati Nageswara Rao organized
a camp entitled “Janakaḷyāṇaṁ” which was inaugurated by Sri Jayendra
Saraswati Swami. Towards the end of his speech delivered while
inaugurating the camp, he said, “Owing to the virtuous deeds of your
previous lives, Viśwayōgi is residing very close to you in Guntur. I am
extremely happy because his goal of universal welfare coincides with my
own. May you succeed in all your programs with our divine blessings!”
Despite his busy schedule, he went to Viśwamandiraṁ early in the
morning of Viśwayōgi’s 47th birthday to offer his auspicious greetings.
This gesture on his part speaks volumes of his love and regard for
Viśwaṁjee.
Once Viśwaṁjee went to Puttaparthi in November 1985 to witness
the 60th birthday celebrations of Śrī Satyasāi Bābā. He stayed at the
residence of Sri Pelluri Anjaneyulu, his sister's son, who was then working
as a teacher in Baba's high school. (Now he is working as its Headmaster.)
Viśwaṁjee casually went on to the terrace of the building where he saw
a flowerpot on the parapet wall. Fearing that it might accidentally slip and
fall to the ground causing injuries to passersby, he tried to lift it with his
hands and keep it down on the floor. In the process the pot slipped and
fell on his right foot hurting its big toe and causing blood to ooze
continuously. Masterjee got the wound dressed but could not move freely
for about fifteen days and suffered much owing to the injury. In order to
watch the programs that were going on in Prasanti Nilayam, he had to take
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the help of two or three persons. Owing to that injury, the suṣumnā nāḍi
of his right toe became activated which in its turn awakened Kuṇḍalinī
in a wonderful manner. Recalling later the incident Masterji used to say,
“It was an auspicious moment that brought about a turning point in my
life.” It heralded his coming into possession of many divine powers.
Once Viśwaṁjee happened to visit Anasuyamata, better known as
Jillellamudi Amma. She felt overwhelmingly happy to see him and with
great affection welcomed him saying, “My dear child! How long you have
taken to come to Amma! How after a long time you have remembered
Amma now! Come near me.” She drew him close to herself and that
Dattamūrti snuggled into her lap as if he were a small child. Amma made
three morsels of cooked rice and fed one by one to him. As he ate each,
Masterjee felt ecstatic and had a vision of some power emerging from his
heart and appearing before him in the form of a goddess who showered
ambrosia of love and affection on him. Being drenched in it, he
experienced a loosening of his voice and it’s becoming mellifluous and
tuneful. The tune (rāga), that emerged, based on a combination of the
syllables of A and U, was indeed nectar of “Anurāga” - love. The three
morsels that Amma fed him were indeed morsels of wisdom symbolizing
truth, auspiciousness, and beauty. Their consumption resulted in the
unlocking of the three knots or nerve centers, power of awareness - Cit
Śakti - filling his whole being and his becoming aware of the Self within.
The poetical composition, Anurāgalahari, written by him later was a
reflection of all that he experienced then. Hr̥dayēśvari, a part of the work,
was indeed a symbol of the three morsels eaten by him. If we want to
know how the mind experiencing the divine touch of the awakened
divinity hitherto dormant in the heart, goes into raptures of divine poetry,
and how great will be the ecstatic bliss that would be caused by selfrealization, we must read Anurāgalahari. It contains the picture of
Anurāgacakraṁ, envisioned by Masterjee during the course of his
sādhana. Many devotees worship a framed picture of Anurāgacakraṁ
whereby they get their desires fulfilled.
Ever since the flowerpot fell on Masterjee's foot in 1985 and he
became endowed with divine power, a tremendous transformation came
about in him. He reached a state in which he saw himself in everything in
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the Universe and everything in himself. The import of the saying,
“ātmavat sarvabhūtāni” came to be realized through personal
experience.
Gradually he stopped going to his house in Anandatirtha Agraharam
in the nights. There was a change in his dress. The shirt and pants worn
till then gave place to a dhoti, a kurta, and an uttarīyaṁ (upper cloth). He
stopped combing the hair and gave up cycling. He observed silence
mostly, except while at school. He spent most of the nighttime in
meditation in his room in Railpet.
At that time, he had communion with innumerable realized souls,
yogis and divine personages on the mental plane. Every day he
worshipped the Śrī Cakraṁ presented to him by Sri Madhavarama Sarma
observing strictly the due procedure. Reciting Dattamālāmantraṁ
became his very life-breath. Not merely content with reading Guru
Caritra, biographies of great yogis like that of Sai Baba Bhagavadgīta
and many other books related to Yoga, he put into practice many of the
precepts contained therein. Whenever he had any doubts, he got them
cleared immediately by contacting Sri Madhava Rama Sarma and other
knowledgeable persons. Sri Tadepalli Raghavanarayana Sastri, Sri
Kundurti Venkata Narasayya, Sri Laxamana Yatindra and other realized
souls and many devotees showered their love and affection on Masterjee.
Like Rama Krishna Paramahamsa, Masterjee studied many religious
books to know what they taught and to know the special features of
various religions. Like him, he also entertained many doubts such as: “Do
different religions have different gods? If they do, which of the several
gods is the real God? If there is only one God, why have so many religions
sprung up?” In order to clear his doubts, he made a deep study of the
Koran, the Bible, the Granth Saheb, Bhagavadgīta, and Yōgavāśiṣṭaṁ
and other books. He personally met eminent theologians, philosophers,
and scholars of different religions, discussed with them and developed
awareness of many new aspects. He read the biographies of
Dayanandasaraswati, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, Vivekananda,
Aravinda, Ramana Maharishi, Radha Swamy, Mehar Baba, Shirdi Sai
Baba, Sathya Sai Baba and such other yōgīs, siddhapuruṣās and
avatārapuruṣās, and understood and digested their philosophical ideas.
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He meditated on Jesus Christ, Allah, Guru Nanak and Gautama Buddha.
He comprehended the unity underlying diverse religions and the fact of
their being all essentially true. Prophets were born to preach dharma, to
dispel ignorance, to ensure that peace and happiness prevailed in the
society, to mold men into true human beings and lead them towards
divinity. They indicated certain ways, now called religions, to be
followed. What all the prophets said was not any different from sanātana
dharma. Just as the ocean is the source for all rivers, so is sanātana
dharma the fountainhead of all the preaching’s of the prophets. All this
became clear to Masterjee. Family is the corner stone in the edifice of
sanātana dharma. Prosperity of the family can be attained only through
that of the individual. Striving for the betterment of the society through
the united efforts of the families has been the objective of sanātana
dharma. These days people are torn apart by narrow considerations of
caste and religion. Through spirituality these people should be enabled to
develop unity of thought, word and deed. Through that the progress of the
society has to be brought about. Becoming aware of all this, a firm desire
stirred inside Viśwaṁjee to enlighten everyone about the benefits of
following the path of spirituality through his personal example.
Viśwaṁjee has found an easy way for an individual developing
mental power and through it promoting his own soul-power. SelfConfidence, Self-Discipline, Self-Control, Self-Satisfaction, and SelfRealization are the five steps in it that have to be scaled one after the other.
Every individual has to firstly acquire and develop self-confidence. When
self-confidence is firmly established, it leads to self-discipline. When selfdiscipline gets strengthened, it paves the way to self-control which in turn
leads to self-satisfaction. Through that he will reach self-realization, and
attain liberation from the bond of life while he is still alive. Eventually he
reaches the stage of self-sacrifice in which he becomes devoid of all
selfishness and lives for others. He then becomes an instrument for
achieving universal welfare. in this journey, the most essential first step
is self-confidence. It is emphasized in Bhagavadgīta, “saṁśayātma
vinaśyati” meaning that a doubting mind leads to ruination. For achieving
spiritual progress an individual must have faith in his own endeavor, and
trust in his guru and God. Even in those early days of sādhana, Masterjee
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was aware of the truth underlying the declaration. “Man is like an
automobile, the petrol needed to move it is God and its driver is guru. Man
should make his life fruitful and worthy, living under the guidance of the
guru with faith in God.” - which we often hear him repeat these days.
An amazing thing happened soon after Masterjee's return from
visiting Jillellamudi Amma in 1985. A beautiful, divine and naked lady
appeared before him. She embraced him, kissed him all over his body and
scratched him with her sharp nails. But he remained unperturbed in his
meditation. She took him very far into outer space. When all her efforts
failed to disrupt his concentration, she assumed her true form bedecked in
divine jewelry and finery and praising him for his total control over his
senses she declared, “Your mind has now merged in the universal mind,
and you are now Viśwayōgi.” It was she who for the first time addressed
him as Viśwayōgi. She added, “Your soul-power is conjoined with divine
power. It is amply clear that your mind cannot be touched by material
wants. Whosoever does not yield to my temptations, will become the
recipient of my divine power. I am the universal power that has become
yours.” So, saying, she merged into him. Masterjee opened his eyes and
felt a thrill of happiness. The entire world appeared new to him, and he
saw himself everywhere. It seemed that his old self disappeared, and he
was altogether a new person. From then on, he metamorphosed as Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee. His ordinary body turned into a cosmic body.
Finite life became an infinite one. For the welfare of the world, a human
being became a yogi and human power got transformed into cosmic
power. That naked lady was none other than a personification of the divine
power of Lord Datta who went about as a naked avadhūta. Accepting
the duty assigned to him by that goddess, Masterjee decided firmly to
work for universal human integration. Becoming a personification of the
power of awareness, he proved a veritable kāmadhēnu (a mythological
cow of plenty) for his devotees.
As Masterjee gradually cut short his visits to his family house and
began spending more and more time in the Railpet room in ardent
sādhana, Smt. Eswari, wife of Akula Koteswara Rao, started carrying
food from her home and feeding him lovingly. In an age gone by, Śrī
Kr̥ṣṇa, son of Devaki, happened to be brought up by Yasoda and her
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husband Nanda as their son and used to eat from Yasoda's hand with
immense pleasure. So too Masterjee ate the food given by Smt. Eswari
with great relish. For being privileged to feed Masterjee with her hands
like a mother, she must have done many virtuous deeds in her former
lives. Observing her maternal love, devotion and dedication, people began
to call her Yasoda, listening to which made her feel blessed and extremely
happy.
As a result of prolonged and intense sādhana for twenty-one years,
observing celibacy, Masterjee was blessed with mantrasiddhi and selfrealization. Uniting his mind with the universal mind he became
Viśwayōgi. Endowed with the knowledge of the Supreme, he got
transformed into a personification of Datta. He used to narrate a story to
bring home the secret of his transformation to the people marveling at the
spiritual evolution in his life. The story goes as follows.
“A boulder was lying on the outskirts of a village. Every day people
used to sit on it and knock it with their feet. Smoking cheroots, they used
to spit on it. Some of them even used to pass urine and stools on it. Thus,
in several ways they defiled it. One day a sculptor came to that village.
Noticing what the villagers did to the boulder, he decided to teach them a
lesson. One night unnoticed by any, he got it removed to his house.
Working hard day and night on it with his chisel and exerting all his
sculptural skill, he turned it into a beautiful divine figure. He got the idol
installed in a temple and infused vital life energy into it. The villagers
went to the temple in large numbers and worshipped the idol offering it
dhūpa, dīpa and naivēdyaṁ (waving lighted incense, lighting lamps, and
offering food and fruits of different kinds). They decorated the idol with
garlands and recited many verses in praise of it. They did not realize that
it was the same stone that they had polluted not so long ago. With a lot of
devotion, they offered aṣṭōtraṁ, sahasranāmaṁ, abhiṣēkaṁ, etc. The
truth is that before it was chiseled and made into an idol it was just like
any other stone. It did not have any special quality. When the sculptor
took it home, shaped it into an idol, installed it in the temple infusing vital
life energy, it acquired a lot of power. Siddhās, mahāpuruṣās, yōgīs and
other such great people, were all like stones prior to their transformation.
Mahatmā's blessings or divine grace, or the force of the divine will
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endow these persons who were like the boulder with divine power
whereupon they get transformed into such powerful personages. The life
prior to such metamorphosis was like a former birth. A person's acquiring
such divine power marks the beginning of a new life. This is what has
happened in my case also,” reveals Viśwaṁjee allegorically the secret of
his transformation. If we ponder over the reference, it will be clear that
the essence of natural devotion to the Guru, a Datta tradition, as
emphasized in the saying, “mērā bhakti guru kā śakti” is amply
reflected in it.
The story was repeated several times in congregations of devotees.
At the end of the story Masterjee invariably posed the question, “What
did the sculptor do for converting the stone into a beautifully carved idol?”
Receiving no reply, he would himself answer with a smile, “As he hit the
stone with the hammer and chisel, chip after chip fell off. The unwanted
material got removed bit by bit till the desired portion in the form an idol
was left. In the same way the Guru, in order to mold his disciple into a
power-center, a mahatmā or a yōgi, removes gradually all the undesirable
traits from the disciple.” A guru who does not rid a disciple of his
demoniac qualities is no guru at all. The life of a sādhaka in the stage of
siddha (the culmination of his sādhana) is entirely different from his
earlier life, as if he were newly born. His astral body would have
undergone a radical change as could be seen from a Kirlian photograph of
the sādhaka.
The definition of the word “Avatār” and explanatory remarks there
on that Masterjee gives are logical and scientific. He elucidates, “It is
wrong to suppose that Lord Viṣṇu dwelling in the far-off Vaikuṇṭha with
his consort, Lakṣmi Dēvi descended to the earth in response to the
implorations of the thirty million gods and goddesses, saints, yogis,
devotees and realized-souls, and his descending to the earth is avatāraṇa.
The way God incarnates is, however, totally different. God is without a
form and yet He is the repository of all power and is pure consciousness.
Knowing that His power is the omnipresent and omnipotent cosmic
electro-magnetic power, we have to cogitate upon, in a right manner, how
God incarnates. The infusion of the extraordinary mental powers gained
by siddhapuruṣās, yogis, and devotees who have reached the stage of
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fruition in their spiritual search and endeavor, that is, who have attained
the capacity to merge their individual mind with the universal mind, into
any person is avatāraṇa. The recipient of such power, an avatāra, will
be in constant mental communion with the universal mind. Besides he can
also, by mere willing, enable any other person to have his mind united
with the universal mind, who otherwise is incapable of doing so. He can
grant extraordinary experiences and can bring about any transformation
in others by the power of his will. All this clearly shows that the entire
universe is ruled by the radiant vibrations of universal human will soaked
in knowledge. These waves act in a way that cause the universe to rejoice.
This is the eternal, true and knowledge-filled paramount secret.”
From these remarks of Masterjee, we can understand that if a person
is revered as a mahātma, a siddha or an avatārapuruṣā, it must be due
to his having been the recipient of the transference of power by, and the
auspicious blessings of, many divine gurus, siddhapuruṣās, and
avatāramūrtīs in addition to his own intense sādhana in this life or his
former lives. It cannot be denied that a person can gain divine power only
if he is the beneficiary of such power from other persons endowed with it
and who may exist in visible or invisible form. Ramayana reveals that to
enable Śrī Rāma, son of Daśarathaa, to destroy Rāvana many sages and
divine beings passed on their power to him. Likewise, Saptaśati makes it
known that for eliminating demoniac beings the power that emanated
from the bodies of many gods and goddesses got unified in the form of
Caṇḍi. Hence, we have to accept that Masterjee's views regarding divine
incarnations are rational and scientific even if adherents of old tradition
disapproved them.
We can very well imagine how many great gurus, yogis, realized
souls and divine beings must have transferred directly and indirectly their
power to Masterjee soon after he received initiation from Guru Maharaj
and became the recipient of the power of Yōgirāj. Sri Chandrsekharendra
Saraswathi Swami passed on Śrī Cakra to Masterjee through Sri
Jammalamadaka Madhavarama Sarma, Sri Sathya Sai Baba on his
birthday caused an injury to Masterjee's big toe whereby the suṣumnā
nāḍi got activated and the kuṇḍalinī power awakened in him, and
Jillellamudi Amma brought about the unlocking of the three granthīs
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through the feeding of three morsels of rice. In such different ways they
and many others have directly transmitted power to Masterjee. Many
others like Yajnavalkya, Maitreya, Maha Avatar Babajee, Lahiri
Mahasay, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, Shirdi Sainath, Vivekananda,
Master C.V.V, Sridhara Maharaj, Samartha Ramadas, Ramana Maharshi,
Arabindo, Master Ekkirala, Jesus Christ, Guru Nanak, Radha Swami and
Prophet Mohammed, it appears, have indirectly infused power into him.
Now many great gurus living in Himalayas have been beckoning him to
go to them. It remains to be seen when he will go in response to their call.
With the power and help received from so many, Masterjee's sādhana
successfully terminated in his becoming an embodiment of the power of
awareness. Many have been the beneficiaries of power bestowed on them
by the most secret, highly potent great mantra, ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva
datta, a reflection of his own power. By chanting it thousands of people
gained relief from diseases, and secured fulfilment of their desires proving
beyond question of his being an embodiment of divine power.
It is indeed very difficult for anyone to comprehend a yogi's spiritual
achievement and divine visions and experiences and describe them
adequately. It is not possible to base one's efforts in this regard on the
assumption that what one knows is true and there is absolutely no scope
for any inventiveness or imagination. We cannot really say that we know
fully about the other members of the family with whom we have spent
many years. Likewise, we are not aware of the thoughts of our friends.
That being so, it is but foolhardy to attempt to speak about the sādhana
of a yogi. Keeping in view that every action has a cause and prompted by
eagerness to disclose to the world what I have personally seen and have
come to know, I have ventured to present an account of Masterjee's yoga
sādhana in the above lines. However, what is conveyed is but a little
compared to what is not. We have to feel content that the things remaining
unsaid must be much more wonderful telling ourselves that the unsung
songs are always sweeter. Let us hope that that the day when Masterjee
himself would reveal out of his kindness the facts relating to his sādhana.
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
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Chapter 8 ŚĀNTI PRĒMADĀYI - SECRETS OF SĀDHANA
Generally, yogis neither write their autobiographies nor disclose the
methods for the success of their sādhana, and some of the secrets relating
to it. Just like Paramahamsa Yogananda who wrote his autobiography,
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee disclosed the secrets of his yōga sādhana in
“Śānti Prēmadāyi”. The aspirants, craving earnest for spiritual
development and success in their sādhana, can progress and reach their
goal only if they comprehend these secrets through mental maturity and
move up step by step. Visiting centers pilgrimage, going round the
temples and reciting mantras counting their number on a rosary or doing
such other deeds all for having their desires fulfilled, because others have
done likewise, are bound to prove an exercise in futility. Our aim should
be to gain experiential knowledge.
karmaṇā jāyatē bhaktiḥ, bhaktyā jñānaṁ prajāyatē
jñānāt prajāyatē muktiḥ, iti śāstrārtha sañgrahaḥ
The above verse states, "Devotion is born as a consequence of our
past deeds. It will in turn lead to knowledge - jñāna. Liberation from the
bonds of life results from jñāna." In short, external worship should bring
about enlightenment of the mind and change into internal worship. In the
case of some, it may take years for this change to take place while in the
case of some others it may even take a few births. The long duration for
the change to occur can be traced to their ignorance and want of
knowledge of the secrets of sādhana. Once we realize that the transition
from external worship to internal worship is essential to achieving success
in sādhana, we naturally evince keen interest in knowing how to prepare
ourselves mentally for the transition. Let us, therefore, consider how
Masterjee revealed all those secrets citing his personal experiences.
Masterjee wrote a book bearing the tile Śānti Prēmadāyi containing
hundred and eighteen verses, each ending with the refrain Śānti
Prēmadāyi Satyasāi. Though apparently the book was written viewing
Sathya Sai as his guru, a close scrutiny of it will, however, reveal that, in
truth, Masterjee considered his own inner Self as Sathya Sai. Sri Sathya
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Sai is just a name that symbolizes the formless and nameless God. An
understanding of this secret would mean an understanding of the whole
book. As pointed out by Dārśanikārcārya Jammalamadaka
Madhavarama Sarma in the foreword to the book, while being concerned
with the physical world and operating from our own mental plane we try
to think of the plane of pure consciousness. Pure consciousness is where
God dwells. But looking at the gross external world, we visualize the
presence of the Self within the four walls of temples of gods and
goddesses. This aspect concerning the Self is clearly discernible
throughout the book. This unique book vividly reveals the goal set by
Viśwaṁjee for himself and the extraordinary experiences he gained, and
stages reached through sādhana. One of the poems in the book states,
"Sai is present in every atom and is vibrating in every particle.
Sai is the reflection of the Supreme in every living being."
Śā. Prē -102
The book gives a clear indication of the mighty efforts put forth by
Masterjee and is sure to make the reader ponder over the method of
sādhana followed by him.
An aspirant at the outset must understand the statement, “Body is
God's temple and heart His altar.” Knowing its implications, one must try
to keep the body pure. In spiritual practices, internal cleanliness gets
priority over external cleanliness. Unless every act is done with
trikaraṇaśuddi (purity of thought, word, and deed), spiritual endeavor
will not succeed. Hence Viśwaṁjee declares in another poem,
“Focus your mind on the work on hand and so must the ward be
prompted by the mind. When the mind, word and deed are in
harmony, sādhana will succeed and salvation will be gained.”
Śā. Prē -103
Without realizing this aspect, reciting a mantra a million times,
performing virtuous deeds, and giving chanties, will be of no avail. An
unclean mirror cannot reflect light. So also, a heart devoid of
trikaraṇaśuddi will not realize God – “A person whose thought, word
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and deed do not reflect goodness cannot endear himself to God,” tells
Viśwaṁjee. He warns pseudo aspirants saying: “Speaking sweetly, while
the mind is bitter will do no good and instead may defame you.” He asserts
in a verse,
"A sound mind prompts good thoughts which in turn
encourages good deeds. A good deed will be responded to by another
good deed”
Śā. Prē -28
In this way, Viśwaṁjee emphasizes the importance of good
intellect, good thought, and good practice for aspirants. Every action,
Newton says, has an equal and opposite reaction. If seeds of good quality
are sown in good soil, good crops will grow. Good begets good and bad
begets bad. Good means dharma, righteousness. Bad means adharma,
unrighteousness. The good and bad forces which coexist in nature are
known as surī and asurī tattvās, divine and demoniac traits. It may
appear that in the present-day world bad abounds compared to good and
good is totally dominated by bad. However, the apparent is not real. Bad
may be very widely spread and yet it has to bow before the little good
present. This is the fundamental law of nature. A tiny lamp is enough to
drive away darkness from a house. There is no need to have a lamp as big
as the house. The same idea is set out by Bhagavadgīta when it says,
“svalpamapyasya dharmasya trayatō mahatōbhayāt - a little
righteousness can protect one from great fear.” Eschewing bad deeds is
not enough. The sādhaka should avoid speaking bad words and listening
to them as well. Only the good present everywhere must be apparent to
him. Whatever bad that he sees, he must realize, is only a reflection of the
bad within himself. A true sādhaka is one who can see good even in the
midst of bad. Believing that avoidance of bad deeds tantamount to doing
good many in this world become indifferent to what they say, hear and
actually do. Vākśuddi - purity of speech - leads to vāksiddhi - power of
accomplishment through words. Just as listening to good helps spiritual
progress, so does listening to bad hinders it. Indifference to good will
bring to naught all efforts by a sādhaka. Being aware of this Masterjee
questions in a poem:
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“When you let filth fill your mind and ignore good, will you be
able to be peaceful in this world?”
Śā Prē -96
This shows his incisive insight into the ills of society. A sādhaka,
according to Masterjee, must necessarily introspect to identify and
eliminate his own mental defects. He is bound to fail if he deviates even
a little from right conduct or the fixed path. Sādhana is like walking on a
razor's edge. A sādhaka should altogether eschew bad words, bad deeds,
and bad thoughts. A mistake is a mistake, whether committed knowingly
or unknowingly or by chance or otherwise and needs to be rectified. No
effort should be made to conceal or justify mistakes out of egotistic
considerations.
Masterjee gives in another poem the following warning to people
\who masquerade as devotees just for the sake of making a living:
“It is not desirable to speak badly or act badly. Can you reach
your goal through wrong steps?”
Śā. Prē -29
The poem explains the necessity for a sādhaka to keep his heart
always pure. A mistake is like a fire from the consequences of which there
is no escape. Continuing sādhana without correcting mistakes will not
lead to desired results. A sādhaka should have an aspiration and a goal,
and perseverance to reach the goal. Pursuit of the goal should not be given
up midway for it cannot be predicted how long it will take to regain the
lost ground or how many births one has to go through. Undeterred by the
hurdles and doubts that crop up during sādhana, the aspirant must march
towards his goal with self-confidence. Emphasizing this, Masterjee says
in a verse,
“Hold on to Sai (God) firmly, for slackening the hold brings no
response from Him. Without perseverance, He will be beyond reach,
nor will He answer your call.”
Śā. Prē -10
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How is one to persevere without slackening? Initially a sādhaka
may feel confused not knowing how to proceed. So, he needs a guide who
directs him at every step and take him along in the right direction for some
distance, pointing to him the goal. The whole world today is so much
defiled that we no longer have the capacity to distinguish real from the
unreal. It is said “udaranimittaṁ bahukr̥ta vēṣaṁ - most roles are for
eking livelihood.” Accordingly, we find many going about in the guise of
gurus with the sole aim of earning money. With the knowledge gained
through books, they make the egotistic claim of knowing everything. With
the learning they have acquired and the oratorical skills they possess, they
beguile people. We have to be very wary of such gurus. The one, an
embodiment of knowledge, who does not yield to the temptations of
women and wealth, who is devoid of selfishness, whose heart overflows
with love and who, having given up all attachments and ego, dwells
always in the blissful state of pure consciousness is a sadguru. Indeed, it
is difficult to come by such a guru. In these days when ordinary glass
pieces and diamonds cannot be distinguished from one another, securing
a diamond should be regarded as a fortune bestowed as a result of the
virtuous deeds of past lives. Therefore, Masterjee warns, “Those who
claim to be pure but rob their disciples of their money are not gurus. They
are merely imposters with clean shaven heads. All are not true gurus!” If
the Guru is very capable, it does not take long for the disciple's spiritual
endeavor to yield fruit. Guru's will, touch and kindness help the disciple
to gain self-realization. The hindrances and weaknesses faced by the
disciple are taken over by the guru and the disciple is led up to the top of
the pinnacle. Such gurus are true preceptors, and all others are persecutors.
The sole aim of these others is to harass the disciples and squeeze money.
They mesmerize people by their cock and bull stories and claims of
possession of some powers. We have to be on our guard against them.
Though there are many yogis professing different paths, the goal is
one and the same. A person must have a connection with only one yogi.
A person's search for that yogi in whose hands lies his spiritual destiny
will end and the yogi will appear by the time the karma of his past lives
reaches the state of fruition. The same point is brought out
Chāndōgyōpaniṣat
states,
“tadvijñānārthaṁ
sadgurumēva
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abhigacchēt - At that time the sadguru will walk into our lives to bestow
knowledge on us.” Masterjee’s life bears testimony to this. His own
experience has led him to state, “When you approach a persecutor-guru,
harassment will be your lot, whereas if you approach a preceptor-guru you
will become enlightened!”
Strangely in today's world devotion to God has apparently shown
phenomenal growth along with superstitions and irrational practices as
well. This is evidenced by the proliferation of temples and shrines
everywhere and growing interest in doing pūjās and charities. Wherever
you go, either to a temple, a Baba, or a pilgrimage center, you see tens of
thousands of devotees. This is of course a laudable turn of events. But
only a few of the devotees come to acquire divine power. The wealth of
virtue earned by the devotees as a result of their deeds. no doubt, gets
credited to their account, but they find it difficult to draw upon it for their
use as they do not possess a cheque book. It is unfortunate that people are
more concerned with external worship instead of internal worship. They
do not regard the body as a temple housing God within and care is not
taken for keeping it pure. External impurities can be washed off by taking
a bath. What should be done to remove the inner impurities, devolving
through many births? Noble thoughts accompanied by constant recitation
of God's name only can wipe away such internal impurities. We must
always seek the company of good people (satsaṇgaṁ) which helps us to
develop an attitude of detachment (nissaṇgatvaṁ). Tranquility
nirmalatatvaṁ) flows from the attitude of detachment, which in turn
leads to emancipation while still alive (jivanmuktī). We should seek
improvement of the mind through good thoughts and good deeds, but
never be content with just external rituals, or else spiritual advancement
becomes a mirage. In sādhana inner purity must have precedence over
external purity. Hence Masterjee says,
“Barricading yourself in the name of maintaining purity will not
cause Sāi (God) to stir within. Bereft of a pure mind, neither true
purity nor salvation is possible."
Śā. Prē -47
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Thus, like Yogi Vemana, Viśwayōgi also, preaches that practices
unsustained by inner purity are futile, and that every sādhaka must strive
for self-purification. Going to temples, visiting holy place, performing
pujas, undertaking charities, etc., have their own advantage and so must
be carried on. However, it is stupid to believe that they are everything.
An idol is not the only God; it too is God. In the initial stage, idols
are a necessary means for ensuring stability of the mind. Once mental
stability is achieved, idols are no longer useful. The need for worshipping
an idol is set out by Viśwaṁjee in the verse which states,
“To drink milk, a cup is needed. By worshipping an idol,
liberation is gained. This is the true way leading to the worship of the
formless.”
Śā. Prē -81
Thus, he explains the need to carry on the worship of the form before
moving on to the worship of the formless. Then the true nature of God
becomes known.
Commission of deeds (karma) is the only way to get rid of the
consequences of karma just as the removal of a thorn is aided by another
thorn. To get rid of the consequences of karma carried forward from past
lives (prārabdha karma), we have to perform good deeds (satkarmās).
Likewise, to ensure the avoidance of the spillover of the consequences of
the deeds of the present birth (sañcita karma) to the next we have to
continue performing satkarmās. In course of time deeds performed for
the fulfilment of desires (sakāmakarmās) get transformed into actions
carried on without any desire (niṣkāmakarmās). By this process a
sādhaka becomes a manassannyāsi, (one who is mentally totally
detached), a jñāni (one possessing the knowledge of the Supreme) and
jīvanmukta. This finds an echo in the following verse:
“Consequences of actions (karma) cannot be got rid of without
committing deeds, Freedom from infatuation cannot be achieved
without devotion. Liberation from the cycle of births and deaths is
not possible without ridding oneself of all sense of attachment.”
Śā. Prē -85
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Bhakti (devotion) takes firm root through the deeds performed. As
devotion intensifies, a certain ascetic aversion develops. As a result, the
individual loses all sense of attachment and desire for wordy matters.
When interest in worldly matters gets eliminated, ignorance disappears.
That is known as the stage of jīvanmukti. Offering worship and doing
ablutions merely as a ritual is not adequate. Only service rendered with
ardor and purity of thought, word, and deed will please God. Therefore,
Masterjee says,
“The many bouquets offered in worship will not be accepted by
Him nor will he be excited. The offering of the lotus of your heart will
be accepted with pleasure."
Śā. Prē -66
‘Offering of the lotus of one's heart’ should be understood as
surrendering oneself completely to the Supreme. The real worship is one
in which the heart is offered as a flower, and all others which are mere
namesakes for worship should eventually lead to the real worship. The
sādhaka should not be satisfied with external worship only.
In the following verse Masterji expresses his own experience and
the truth envisioned by him during his sādhana
“The ablutions with water brought from many rivers will be of
no avail. The colossal delusion enveloping you will not dissolve unless
you shed tears.”
Śā. Prē -69
Lord Viśwanātha will not be satisfied by ablutions with water
collected from many rivers. Only that performed with devotee's tears fed
out of intense ardor will please Lord Śiva. (This is the meaning underlying
the description of Śiva as “abhiṣēka priyō śivaḥ.”) Only then Śaṅkara
surrendering to the devotee, that is, becoming Bhaktavaśaṅkara and a
guru, removes the veil of delusion and bestows knowledge on the devotee.
The sādhaka, like Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, must cry out ardently and
heart-rendingly, “Mother One more day has gone waste. When will you
appear before me?” To such a cry, God, the reliever of distress, will at
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once respond and banish ignorance leading to realization of the truth by
the devotee as set out in the following verse:
“Sai is just not waiting in temples; on the other hand, he moves
about in every human heart. He bestows his love equally on
everyone.”
Śā. Prē -34
The devotee will develop a spiritual outlook and gain steadfast
knowledge of the Supreme Being. He will begin to see God in every
human being and conduct himself according to the dictum, “Service to
man is service to God.”
In the beginning of his spiritual endeavor, an aspirant is likely to
face many obstacles. As soon as he sits for doing worship, he feels lazy,
sleepy, and tired and so starts yawning. These are the symptoms of the
trait known as tamōguṇa. As his sādhana progresses, he feels agitated
inwardly and his mind gets terribly confused. He becomes angry for no
reason. He craves for the fulfillment of all kinds of material wants. He has
to cross this stage with great forbearance. As the sādhaka passes over
from tamōguṇa to rajōguṇa (passionate attitude), he becomes egotistical
and hankers after recognition and respect for his powers and through their
display, he yearns to attract others. His mode of dress and manner of
speech undergo a change accordingly. If, as a result of the awareness of
possessing such occult powers, he becomes self-centered, that will be his
end. Bearing in mind that these occult powers and other similar powers
are a hindrance in gaining mantrasiddhi (power of accomplishment
through mantras) an ātmadarśanaṁ (awareness of the Self), an aspirant
must cultivate à attitude of indifference towards them and must become
an embodiment of śuddha sattvaguṇa (serene and balanced temper). Any
great individual, being devoid of selfishness and egoism, who strives for
the welfare of humanity, with no expectation of any return, secures
domination over all such powers. But in the case of others, the powers
dominate them and cause their downfall. Adverting to the inimical traits
that thwart sādhana, Masterjee points out,
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“Sleep and indolence are a sādhakā's real enemies and anger
like the most potent poison. Above all, craving for sensual pleasures
is poison without any antidote.”
Śā. Prē -75
To indicate how terribly dangerous anger is, it is described as a
deadly poison in the above verse. It is the worst of the enemies for a
sādhaka. Even the great sage, Viśwāmitra could not overcome anger
though he was able to subdue lust. Kāma, one of the six inimical traits
known as ariṣaḍvargās, is generally taken to refer to lust for women. The
correct meaning of the word is broadly desire that may be related to
women, wealth, or any other thing. Being the worst of all the inimical
traits, it spreads throughout the body in no time like a potent poison and
destroys the faculty of discretion of men. About the sensual desires, the
less said the better. Like an unquenchable thirst they grow more in
intensity the more you satisfy them. Other vices may have an antidote, but
these do not have any. How is one to overcome them? Masterjee suggests
a way out in the following verse.
“Sāi is the only antidote for the poison that has otherwise none.
His name showers tranquility. It destroys the poison and bestows
knowledge.”
Śā. Prē -76
The teachings of a Sadguru can truly annihilate that venom.
Sāināmajapaṁ, chanting of God's name, will alleviate all troubles and
lead to peace. The Sadguru dispels the symptoms of ignorance of a
disciple as are evident in the latter's assertions, “I am the living entity and
the body. The world is different from God. I am not God,” and makes him
realize that desire is the root cause for all sorrows in the world. Thereupon
the disciple gets transformed into a niṣkāma yōgi, a yogi who has rid
himself of all desires.
Masterjee emphasizes time and again the need for the purity of the
mind as can be seen from the following poem:
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“Merely making rounds of pilgrimage centers leaves one
exhausted. Such visits may only lead to giddiness. For wiping out
karma, it is essential to have a pure mind."
Śā. Prē -84
Visiting pilgrimage centers is an external sādhana. No doubt
bathing in holy rivers improves health. If such bathing is done with
dedication and diligence, devotion also flourishes. Darśan of
Gaṅgāmāta is possible through meditation. For achieving life's purpose,
one must bathe in the three holy rivers, the Ganges, the Yamuna and the
Saraswathi present in one's body respectively as iḍā, piṅgaḷa and
suṣumnā, the three nerves. The region between the eyebrows, where the
nerve center, ājñācakra, is located, is the holy confluence of these three
rivers, known by the name, Trivēṇī Saṅgaṁ. Whoever bathes in this
confluence, that is in the ambrosial flow from the nerve center, sahasrāra,
absolves himself of all sins. All this is succinctly stated in the following
verse of Jñāna Saṅkalinī Tantraṁ:
iḍā bhagavatī gaṅgā piṅgaḷā yamunā nadī |
iḍā piṅgaḷōrmadhyē suṣumnāca saravastī |
trivēṇī saṅgamō yatra tīrtharājaḥ sa ucyatē |
tatra snānaṁ prakurviīta sarvapāpaiḥ pramucyatē ||
While a person can bathe his body in the river Ganges flowing on
the earth, it is not possible to do so in the Ganges flowing inside his own
body. What must and can be done is to bathe his mind and the inner Self
in it. The life of such a person who can do this is truly blessed. How is
one to so bathe? Yogiraj Sri Shyamacharan Lahiri Mahasaya suggested
antaraṅga sādhana - Inward Meditation - as a way for this in his
discussion of kriyāyōga sādhana.
yamō vaivasvatō dēvō yastuvaina hr̥disthitaḥ |
tēna cēda vivādastē mā gaṅgāṁ mā kuru nagama ||
Manu Rahasyaṁ
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Manu Rahasyaṁ asserts that a person who through inward
meditation causes his heart to lose its fickle character and instead
makes it steadfast does not have to take a bath in either the Ganges
or Kurukshetra.
Through prāṇāyāma, stability of the mind can be obtained. Manu
Rahasyaṁ adds:
dahyantē dhyāyamānānāṁ dhātūnāṁ hi yathāmalaiḥ |
tadhīndriyāṇāṁ dahyantē dōṣāḥ prāṇasyanigrahat ||
This means that just as any metal can be purified by fire, so also all
the parts of the body can be purified through prāṇāyāma. As breath gets
stabilized through prāṇāyāma, the fickle mind also gets quietened,
leading to the tranquility of all the senses. The Self within does not get
any benefit from external pilgrimages.
Jñāna Saṅkalinī Tantraṁ in the following verse adverts to a
conversation between Siva and Parvati:
idaṁ tīrthamidaṁ bhramanti tāmasāḥ janāḥ |
ātma tīrthaṁ najānanti kathaṁ mōkṣaṁ varānanē ||
Siva tells Parvati, “People whose dominant attribute is tamōguṇa
move from one holy river to another. Oh! Parvati, how can they attain
liberation if they are unaware of the holy river of Self within?” Since
Masterjee has visualized the Soul within himself, he points out to the need
to do prāṇāyāma for moving from external worship to internal worship.
Viśwaṁjee points out to us, “God is within you but you do not know how
to perceive Him. Engaging in idol-worship without recognizing the Self
within is a sign of sheer ignorance. The above points are set out in the
following poem:
“God is standing right in front of your eyes. Do not go about
searching for Him all over. Open your eyes and see the truth.”
Śā. Prē -95
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The human body is a replica of the whole universe. It contains within
itself all the worlds, all the holy rivers and everything else. Those who
possess the capacity to look inwards can perceive them all.
Lord Kr̥ṣṇa’s declaration, “Due to lack of knowledge people ignore
me, the omnipresent Self and get engrossed in idol-worship. Whatever
they do thus is of no avail. Such idol-worship does not endear them to
me,” is often echoed in the statements of Viśwaṁjee. Yet he was known
to engage himself in worshipping photos and idols of various gods in his
rented room in Railpet. This made one wonder, “How come, he who
directs others to worship the Self within, practices idol-worship?”
Ātmadraṣṭās, who have perceived the Self within, do not object to
idolatry being practiced by others. Though they have transcended
saguṇōpāsana, worshipping God in some form, yet they advocate
idolatry for others so that others too may rise to the stage of
nirguṇōpāsana, that is formless worship. Viśwaṁjee, like all yogis, does
carry on idol-worship to set an example for others.
In any discussion about sādhana, we hear the words mantrasiddhi
and ātmasākṣātkāraṁ. A darśan is an indefinable divine experience.
The word, siddhi, connotes passing from one stage to another. According
to Viśwaṁjee, the acquisition of siddhi involves "traversing the frontiers
between two stages". A sādhaka is said to have acquired siddhi when he,
casting away all selfishness, attachment, and ego so far extant in him,
reaches the stage where he identifies himself with the Supreme Self. In
this state he gains ātmasākṣātkāraṁ, that is, he becomes aware of his
true Self. Masterjee gives poetic expression to these ideas in the following
poem:
“If you ponder deeply, you will realize that you are neither the
body nor the mind. You are none but the immortal Self.”
Śā. Prē -106
The moment a sādhaka realizes this truth, he becomes a
jīvanmukta and evolves into a mauni. Instead of getting dissipated
through speech, his energy remains in a potential form within the body.
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He becomes a powerhouse and a personification of knowledge preferring
to remain silent. Is it not said that only empty vessels make noise?
“When you look inwards forgetting yourself, all desires vanish.
When desires disappear, you see the light of knowledge.”
Śā. Prē -114
In the above verse, the need for reaching the state of desirelessness
that leads to revelation of knowledge is stressed. This is only a
springboard from where the sādhaka takes off to the higher stage where
he transcends knowledge and in which the distinction between the
knower, knowledge and knowing gets erased. He transforms into Atri. He
discerns the radiance of the Supreme Self in kūṭasthaṁ, the region
between the eyebrows. In the march towards the goal of sādhana, the
ultimate turn comes when the sādhaka, who has already attained
mantrasiddhi and has become a yogi, gains his own identity with the
Supreme Self as is pointed out in the following verse:
“The moment you realize that you are none but Sai, the Supreme
Self, the light of truth prevented so far from shining forth from
within, just as the light from a burning coal is hidden by the embers
covering it, breaks out like a lightning and merges with the
omnipresent light."
Śā. Prē -116
Once the sādhaka becomes aware of this truth, his Self becomes the
radiant light of pure consciousness which coalesces with the light of the
Supreme Self and shines forth brilliantly. “True sādhana means union of
your Self with Sāi and its culmination is this union,” declares Masterjee.
To unfold all the mysteries of sādhana dealt with in Śānti
Prēmadāyi a voluminous book is needed. An attempt is made here to cite
and explain only a few by way of illustration. Those desirous of having a
fuller view and understanding of these are advised to take up a detailed
study of the book. Sādhana is a perennial and ceaseless effort, a
beginning without an end. There is no finality to it and none can say,
“Well, I have reached my goal and so l can stop now.” Once a person
takes up sādhana, there can be no retracing his steps for he gets engrossed
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completely in it just as a crystal of salt that gets into an ocean to know its
depth gets completely dissolved. The nature of his sādhana in his present
life is governed by that of his former lives. Every sādhaka is fully aware
of the progress achieved by him at any given point of time. However, we
must persist with our sādhana with the conviction that the siddhis gained
are messengers of mantrasiddhi that we are about to secure and that we
are yet to have many indirect experiences such as the vision of the
guardian goddess of the mantra, the guru and the disciple becoming one,
Self-realization and merger of the individual Self with the Supreme Self.
We should not entertain the apprehension that for all this to happen we
have to pass through many births. Instead, with the firm belief, "My
devotion is the power of the guru," we must carry on the sādhana with
the utmost discipline and diligence and entrusting all our responsibilities
to the guru. Such an endeavor is sure to lead to goal-realization within a
few days.
*******
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Chapter 9 ANURĀGALAHARI
“A plunge in waves purifies the body,
Waves of music cause the mind dance in joy,
‘Anurāgalahari’ fills with ecstasy,
Pleasant, good and kind-hearted people many!"
--- Dr. Karunasri
While Śānti Prēmadāyi, written by Masterjee during the period of
his spiritual endeavor, has proved to be an invaluable treasure of secrets
of sādhana, the other poetical work of his, Anurāgalahari, holds a mirror
to his experience of Self-realization. Every believer must read these two
books of Masterjee. Sri Jammalamadaka Madhavarama Sarma stated in
his Viśwakāṅkṣa, “A sādhakā's astral body endows him, birth after birth,
with a good heart that is not fickle. This happens when he becomes aware
of pure consciousness while being in the mental plane. The veena (a
stringed musical instrument) of his heart plays lovely tunes and becomes
a repository of many unique matters that are not displayed by a mere
physical veena. Besides, it possesses the capacity to cause the heartveenas of people full of vitality to reverberate with songs. Viśwaṁjee has
recognized that this phenomenon is caused by the divine power that is
present within him as poetical prowess, the benign power and the power
of love.”
The genesis of Anurāgalahari is indicated by Śrī Viśwaṁjee
himself in Namassunmāñjali, the preface to the book. He states, “The
formless divine power filling my heart appeared before me assuming a
radiantly beautiful new form, an embodiment of divine love, and danced
weaving beautiful new patterns. Displaying her impishness in several
ways and forms she inspired and cheered me. She awakened my latent
poetic talent. In her divinely artistic dance, she exhibited the sixteen
phases beginning with that of a crawling baby girl and ending with that of
a sixteen-year-old virgin. She fondled me with the swinging waves of her
divine love and cast me, as if by magic, into a sweet stupor,
incomprehensible to the mind. She played hide and seek with me like a
little naughty child and ambled in my heart. She cheered and jeered me.
Like a mother she encouraged me and like an embodiment of love
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showered immense affection on me. She fed me morsels of knowledge
and nectar of love. With her divine immortalizing touch, the divine voice
in me, who has hitherto been like a dead person, sprang up and flooded
me resulting in a divine stirring in the inner recesses of my heart.
Consequently, I felt a divine excitement that made my mind leap up in
joy, forgetting the body enclosing it. Waves of divine poetic inspiration
engulfed my whole and lovely tunes emerged from within.”
How can the mind that has become ecstatic with the divine poetic
inspiration aroused in the heart and the immortalizing divine touch not
pour out divine poetry? As a tuneful beginning, the letter ‘a’ issued forth
from Masterjee's tongue followed by the tunes of the letters ‘na’ and ‘u’
one after the other. The result of the harmonious blending of these waves
of tunes is Anurāgalahari. The power of love of anu, the union of the
three bījākṣarās (seed letters of mystic significance) of a, na and u is
anurāgaśakti. It is the power of creation, sustenance, and dissolution as
well as the divine power of all mantrās and the mystic figures known as
yantrās. It is also the electric spark contained in a drop of blue water and
manifesting as the vital life force in all beings. It is the very soul-power
of Viśwaṁjee! It is indeed the divine power existing in anurāgacakra!
Profusion of noble thoughts stirred by this divine power is the prime basis
for the formulation of anurāgacakra and for the famous declaration that
divinity is reflected in the smiling lotus-like beautiful face (smita smita
sundara mukhāravindē) and dwells in the blooming lotus-like heart
(vikasita vikasita hr̥dayāravindē).
One thing we can observe in this context is that the answers to the
questions what mantra Viśwaṁjee meditated upon and who was the God
or Goddess whom he envisioned can be had from a scrutiny of
anurāgacakra conceived by him and the bījākṣarās enshrined in it. It
will become apparent that he chanted not only drāṁ, the bījākṣara of Śrī
Dattātrēya, but also Dattamālāmantra with the utmost discipline and
diligence, and acknowledging the bījākṣarās of the said mantra as the
vital life force, he conceived the auspicious Anurāgacakra and gifted it
to the world. We may wonder why Dēvi appeared before him instead of
Lord Dattātrēya to whom his prayers were addressed. We owe such
thoughts to our ignorance relating to the fundamental nature of such
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matters. The statement that Dattātrēya was the son of Atri and Anasūya,
found in our ancient mythological texts, should be understood keeping in
mind the coded secret underlying this story. The word Atri is essentially
a symbol in matters of spiritual endeavor and means one “who is not the
three or who does not have the three.” The 'three' refer to sattvarajastamō
guṇas, tātparyās, and the three granthis. (The three afflictions or
sorrows, or tātparyās known by the epithets, ādhyātmika, ādhibhautika
and ādhidaivika, are sorrows caused by ourselves, by others and by the
will of God respectively. The three granthis are the three knots which go
by the names, brahmagranthi, viṣṇugranthi and rudragranthi, also
known as tripurās.) One who has reached that transcendental state
(vēdātīta sthitī) in which the distinction between, knowledge, knower
and knowing is obliterated is Atri. Anasūya is Atri's wife symbolizing
his power as well as a state free from all traces of jealousy, that is, the
state in which man is completely free from illusion. This metaphysical
point is alluded to symbolically in the incident in the story where the
Trimūrtīs wanting to test Anasūya insisted on her having no clothes on
while serving food to them. An individual is enveloped by a veil of
illusion like the clothes covering him. As long as the veil of illusion is not
got rid of, the state free of jealousy is not attained. A sādhaka should not
rest content with becoming an Atri. Additionally, he should have
Anasūya as his consort at the mental level. That alone will ensure his
reaching vēdātīta sthitī. When on the unlocking of the three granthis, the
kuṇḍalinī power travels upwards to the nerve center known as sahasrāra
cakra, he gets bestowed with cosmic energy, the cause of creation,
sustenance, and dissolution. For this reason, it is called dattaśakti
(bestowed power). This is also the secret behind Dattātrēya telling
Paraśurāma in Tripurā Rahasyam, “I am Tripurāsundari.” Another
interesting point is that whatever mantra is chanted, the one first appearing
is Dēvi herself.
Primarily all human actions can be related to either the heart
hr̥dayaṁ, or the intellect, buddhi. Love, kindness, pity, truthfulness and
the like relate to the heart whereas intelligence, intellectual capacity
ability to win over people by deceit or otherwise, and the like are
associated with the intellect. Only when these two aspects are balanced in
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a person, he can be called a perfect human being. When a man neglects
the heart and depends solely on his intellect, he becomes selfish, loses his
humanness and transforms eventually into a fiend. On the other hand, if
he suppresses the intellectual aspect and relies on his heart, he becomes
powerless and weak and incapable of doing anything useful.
Likewise, even among poets, we see some following only the heart
and others obeying the dictates of the intellect. The latter craving for
recognition try to exhibit their talent, scholarship, literary skills and fervor
of thinking through different formations of sound, play of words, use of
rhetoric and literary grandiloquence. They have ardent liking for the
outward beauty of what they write and are incapable of unveiling the soul
of poetry. The followers of the heart write in a way that awakens and
illuminates sattvaguṇa (noble qualities) in other people. Their writings
carry noble messages and show how people should conduct themselves
righteously. But some great sage-like persons write in a manner that
harmonies both the aspects of the heart and the intellect and through their
beautiful creative writing make the reader feel blissfully happy. Of the
two ithāsās, literary works based on historical theme, Rāmāyana and
Mahābhārata, the former is accorded the place of a kāvya, a poetical
epic, because of its appeal to the heart while the latter is regarded as a
purāṇa, a mythological text, as its ambit is more intellectual than
otherwise.
An ambience of love and affection in which minds are in
communion with each other is vital for poetry based on inner experience.
Enjoyment of such poetry must lead to the acme of devotion. As
Viśwaṁjee is essentially a follower of the heart, a believer in inner
experience, an advocate of devotional fervor and a humanist, the tender
and melodious musical notes from the veena of his heart poured out of
him in the form of sweet words and becoming the cause of universal
welfare and the inspiration for the bliss of the Self and have enthralled the
readers. His admiration for beauty and unsullied sense of love evolved
gradually into enchanting devotion and his poetry transformed into a
spiritual endeavor, an outpouring from his heart, an offering, and a prayer
to God. it was stated by Viśwaṁjee that the Goddess who appeared before
him had fed him with three morsels of food and spoke just three words. A
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certain secret underscores the use of the word "three". It is a symbol for
anu, a combination of the three syllables of a, na and u which respectively
stand for the powers of creation, sustenance, and dissolution. Differently
stated, they symbolize respectively iccāśakti (power of will), jñānaśakti
(power of knowledge) and kriyāśakti (power of action). The integrated
form of these powers reveals itself as Dattaśakti, that is, the union of the
powers of the trinity (trimūrtīs) and of satyaṁ (truth), śivaṁ
(auspiciousness) and sundaraṁ (beauty). It also represents the Sadguru,
the Supreme Being who is known as the unchangeable (satyaṁ), the wise
(jñānaṁ) and the infinite (anantaṁ). That indeed is the great
significance of the word “three”.
Anurāgalahari was divided into three parts by Viśwaṁjee, namely,
Hr̥dayēśvari, Hr̥dayagītālu and Ātmārpaṇaṁ, may be, to indicate his
having been fed three morsels by the Goddess appearing before him, or to
suggest that the Goddess is none other than Dattaśakti or to express his
desire that the reader should consider the book as holy as Trivēṇī
Saṅgaṁ, the confluence of the three sacred rivers of the Ganges, the
Yamuna and the Saraswathi. In the first part, wholly in verse form,
Viśwaṁjee adopted sīsa, a particular kind of meter for letting the reader
know how his heart was rocked to and fro as if in a swing by the blissful
ecstasy experienced on envisioning the Goddess. Only those poets who
are fully conversant with the beauty and intricacies of versification in sīsa,
who are highly skillful writers and are hence adept in its use, dare to adopt
this particular meter as being appropriate for expressing their thoughts.
The second part entitled Hr̥dayagītālu is full of songs, set to mātrā
chandas, another kind of meter. To express happiness and intense
emotion so that it touches the heart of the reader, a song that can be sung
delightfully is more suitable than a verse. In the third part, Ātmārpaṇaṁ,
prose-form based on mukta chandas (prose songs) was employed
throughout as it was considered to be the most suitable form for
communicating something directly, clearly and unambiguously. This
book of poetry having all the four characteristics of good poetry, namely,
artistic expression, imagination, emotion, and rhythm is thoroughly
enjoyable. When someone surcharged with devotional ecstasy speaks, it
is natural that he may be at a loss to find words or may feel confused or
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may repeat saying the same thing again and again. When the three parts
of the book are read together, faults of repetition may be noticed. But they
being indicative of Masterjee's devotional fervor and sensitivity of his
heart stand out more as poetic embellishments than as faults.
When the divine power dwelling in his inner Self made its
appearance before him as the embodiment of power of love and as the
goddess ruling his heart, Viśwaṁjee felt overwhelmed with an upsurge
of divine poetry. His voice got loosened, the veil of illusion enveloping
his mind fell off and melodious songs poured out. Let us see what he says
about the Goddess who appeared before him.
The power of Śiva assuming the form of Bhramarāmba,
Speaking from the top of the temple of Śrīśaila,
Appearing in kāñcīpura as kāmākṣi,
Fulfilling desires as a wish-bestowing tree,
That divine power as Madhura Minākṣi,
Showering blessings from Madhurāpuri,
As the lovely and tender creeper, śāradāmba,
Granting all powers from Śr̥gēripīṭha,
Taking on the form of Durga to drive away evil destiny,
Dancing with inexhaustible and fresh energy,
Providing much needed support and security,
She banishes from this world every difficulty.
Hr̥dayēśvari - 1
The vision of the Goddess gave Masterjee a wonderful experience
as pointed out by him in the following verse in which the use of the word
nava, meaning new / nine, repetitively is noteworthy:
Newly awakened, my mind began to dance about,
Surcharged with ninefold sentiment4.
The nightingale of poetry rose to dance and sing,
As if it were the dawn of a new spring.
4

Navarasa
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For causing emotions numbering nine5,
In me, wonderful radiance in nine ways began to shine.
New energy creeping into me in many a way,
Words without number, it began to say.
New vitality blossomed in me,
A new path I began to tread,
Beside me and to guide me is a new force,
And for her dance my heart is the place!
Hr̥dayēśvari - 2
With the vision of the Goddess that Masterjee had, all the obstacles
and difficulties faced till then vanished. All sorrows, worries and
agonizing thoughts too got banished by that divine vision. The body and
the mind did undergo a total change. The thoughts became divine, and the
old life came to an end. An incomprehensible wondrous force guided him
along holding his hand. He has now a new life, a new mind, and a new
power, all vibrant with new vitality. Recognizing this force which has
brought about all this new change as a new force, he uses the word new
in a meaningful way in the above verse.
The power that Viśwaṁjee experienced was from within himself
and not from any external source. This power manifests itself in different
forms in different situations. Becoming aware of this, a sādhaka
comprehends unity in diversity. Though this power is extant in every
human being, it is given only to a sādhaka to identify and awaken it.
Through ardent spiritual endeavor, kuṇḍalinī gets activated. Its moving
up to the ājñācakra heralds an ecstatic, direct and visual divine
experience which causes the mind to go into raptures. Reiterating this,
Masterjee states, “It is indeed my fortune that my own inner power
assuming a form and appearing before me gave my eyes the power to see.”
The eyes alluded to here are not the worthless physical eyes but the subtle
divine eye of knowledge present in him. When a sādhaka's entire self is
filled with that divine power, he becomes an embodiment of that power
itself and envisions it in every atom in the universe. This is what is meant
5

Navabhava
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by sākṣātkāra. That is the knowledge of the Supreme. A lovey and
splendid luster hitherto unnoticed becomes visible to the eyes. A
wonderful sound so far unheard becomes audible. The worshipful
embodiment of divinity that remained silent and unresponsive till then
becomes endearingly communicative. The stone-like heart gets filled with
love and affection and melts like wax. With a mere touch of that divine
power the eyes get shut and the mind becoming light gets carried to some
blissful heaven. The words spoken by that power, dripping ambrosia,
drown the heart in ecstasy. The extraordinary divine experience that
Masterjee had is further spelt out clearly in the following verses:
Changed are my thought and life,
So is my mind overflowing with love,
My heart is illumined with beams of light,
And my eyes too are burning bright.
Hr̥dayēśvari -10
Like a blinding lightning and a new song,
She moved my heart and began to dance.
Like showering moonlight and blooming jasmine,
She made my mind happy and sprayed nectar divine.
Like a cooing cuckoo and the beloved bride,
She caused my body to forget itself and stirred thoughts in me.
Like an embodiment worthy of worship and a loving creeper,
She changed the course of my life and freed me of life’s burden.
Sprinkling love at every step,
She left a sweet memory in my heart.
Speaking many words and sprouting love and affection,
She swayed my mind into a pleasant stupor.
Hr̥dayēśvari -11
None could describe at all the enchanting trance in which Masterjee
found himself when the Dēvi, none other than the universal power,
appearing as Jaganmōhini (the goddess enticing the entire universe),
flashed across his heart, sang the most extraordinary songs, cooled the
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heat of his heart, filled it with divine fragrance, made him forget his body
as the ardent embrace of the beloved bride would have, talked, and
gladdened him like a cuckoo, becoming an embodiment worthy of
worship showered ambrosia of love and caused his heart to go into ecstatic
raptures. The vision persisted in sleeping as well as wakeful states. What
a fortune! What virtuous deeds he must have performed in his past lives!
He himself regarded the wondrous divine experience, that caused him
overwhelming ecstasy and filled him with love, as being a result of the
spiritual endeavor of his past lives. On recalling it, he would feel
overjoyed. All this is set out succinctly in the following verse.
Of what past life the virtue is,
That has created amazingly an unshakable bond?
What link of past lives that has persisted in this life too,
As a result of the observance of some vows?
What blessing of a former life that has borne fruit in the present,
Bringing the very heaven to me?
What power of a mantra culminating in its fulfilment it is,
That has given the mind the ability to become rapturous?
Hr̥dayēśvari - 7
Śrī Viśwaṁjee visualized Dēvi as Lalita, Bāla, Durga, Māya, Śrī
and above all as his own eternally blissful inner Self.
When we go through the poems in Hr̥dayēśvari, we are pleasantly
struck by the exquisite beauty, the use of simple and soft-sounding words,
the glorification of love and the expression of pure romantic sentiment of
creative poetry. Hr̥dayēśvari reveals exemplary aesthetic content and his
extraordinary spiritual experience which constitutes the basis of his
poetry. A few lines from some of the poems given below illustrate all this.
Are they smiles, nay, they are lovely flowers,
Sprinkled over me by garden plants, in showers
-- Hr̥dayēśvari - 8
Every glance from her eyes is a creeper,
Binding me with love deeper
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-- Hr̥dayēśvari - 5
In mansions of amiability, good fortune and happiness,
Spreading lovely fragrance with gracefulness
-- Hr̥dayēśvari - 13
Swayed by you to and fro,
My body yearns to rest in you so
-- Hr̥dayēśvari - 16
The second part of Anurāgalahari, bearing the caption,
Hr̥dagītālu, consists of true songs of feeling that burst out of
Viśwaṁjee’s heart. None can escape his heart being moved on reading
them. They are the words of a mind that could not articulate. These are
indescribably tuneful and melodious songs the heart sings. With the
experience of ātmasākṣātkāra, the veena of his mind hitherto
inarticulate, felt transported into ecstatic happiness and began pouring out
songs full of ambrosia of love, and the lotus-bud of his heart blossomed
spreading its beauty all around. He began hearing songs never heard
before and having visions of brilliance never seen before. He glorifies the
Dēvi envisioned by him in songs of which the following are just an
illustration.
Your words are dainty nectar,
Your looks drizzling moonlight,
Your feet the seat of Sri Cakra,
And all centers of power are in you!
-- Hr̥dayagītālu – Ārādhyadēvata - 3
Your beautiful form seen,
In every atom radiating beauty,
Seen here, there, and everywhere,
Is your divine form!
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Pratyakṣamu - 1
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Seeing Dēvi everywhere in nature is Viśwadarśan, that is,
experiencing the Supreme Being as manifest in the whole of the universe.
Divine incarnations, siddhapuruṣās and yōgis like Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa and others experienced the Supreme Being in a similar way.
In every flower that has blossomed, every melodious tune that is heard, in
the enveloping sky and the twinkling stars, the rattle of the flowing
streams, in the sparkle of the moon, the whisper of the gently blowing
mountain wind and the bubbling laughter of children, the presence of
Dēvi is felt. “Whether the eyes are shut or open, whether dreaming or
awake,” her form can be seen causing the body to be forgotten and making
the mind supremely happy.
Seeing the most beautiful and charming Goddess who has fettered
his hands and feet, controlled his mind, established herself in his heart and
subjugated him, Masterjee declares joyously, “I crown you as the empress
who has installed herself in my heart filled with love. I stand before you
as your servant and offer my salutations at your feet. When she, playing
hide and seek, has disappeared for a moment from his sight, he would feel
as if she has been away from him for a very long time. Yearning intensely
for her return and shedding tears he would cry out for her in distress as in
the following song:
What value is this body without life?
Without power is a machine of any worth?
Can my body function on this earth,
Without you, the very basis of my life?
- Hr̥dayagītālu - Niriksana - 5
That Goddess will not condescend to appear before a sādhaka
unless out of deep anguish he offers his heart to her, unless he washes his
heart with his own tears, and unless he cries for her piteously shaking with
intense yearning for her presence. Describing her as in the following song
Masterjee beseeches her humbly and heartrendingly to come to him.
You are the beautiful light illumining my eyes,
The expansive peace stirring in my mind,
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The prime motive vital life force,
That dwells in my heart and leads me on.
-- Hr̥dayagītālu – Navamadhuri - 4
When his stone-like heart has melted like snow, and he has become
aware of the vital life force in every atom of his body that has been hitherto
like a corpse, Masterjee states, “I shall never forget the blissful experience
that is granted to me by the Dēvi and I cannot live even for a moment
forgetting it.” He further discloses that his body prior to his experiencing
her presence was merely a corpse, that it got enlivened with a new vitality
only after the experience and that the experience has heralded a new
direction to his life. On envisioning the Dēvi, the darling of his heart, how
many aspirations have filled his mind, and what great reverential feeling
he has developed! He has identified himself totally with her as is revealed
in the following songs.
May not become.
The light of your eyes?
And the saffron dye,
Applied to your lotus-feet?
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Ākāñkṣa - 1
May I not stay in your throat,
As the sound of your words?
And not become the crimson of your face
And be caressing it?
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Ākāñkṣa - 2
May I not become the pink
Of the dimple of your cheek?
And happily ever remain the nose ring
That adorns your nose?
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Ākāñkṣa - 3
May I not become the measure of your step,
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And merge in your being beautifully?
May I not be your slave
Being the anklet of your foot?
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Ākāñkṣa - 4
Śrī Viśwaṁjee affirms in Hr̥dayagītālu that the Dēvi is his aim,
goal, and aspiration and his very being as can be seen from the following
songs:
Every atom of mine
Has ever been yours,
Today there is nothing in me
That is not yours.
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Samaikyaṁ - 1
My life is yours,
For you is every song of mine
I live for you,
For you is every step I take.
-- Hr̥dayagītālu - Samaikyaṁ - 4
The aspirant totally surrendering himself to Ātmēśvari, that is cit
śakti, the power of awareness, and seeking refuge in her forms the
principal theme of Ātmārpaṇaṁ, the third part of Anurāgalahari. As
long as the worshipper and the worshipped god or goddess remain distinct
and separate, the spiritual endeavor cannot attain its goal. Siddhi implies
the merger of the worshipper and the worshipped into a single entity, a
state of non-duality in which the individual becomes aware that he is the
Self within. That state is also known as jīvanmukti. Ātmārpaṇaṁ deals
with this aspect.
When the Goddess worshipped by a sādhaka appears before him,
he will be overwhelmed by a divine experience that defies description.
The appearance of the darling of his heart fills it with immense love and
casts his mind into a sweet stupor. Slowly recovering from it, the silent
mind prompted by love and a reverential feeling expresses silently the
emotions that do not lend themselves to words. It converses with the heart.
The reverential feeling and anguish in the heart emerge as melodious
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tunes, and heartfelt songs of love. The sādhaka becomes one with the
power of awareness and transforms into its embodiment. This is disclosed
by Masterjee in a section of Ātmārpaṇaṁ called Ṭapaḥ Phalaṁ as can
be seen from the following lines:
The lovely divine experience that you granted me is everlasting
and wonderful!
In the ecstatic bliss caused by it I have forgotten myself and
merged into you!
At that moment the light that is lit,
Has been burning bright ceaselessly ever.
While experiencing your divine form that is present in every
atom,
In that illumination which is visible only to my inner vision,
A wonderful divine power wells up in my innermost recesses,
And guides me along at every step.
He regards his divine experience as a consequence of the austerities
carried on by him in his past many lives as indicated in the following:
The amalgam of the divine experiences
Of how many lives this union of ours is a result!
To the result of the divine penance of which life
The present blissful divine experience can be traced!
Śrī Viśwaṁjee expresses his sense of total surrender to the Dēvi
beautifully in the section Arpaṇaṁ thus:
The sound of your words fills me with new energy,
Awakens the power that is in deep slumber in my heart,
Quietens the agitated lake of my mind.
The truth that I should live for you gives me strength,
The reality that you are there to help me gives me courage.
The sense of ego that I should never bow to anyone,
Somehow accepts wholeheartedly defeat before you.
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Being vanquished before you I have become victorious in life.
Keeping you in me I will conquer the world.
The steps I take are not for my sake,
Neither the life I lead,
Nor my very being is for my sake.
Indeed I am not for myself.
The money I earn,
The strength I acquire,
The position I gain,
And the status I secure,
Are all for you, for pleasing you,
Verily my life is for you!!!
An analysis of the lofty ideas expressed by Śrī Viśwaṁjee in
Anurāgalahari brings to mind Gitanjali of Rabindranath Tagore. How
the intense ardor for becoming one with the Supreme Being leads the
individual to experiencing Him and eventually merging with Him, a
divine experience that cannot be expressed in words, is portrayed in the
three parts of Anurāgalahari in the most beautiful and enjoyable manner,
Transforming his poetical prowess into a spiritual endeavor, a prayer and
a worship, Viśwaṁjee placed the flowers of the poems at the lotus-feet of
Āndhra Sarasvati, the Goddess of Telugu literature and learning.
Viśwaṁjee’s Anurāgalahari is indeed a great wave of love, bliss and
beauty and a flood of ambrosia. It is Truth, Auspiciousness and
Beauty!!!!
*******
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Chapter 10 VIŚWAMANDIRAṀ
Śrī Viśwaṁjee’s house in the 5th lane of Ananda Teertha
Agraharam in Guntur came to be popularly known as “the house of Viśwaṁ
Māsṭāru”. The portion taken by him on rent in the house of Sri Kuppa
Satyanarayana Sastri in Masjid Road of Railpet for giving tuition to students
came to be regarded for the first time as “Viśwamandiraṁ.” The portion
had a small room adjoining a verandah and separated from it by some open
space were a tiled house including a kitchen, a backyard and a well. In the
room adjacent to the verandah where he kept an altar and some photos of
gods and goddesses, Masterjee performed pūja and taught the students as
well. Twenty or twenty-five people could at most manage to sit in that
room. There being no furniture, everyone including Masterjee had to sit
on the floor only. If there were more visitors, they were obliged to sit
either in the verandah or in the open space in the rear or in the front yard.
From 10 in the morning to 10 in the night he used to have a stream of
visitors seeking his blessings. With immense patience he talked to every
one of them very affectionately and satisfy each one by letting him
perform the hārati. The vibhūti distributed by him, the touch of his hand
and his compassionate glance proved to be ambrosia-like cure for the
persons in distress. The mantra “ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” taught
by him with the instruction that it should be chanted repeatedly proved
more efficacious than kalpavr̥kṣa, kāmadhēnu and cintāmaṇi (wishgranting tree, cow and diamond respectively) in fulfilling the desires of
the devotees. Above all, the words spoken by him lovingly instilling selfconfidence were like a cool shower to the hearts of people in distress.
With the conviction that a visit to Viśwamandiraṁ and sitting in
Masterjee's presence for some time would give a lot of peace, more and
more devotees flocked to him every day.
A signboard with the word “Viśwamandiraṁ”, painted beautifully
and kept above the entrance to Masterjee's room welcomed the visitors.
(Now the board could be seen on the wall near the steps leading to the
present Viśwamandiraṁ in Krishnanagar.) Above the board were
photographs of Jesus Christ, Ōṁkār in Sanskrit script, Gautama
Buddha, Ṣirḍisāi Bābā, and Dattātrēya Swāmi arranged in a row. Inside
Masterjee's room where he performed worship could be seen several
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photographs and pictures of gods and goddesses, divine incarnations and
siddhapuruṣās such as those of Gāyatri Dēvi, Lord Śrī Kr̥ṣṇa,
Dattātrēya Swāmi, Śrī Vallabha, Śrī Narasiṁha Sarasvati, Śrī
Vāsudēvānanda
Sarasvati,
Śridhar
Mahārāj,
Dattātrēya
Gurumahārāj, Ṣirḍi Sāi Bābā, Bhagavān Śrī Satyasāi Bābā,
Rāghavēndra Swāmi, Aravindayōgi, Śrī Māta, Rāmakr̥ṣṇa
Paramahaṁsa, Śrī Jillellamūḍi Amma, Master E.K. and Master
C.V.V., adorning its walls.
The arrangement for Masterjee to sit and do the worship in that room
was unique. In the upper portion of the wall was a picture of Dattātrēya
Swāmi below which was kept a picture of Narasiṁha Sarasvati. An idol
of Ṣirḍi Sāi Bābā was placed on a pīṭhaṁ, a low table serving as an altar,
in front of the above pictures. (This idol was presented to him by Sri Akula
Koteswara Rao.) Just in front of this idol was kept a silver bowl containing
silver replicas of the feet of Lord Dattātrēya. The tablet of sandalwood
paste bearing Śrī Cakra, presented to him by Sri Madhavarama Sarma,
was also placed inside the bowl covered with a silver plate. On the plate
were a pair of small silver replicas of Lord's feet and a small silver idol of
Dattātrēya. In front of the table, a wooden board for Masterjee to sit on
was placed over which was spread a small carpet with deerskin on top of
it. On one side of his seat were kept akṣatās, turmeric, vermilion, and
camphor in small bowls, and also incense sticks, coconuts, and some fruits
such as bananas and apples. A lampstand stood on either side of the
pīṭhaṁ. When Masterjee, with eyes half-closed, performed the pūja, with
akṣatās, turmeric and vermilion and sprinkling akṣatās in the four
directions, people present used to silently watch the pūja with devotion
and rapt attention.
Masterjee would sprinkle akṣatās and keep whole bananas or
bananas cut into half in eight directions round the idol of Datta and offer
hārati and broken coconuts. The broken coconuts were place on either
side of each of the photos and idols on the pīṭhaṁ. This procedure
continues to be followed by him even today whenever he performs pūja.
Before commencing the pūja, he decorated all the photographs with
flower garlands. When Masterji offered hārati, everyone stood up. The
pūja would end with the singing of kīrtanās such as “triguṇātmaka
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traimūrti dattahōjāṇā” and “narasiṁha sarasvatīgē jayamūrtīgē” one
after the other. Masterjee would give a lighted incense stick to each one
of the devotees and make them offer dhūpaṁ, sprinkle akṣatās and do
hārati. Watching him perform the pūja, one wondered if its whole secret
lay in the offering of burning camphor. It seemed that Viśwaṁjee offered
hārati to rid his devotees of the effects of their deeds just as Ṣirḍi Sāi
Bābā lighted dhuni (firewood kept in a pit) to absolve his devotees of the
consequences of their deeds. After that he would break many coconuts
one after the other. In India there have been two traditions of worship
followed from the very early times, namely vāmācāra and dakṣiṇācāra.
Cutting lemons, especially breaking coconuts, and offering of chickpeas
(whole or broken) as an act of propitiating evil forces formed an important
ritual of dakṣiṇācāra. People, unaware of this tradition, thought that
coconuts were offered only as naivēdyaṁ (consecration of food items)
like other fruits. All the negative forces that torment us belong to
Rudragaṇa, the forces of Rudra who has dominion over death and time.
He is, therefore, known as Mr̥tyuñjaya and Mahākāla. Gaṇapati is the
commander-in-chief of Rudrā's forces. Worshipping either Gaṇapati or
Rudra will vanquish the negative forces and protect us from them. The
breaking of coconuts by Masterjee is thus aimed at pacifying the nagative
forces. Though negative forces have the capacity to do evil, we need not
be afraid of them. Both the positive and negative forces are essential for
the evolution of life. Electricity will be generated only when negative and
positive charges are joined with each other. Whenever there is a clash
between the two forces, the negative forces get defeated and their power
is surrendered to the positive forces. The negative forces disappear after
strengthening the process of evolution of life. Good and bad are both
needed and are referred to in Bhagavadgīta as divine and demoniac traits.
Though they seem to work against each other, they tend eventually to
promote good only. To promote good, bad should be opposed. A bicycle
cannot move on the road unless its wheels are opposed by friction.
Likewise, we cannot jump up in air unless we press against the ground
with our feet. Evil provokes a man to work against it and when defeated
it passes on its power to him and vanishes. God is the source of both the
divine and demoniac forces. Divine force incarnates and annihilates the
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evil force. When it is said that the evil force is annihilated, it is meant that
it merges with the all-pervasive universal force, that is Viṣṇu, losing its
power and identity. The stories of incarnation of Viṣṇu found in
mythological texts allude symbolically to the manifestation of the divine
force in some form and the destruction of evil force by it. Whoever gives
up his evil tendencies and develops divine traits is sure to become very
powerful. Masterjee very often makes a mention of this in his discourses
quoting the story of a sculptor converting a useless rock into a beautiful
idol. Masterjee points out, “The sculptor chisels away the unwanted
portion of the rock and shapes it into a lovely idol. As the idol contains
only all that is good, it becomes powerful and worthy of being worshipped
by the people. Likewise, every human being has within him divine and
negative forces and the process of eradicating the latter and augmenting
divine traits is sādhana.” If the spiritual endeavor is carried on with purity
of thought, word and deed, it will attain its goal. As a first step man must
regard his body as a temple and strive to keep it pure.
Though in the beginning, Masterjee's disciples were only his
students, gradually some of the important people of the town began
visiting him in his room. Meduri Nageswara Rao, Lingamsetti Eswara
Rao, Dechiraju Venkat Rao, Vidwan Gogineni Kanakayya, Gunturi
Ananta Narayana, Dr. Patri Harivithal Rao, Mattupalli Siva Subbaraya
Gupta, Akula Koteswara Rao, Dr. Jagannadham, Dr. Jyotsna, Manikonda
Raja Ra, Narshima Rao, Dr. Amarendra, Dr. Karunasri, Jammalamadaka
Madhavarama Sarma, Raju, the Municipal manager of Guntur, and
Gobburu Satyanarayana were among them. Many doctors, advocates,
lecturers, teachers, businessmen, employees, and students of Guntur used
to visit Viśwamandiraṁ regularly. As the news of Masterjee's miracles
spread far and wide like the fragrance of musk, people from neighboring
villages too started visiting Viśwamandiraṁ. Though overcrowded with
devotees, the ambience in Viśwamandiraṁ was one of solemn silence,
peace, and happiness.
The domestic chores in Viśwamandiraṁ, such as cleaning the pūja
room, lighting the lamp and providing all the things required by Masterjee
for his pūja were taken care by Radhika, the daughter of Sri Kutumba
Rama Sastry and granddaughter of Sri Kuppa Satyanarayana Sastry, the
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owner of the house. Despite being a young girl she evinced great respect
and devotion towards Masterjee and assisted him with humility and
obedience in his worship-related work. Countless were the visions and
divine experiences granted to her by Masterjee. He showed particular
affection to her. While Radhika helped Masterjee in his pūja, his students,
especially Murthy and Sai, assisted him in the outdoor work. When
Mallikarjuna (Mattupalli Siva Subba Raya Gupta's son), Sai and Murthy
narrated how Masterjee in those days molded his students into gems of
human beings through training imparted to them, one felt convinced that
the world remained habitable because of ideal teachers like Masterjee.
Every day after performing pūja, Masterjee offered hārati at 12
noon and again at 7 in the evening. Till ten in the night, he used to discuss
with devotees about their problems and suggest solutions for them. Sir
Akula Koteswara Rao made it a practice to come to Viśwamandiraṁ at
9 every night after closing his shop, take Masterjee on his scooter and
after dropping him at his house in Ananda Teertha Agraharam proceed to
his own house. Observing the way Sri Koteswara Rao, the eldest son of
Sri Akula Seshagiri Rao, a famous gold and silver merchant of Guntur,
served Masterjee with devotion and humility, one felt that Śrī Ānjanēya
must have served Śrī Rāma in the same way. Even though born in a very
rich vaisya family, Sri Koteswara Rao is a person of a very genial,
benevolent, and serious temperament and totally free of every trace of
pride. The devotion, dedication and affection Smt. Kameswari, his wife,
displayed towards Masterjee was indeed boundless. Prior to their building
a new house at Krishna Nagar, Sri Koteswara Rao and his wife stayed in
their own house at Gunturuvarithota. All those who are younger than her,
addressed Smt Kameswari as “Aunty”. It stuck to her so much that today
everyone called her “Aunty”. While talking to others, Masterjee referred
to her only as “Aunty”.
Neither Koteswara Rao nor his wife, Kameswari (who is also known
by the shorter name Eswari) met Masterjee until 1986 though they had
heard about him. In January 1986 Masterjee planned a trip to Shirdi along
with his devotees. A special bus was arranged for the purpose and the list
of devotees to go on the trip was finalized and the seats allotted to them
in the bus. Due to his own misfortune, one of the devotees failed to turn
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up resulting in one seat falling vacant. When informed of the vacancy,
Eswari fortunately thought of availing of the opportunity to go on the trip
and went to meet Masterjee. This was her first ever meeting with him.
After offering salutations she took his permission to join the party going
on pilgrimage to Shirdi. By reason of the merit of her past lives, the
opportunity for her to serve Sāidatta was fortunately close at hand. Her
going on the trip to Shirdi was merely a pretext for her to have the good
fortune of Masterjee's acquaintance. During the course of travel, she
received his grace in full measure and realized his being an embodiment
of love.
On the way back from Shirdi to Guntur, Eswari had an attack of
diarrhea and became so weak that she was almost on the verge of collapse.
Were she to have that attack in Guntur, she would have been hospitalized
and many bottles of saline given in addition to the medicines and tonics
to restore strength. But now Masterjee merely put some vibhūti in her
mouth and stood by her side holding a support-rod with one hand and
keeping the other on her head very gently to give her solace and courage.
He stood that way all through the journey in the night transmitting energy
to make her feel strong. By daybreak the bus reached Ganapuram and all
the devotees alighted from the bus and went into an inn for rest. Eswari
by now recovered completely from diarrhea and felt strong enough to
bathe, also had her normal bath and mingle with the rest of the group quite
cheerfully. All those who saw her condition the night before and feared
that they might have to return to Guntur without visiting any of the holy
places enroute felt surprised to see her now in a normal condition. Seeing
Masterjee showering great compassion and affection on Eswari, tears of
joy filled their eyes. This incident made such a deep impact on her that
she believed strongly that Masterjee was not an ordinary man but Sāidatta
himself. Recalling this incident in later years, she would say, “I do not
know what would have happened to me had not Masterjee showered
mercy on me on that day. Indeed, he granted me a rebirth.”
In 1986, Sri Koteswara Rao constructed a house in the 3rd line,
Krishna Nagar, and named it “Śrī Nilayaṁ”. Thinking that, if according
to Vāstu, there were any defects in the construction, it would be difficult
to make any alterations and additions once the house was occupied, he
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approached Masterjee, who was then residing in Railpet, with a request to
visit it. He promised that he would go to their house in a day or two
according to his convenience. Later, one day all on a sudden he went to
Sri Koteswara Rao's house and sat outside the entrance. Eswari greatly
surprised to see him, went to him and after offering salutations invited
him inside the house. He briskly walked into the pūja room in the
northeast adjoining the kitchen and after walking round the altar went up
to the terrace by the staircase in the rear of the house. (First floor was not
yet built nor was there a staircase in the front.) There he spread his upper
cloth on the floor and lay down on it happily. Eswari felt astonished at
seeing him so resting on the bare floor of the terrace. After lying for some
time, he got up, went down the stairs and left without a word. After the
first floor was added to the newly built house Masterjee moved into it to
live there calling it Viśwamandiraṁ. His 44th birthday was celebrated in
1988 by Koteswara Rao and his wife in their house. This was the first time
ever that his birthday was celebrated. Thereafter Masterjee's birthday
continued to be celebrated every year regularly.) During his 45th birthday
celebrations he referred to his going up to the terrace of Koteswara Rao's
house and lying there as if it was his own house and said, “On that day as
I moved about in that house, I felt that it was my own. In order to convey
that I would live in that house thereafter, I lay on the terrace. I am indebted
greatly to my mother who gave me birth, and equally so to Eswari, wife
of Akula Koteswara Rao, whom I regard as the God-given mother.” Akula
Koteshwara Ra and his wife who received so much kindness, love and
affection from him were a truly blessed couple. Their deep devotion and
the purity of their hearts bound the virtuous couple to him in an
indissolvable bond. Like Yasōda to Śrī Kr̥ṣṇa in an era gone by, Baijābāi
to Ṣirḍi Śrī Sāināth, and Karaṇaṁ Subbamma to Śrī Satyasāi Bābā
in the recent past, Eswari proved more than a mother to Masterjee. Eswari
showed greater affection to him than to her own son, Suresh, and
daughter, Madhuri. However busy she might be, she would first care to
satisfy his needs and after he gave up eating rice altogether, she ensured
that he had coconut water, coffee, or butter milk at appropriate intervals.
Thus, she served Masterjee with exemplary love and affection as would
be
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shown by a mother to her infant child. Koteswara Rao and Eswari,
regarding Masterjee as an incarnation of Lord Datta, served him with
utmost humility, devotion and reverence ignoring all inconvenience and
the problems or criticism they had to face. They firmly believed that
serving him thus was a boon bestowed on them by God. The way they
served Masterjee accorded with the Telugu saying of Jillellamūḍi
Amma, “iṣṭamuṇṭē kaṣṭaṁ lēdu - When we love to do something no
difficulty is too great.” Madhuri, hardly ten years old, received more love
and affection from Masterjee than from her parents. People marveled at
the devotion shown by Koteswara Rao's children towards Masterjee. He
taught Dattamālāmantram to Koteswara Rao and Eswari and also to
their children. He taught the children and made them memorize many of
the songs composed by him in his younger days. Madhuri never left
Masterjee's side even for a moment and accompanied him everywhere he
went. Suresh too was always with Masterjee. There existed between him
and the children a mutual bond of love and affection that must have
continued for many of their births.
In December 1988, Masterjee got Dattajayanti celebrated in a
grand manner in Srinivasa Rao Kalyana Mandapam. The pair of
Dattapādukās presented by Koteswara Rao were taken to Ganagapur by
Masterjee and after getting them consecrated by keeping them in contact
with the Dattapādukās there, were brought back to Guntur. Here they
were kept in his Railpet room for being worshipped along with other
articles. After the conclusion of Dattajayanti celebrations, Masterjee
carried in an auto the Dattapādukās, the holy tablet of sandalwood paste
bearing Śrīcakra, idols of Datta and Ṣirḍi Sāi Bābā, photos of
Narasiṁha Sarasvati and Śrī Dattātrēya Guru Mahārāj, etc., from
Railpet to Krishna Nagar, and handing them over to Eswari told her to
keep them in the pūja room in her house and worship them. Gradually he
stopped going to his room in Railpet. However, he decided to vacate the
room in Railpet only after Radhika, the granddaughter of Sri Kuppa
Satyanarayana Sastry, owner of the room, got married. Vacating the room
in Railpet after the celebrations of GuruPūrṇima occurring after
Radhika's marriage that took place on May 18, 1989, Masterjee moved
into Koteswara Rao's house. Severing his connections with his own family
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house and relations with his parents and having become an ascetic at the
mental level, and an avadhūta, one who has renounced all worldly
feelings and obligations, he began to live permanently in Koteswara Rao's
house regarding it henceforth as “Viśwamandiraṁ”. He took such a
decision obviously prompted the merit of the former births of Koteswara
Rao and his wife, and besides he felt bound to do so by the promise he
had given to them in his earlier life as also by their deep sense of devotion.
Before he moved into Koteswara Rao's house, Masterjee used to
celebrate GuruPūrṇima in Viśwamandiraṁ of Railpet house and have
special pūjās performed on Fridays of the month of Śrāvaṇa and also
Gaṇēś Caturthi, Navarātri, Dīpāvaḷi and Datta Jayanti. On other
festival days too pujas and abhiṣēkhās used to be carried out on a grand
scale. Particular mention must be made of the Varalakṣmi Pūja in the
month of Śrāvaṇa during which Kumāripūja, worship of girls, below
nine years, used to be performed. In this worship the girls would be
considered to symbolize Bāla, an incarnation of Dēvi, and each presented
with some bangles and a blouse-piece. In the month of Kartika,
abhiṣēkhās used to be a special feature. The devotees used to be
administered a vow (Datta Dīkṣa) to be observed by them for forty days
preceding Datta Jayanti. Holding frequent discussion-meetings of
learned men and poets and honoring them was a distinctive feature in
Viśwamandiraṁ. In 1986 Masterjee honored grandly the great ascetic
and learned poet, Brahmasri Tadepalli Raghavanarayna Sastry, Sri
Madhavarama Sarma and and Karuna Sri beholding them to be
Dattātrēya symbolising the Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Viṣṇu and
Mahēśvara. Again in 1987 Dr. Prasadaraya Kulapathi, a great poet, a
forceful speaker and a self-realized person was likewise honored. From
that year as Masterjee's miraculous deeds became widely known many
poets and learned men began to go him. The way of his attracting
intellectuals and keeping them in his fold through augmenting their selfconfidence was unique. He gave a call to all intellectuals who as a class
were concerned in the present-day world with the pursuit of their selfish
ends to give up their isolationist attitude and use their intellectual power
in a concerted manner for the benefit of the society. This proved to be a
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wake-up-call for many intellectuals and made them aware of their social
responsibility.
On seeing the photographs and pictures of many gods and
goddesses, Siddhapuruṣās, Sadgurūs and sages kept by Masterjee in the
Railpet room, some of the visitors felt confused as to which of them they
should concentrate on and worship. However, after pondering over the
matter for some time Masterjee's purpose in keeping so many pictures
became clear to them. It was to point out that seeing unity in diversity had
always been the tradition of our ancient sages, to bring home the truth that
"there is an infinite power pervading the entire universe by whatever name
it may be called", to indicate that from a philosophical point of view all
Sadgurūs were essentially the same though they were physically different
and to explain that anyone who becomes a beneficiary of the universal
power by his own spiritual endeavor is an embodiment of Datta.
Having resigned his job as a teacher in a high school on November
11, 1988, Masterjee began to devote his time completely for the fulfilment
of his goal. Even before he shifted the pictures and idols and other articles
used for doing pūja from the Railpet house, he made it a point to visit the
newly built house of Koteswara Rao for performing pūja on Vināyaka
Caviti and Lakṣmi pūja during Daśara. This was after Koteswara Rao
moved into the new house with his family. As already mentioned, the 44th
birthday of Masterjee born in 1944 was celebrated on 5th March 1988, in
a simple way. This was indeed significant from the standpoint of
numerology. On Ugādi of that year (Telugu New Year Day), Sri
Madhavarama Sarma and Sri Amarendra were honored at a function
presided over by Sri Vidya Sagar Sarma in the house of Sri Koteswara
Rao.
Before Masterjee vacated the Railpet house soon after the
celebration of Datta Jayanti in 1988 in Sri Anna Srinivasa Rao Kalyana
Mandapam, he gifted away all the things, that were still kept in that house.
He gave the pearl-studded ring, long adorning one of his fingers to Sri
Kutumba Rao Sastry, the son of Kuppa Satyanarayana Sastry and father
of Radhika.
In 1990, Masterjee's 46th birthday was celebrated in
Viśwamandiraṁ in a grand manner. The first floor which had now been
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completed and into which Masterjee had moved is quite beautiful. It has
a large hall having a raised dais at one end, where meetings and discourses
could be held, and two rooms, one for him to live in and the other to serve
as an interview room. Since his moving in there, bhajans, pujas and small
meetings were being conducted there itself. Larger functions in
connection with GuruPūrṇima, Dattajayanti etc., used to be held in Sri
Anna Srinivas Kalyana Mandapam at the request of Sri Anna Krishna
Murthy, a dutiful and ardent devotee of Masterjee.
Earlier on March 5, 1989, his 45th birthday, Masterjee unfurled the
flag of Universal Integration in Viśwamandiraṁ. To denote that Drāṁ,
the mahā bījamantraṁ of Dattātrēya, resplendent with the brilliance of
a billion suns dwells in the heart lying at the center of the human body
possessing the six nerve centers, the flag has been got designed by
Masterjee such that it bears the inscription of Drāṁ at the center of six
cakrās. Besides, for declaring to the whole of humanity that achieving
honesty, character, purity and unity must be the goal of every human
being, these four words have also been inscribed in the four corners of the
flag.
“When people assemble at one place, it is just a meeting, but not a
union. Only when their minds are in union, can they be said to be united.
Emotional integration is real integration. Peace will prevail in the universe
only when people transcend all differences of caste, religion and region
showing respect for opinions of others, lead a life based on truth,
character, purity and unity which form the foundation of sanātana
dharma, and discharge their duties sincerely. Very soon India will be in
a position to provide intellectual guidance to the whole world and ensure
peace to prevail in it. Supreme gurus, realized beings, yogis and divine
personages who dwell in invisible forms have been bestowing their divine
blessings for the well-being of the universe. At this auspicious juncture it
is most essential for all intellectuals and heads of religious institutions to
come together on a single platform and declaring their unity become
participants in the great task of promoting universal welfare. Or else the
country will not forgive them,” exhorted Viśwaṁjee very forcefully in the
meeting held on the occasion of his birthday. In the same meeting he
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recited with great excitement the following inspiring song and enthused
the audience.
One God, there is but one God,
For everyone only one God.
Sai, Jesus, Allah and Rahim, all are but one,
Show no anger and despise none,
Keep away for good,
All differences of caste and religion.
Remember that we are all equal,
Just human beings one and all.
The universe is atoms all,
Universe is in everything,
Everything in the universe,
That is the truth,
Know that the universe is the Guru,
And the Guru is the universe too.
The vacuous space is the universe,
And the Guru is the vacuous space.
Whatever caste or religion be ours,
We are all human beings to be true.
All human beings must be united,
And their minds too must be.
All men be of one mind,
And their power be one.
Peace, peace and peace must be our aim,
Our goal must be universal peace.
All must unite for the sake of one,
And so too one must strive for all.
All men must be united,
And their minds must become one.
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I am but one among all,
No different from any,
Together let us dispel our difficulties all,
Drive them far far away.
No god greater than man,
No power superior to that of mind,
Let us unite all our minds,
And attain universal peace.
That and that alone is Viśwaṁ’s aspiration,
That and that alone is Viśwaṁ’s soul,
That and that alone is Viśwaṁ’s sole consideration,
That and that alone is Viśwaṁ’s goal!
Viśwamandiraṁ constructed by Sri Koteswara Rao for Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee and painted light green, is resplendently
attractive. The letters of Viśwamandiraṁ on the south-side wall, large
enough to be seen clearly from a distance and pleasing to the eye, seem to
welcome the devotees. As the devotees step in through the main entrance,
they can see the idol of Siddhi Vināyaka installed under a canopy on a
high pedestal in the balcony in the Northeast of the first floor, a real feast
to the eye. On the left side of the main gate can be seen a large idol of
Bhāratmāta standing beside the statue of a lion being her vehicle and
symbolizing her immense power, the two being surrounded by a fountain.
A flagstaff with a flag bearing the insignia of Ōm is held by her in one
hand while the other is held up in abhayamudra, a gesture offering
assurance of protection. The sculpture of the statute of Bhāratmāta is in
accordance with the conception of Aravinda Yogi. The ground floor has
a verandah enclosed with a safety iron-grill and leading into a hall. As we
enter the hall, we see opposite to the entrance a glass case fixed to the
western wall. In its upper shelf is kept a photo of Bhagavān Śrī Sathya
Sāi Bābā with his hand in abhayamudra. In the lower shelf can be seen
an idol of Vināyaka carved in wood. Likewise on the north-side wall is
fixed another glass case displaying some photos and figurines. The
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aggregate impression of all this is one of divine presence. When we turn
left, we notice on the south-side wall a huge photo of Masterjee in
meditative trance inspiring devotion among the visitors and reminiscent
of Lord Dattātrēya in supreme meditation, an embodiment of peace and
eternal bliss. Next to this just above the back of a sofa leaning against the
wall is the picture of Ṣirḍi Sāināth from whose abhaya hasta rays of
light emerge and illumine Masterjee's photo seemingly declaring that
Masterjee is indeed Śrī Sāidatta.
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee can be seen ensconced in a cushioned
chair, with a beaming face, welcoming the visitors with his eyes and with
his hands gesturing in strange ways. As he bestows his grace and blesses
the devotees, he looks to be an embodiment of awareness and a
personification of the attributes of Datta, a unique and unified incarnation
of the Trinity. In his presence we feel ecstatically happy, tears well up in
our eyes and involuntarily our hands join to salute him. Some devotees
prostrate reverentially at his feet saying, “jaṭādharaṁ pāṇḍuraṅgaṁ
prēmahastaṁ kr̥pānidhiṁ sarvajāḍyaharaṁ vandē viśwadattaṁ
jagadguruṁ” - Salutations to Viśwadatta, who is a divine incarnation, a
universal guru, one with matted hair and an ocean of compassion and who
extends his hand of love and rids us of all our afflictions." Other devotees
do likewise saying, “satyaṁ śivaṁ sundaraṁ ṣāḍguṇyapariśōbhitaṁ
prasannaṁ sarvalōkānāṁ Viśwaṁjee sadguravē namaḥ - Salutations
to Viśwaṁjee, the sadguru, resplendent with six attributes and an
embodiment of truth, auspiciousness and beauty and darling of all the
worlds.” He embraces the devotees with his arms, kisses them
affectionately on the forehead and pats them gently on the back. He traces
some patterns with his fingers on the spine of the devotees. Through such
tracing, apparently meaningless, the suṣumnā nāḍi gets energized. What
is traced may be ōm or śrī or drāṁ (bījākṣara of Dattātrēya) or some
other bījākṣara. A close scrutiny reveals to us the significance of these
patterns. As he moves his fingers on the spine, we feel a tickling sensation,
something creeping through our nerves and some kind of numbness
overtaking us. In his lap a devotee will experience so much peace that he
wishes to rest there happily with closed eyes forgetting all his problems,
worries, agitations, and indeed everything about himself.
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When someone troubled by negative forces touches Masterjee's feet,
it may happen sometimes that the negative forces, in an attempt to escape
from the influence of his divine power, become wild as a consequence of
which the troubled person falls to the ground weeping loudly, strikes out
his legs and arms and goes into an epileptic fit. Therefore, Masterjee
warns such people not to approach him without prior permission.
Words are not adequate to describe the joy and happiness
experienced by devotees when Masterjee, speaking to them sweetly and
compassionately, dabs' vibhūti and vermilion on their foreheads and
places some vibhūti in their hands. All their chronic ailments and intense
suffering vanish. Where they disappear, none can say. The devotees feel
an unburdening of their minds and experience immense peace and a divine
fragrance spreading all around. A new vitality seems to fill them and their
bodies appear to become light like a feather. They encounter many other
extraordinary experiences such as a thousand rainbows flashing before
their eyes simultaneously.
To the left of Masterjee's seat, on the northern side wall is a small
photo showing him in a meditative state. Below that there is a board
bearing the words “ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” with ōm inscribed
below it. On the eastern side wall, we see photos of Aravinda Yogi,
Jillellamudi Amma, Sri Mata and Lord Dattātrēya. The floor of the hall,
a mosaic of green, red and white tiles arranged in rows and its walls
painted pink; and with all these photos on the walls it is indeed a very
pleasing sight to the eye and divinely beautiful making the devotees feel
that it is heaven on earth.
Recognizing their need, Masterjee asks some of the visiting
devotees to go into the pūja room where he meditates, and to pay their
obeisance. Kept in the pūja room are the photos of gods and goddesses
and other articles of worship such as the tablet of sandalwood paste
bearing the inscription of Śrī Cakra, and Dattapādukās earlier kept and
used for worship in his room in Railpet. His divine power seems to be
present in every atom of this pūja room. On auspicious days, special
pujas, abhiṣēkās and pārāyaṇās of sapta śati and Lalita, Viṣṇu and
Datta sahasranāmās are carried out there. Its peaceful ambience grants
divine experiences to the devotees.
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As already mentioned earlier, the first floor was constructed in 1989
to serve as a convenient venue for special meetings, conferences of
scholars, musical concerts and marriages. Above the gate opening into the
staircase leading to the first floor, is a sign board with the word,
“Viśwamandiraṁ” written on it. The stairs end up in a spacious square
hall having on the far side a dais with a room on either side of it. On the
wall above the dais is a big attractive painting of Gītōpadēśaṁ in which
Lord Kr̥ṣṇa, holding the reins of the horses of a chariot is seen
enlightening Arjuna, who is holding a bow with an arrow ready to be shot
in the Kuruksetra battle, about his duty. Just above this painting is
inscribed on the wall the following verse which has become famous as the
one single verse containing the essence of Bhagavadgīta:
yatra yōgēśvaraḥ kr̥ṣṇō yatra pārthō dhanurdharaḥ |
tatra śrīrvijayō bhūtirdhruvā nītirmatirmama ||
(Where Kr̥ṣṇaparamātma, the lord of yogis and where Arjuna the
warrior with his bow from which an arrow is about to issue, reside, there
will be auspiciousness, success, and wealth.)
In addition, there are two paintings, one of Gautama Buddha to the
right and the other of Naṭarāja to the left of the painting of Gītōpadēśaṁ.
Below these paintings on a stool is a statue of Ṣirḍi Sāi in a sitting posture
with one leg over the other. All these paintings are captivatingly beautiful.
In the northeast of the hall there is a balcony at a slightly lower level.
Masterjee got an idol of Siddhi Vināyaka installed there on a raised
pedestal. This is worshipped regularly. He instructs some of the devotees
to pay obeisance to the idol. There are many devotees who have got their
desires fulfilled as a result of worshipping the idol. Masterjee often
emphasizes in his discourses that it behooves well to have an idol of
Vināyaka in the front of a house and a picture of Ānjanēya Swāmi at its
back. When questioned about the need for so doing, he explains, “Both
these gods are adept in driving away evil forces. Both have the divine
power of Mahēśvara in them. Both are bestowers of power to others one bestows the power of Kuṇḍalini and the other vital life power. To
accomplish every task unhindered, Vināyaka must be worshipped before
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any other god is. To gain vital life energy and become divinely lustrous
Ānjanēya Swāmi possessing suvarcala śakti has to be worshipped. (The
word suvarcala means one possessing the most attractive luster.
Suvarcala is said to be Ānjanēya’s consort.)" He then adds in a lighter
vein casing laughter, Vighnesvara with his trunk in the front seizes the
obstacles and flings them far away. Likewise, Ānjanēya catches the
hurdles by their hair with the help of his tail that is in the rear and throws
them far back away. Hence the former is installed in the front and the
latter in the rear of the house and worshipped.”
All the paraphernalia such as mikes, tape recorders, carpets,
curtains, etc., required for conducting meetings have been acquired
without having to hire them whenever a meeting is held. Important
quotations from his discourses, written on placards, are displayed in the
meeting hall, as a matter of practice.
On the occasion of Masterjee's 46th birthday celebrations,
Viśwamānava Samikyatā Saṁsat was constituted with himself as its
chairman, Sri Madhavpeddi RadhaKrishnamurthy as convener and Sri G.
Ramarayadu, Sri Gogineni Kanakaiah, Sri Dechiraju Venkat Rao, Sri
Akula Koteswara Rao, Sri Jandhyala Papayya Sastry, Dr. C Mallikarjuna
Rao, Sri G.V.L Narasimha Rao, Sri Manikonda Raja Rao and others as
members. Similarly, a Management Committee with Masterjee as its
founder-chairman and some prominent citizens of Guntur as its members
has come into being to manage the affairs of Viśwamandiraṁ. Having
pledged themselves to strive for the attainment of the noble ideals of
Masterjee and keeping that as their goal, these two organizations have
been undertaking many activities and making steady progress in that
direction.
Viśwamandiraṁ, becoming a worthy meeting center for poets,
scholar’s musicians, dancers, politicians, freedom fighters, social
workers, humanists, actors, sādhūs and intellectuals, bestows on them
Masterjee's divine blessings. Masterjee proclaims, "My path does not
conflict with any god, guru, religion and caste or class. My approach is to
teach every individual the need to adhere to sanātana dharma (eternal
code of conduct) though the method adopted, the god worshipped, and the
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guru followed by him are different. My intense desire is that everyone
must firstly observe restraint and frugality and thereby get reformed. My
penance is for ensuring harmonious relationship between husband and
wife, which is the very foundation of sanātana dharma, bringing about
stability and unity of their families and making such families exemplary.
My constant aspiration is to uproot selfishness from men and bring about
unity among them such that each works for all and all stand up for one.
My yearning is that the clarion call of Viśwamandiraṁ, “The body is
God's temple, and the heart is His altar” must awaken all people. The
doors of Viśwamandiraṁ are always open for Masterjee's devotees. His
compassionate looks provide protection to them just as the look of a
tortoise protects its young ones. He reaches out, even across the oceans,
to his devotees in distress, offers solace and enlightens them about their
duty. Many devotees stream in continuously without any concern as to
whether it is right time. He speaks lovingly to all of them and showers his
infinite mercy on them despite his being very busy. Seeing him indulging
thus one cannot but wonder if there is a limit at all to his divine power.
The continuously ringing telephone bringing news from his devotees all
over the world apparently has no rest.
Masterjee after subjecting Akula Koteswara Rao and his wife to
many tests to ascertain their eligibility and worth and having satisfied
himself that their devotion was unshakable, gave himself up to them.
Transforming their house into a beautiful and peaceful Dattamandiraṁ
and Viśwamandiraṁ, Masterjee began living there permanently.
Sanctified by the touch of his feet, this divinely beautiful
Viśwamandiraṁ has been attracting devotees from all over the world and
buzzing with continuous auspicious activity.
The ecstatic emotion experienced by devotees on visiting
Viśwamandiraṁ and getting delighted in the presence of Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee, an incarnation of Datta, has found expression in the beautiful
poems written by some poets. The English rendering of a few of them is
given below.
Vināyaka, bestower of success and remover of obstacles,
Can be seen foremost, indeed a feast to the eyes,
Comes into view facing the entrance,
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Śrī Satyasāi, grantor of universal welfare,
As you set your foot inside, there appears,
Venkatesvara, the Lord of the seven hills,
Present in the room of worship in their glorious radiance,
Are Ṣirḍi Sāi, Dattātrēya and Sāmbaśiva,
A divine abode of all the three crore deities,
Receiving obeisance at one place,
This Viśwamandiraṁ, a beautiful epitome,
Of the Indian philosophical and spiritual message.
--Dr. Karunasri
The marvelous peace never known before, overflowing happiness
and immeasurable ecstasy that fill the hearts of devotees when they touch
Masterjee's feet, no wonder, are the theme of many a song such as the one
below.
Never, never shall we forget Viśwaṁjee’s name,
Never, never shall we desert Viśwamandiraṁ.
To teach that all religions are equal,
And that service to man is service to God,
And with the mission of protecting all men,
Dattātrēya has incarnated on earth as our sadguru!
Declaring that our goals must be honesty,
Good character, purity and unity,
He strives for the welfare of humanity,
Grants auspiciousness and extends his hand of security!
Sāidatta, the Viśwaṁbhara,
Incarnated on the earth as Viśwanātha,
Protects the faithful every moment,
Like the eyelid protects the eye.
Mrs. Amkaraju Lalitha Kumari, Guntur.
Learned poets have glorified Viśwamandiraṁ and the greatness of
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee in their own inimitable manner as in the
following.
There you see Viśwamandiraṁ, seat of divine worship,
Exuding the fragrance of virtuous people,
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The auspicious abode of Viśwaṁjee, echoing delicious wisdom,
Radiating the profound essence of vedas,
The brilliant light that dispels the darkness of growing sin!
There you see holy Viśwamandiraṁ, the source
Of boundless joy, a radiant pageant of diverse arts,
Suffused with rapturous discourses of dharma,
with evident happiness of auspiciousness,
Where Viśwaṁjee granting protection is in audience!
- from Viswagāyatri by Sri Movva Ushadripathi
Many great men who gained a deep understanding of Viśwayōgi’s
teachings began spreading his noble ideals to all parts of the world through
inspiring songs. Through them, all are invited to participate in the holy
task of achieving universal human integration, and the greatness of
Viśwamandiraṁ is made known all over the world. The devotees being
members of the universal family join in the singing of these songs wholeheartedly. One such song is recorded below by way of illustration.
One family, one family,
Ours is one family, »or
We all belong to one family.
Ours is a universal family,
A home of broad-minded
And peace-loving people,
A true universal family.
We are all flowers from the same garden,
Diamonds strung together in the same garland,
And notes of the same song all,
Pearls of children in the lap of same mother all.
Universal well-being is our hope,
Universal prosperity our goal,
Universal peace the end of our road,
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And faith the witnessing inner soul.
The greatest fortune is humanity,
Serving humanity is service to divinity,
And the path of love is road to safety,
With such thoughts let us journey.
-- Dr.Karunasri
The devotion and dedication of the virtuous couple of Sri Akula
Koteswara Rao and his wife who have built Viśwamandiraṁ, as a
worthy abode for Viśwaṁjee to live in, are unparalleled. Their lives are
truly purposeful, their spirit of sacrifice exemplary and their sense of
surrender a source of guidance for all devotees. By imprisoning
Viśwayōgi in their pure hearts with chains of devotion, tender like flowercreepers yet very strong, the couple have become truly blessed.
If you want to see Lord Datta,
Glowing in his state of renunciation,
Union with the Supreme and divine grandeur,
If you wish to directly experience
The charming figure of the Lord of Kailāsagiri,
If you desire to look at the prosperous,
Divine and auspicious form of Tripurasundari,
If you are now eager to have a look at Baba
Who lived in Shirdi long time back,
Come to Viśwamandiraṁ in Guntur at once,
Where Viswayogi holds audience,
To grant us happiness,
And fulfil our desires!
*******
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Chapter 11 TEACHINGS
Through careful observation, we have to comprehend the object
behind the miraculous deeds of yogis, the ideals, that they desire to
propagate through those deeds, by which they aspire to promote peace and
happiness in society, and the teachings by which they seek to eradicate
the ignorance of the common people and transform them into responsible
individuals. Such understanding must be preserved in our minds carefully.
Miracles cause amazement and make us feel happy and calm
momentarily. However, teachings of eminent persons can alone promote
universal well-being and enduring peace in the world. We must make
sincere efforts to understand the method by which a yogi helps an
individual to achieve his goal and become an excellent human being and
adopt that method for our own good. Even after yogis cease to exist
physically, their ideals, teachings and methods of spiritual endeavor will
survive and be worthy of respect and practice by humanity for all time to
come. Therefore, an attempt is made to present. in brief in this chapter the
great teachings of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Sadguru Maharāj as can
be culled out from his many speeches and discourses. A detailed account
of his teachings will require a separate book.
Unlike the lectures of learned pundits which contain quotations of
verses from various books and use esoteric philosophical terms that leave
the listener more confused than before, Masterjee's lectures and
discourses are rational, direct, and appealing to the heart, easy to
understand and interlaced with parables. The eloquent flow of his
emotionally surcharged discourses leave the listeners enraptured.
The protection of sanātana dharma, the eternal code of conduct,
has been Masterjee's aspiration. He explains, “Sanātana dharma is the
ideal code of conduct based on vēdās, prevalent in the universe and
followed by the entire humanity long before the advent of so many
prophets and the birth of so many religions. The underpinning of the
edifice of sanātana dharma which rests on the four pillars of honesty,
morality, purity, and unity is the family. Reformation of the individual,
and through it the reformation of the society must be brought about any
then the protection of sanātana dharma becomes a reality. The
protection of dharma referred to in the saying ‘dharmōrakṣati rakṣitāḥ’
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must be taken to mean ‘practice of dharma’. Every individual by firstly
recognizing the human values and sustaining them must strive to behave
as a human being. But does man behave like a human being now-a-days?
Does he know how to eat, how to bathe, and how in conduct himself in
the family? He does not know how to love his wife or how to bring up his
children. He does not know at all how to keep his body in good health. On
the other hand, behaving without restraint he subjects himself to all kinds
of difficulties. Every person desires naturally to remain happy, healthy
and peaceful. Yet he is not able to so remain because of ignorance. At the
outset, this ignorance must be banished. Spiritualism promotes the
physical well-being. The two are not opposed to each other.” He has,
therefore, adopted “Body is God's temple and the heart His altar" as the
motto of Viśwamandiraṁ. Because of these thoughts, his devotees heap
praise on him as follows.
You have echoed the Vedic voice,
When you say that the body is God's temple
You have emphasized the devotional principle,
That the merciful heart is where God resides.
The power that pervades the whole universe,
Fills the whole of every individual, you pronounce.
You have aspired for the reform of the home,
That goes beyond the needs of frugality and self-control.
Both the universe and the Supreme Being are real,
So, you say that one should not deny the physical,
And you have taken upon yourself the great mission,
O! Gurudēva, of molding man into his nobler version.
Let us now have a close look at some of Masterjee's teachings.
“When it is said that the universe is an illusion (jagat mithya) it is meant
to say that the universe is continually undergoing a change, but not that it
does not exist at all. Those arguing that the universe does not exist must
ask themselves three questions. Firstly, if the universe joes not exist,
where is the need for God to incarnate so many times? Is it not the purpose
of an incarnation to punish the evildoers and protect the virtuous people
in the world? Since the universe is real, God incarnates.”
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“Secondly why did the Sages like Vasista, Vidyaranya, and
Samartha Ramadas serve and guide the kings and other rulers without
confining themselves to meditate over the Self within? Since the world is
not an illusion but a reality, those great men helped the society to move
along the right path by giving suitable suggestions and guidelines.”
“Now the third question: Why did Ādi Śaṅkara who termed the
universe to be an illusion try to bring about harmony between people
quarrelling among themselves each claiming that his own God is superior
to the God of others? As an attempt in that direction, why did he introduce
the fivefold worship called 'pañcāyatanaṁ' to satisfy the followers of
Śiva, Viṣṇu, Gaṇapati, Sūrya and Śakti? Would he have striven so hard
if the universe was a mere illusion?”
“Hence our Yogis and Maharśis accepting the reality of the
universe, set for themselves the aim of striving for the sustenance of
nature and for the prosperity of the society.”
********
“While describing the goal of human beings, many philosophers
often refer to seawater. Due to the Sun's heat, seawater gets evaporated
and turns into clouds which after traversing long distances in the sky burst
into rain over mountains and forests. It is this rainwater that becomes
rivers and gaining momentum on the way reach eventually its origin, the
sea. In the same way, a human being also gets separated from God and is
born on the earth with some traits of divinity. They say that he too, like
the river merging back with the sea, has to return to his origin, the
Godhead at the end of his sojourn on the earth.”
“However, these persons ignore one important aspect. It is a fact that
the rainwater becomes rivers, but the entire rainwater does not reach the
sea. Considerable part of the river and rainwater is used up in providing
sustenance to many trees and crops and quenching the thirst of humans
and other living beings. That water is the source of the springs of wells
and water tanks. Only a small portion of the water, left over after it is
utilized in serving all the living beings of the world in many ways, reaches
the sea, its origin.”
“Likewise, men must make themselves useful to others during their
life-time. It is absolutely wrong to believe that the supreme goal of the life
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of human beings is to become one with the Godhead after death while
during their lifetime they have cared only for themselves and led a life
indifferent to the good of their fellow-beings and society.”
“Why did God incarnate in human form and appear on earth? His
advent is for the purpose of serving the society and for this He has to
necessarily assume human form. Electricity passing through a wire cannot
glow by itself. An appliance called the bulb is needed for it to manifest in
the form of light. A human being is just such an appliance through whom
divinity gets manifested.”
********
“God incarnates in human form to point out how valuable and sacred
human life is. What in reality is an incarnation? It is incorrect to assume
that God dwelling in Vaikuṇṭhaṁ descends to the earth on being urged
by all the other gods and goddesses, sages, devotees and siddhapuruṣās
surrounding him. The manner of His incarnation is altogether different.”
“The view that power of God is omnipotent and omnipresent cosmic
electromagnetic power must lead us to consider how in truth its
manifestation in human form takes place, that is, how God incarnates.”
“Some yogis, siddhapuruṣās and devotees can, through spiritual
search and endeavor, integrate their individual minds with the universal
mind. When such persons unify their mental energy with the omnipresent
cosmic electromagnetic energy, that is, paramātma śakti, they come to
acquire extraordinary mental power. In my view, incarnation means
transmission by them of that extraordinary power to any other individual.
This process of transmission is termed viśwa prāṇapratiṣṭa.”
“That individual, an incarnation of divine power, will be in constant
mental communion with the universal mind. If he desires, he will also be
able to establish a link with other individual minds that are incapable of
linking themselves with the universal mind.”
“All this reveals that the human intellect which has matured through
spiritual search and endeavor rules the universe. The universal human
vibrations that fill the entire cosmos in form of knowledge-vibrations rule
the universe and cause amusement to it. This is the most profound secret
that is true, eternal and full of wisdom.”
********
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“What is the goal of life of a human being? According to Science,
life on earth began with a single cell and gradually evolved into that of a
human being. Western Scientists say that evolution ceased with homo
sapiens. But according to our ancient sages who carried on research, there
would be a way of humanity further evolving into divinity. The goal of
human life is, therefore, to eventually transform into divinity by seeking
to get integrated with cosmic energy pervading the entire universe and
become a power-center.”
********
“The Universe is a manifestation of Viṣṇu. Yoga means union. Just
as the human being has a mind, so also does the Universe. Yogi is one
who unites his mind with the Universal mind. He can accomplish any task.
He can stop an airplane flying in the sky. He can bring somebody else's
sufferings on himself and endure the suffering. Russian Scientists have
confirmed this truth.”
“There was a time when there were not even palm-leaf book, How
could the Maharśis then have preserved their knowledge? It is wrong to
assume that they preserved it through their students hearing everything by
heart. All that knowledge remained stored in form of thought vibrations.
These have been pervading the universe as knowledge vibrations ever
since. The knowledge stored therein can be drawn upon by uniting the
individual mind with the universal mind. Hence sanātana dharma is
eternal. Make efforts to make a deep study of sanātana dharma.
********
“Consider the teachings of the rśis of Vedic times. They have
declared that viśwaṁ, the universe, is Viṣṇu, the God. Since the universe
is a manifest form of God, we should not be indifferent to the world we
live in. Loving and worshipping the universe and all creation therein
tantamount to worshipping Lord Viṣṇu Himself. It is said, “ātmavat
sarvabhūtāni - No being is different from your Self.” The Lord has
affirmed in Bhagavadgīta, “ īśvarasarva bhūtānāṁ hr̥ddēśē arjuna
tiṣṭati - I dwell in the hearts of all beings.” It is amply clear from these
statements that all beings in creation are to be regarded as embodiments
of the divine, and that the good of all beings and the welfare of the society
has always been the prime concern of the divine incarnations, sages, and
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yogis. We also understand that dharma in India is not formulated without
any concern for the society.”
********
Dēhamē Dēvālayaṁ Hr̥dayamē Daiva Pīṭhaṁ
(Body is God's temple and heart is His altar.)
(Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee's message given on the occasion of
Hanumajjayanti on 10-5-1988)
God who has no name is the all-pervasive and omnipresent power
that exists in every being. It is that power we worship and pray to. In
dvāparyuga, He incarnated as Lord Kr̥ṣṇa, an embodiment of love who
was well-versed in the sixteen arts. Today we have once again that
embodiment of love appearing before us as Bhagavān Śrī Sāi who
through his message of love has been attracting intellectuals from all over
the world.
There is a divine power, omnipotent and omnipresent, that fills the
whole universe. It is the prime cause of everything in the universe. That
power is present in every living creature and in every human being as well
as in every atom of matter. Without realizing this, man thinks wrongly
that God is far away from him. He is unable to recognize the divinity in
fellow-beings and love them as human beings and instead he despises
them. There is no sanction at all for such hatred in sanātana dharma, the
eternal code of righteous conduct of India.
What does Viśwarūpaṁ mean? Is it the form of a man, six feet tall,
increasing the size of his body such that he occupies the whole earth, and
the space up to the limits of the sky? Not at all. Whatever is in an atom, it
is present in the universe also. In every atom there is a nucleus (containing
protons, etc.) round which electrons rotate at a high speed. In a similar
way, planets rotate fast round the sun. An atom is a miniature form of the
solar system. Just like matter, a conglomeration of atoms, the whole
universe is also a conglomeration of several such solar systems analogous
to the atoms. ‘You’ are the same divine power as is present in every atom.
Therefore, everything is in you and you are in everything and also you are
everywhere.
Any disturbance occurring anywhere in nature is at once reflected
in every atom. For mitigating that agitation, the atom must be pacified.
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This is achieved by the performance of ēkādaśa rudrābhiṣēkās and
offering of prayers to Śivalinga which symbolizes faith in the divine.
Family is the prime basis for sanātana dharma. Advancement of
the family has to be achieved through that of its individual members.
Attainment of the progress of the society through the concerted efforts of
the families is the avowed goal of sanātana dharma. Today
considerations of caste and religion are the cause of disunity among
people. With the help of spirituality, they have to be united socially and
mentally. Through such unification, progress of the society has to be
brought about. Thus, spirituality must help society to advance.
Body is God's temple and heart His altar. The various kinds of
worship are intended to awaken the divinity within and not to please God
to secure some material gain. If the power of the Self within can be
integrated with that of the Supreme Self, man himself will be transformed
into a powerhouse.
In every human being icchā śakti - the power of will - lies in the
heart, jñāna śakti - the power of knowledge - in the brain, and kriyā śakti
- the power of action - in the spinal cord. These are symbolized by the
trinity of Brahma, Viṣṇu and Mahēśvara and their unified manifestation
is Dattātrēya. If we propitiate Atri and Anasūya that is to say, if we
transcend the three traits and become free of jealousy, we become
recipients of the divine power. By this we can be said to have reached the
state of Dattātrēya.
Through spiritual endeavor an aspirant, will be able to unlock the
three knots of nerves, namely, Hr̥dgranthi, Citgranthi and Ātmagranthi
and then traversing through the ṣaḍcakrās he will integrate his mental
power with that of the divine mind. This will lead to his establishing a
permanent link with the cosmic electromagnetic power pervading the
whole universe. This is what we call yoga. The yogi then becoming a
powerhouse and an embodiment of power will draw upon the infinite
power present in the universe and utilize it for the good of the society.
Some people may question the need for engaging in idol-worship.
Swamy Vivekananda has provided the answer with a convincing
illustration. According to him, if we want to drink milk, we need a cup
and it is not possible to drink it directly without the help of a cup or glass.
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An idol is like a cup. After drinking from it, we do not discard it but
preserve it for the use of others. We will indicate how the cup has to be
used.
Divine power is analogous to electricity that cannot be perceived
directly. However, when we use various electric appliances such as a
radio, a tube light, a fan and an air-conditioner according to our
requirement, we become aware of the presence of the electric power.
Similarly, we can comprehend the infinite divine power when it is
manifest in the finite form of an idol.
Many question, “Are there any miracles?” There are no miracles at
all. Listen to me carefully. Everyday doctors undertake hundreds of
surgeries. But to the millions of other people who cannot perform any
surgery, the doctors' deeds seem to be amazing miracles. For the doctor
who has acquired the surgical skill, exercising it is only natural. Doctors
carry out surgeries, engineers erect wonderful buildings, yogis walk on
water and many others perform equally wonderful deeds all of which
appear to us to be. miracles but to them are all natural. However, we too
can perform such feats if we are trained to do them.
Mantra transforms a person into a great power-center. You may
chant the mantra “ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” systematically or
some other mantra of your choice.
Divine power is where unity is. We must all work unitedly and
eliminate our weaknesses. We must be concerned with how best we can
help others. By 2001 A.D India will be in a position to provide guidance
to the rest of the world. In the meanwhile, our society must get ready
materially and spiritually to play its role effectively.
Bereft of right thoughts and good conduct, performance of pūjās
will be of no avail. God dwells in man. We should not be indifferent to
the world we live in as it is not an illusion but a manifestation of the
Supreme Being. Besides we should mold our lives to be of use to the
society.
********
“For one who suffered great difficulties, lesser ones are of no
consequence. When the mind is in a delightful state, all physical hardships
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seem to be easily tolerable. Mental attitude is the most important factor in
these matters.
“As is the mind so is the man. The mind of a person filled with
knowledge of sculpture makes him a sculptor. One with a mind filled with
knowledge of engineering becomes an Engineer, When his mind is
imbued with knowledge of Surgery, he becomes a surgeon. When these
persons are not engaged in doing their specialized activities. they are like
ordinary individuals playing various roles such as that of a father kissing
his child or of a citizen reading newspapers and talking eloquently about
politics.
“Once a surgeon enters an operation theatre, he focuses all his
mental power to perform the surgery very efficiently. The expertise shown
by him in performing the surgery, nothing but a manifest form of divine
power, results from his being able to integrate his mind with the
omnipresent universal mind.
“Thus when the mind of any individual displays expertise in a
particular area, it derives the required strength and brilliance from the
divine power.”
********
Once a lady belonging to a well-to-do family went to Masterjee and
with eyes filled with tears she poured out the sorrowful story concerning
her family that perturbed her very much. She narrated how her husband,
given to drinking, was causing ruin to the home and urged Masterjee to
bring about a change in her husband. Earlier also on a number of occasions
she visited him with the same object.
This time Masterjee advised her thus, “When your husband is about
to drink, enter his room along with your son and daughter and taking
glasses tell him that you too would all like to drink. With that your
husband will come round and give up his habit of drinking.” She returned
home and acted according to the advice. This had the desired effect on the
husband who gave up drinking altogether and the family's condition
improved.
When later she visited Masterjee to thank him, he remarked,
“Though a husband may be a diehard drunkard, he will not desire that his
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wife and children should also drink. It must be remembered that there is
some good even in a person who appears to be totally evil.”
Another day, some young men with communist ideas came to
Masterjee and raised questions on several aspects all of which he
answered cheerfully, patiently, and rationally. The conversation turned to
the caste system in the country. Speaking critically about the superiority
of Brahmins, they remarked, “Swami, these Brahmins with a sense of
superiority and wishing to deride śūdrās, wrote in the religious texts that
they emerged from the mouth, and the śūdrās from the feet, of Brahma.
Is this justified? Is it not the root cause for the internal conflicts in our
society?” Having questioned Masterjee thus, they looked smilingly at
each other with a sense of pride.
Masterjee, pitying their ignorance and looking at all of them with a
smile, replied, “The caste system has evolved based on the differences in
the mental abilities between human beings so that they would adopt such
vocations as are suited to their abilities. It has not come into being to
divide the society as you seem to believe. The class of intellectuals,
capable of thinking of how-to bring progress in the society are given the
name of brāhmaṇās, and is said to have emerged from the head of
Virāṭpuruṣa, the Supreme Being, (the head symbolizing the intellect).
Those who have the ability to rule over and provide protection to the
society, bearing the name of kṣatriyās, are stated to have been born from
the shoulders of the Supreme Being (the shoulders symbolizing the
physical power). The class of people who can produce and supply the
things needed by the society, called vaiśyās, is regarded to have emerged
from the thighs of the Supreme Being (thighs representing productive
ability). Lastly the section of people who render various services needed
by the society, given the name of śūdrās, it is mentioned, has come out
of the feet of the Supreme Being (the feet symbolizing the ability to render
service). In the human society in every country in the world, these four
classes, distinguishable by their differences in mental and physical
abilities, can be seen to be present.”
Masterjee continued, “We have to bear in mind two important
points. Firstly, these four categories have come into existence by reason
of the different characteristics they possess and the tasks they perform and
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not because of birth. It is said, ‘janmanē jāyatē śūdraḥ - every man is
born as a śūdra’ and only later he is categorized on the basis of his traits.
The second point is that these four categories are mutually dependent, and
one without the other cannot function at all. Can the body function
normally when the legs are amputated? The trunk without the head or
shoulders cannot live. It is the same blood that circulates to all parts of the
body. The important role played by farmers, laborers and other manual
workers to keep the society moving with their sweat and toll is recognized
when it is symbolically mentioned that they have emerged from the feet
of Virāṭpuruṣa. The amazing thing, however, is that Virāṭpuruṣa has no
physical body in the ordinary sense but is a form of wonderful divine
radiance with no head or legs. Our ancestors have only metaphorically
alluded to the different parts of the body of Virāṭpuruṣa as representing
the different sections of the society. The body ceases to function if its
different parts quarrel among themselves claiming superiority over others.
In a similar way, if the different sections of the society clash with each
other, the society goes to ruin. We should all, therefore, direct our efforts
vigorously towards harmony between all sections of people having in
mind the integrated form of the society.” This logical and scientific
answer given by Masterjee left the youngsters totally convinced.
********
“Let us consider the significance of mantrapuṣpaṁ, invariably
recited at the end of prayers offered to Viṣṇu, Śiva or Śakti or some other
deity. This mantra emphasizes that the Supreme Self dwells in the spine
of the human body. The same divinity, it informs, is present in all beings.
However, we neither recognize this nor shape our behavior accordingly.”
********
“Be aware of the importance of united effort. Mere collection of
building materials like, stones, sand, cement etc., does not bring into
existence a building. Engineers, masons, and laborers must join together.
The engineers have to provide the plans for the construction. The
masons and the laborers must pool their skill and labor together for
erecting the building. Notice that this venture involves the utilization of
the intellectual power and physical effort of many people. The persons
who lay the slab, those who lay the electrical wiring and those who fix the
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tans, etc., are all different. Never forget that what is needed most for any
venture or any organization is the united effort of many.”
********
“Unity is most important in all matters. Work that cannot be
accomplished by individuals acting separately can be done easily when
they act in concert. Suppose a person, belonging to a middle-class family,
due to some problems, borrowed ten million rupees. Unable to repay the
debt, he might die of heart failure. But if ten million people come forward
to bail him out, how much each person will have to pay? Just a rupee.
Problems, when tackled unitedly by many, get solved very easily.”
********
“Our actions must be prompted by wisdom and wisdom must have
love as its basis. However, things are not happening according to this
principle and it is the cause of chaos in the world. Actions are dictated by
necessity and so it is necessity that rules us.”
********
“Today there is a wide chasm separating men from each other. This
accounts for the depravity noticed among the modern youth.”
“We have forgotten our traditions. It is necessary that we should
educate our children about them. What is marriage? It is not a physical
union of two bodies but a sacred union like that of Pārvati and
Paramēśvara or Śiva and Śakti.” (This is the reason why, when newly
married couple prostrate at Masterjee's feet seeking blessings, he joins
their hands together, sprinkle turmeric powder and vermilion on them and
presses them to his eyes in reverence regarding the couple as
embodiments of Pārvati and Paramēśvara. On other occasions he points
out to couples the non-duality of the divine being by binding them
together with a single garland of flowers.)
“The bride and the bridegroom are asked to press each other's big
toe of the right foot. Each of them is asked to place the right palm on the
other's head. Why are they asked to do so? Starting from the big toe of the
right foot, the vital nerve called prāṇanāḍi, goes up to brahmarandhra.
By pressing the toe, the prāṇaśakti gets activated. The cosmic currents
present separately in each of them become one single current as a result
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of each placing the palm on the head of the other. Do we enlighten our
children about these matters?”
********
“If we want to lead peaceful and happy lives, stability of the family
is essential. Parents should not quarrel in the presence of their children
nor play cards staking money. The chief reason for the criminal tendency
among children and unrest in the society is the unprincipled behavior of
the parents that is not exemplary in the least.”
********
“Why do we celebrate festivals? It is not for getting indigestion by
over-eating. They are meant to bring people together and to show how
one should live for all and all for one. Therefore, they must be celebrated
in groups by inviting friends and relatives.”
“In olden days, if someone's house caught fire, the whole village
turned up to help him to put out the fire. But that kind of neighborly
feeling is conspicuously absent these days. Before help is extended,
people enquire first whether the house on fire belongs to the man from
their party or from the rival party. Caste considerations are on the rise.
The situation where caste inculcates hatred must give way to one where it
promotes unity.”
“Emotions based on caste are roused for political gain leading to
grievous developments. A man's worth should be recognized regardless
of his caste, and he should be honored and respected for the good qualities
he possesses. A man should be accepted and assessed as such. Heads of
religious institutions must give up their isolationist attitude and be more
concerned about the society. A few like Śrī Jayēndra Sarasvati Swāmi
have set an example in this regard and others should emulate them. If not,
they become increasingly isolated and be of no use to the society.”
********
“Three knots are tied, three ācamanās are offered and three
pradakṣiṇās, are performed without being aware of the special
significance of the number ‘three’. ‘Three’ stands for our gross, subtle and
causal bodies. The feeling of doing things with the three bodies rather than
with unity of thought, word and deed will be more appropriate.
********
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Once some people came to Masterjee and remarked, “Touching the
feet and bowing to them (pādapūja) is a bourgeois practice and is a
symbol of slavish mentality. Such practices must be done away with. We
do not understand why you encourage them.”
Masterjee listened to them with utmost patience and said,
“Pādapūja, as you say, does not mean worship of an individual nor
something offered with a slavish mentality nor for achieving some
material benefits. Offering salutations to the feet of someone you revere,
according to you, is condemnable. Touching the feet of a Guru signifies
the acceptance of his words and an expression of gratitude to him. If your
friend offers a cigarette, you thank him. If he offers a cup of coffee you
say, 'Very many thanks.' To the mother who carried you in her womb for
nine months, gave you the body, gave her own blood, food and even her
own life and suffered terribly when you were born, to the father who
brought you up and gave you good education, and to the guru who
endowed you with enlightened wisdom, do you show your gratitude? You
touch the feet of many to get a small work done. In your view, there is
nothing wrong with it. On the other hand, expressing gratitude to the
mother, father and guru by offering salutations to their feet absolutely
voluntarily is regarded by you as despicable slavish act forced on the
person offering the salutations by the mother or father or the guru out of
authoritative arrogance. There can be nothing more surprising than this.”
Again, they asked him, “You have been claiming to be an
incarnation of Dattātrēya. Is it not deceiving the world?”
“I have never declared like that. I am only a Yogi. I do not know
what power I have in me. I have not been exhibiting any miracles. Yet
people who come here think that my words and deeds have miraculous
effect and I possess some power. The power that pervades the entire
universe is present in every individual including me. In my view you are
all reflections of God. I salute the intellectual power of man. I am a human
being who yearns madly that every man must become truly human.”
Greatly astonished by Masterjee's candid reply they left the place.
********
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One day a gentleman came to Masterjee. His wife, working as a head
nurse in a hospital, evinced deep devotion for God and was given to
performing pūjās with intense devotion. One day, as she was
worshipping, suddenly her waist and legs became immobile. The many
doctors who examined her could not locate any specific disease. At last,
her husband came to Masterjee for help. After listening patiently to all
that the gentleman narrated, Masterjee said, “First of all. let her stop doing
all pūjās. After that I shall tell you what to do.” These words of Masterjee
surprised everyone. The gentleman agreeing to act accordingly left the
place wondering why Masterjee gave such an instruction. The next day he
asked Masterjee to let him know the connection between his wife's pūjās
and her condition of not being able to move her legs. Masterjee replied,
“Of late many have started performing pūjās and chanting mantras by
reading some books without being initiated by a Guru. Eagerness to
acquire siddhis and other powers with the help of pūjās and mantras is
noticeable in many people. When a mantra is recited, the nerve relating to
the bījākṣara (the root syllable) of the mantra becomes vibrant. As a
result of this, kriyā śakti, the power of action, will be activated. Unless
we make our body capable of withstanding the enormous power, it gets
subdued by the power. There will be no problem if the power generated
is within the tolerance limits of the body, or else great perils will befall.
Don't we know that an electric bulb gets blown when the voltage of the
current through it exceeds a certain limit? So is the case with the human
body.” Then Masterjee gave the gentleman some packets of vibhūti with
the instruction to apply it wherever his wife felt pain. He also directed him
to ask her to recite the mantra, “ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” as many
times as possible. Within ten or fifiteen days she was able to walk
normally. From then on, she gave up severe rituals and continued doing
routine pūja.
********
“Many do not understand the principle of karma in its correct
perspective. Taking it to mean vidhi, that is, predeterminism, they put up
with all adversity as being inevitable. They get disheartened assuming that
there is nothing they could do because whatever is happening in the
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present birth is predetermined by the happenings of the former births. This
is a great blunder.”
“The theory of karma states that every act has a consequence that
cannot be avoided. If you drink heavily and remain the whole day in a
stupor, the cumulative effect of the addiction will be felt five years later.
You get hospitalized with a damaged liver and face death. The
fundamental basis of the concept of karma is: 'Good deeds will surely
have good results and bad deeds bad results.' Therefore, it advocates that
a man must do good and enrich his life. Hinduism does not postulate that
since everything is predestined, one should desist from all action.”
“Doing good is the only remedy for avoiding the consequences of
evil deeds. You can expect good results when the actions are good.
Therefore, one must live an action-oriented life and never an inactive
one.”
********
“There is only one God and He is omnipresent, only one caste the
caste of humanity, only one dharma, that of duty, only one language, the
language of the heart, and only one religion, the religion of love.”
********
“A competent and pious guru with whom you have an enduring
mental relationship, serves as a bridge between you and God and fulfills
all your desires. None can generate electricity at home. Electrical
engineers produce electricity at Machkhand or Sri Sailam and supply it
through electric wires to houses. We have to ensure that electrical wiring
is done properly in the house. Then the electrical supervisor comes along
and after testing and certifying that the wiring is properly done connects
the house-wiring to the mains. The guru is like a fuse in the circuit. When
the fuse is inserted, the current begins to flow. It prevents excessive flow
of current and protects the wiring and appliances from damage. Likewise,
the teacher ensures that the body gets so much soul-force as it can bear.
********
“A yogi can cure bodily ailments through transmission of his power.
The power reaches first the causal body of the patient and then effects the
cure of the illnesses of the gross body. How fast the disease gets cured
depends on how firm the faith of the patient in the yogi is. For receiving
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the yogi's grace we must make ourselves worthy. The sun is always
shining but clouds sometimes prevent its rays from reaching the earth.
When the clouds clear away, the sun's rays flood the earth. When the mind
of an individual is not attuned to his guru and is shrouded by other
thoughts, the thought-vibrations from the guru cannot reach the disciple
and so they do not have any effect on him. Only when his mind is totally
concentrated on the guru, the vibrations touch him leading to beneficial
results.”
********
Once the famous novelist Kurumaddali Vijayalakshmi happened to
visit Masterjee: During his long conversation with her, many literary
issues were raised and in particular he discussed about the present-day
writers and their attitude toward various matters. He emphasized that the
writings should be such that they promote unity and harmony in the family
and the society between husband and wife, parents and the children,
among siblings, and people belonging to different castes and religions.
Never should they arouse the emotions of the youth that lead to the
destruction of our culture. She agreed with these views.
Masterjee mentioned, “We always entertain negative thoughts. We
doubt everything and see evil all around. We are not prepared to receive
divine grace. We revel in speaking ill of others and envy other's
prosperity. instead of helping others in distress we feel happy at their
condition. Such sadistic tendencies must be eliminated from the minds of
the people. The devilishness in man must yield place to divinity. For
achieving all this, men have to be duly motivated and that must be the
goal of every writer.” Masterjee, an idealist as shown by what he
expressed above, put the following question to Viayalakshmi: “When four
ladies gather at one place what will they discuss?” She, having a thorough
insight into human psychology, replied. “They speak ill of someone who
is not present among them.” Again, Masterjee questioned with his
eyebrows raised, “If, suppose, one of the ladies has left, what will the
remaining ladies then discuss?” She looked straight into his eyes. She
pondered, “If Masterjee took to writing he would have produced many
great and noble works. How great it is that he, who can read the innermost
thoughts of anyone and who knows all answers, wants an answer from me
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for this question! Perhaps it is the way noble teachings are imparted and
answers given.” Pressed for an answer she told him with a smile, “They
will all speak ill of the one who has left.” Asked to state the moral of the
story, she said, “Good does not attract people as much as bad does. The
human weakness of wanting to see bad, do bad and talk bad must be
eradicated. This is the moral that can be drawn.” Masterjee then added
that everyone wishing to progress spiritually must shape their lives on this
great principle. All present during the dialogue between Masterjee and the
lady-writer were amazed at the way he directed the conversation to that
particular end.
********
To all the questions raised by people visiting him, Masterjee would
very patiently give answers that are full of wisdom. Once he was asked it
a millionaire could act as a pauper. He replied, “Yes, he could. But a
pauper cannot act like a millionaire.” All enjoyed this witty but wise reply.
********
“Man is like a car, God the petrol needed and the guru its driver.
Under the guidance and with abiding faith in God man has to make his
life fruitful.”
********
“The belief that once we have received initiation from one guru we
should never approach other gurus nor receive initiation, etc., from the
other gurus is erroneous. In essence all gurus are one. Śrī Gurudēva
Datta is the Guru of all gurus and is the foremost among them. He is the
Supreme God, an embodiment of the trinity of Brahma, Viṣṇu and Śiva.
This is the reason why we offer salutations to a guru saying,
‘gururbrahmā gururviṣṇur gururdēvō mahēśvaraḥ gurusākṣāt para
brahma tasmai śrīguravē namaḥ.’ We recite this verse without realizing
its underlying import. It is desirable that we see our guru in every other
guru. More desirable than that is to regard one's guru and all great persons
as embodiments of God. Worshipping his feet or their replicas is
equivalent to worshipping God Himself.”
********
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(Divine message of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Sadguru Mahāraj
delivered on Guru Pūrnima, 7-7-1990)
Worshipping Guru on the occasion of Gurupūja is an ancient
adition, not confined to any particular religion or caste or region. Guru
Pūrnima is a festival to be celebrated by the entire mankind as, token of
its gratitude to the gurus. There may be some who claim that God does
not exist. But none can deny the existence of a guru who is responsible
for his progress in life. Guru Pūrnima is not a festival of Hindus alone
but a festival that concerns all humanity.
Guru Pūrnima has special significance. A driver of a car must have
learnt driving from an expert driver. None can become a driver, or a doctor
or an engineer by birth. He needs a person who teaches him to become
one. Such persons, the gurus, have to be worshipped as a mark of our
gratitude.
When we see a sculptor, we must know that there has to be another
great sculptor who has taught the former the art or else he would not have
become one. The cooks who have cooked the meals so well for all of us
today must have also received training in the culinary art from someone
else.
Who is a guru? Mother is the first guru of every individual. Will an
infant just out of mother's womb and who has opened its eyes, be knowing
anything? The food consumed by the mother first turns into blood which
then helps lactation. She takes the baby into her arms, suckles the baby
and helps it to grow up. When the infant rolls in its own excreta and urine,
not knowing what is happening, the mother gently picks up the baby and
cleans it. All the protection needed by the child is provided by the mother.
Thus, every individual's mother is his guru. Being respectful to the mother
has, therefore, to be considered as the primary human attribute.
Also, the mother acquaints the world to her child who moves about
holding on to her apron. She gives answers to all its questions. When the
child sees a cat and asks what it is, she says that it is a cat. When further
asked what a cat is, she explains that the cat drinks milk. When questioned
what fire means, she informs that fire burns. In this manner she sows the
seeds of knowledge in the child's mind. Indeed, the mother is the first guru
in an individual's life.
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Only when mothers endow their children with the right kind of
knowledge, the children can grow into young persons with a Welldeveloped personality. Dear mothers do not worry about God’s existence
but be concerned about whether you are doing everything for helping your
children grow up as good people. You must all ponder deeply and
critically over this. It is wrong to theorize that after death people go to
some other worlds. Nothing is accomplished after death. Make the best
use of the body while it lasts and before it merges with the five elements.
Make your body a powerful instrument to lead a purposeful life. Consider
how many people are really able to transform their homes into abodes of
happiness.
For every child the home is the first school and mother the first
teacher. Father too is a teacher. After the child grows up and begins to
play with his friends the games of marbles, etc., he comes under the sway
of his friends. When asked to come in to eat food he would like to stay
back with the friends but would only yield to mother's call Outside of the
home, a friend becomes his second guru, and this may sometimes lead to
his defying his father. It is, therefore, necessary that all parents enquire
what friends their children have, and what habits they are cultivating. It is
because of certain friendships our children whom we educate, meeting
expense beyond our means, with the object that they must become an
engineer or doctor, turn out to be a disappointment. We see quite a few
students in the cinema theatres when they ought to be attending classes in
the college. It is a pity that students of ninth standard visit bars to drink
alcohol. In course of time as a result of the habit, their livers get badly
damaged, and they develop peptic ulcers. And before long their lives get
shattered. Medical opinion points out that alcohol spoils the blood of a
person and as result he is likely to have children with some congenital
diseases. The same opinion was expressed by our ancient sages. Scientists
today agree that the principles of morality propounded by our sages are
quite valid.
Who is guru? Guru means the biggest. To the question what is the
biggest, the obvious answer is the universe. The power pervading the
universe and in particular the knowledge extant in it are the greatest
teacher one can have. Thus, the universe is a manifestation of the guru
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and the guru too is a manifestation of the universe. Every individual who
has filled his mind with knowledge is also a guru. The concept of guru
and his role have to be understood well. Let us assume the electric current
to be the omnipresent power. The current flows into a bulb and the bulb
glows. But remember that high voltage electric power cannot be drawn
directly into various appliances we use as they cannot withstand the
power. To mitigate the risk and danger of the high voltage power, it is first
stored in a sub-station displaying the warning, “Danger - High voltage”.
From here the electric power is supplied to the consumer at a highly
reduced voltage level. What helps can also hurt in its infinite state. Like
the transformer in the substation, the guru draws the omnipresent infinite
divine power (which may be regarded as Jagadguru) and fills us with it
at a level and to the extent that we can withstand. Through the guru we
can receive the infinite divine power to the desired extent. These days
many people start chanting sahasranāmās all by themselves and unable
to contain the power resulting from such chanting, they develop
psychological problems. Many others take to the tāntrik path thinking
that thereby they can acquire wonderful powers. For what purpose should
such powers be acquired and used? They must be exercised for the benefit
of the society and never for personal gain or else the possessor of the
powers is sure to go mad.
What is the aim of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee? Love is his religion,
humanity his caste and his language is that which touches the heart.
Sanātana dharma aims at unifying the people of the universe. This is not
something said by me for the first time. The road to universal integration
is strewn with many obstacles. Humanity is divided on the basis of
religion and nationality. The same caste has many subcastes, for instance
brahmins are divided into vaidikis and niyogis and kammas into pedda
kammas and chinna kammas. Unity is lacking in families. Though we
claim to be civilized outwardly, we are quite uncultured at heart.
What does Viśwayōgi do? He keeps pictures of all Gods and
Goddesses including his own photo in his puja room and worships them.
People are surprised to see this. He garlands you all. Why? The Sanskrit
saying, “ēkaṁ sat viprāh bahudhā vadhanti” tells us that truth is one
though perceived differently by the wise. The ‘cosmic electro-magnetic
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power' that pervades the Universe is God. Understanding this with the
help of a guru leads anyone to the state of a guru himself.
Jagadguru does not mean a universal teacher but means one who
has accepted the universe as his guru. Once a person approached Sri
Chandrasekharendra Saraswati Swamy and said, “Salutations to
Jagadguru”. The Swamy responded saying, “I regard jagat, the universe,
as my guru”. He is the real Jagadguru! This shows that he is truly an
incarnation of Dattātrēya!
Embodiments of love! Bestow your efforts to practice what you
believe. The object of my organizing the “Seminar on Universal
Integration” has to be properly appreciated by you. You have here before
you an ocean of ambrosia from which you can drink to your heart's
content. Be aware of your faults and do your best to eliminate them. Strive
for unity among yourselves. The mind gets pulled in all directions by the
five sense organs. Therefore, keep them under control. A person who
overpowers his own mind gains power over the minds of others. Besides,
a highly powerful mind can exercise authority over minds less powerful.
This is not hypnotism but a truth relating to yogic science.
Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpaṁ, Universal Human Integration
Pillar, which is about to be constructed, will soon have its foundation
stone laid. O! men, be truly human. Do not let your thoughts be influenced
by your being a Christian or Brahmin or a Reddy. Introspect whether you
are living like a true human being. The goal of Viśwayōgi is to unite all
human beings and motivate them to serve the society. After the
construction of the Integration Pillar, a home for old people, called
‘Navajīvan’, will come up. These days old people are unable to adjust
themselves to the conditions in the homes of their sons, such people will
be helped to have a new life. Living in cottages, they will be able to
develop their individualities and progress spiritually. They will visualize
unity in diversity and become examples for the young. The next century
will herald the beginning of a golden era. The day is not far off when the
rot in the society will be eradicated, manipulative tendencies rooted out,
man treats others as men and all human beings begin to live in unity. The
relations between America and Russia will be harmonious as never
before. Do not cause acrimony among people. Ensure that your sons and
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daughters-in-law live together happily. These days we see in films police
and authorities portrayed in a despicable manner. Such films deserve to
be censured. Today criminals have no fear at all whereas the law-abiding
citizen seems to live in constant fear. Develop your inner power so that
the society becomes powerful. Social power is supreme in the present era
of kali.
A small boy is seen amusing himself by pelting stones at a pundit
passing by in a village. None dare raise a finger at him as he happens to
be the son of the president of the village. In the present-day society, the
deeds of evil persons go unchecked while criticism is heaped on good
people.
Putting into practice the teachings of a swami, a cobra stopped biting
anyone. Becoming aware that the cobra would not bite, some urchins
started pelting stones at it causing injuries all over its body. It approached
the swami and narrated its tale of woe. Then he remarked, “I have asked
you to stop biting but not hissing.” The moral is that good people should
know how to hiss and never to submit to evil people.
I enjoy seeing myself in all of you. You must also try to attain such
a state. First of all, behave like a human being. Do not debase yourself to
a state worse than that of a beast in the name of caste. Awarding degrees
by the university and selecting people for jobs on the basis of caste is
deplorable. Value a person's worth but not his caste.
Addition to alcohol has been ruining many families. Root out the
habit and reclaim yourself from the evil of drinking. Many people are mad
and in a way I too am mad. While some are mad about causing rifts among
people, Viśwayōgi yearns madly to mold men into true human beings and
transform every home into an abode of peace.
“Equality is indeed a myth; it is elusive like a mirage but not so
unity. None of the five fingers is alike. The many different limbs
constitute one single body. Same blood circulates throughout the body.
Only one heart beats and one mind functions. Therefore, strive for unity
among men.”
Lord Dattātrēya gathered knowledge from the whole creation. A
certain person prepared some soup, using all the ingredients in the correct
proportion to make it tasty. But he overlooked that the vessel in which he
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prepared the dish was not tinned and so the soup turned poisonous. All
your spiritual endeavor will be futile if the mind is not pure. Before
attempting to reform the society, you must reform yourself. Develop a
loving disposition. The commandment of Jesus Christ, “Love thy
neighbor as thyself”, reflects the essence of the concept of nonduality.
Recognize that what is in you is also in everyone else. No religion can be
faulted if your thoughts remain unsullied. Your thoughts must be right.
Discarding your bad qualities here with me is the true offering that you
can make to me. I bestow on all of you divine blessings. Remember,
“Work is worship and duty is God.” Let all intellectuals get ready to
propagate sanātana dharma. Honesty, Character, Purity and Unity must
be your guiding ideals.
So far, we have been drinking at the fountain of ambrosia of the
teachings of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee. His discourses, it can be seen,
are significantly different from the teachings of other gurus. While other
great gurus lay sole emphasis on spiritual matters, he seems to deal mainly
with the physical issues. He believes that one should not ignore the ground
realities of life. According to Masterjee, anyone aspiring to achieve
spiritual progress must first develop his mental faculties and gain control
over his mind. He insists that everyone must lead his life as a true human
being, reform himself and through that bring about the reformation of the
family and only then the home will be transformed into an abode of peace
and happiness. These teachings of Masterjee who has been incessantly
striving to bring peace and happiness to all homes are indeed inspiring to
many.
********
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Chapter 12 LEELA VIŚWABHARA
sarvāparādha nāśāya lilā viśvaṁbharāya ca |
viśwamnidravāsāya sāidattāya tē namaḥ ||
(Salutations to you, O! Sāidatta, whose abode is the universe, Who
annihilates all our sins and who displays wonderful miracles.)
People regard the miracles exhibited by certain divine incarnations
yogis and siddhapuruṣās as indications of some extra-sensory,
superhuman, or divine powers. Such miracles need not surprise us at all
as it is in the nature of such persons to display them. From ancient times,
many great men have been working for the welfare of the world through
such miraculous deeds. Many yogis possessing divine powers are averse
to demonstrate them and instead desire to reform individuals with the help
of their soul power and thereby reform the society. Their desire is
prompted by the ideal expressed in the saying, “lōkā samastāḥ sukinō
bhavantu – may all the worlds be happy”. They strive for the welfare
of the universe. Masterjee who is born with a mission, has evolved as
Viśwayōgi, and cleansing the polluted atmosphere in the society by
adopting scientific and rational means, he has set out on a great march
with the goal of many siddhis and many miraculous powers, he has
chosen not to display any of these. Yet his words, deeds, the vibhūti that
he distributes and the mantra, “ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” presented
by him reveal many miracles. When anyone tells Masterjee that he is
endowed with great powers, he responds by saying that everyone is
equally powerful. When praised as being God himself, he would point out
that every human being is divine. He teaches, “I am also a human being
like you. Yōgaśāstra is a science. By practicing it any individual can
become powerful and so you take up yoga and become powerful.” If any
patient goes to him, he advises them to first go to a hospital and consult a
doctor. He cures only such diseases that doctors have not been able to
treat. People seeing all this cannot but feel amazed. Śrī Viśwayōgi who
does not display any miracles that may appear to be magic, demonstrates
his wondrous powers though his deeds. He is indeed a Līlā
Viśwaṁbhara. He is a realized soul, world reformer, an eminent teacher,
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an excellent guide, and above all a maharṣi. This chapter gives an overview of how his actions turns into miracles.
Long before his transformation as Viśwayōgi, many of his deeds at
different stages in his life, that is, in his boyhood, while being a student
and while working as a teacher, were regarded as nothing but miracles.
The vibhūti, distributed by him during the period he was carrying on the
worship of Sāi, proved to be possess miraculous curative powers and
relieved many of their diseases. After he received initiation and began
intense sādhana this power grew more potent and more widely
experienced.
Indeed, Viśwaṁjee's advent was itself a wondrous event. At the
time of his birth, his father, who was in Kashi, had a vision of a brilliant
beam of divine light emerging from Viśwanātha jyōtirliṅga. The divine
knowledge of which Lord Viśwanātha is an embodiment appears to have
descended in the human form of Viśwanāthaśāstri for the welfare of the
universe. His mother who left to do some work leaving the child
Viśwanātha in a cradle, would find on return her son not in the cradle but
lying on a mat on the floor of another room. The child left to lie on a cot
would be seen in the cradle. She would tell herself that someone who lifted
the child might have left him thus after fondling him for some time. This
wonderful happening continued to occur occasionally till he was three or
four years old. Sometimes in the night she would wake from sleep to find
him sitting on the floor, apparently sleeping, instead of lying in the bed
beside her. Not realizing that he was in yōganidra, a state of meditation,
she would lift him off the floor and keep him back in the bed. None gave
much of a thought to the display of these miraculous happenings of
Masterjee's childhood. Only after his transformation as Viśwayōgi,
people have realized the miraculous nature of those occurrences.
*******
Pelluri Subbaiah, Masterjee's second maternal uncle, got all the
preparations ready for the marriage of his eldest daughter to be celebrated
on April 30, 1969, in Ongole. Invitations were duly sent out. When the
marriage was three days away, his three months old daughter suddenly
took critically ill, and all the members of the family felt greatly worried
that the marriage might have to be postponed. Masterjee who was present
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there, told them all that nothing would happen to the child and the
marriage would take place as planned. The child got well the very next
day and the marriage took place at the scheduled auspicious moment
without any hitch. As per the custom, the married daughter went to the
home of her in-laws to spend three nights there. The day after her return,
her infant sister passed away. However, none recognized then Masterjee's
power. Foreseeing the child's death, he kept her alive for a week so that
the marriage took place without any obstacle.
*******
Masterjee came to acquire many powers within two or three years
after he received initiation from Maharaj during the latter's first ever visit
to Jadcherla. He began visualizing the past, present and the future of
anyone who visited him. Whatever he spoke turned out to be true. A year
before Maharaj visited Vidyasagara Sarma's house, an astrologer
happened to come there and after casting the horoscopes of Sarma and
Masterjee predicted many things about them. Although what he predicted
about Sarma came true to some extent, his predictions about Masterjee
proved totally wrong. He told that Sarma would soon have two children,
a son and a daughter. As foretold by him a son was born to Sarma and
within three years his wife conceived again. Sarma believing the words of
the astrologer told everyone that he would soon have a daughter. But
Masterjee told that Sarma would only have a son and Saidatta would be
soon moving about in their house. His words, though ignored, came true.
As suggested by Masterjee, Sarma named his second son, Saidatta.
Owing to such powers as telepathy and clairvoyance acquired by
Masterjee as early as 1978, he could foresee accidents and dangers that
would befall people far away. However, he rarely spoke about them to
anyone. In 1978, when Sri Vidyasagara Sarma was in Warangal working
as a lecturer, a strange event occurred. While he was on his way to the
college on his scooter, he met with an accident and injured his leg. As his
leg was swollen and as he could not consequently move about, he had to
proceed on leave for about fifteen days. In consultation with his wife, he
decided not to inform the people at Guntur lest his mother and brother
might get worried unnecessarily. The sound waves of the words spoken
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by Sarma to his wife seemed to have travelled from Warangal to Guntur
and touched Viśwaṁjee's heart. On being told by someone that there was
a phone call from Warangal, he rushed to the phone only to find that the
line was cut. He thought that the call must have been from his brother as
there was no else in Warangal from whom he would get a call. Wondering
why his brother tried to call him, he decided to leave at once for Warangal.
On the day Sarma met with the accident, Viśwaṁjee had a vision in the
morning in which he saw his brother falling off his scooter and blood
gushing out from his injured leg. This is indeed stranger than fiction. On
learning from Masterjee about this vision, Sarma realized that his younger
brother achieved remarkable progress in his sādhana.
When Vidyasagar Sarma was studying for his M.A., his wife vowed
that she would offer pānakaṁ, water with jaggery dissolved in it, to
Pānakāla Lakṣmī Narasiṁha Swāmi of Managalagiri if her husband
secured a first division in the M.A. degree examination. Not only did he
get a first division but also became a lecturer in a college and in due time
he got promoted as the principal of a college too. But in all these years her
vow remained unfulfilled. In 1985 Sarma came to Guntur in order to have
his wife's vow fulfilled. Masterjee got all the necessary arrangements
made in advance and took the family to Mangalagiri. As they all climbed
up the hill, Sarma and his family felt ecstatically happy at the kindness
showered on them by Narasiṁha Swāmi to have the long-unfulfilled
vow discharged now. Suddenly, on hearing a lion’s roar, they stopped in
their tracks, feeling terribly frightened except Masterjee who remained
totally unaffected. After a while they continued going up with Masterjee
leading them. Soon a roar was heard again. They thought that the roar
must be from a lion or a tiger hiding behind a boulder or some bush.
Though they tried to look for the animal from where they stood, there was
no sign of any. It struck Sarma that what they heard was the joyful roar
made by Narasiṁha Swāmi himself. When they reached the temple
which on any given day would be teeming with hundreds and thousands
of devotees was surprisingly deserted except for the priest seated in front
of the idol awaiting the arrival of devotees. Sri Sarma and his family were
fortunate to have a darśan of Narasiṁha Swāmi and to worship the deity
peacefully to their heart's content. The priest also expressed his happiness
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saying, “So far I have never performed the pūja here so leisurely and
peacefully for anyone. You are indeed very fortunate to have Swāmi's
grace in full measure.” Sarma, recalling that event today, says that because
Lord Datta, who in the past incarnated as Narasiṁha Sarasvati and
reincarnated now as his younger brother guided them, they could have
such a wonderful and satisfying darśan.
Once Sarma went from Manthani on pilgrimmage to Kurugadda,
Mantralayam and Srisailam along with his family and some friends and
their families. He wanted to go to Tirupathi from Srisailam but owing to
a warning of a cyclone heard over the radio, he gave up the idea and went
to Guntur instead. His friends and their families reached Hyderabad
directly from Srisailam. After performing abhiṣēkaṁ to Swāmi at
Kurugadda, he committed the mistake of leaving the place under
compulsion of his friends, without taking food and without seeking
Swāmi’s permission. The consequences of this were experienced by him
while he stayed at Guntur. His foot got hurt and became very much
swollen. His wife started vomiting whatever she ate. Understanding the
situation, Masterjee, without the knowledge of his elder brother, engaged
some brahmins well-versed in vedas to perform a hōma as a propitiatory
and health-bestowing ritual, under his own watchful eye. As a result, his
brother and sister-in-law recovered their health completely.
Even in those days, 'Viśwamandiram' in Railpet, where Masterjee
lived, teemed with devotees. Many stories circulated about the power of
vibhūti distributed by him, the tīrthaṁ given by him, the touch of his
hand and the loving words spoken by him. All this made him very famous.
One day, Meduri Nageswara Rao, a well-known Congress leader,
an ex-president of Zilla Parishat of Guntur, a former member of
Parliament, and an old Gandhian, having heard about the miraculous
powers possessed by Masterjee visited him. Suffering from arthritis, he
was barely able to walk. Even after consulting many doctors and taking
several medicines, he could not get any relief. After listening to all he said,
Masterjee gently passed his hand over his legs. Nageswara Rao felt a great
relief from the pain as Masterjee touched his legs. Masterjee gave him
some packets of vibhūti and instructed him to apply the vibhūti three or
four times a day on his legs where the pain was felt and chant the mantra
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“ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta” assuring that he would soon have relief
from pain. Duly following the instructions, Nageswara Rao got relief from
the pain in the legs and began walking normally within a week. This led
him to develop boundless faith in Masterjee. Later when he came to know
that Masterjee was none other than the second son of Guruappadiya
Anjaneyulu Garu, his teacher in his childhood at Chamallamudi his
affection and respect for him increased many times.
Once Sri Gogineni Kanakayya came to visit Masterjee in Railpet
along with Sitaramayya, the manager of Andhra Bank, Tadikonda. After
the pūja and hārati, Masterjee passing his hands over his stomach. and
simultaneously looking at everyone in the room inquired if any among
them had stomachache. No one replied. The next day Sitaramayya went
to Kanakayya and told, “Occasionally in the past I was having
stomachache. Yesterday too, while in Masterjee's room felt the pain but I
felt relieved almost at once. However, I was hesitant to admit this in the
presence of all in the room.” Kanakayya realized that Masterjee took
Sitaramayya's pain on himself and relieved him from it. Immediately both
of them went to Masterjee and narrated the whole thing.
On the evening of Ugadi in the year 1987, Somu Venkateswarlu,
from Tadikonda came to Masterjee along with Kanakayya. In those days
there was a strict rule that none could express any of his desires and
everyone should sit quietly until the end of pūja and hārati. Without
Masterjee's prior permission, no one was allowed to approach him. After
hārati, Venkateswarlu showing the portion of the leg below his knee told
Masterjee, “For the past four months, I have been suffering terribly from
pain in the leg. Medicines and injections had no effect.” Masterjee with a
smile, rubbed some vibhūti on his knee and said, “If you do not feel
relieved by tomorrow, come to me the next day.” The next day
Venkateswarlu telephoned Kanakayya and informed, "The pain and
swelling in my leg have disappeared. I am really happy. Indeed,
Masterjee's powers are wonderful.
Thus, the diseases of many people, such as headache, stomachache,
nervous weakness and giddiness, were cured with the help of the vibhūti
given by Masterjee as if by magic. Some of the trick-like remedies
suggested by him, though apparently strange, worked wonderfully. If
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anyone told him that he was having a sore throat and so was not able to
swallow food, Masterjee would prescribe a half glass of cabbage juice to
be drunk with a pinch of vibhūti mixed in it. For some other diseases the
remedies suggested were ‘drinking of the juice of the white hairs of a
banana flower and the juice of neem leaves.’ For getting relief from piles,
he advised some people to mix a spoonful of the powder of sundried
fenugreek seeds in a little buttermilk and drink the mixture four to five
times a day. Some others are advised to mix a little vibhūti in barley gruel,
rice gruel and buttermilk and drink the mixture. The magic-remedies for
the childless women and women not able to retain the pregnancy due to
abortion suggested by him and the results obtained by them amazed
greatly even the most experienced doctors.
********
Kurnutala SivaRamakrishna, having been introduced to Masterjee
by his brother, Madhusudana Rao, in 1985, went to Viśwamandiram
with his wife, Vijnaneswari. Her two earlier pregnancies resulted in the
birth of abnormal children who died soon after birth. The various tests
they had undergone on doctors' advice did not reveal any specific reason
for the birth of abnormal children. At that stage they approached
Masterjee. He listened to them patiently and said, “If you follow my
instructions, you will definitely be blessed with healthy children. You
have to observe abstinence from sex till such time as I ask you not to, and
you must worship Lord Dattātrēya every day. Recite the mantra “ōm śrī
sāirām gurudēva datta” as many times as possible. Also, you carry on
saptāha pārāyana of Sāi Saccaritra – (completely reading the biography
of SāiBābā over a period of one week) and thereafter read daily one
chapter from it. Offer coconuts to the Lord on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday. Both of you must eat the kernel from that half of the coconut
which has a tuft of fiber left. You must make it a point to offer food to any
beggar who calls at your house for aims in the afternoon.” Turning to
SivaRamakrishina, Masterjee asked him to mix some neem flowers,
almonds, cashew nuts, butter, and dried grapes in a silver bowl and after
offering them to the Lord eat them as the first thing every morning. The
couple followed Masterjee's instructions strictly with steadfast devotion
and diligence. After some days, Masterjee instructed the couples
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discontinue their abstinence. Due to some unavoidable reasons, the three
dates fixed by him for the couple to resume conjugal relation were found
inconvenient. Finally, the resumption took place at midnight on the holy
day of Datta Jayanti as fixed by Masterjee. As a result, Vijnaneswari
became pregnant. When she came to Masterjee to express her gratitude,
he suggested her to consult a doctor and take the prescribed medicines for
keeping herself healthy and strong. Doctors who knew her condition were
sceptic that she would give birth to a normal child. Masterjee got her
admitted in a government hospital 20 days before the expected date of
delivery. When he went to see her in the hospital, Vijnaneswari had tears
in her eyes as she was unsure of the outcome of the pregnancy. He
reassured her stroking her head affectionately and said, “Don't have any
fear, Keep chanting the mantra - ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta. You will
have a normal and healthy child. I challenge the scientific opinion that
you cannot have normal children. You will have a healthy and bonny male
child. Be happy and relaxed.” Saying that he would come back later he
returned from the hospital. Every day he visited her in the hospital and his
words of reassurance filled her with courage and hope. As assured by him
she had delivered a healthy and normal boy. The doctors were perplexed
and greatly astonished at this happening. Masterjee named the boy
Subhramanya Venkata Viswanatha Madhava Datta. Recalling the whole
event Vijnaneswari said later, “I was frightened when Masterjee
challenged the doctors' opinion because that if a normal child was not born
as my ill luck would have it, Masterjee would be proved wrong and would
be blamed as one without any power and being a cheat. Yet I did not lose
my trust in him even a bit. It is this faith that protected me and ensured
the continuance of our family.” It was indeed her abiding faith that led to
the fulfilment of her wish to have a normal child.
********
Sri Ekkiraka Bharadwaja's disciple and the daughter of the founder
of Shirdi Sai Baba's temple at Chandramoulinagar, Guntur lived in Ongole
with her family. The doctors who examined her told that she would not
have any children. Learning about Masterjee from someone, she visited
him at Guntur. Giving his blessings he told her, “You will surely have
children. No need to worry. A Gayātri Yantraṁ is embedded near Shirdi
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Sai Baba's idol in the temple in your house. The temple is invested with
great power. Early morning every day make 108 circumambulations
around the temple. Also chant the mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
as many times as possible.” She followed his instructions for forty days.
When one day she felt giddy and weak, she went to Masterjee to seek his
advice. He told her to go to a doctor for checkup. After examining her and
confirming the symptoms of pregnancy, the doctor exclaimed in utter
surprise, “We are unable to fathom how this has happened. Some
unknown miraculous power must have caused this.” At once she rushed
to Masterjee, informed him of what the doctor told her and prostrated at
his feet to express her gratitude. He then asked her to regularly chant the
mantra already given to her and worship Sāi Bābā daily. She returned to
Ongole feeling very happy. On 2nd February, Masterjee went to
participate in the annual celebrations of Sāi Bābā’s temple in
Chandramoulinagar. After pūrṇāhuti (the final offering to the sacrificial
fire) and while prasādaṁ packets were being distributed to the devotees,
Masterjee had a phone call from Ongole informing that the lady delivered
a male child and the mother and the child were fine. Everyone marveled
at this miraculous happening.
********
Maddasani Subba Rao, a postman of Railpet area, used to deliver
daily letters to Masterjee. One afternoon at one o'clock he came to
Masterjee's room where he found him lying on a mat in the room.
Masterjee hailed his arrival saying, “Oh! You have come!” The postman
replying in the affirmative was about to sit near his feet when he felt
unsure if Masterjee was a human being or a divine being. After bowing to
his feet, the postman sat close to the feet and began staring at him.
Strangely after two minutes, Masterjee's form disappeared and in his place
the postman saw Nandiśvara, the bull that served Siva as his transportanimal, with its tail upturned. The very loud sound of ōm seemingly
emanating from its anus terrified him greatly. The whole room began
reverberating with the sound of ōm. He experienced a tingling sensation
throughout his body due to a mixed feeling of fear, surprise, and
happiness. He doubted for a moment if he was asleep or awake. Shortly
the form of Nandiśvara disappeared and that of Masterjee reappeared. As
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he continued looking at Masterjee while still being in that state of fear
mingled with wonder, Masterjee, asked him smilingly, “Why are you
looking at me like that? No need to be afraid of me.” Since that day the
faith and devotion Sri Subba Rao began showing towards Masterjee were
indescribably firm and deep. He lived in old Guntur far away from
Masterjee's room in Railpet. Yet he made it a point to visit Masterjee at
least once a week. This continued even after Masterjee shifted his
residence from Railpet to Krishna Nagar. No venture would be undertaken
by him without first seeking and obtaining Swami's blessings.
After Subbarao's faith in Masterjee's divinity took firmer roots, he
and his wife one day approached Swami with tear-filled eyes and
entreatingly told him, “Swami! My daughter has not had any children
though married for five years.” Masterjee consoled and assured them that
there was no need to have any fear and that their daughter would surely
have children. As directed by Masterjee, Subbarao's daughter and son-inlaw, did twenty-one pradakṣinās - circumambulations - around the
“Mahālakşmi” tree in front of their house every day for 108 days
beginning with ugādi, the Kannada New Year Day. Soon after, she
conceived, and her parents took her to Masterjee to have his blessings. He
asked her smilingly if she liked to have a son or a daughter. Subba Rao
replied humbly that it mattered little as long as his daughter had children.
Subbaraos' daughter gave birth to a female child at 9 a.m. on the 19th of
November 1988 and she was named Maithili by Masterjee.
********
Among the important disciples of Masterjee, while he lived in
Railpet, was Mallikarjun, a son of Mattupalli Sivasubbaraya Gupta, a
resident of Kothapet in Guntur. He was a student of Masterjee in high
school. His faith and devotion for Masterjee were boundless. He was
married to the daughter of Padarti Balakrishna of Elur. One of
Balakrishna's younger brothers, Venkata Seshagiri Rao, did not have any
children living. All the children born used to die before they were a few
months old. He consulted many doctors and spent a lot of money but all
in vain. Having come to know about Masterjee's fame, Seshagiri Rao
visited him along with his wife. The couple were blessed by Masterjee
who assured them that they would have healthy children. The vibhūti that
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Masterjee gave the couple with his own hands, and the mantra, om śri
sāirām gurudēva datta, that he presented graciously to them fulfilled their
wishes. Within one year a charming male child was born to the couple
whom they named as "Srinivasa Viswajit." Today Masterjee is considered
as God Himself by the couple and all the other members of Padarthy
family and his word has become a vedic dictum to them.
********
Gorijavolu Harinadha Babu, a native of Kondabalavaripalem in
Guntur district was staying in Hyderabad being employed there. His wife
was Nagamalleswari. The couple were childless though married for six
years and the many doctors they consulted proved to be of no help.
Introduced to Masterjee by Bhavirisetty Krishna Murthy, a contractor
living at Krishnanagar, they sought Masterjee's blessings for the
fulfilment of their desire to have children. Masterjee told the couple to
chant the mantra, ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta, for forty days, and
drink lukewarm milk in the morning and evening with a pinch of vibhūti
added. Within one year a male child was born to them whom Masterjee
named “Sai Sri Krishna.” Harinadha Babu recalls with a sense of
fulfilment, “Any work begun by us with a prayer to Masterjee meets with
success. What more proof of the kindness shown by Masterjee to us is
needed?”
Many childless couples, women not able to retain pregnancies and
many others whose children died prematurely were blessed with healthy
children by the grace of Masterjee. The scientific explanation offered by
him in this regard informs us vividly of the cause of such unfortunate
happenings. He explains, “The root cause for such mishaps is sarpadōśa
which in scientific terms means defective semen. Looked at through a
microscope the live-cells in the sperm appear to be moving about like
snakes. The causes for hereditary blemishes in the semen are many (such
as, debauchery and food-pollution). Our ancestors have named the process
of eradicating these blemishes as Nāgapratiṣṭa. The roots, leaves, bark,
etc., of the neem, fig, bel, amla, poplar, basil trees and the like are found
to possess extraordinary curative properties that help removing the
seminal deficiencies. We can have our blood purified with the aid of the
herbs of these trees, and through strict observance of abstinence from
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sexual intercourse and consuming the right kind of food. Pure and noble
thoughts lead to the cleansing of the heart as well as the blood. Constant
chanting of a mantra along with strict celibacy will cause the upward flow
of the seminal fluid that in turn will enhance the individual's power and
vigor. His body gets purified and strong and he will have healthy
children.” If we analyze the ideas expressed by Masterjee in his discourses
a little more deeply and try to comprehend their inner meaning, we are
sure to realize their profundity and wisdom. It will also reveal to us what
extraordinary powers that yoga will bestow on us.
Memory's journey
Four years ago, Ramana, a resident of Krishnanagar, happened to
visit along with his parents the temple of Mallikarjuna Swami at
Srisailam. While entering the temple, he encountered Masterjee coming
out of the temple. Masterjee looking at them said, “I know that you will
come. That is why I am here.” They were greatly surprised listening to his
words seemingly spoken as if he knew them for long. That was their first
ever meeting with him and his words made them feel that he was indeed
a great person.
Owing to ill-health, Ramana shifted to Guntur from Nellore where
he was employed in some private company for some time. Kiran’s father,
who was close to Masterjee for long and a recipient of his grace and love
came to Ramana's house one day and advised him to go to
Viśwamandiraṁ and seek Masterjee’s blessings so that he could regain
his health. Following that advice, Ramana went to Viśwamandiraṁ
along with Kiran. But while entering the place he felt gripped with some
fear and on seeing Masterjee he began to shiver. Masterjee, however,
asked him lovingly to come near and smearing some vibhūti on his
forehead advised him to visit him regularly. Though Ramana began
visiting Masterjee daily, yet he felt hesitant to talk with the latter. Because
of this he did not inform Masterjee before he appeared in the B.Ed.
entrance test in 1989. He began answering the questions after duly
offering prayers to all his family deities as also to Masterjee. Surprisingly
he saw Masterjee bestowing his blessings from every part of the four walls
of the examination hall. He felt confident that he would come out
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successfully in the test. With the encouragement derived from that
confidence, he fared much better than he expected. Two days later when
he went to Viśwamandiraṁ, Masterjee looking at him smilingly
inquired, “Krishna Murthy! You have done well in the entrance test.
Haven't you?” Ramana's father's name was Krishna Murthy. Masterjee
has an interesting manner of addressing each devotee by a name different
from his or her actual name and suggestive of his or her profession,
parentage, or the town the devotee belongs to. So Ramana was called
Krishna Murthy. Masterjee's query made Ramana wonder how Masterjee
could know about the test without being informed of it. He concluded that
if Masterjee knew about it, obviously the picture of Masterjee he saw on
the walls of the examination hall was just not a picture but Masterjee
himself. He felt elated and recalled the words of Ṣirḍi Sāināth that there
was no difference between him and his picture. From then on Ramana
made it a point not to undertake any task without first informing Masterjee
about it.
Backache vanishes
Sarojini Devi, wife of Sri N. A.S. Sastry, had been for long suffering
from back-ache so much that she could not sit up continuously even for
half an hour. The medicines she consumed did not mitigate the pain.
Sastry and his wife were among the couples chosen to participate in the
dampatipūja performed by Masterjee on Hanumajjayanti, in 1987.
Though Sarojini Devi doubted if she could sit through the pūja, yet she
decided to participate in the pūja in compliance with Masterjee's
instructions. It took about two hours for Masterjee to complete the
worshipping of nearly the five to six hundred couples present. During all
this time, neither she felt the pain nor even remembered it. From that day
her back-ache vanished.
The wonderful tīrthaṁ
Raghava Reddy, a Deputy Collector at Machilipatnam, had been
suffering for a long time from a skin disease on his neck that could not get
cured permanently despite his consulting many skin specialists. One day
Masterjee, after performing pūja gave tīrthaṁ to all the devotees among
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whom Raghava Reddy was present. He sipped the tīrthaṁ and rubbed his
neck with the palm into which it was poured. Lo! he was completely cured
of the skin disease.
Taking over others' suffering
Once Masterjee had been to Vijayawada for releasing a book at a
function in Yogakendra. It was the height of summer with hot draughts
blowing. The head of a certain religious institution in the Himalayan
region came from Kashmir along with his disciples to participate in the
function. One of the disciples had a sun stroke and fainted. Masterjee
immediately took him in his lap and tended to him. Within ten minutes
that person recovered completely. However, upon reaching Guntur,
Masterjee himself had fever, running up to 104 degrees, from which he
suffered for three days. This was a consequence of his taking over the
suffering of the disciple of the religious head.
Arrival of an Avadhūta
Once Dr. Prasad Raya Kulapathy came to Masterjee accompanied
by an avadhūta, a total renunciate. On seeing Masterjee, the avadhūta
began shedding tears of joy profusely and exclaimed, “O! Swami, have
you taken this body for the upliftment of the poor and downtrodden!” He
left after offering respectful salutations to Masterjee.
Vedic dictum
The son of Abbaraju Subba Rao, working in Grameena Chaitanya
Bank at Guntur, came to Masterjee on one Friday and entreatingly told
him, “We, the employees of the bank, have been on strike demanding pay
scales on par with the employees of other banks. Nothing is finalized till
now. Everything is in utter confusion. Swamy! Please see that we get the
orders very shortly.” Masterjee after meditating for two minutes with his
eyes closed told him with a smile, “Now that you have raised the matter,
I assure that you will all have the new scales within four days.” Subba
Rao's son wondered how the Government which was unresponsive for so
long would within a couple of days sanction the new scales of pay. But
on Tuesday, astonishingly the newspaper carried the headline, “Pay of the
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employees of Grameena Chaitanya Bank on par with those of the
commercial banks.” As told by Masterjee, the Tribunal on Monday
announced its judgement in favor of the employees after the final hearing
of the case. Indeed, his words have the force of a Vedic dictum.
Admission to Engineering College
Admissions to Engineering, Medical and Agricultural colleges are
regulated through Eamcet, a common entrance test. Ravi Kishore,
wanting very much to study engineering, secured a low rank of 4000 in
the test and consequently was not even called for the counselling
interview. Feeling disappointed at his not getting admission in the current
academic year, he went to Masterjee who, however, told him that he
would surely get admission and it would be known in two days. Seeing
the news item that the number of seats in the engineering colleges were
increased, he rushed to Masterjee with jubilation. Masterji again assured
him, “You will get the interview call and will get selected.” Ravi's name
did not figure in the first two batches of candidates called for interview
and everybody in Ravi's family got much worried. After a week his name
appeared in the third list and he secured admission in Koneru Lakshmaiah
Engineering College at Vijayawada.
Saintly words
Often Masterjee says, “Useless and irrelevant words do not emerge
from my mouth.” The words spoken by Maharṣis will inevitably come
true, a proof of their extraordinarily efficacious power. The words spoken
by Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee likewise have the power of inevitability of
vedic dicta. This is experienced by everyone visiting him in
Viśwamandiraṁ. Kota Siva Prasad, employed as a computer engineer in
Australia, once came on leave to Guntur along with his mother and
unmarried sister to look for suitable marriage alliances for the sister. All
the members of his family were Masterjee's ardent devotees. As was their
practice to visit Masterjee without fail, whenever they happened to come
to Guntur, now too they met him to pay their respects. During their visit,
Masterjee declared to the people around that marriage of Prasad's sister
was settled. At these words of Masterjee, Prasad felt stunned as the
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members of the groom's family did not as yet see his sister. Before he
could recover from his astonishment, Masterjee added that the groom's
family would go to Prasad's house not the next day but on the following
Thursday. As told by Masterjee the family came to see the bride on
Thursday and the groom liked the bride. Later Masterjee told his devotees
in Viśwamandiraṁ that the marriage would take place in a week and all
of them would have to attend the marriage. Accordingly, within three
days, the marriage was celebrated in a splendid manner, in Vijaya Krishna
International Hotel at Guntur in the divine presence of Masterjee. The
marriage proved to be a pretext for attracting S.S. Narayana, the groom's
father. Later he was appointed as the architect for designing and
supervising the construction of Viswamānava Samaikyatā Stūpam, the
Universal Human Integration Pillar.
Amaravathi Siddhanthi's daughter
Sri Challa Radha Krishna Murthy, popularly known as Amaravathi,
was very close to Masterjee. His dedication and devotion to were
boundless. In the past when Siddhanthi's daughter underwent tubectomy,
for family planning, pus formed in the stitches that caused her a lot of pain
necessitating her being admitted to a hospital and undergoing another
surgery. Siddhanti did not inform Masterjee beforehand about this. Only
later in the evening after the surgery, he phoned Masterjee and informed
him about it.
Siddhanti's daughter took ill once again and had to be admitted into
J. V. Krishna Rao's Hospital. On being informed of this, Masterjee
telephoned to Dr. Gowrishankar, a lecturer in Physics in the local Hindu
college and told him to visit her in the hospital. He was also told to come
back from the hospital with a taxi so that they could go to the hospital
together to see her. Gowrishankar felt surprised at being asked by
Masterjee to engage a taxi because usually he would send for Kanakayya's
car whenever he had to go out. Accordingly, Gowrishankar reached
Viśwamandiraṁ with a taxi. When Masterjee was about to leave for the
hospital in the taxi along with Gowri Shankar and Kiran, the car of
Kanakayya also arrived. However, Masterjee went in the taxi asking
Kanakayya's car to follow. Asking Gowrishankar and Kiran to remain
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outside Masterjee went into the patient's room. Whenever Masterjee
visited a patient in a hospital, he would apply a little vibhūti on the
patient's forehead, give some to his relatives with the instruction to use it
for being applied likewise and ask those accompanying him to take back
the rest of the vibhūti to Viśwamandiraṁ. Contrary to this practice, that
day he applied some vibhūti on the patient's forehead, sprinkled some all
over her body and the rest around her cot. Gowrishankar who was
watching all this from outside the room felt greatly surprised. Coming out
of the room after a little while, Masterjee met with the doctors attending
on her. They assured him that there was nothing to worry, and the patient
would be all right soon. Masterjee came out of the hospital and before
driving off in Kanakayya's car to Viśwainandiram, he instructed Gowri
Shankar and Kiran to remain in the hospital and inform him over the
phone of the patient's condition after twenty minutes. Within twenty
minutes Siddhanti's daughter died and her body was taken to Vijayawada
in the same taxi by which Masterjee went to the hospital.
Inauspiciousness averted
Pulipati Rajesh, the owner of a printing press in Hyderabad,
deciding to start screen-printing in his press, made all the necessary
arrangements. When the powerful bulb needed for the process of screen
printing and costing Rs.1000 was plugged in and switched on, it blew off.
Wondering how and why the inauspicious mishap occurred though the
enterprise was begun with Masterjee's blessings, he took the fused bulb to
the dealer and told him what happened. Normally the dealer would not
take back the bulb sold after being tested. But on that day, he not only felt
sorry but also gave a new bulb. With the aid of the new bulb, Rajesh
started screen-printing. The printing process continued with all ominous
obstacles eliminated for which Rajesh paid mentally salutations to
Masterjee.
Unforgettable miracle
Kavulapalli Ranga Rao, husband of Hemarekha, younger of the two
elder sisters of Masterjee, heard in 1983 that Śrī Satyasāi Bābā was due
to organize a mass upanayanaṁ ceremony. (upanayanaṁ is a religious
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rite in which young boys are invested with the sacred thread called
yajñōpavītaṁ.) He thought it would be a happy event to have his eldest
son, Venkata Chandrasekhar's upanayanaṁ performed in the divine
presence of Baba. On way to Puttaparthi for submitting an application for
having his son's name included among those participating in the
upanayanaṁ ceremony, Ranga Rao came down to Guntur with a view to
urge Masterjee to accompany the family to Puttaparthi, if possible.
But two days before their arrival, Masterjee left for Puttaparthi along
with Lingamalli Subba Rao on being requested by the latter to accompany
his family and to be present when Satyasāi Bābā performed the
upanayanaṁ of his son. Coming to know of this, Ranga Rao's family
including Chandrasekhar proceeded to Puttaparthi. On enquiry, the people
in Prasanthi Nilayam told, “There is no need for application. Is it a job to
apply for? Recommendations would cut no ice with Baba. Upanayanaṁ
will be performed only for those whose names are in the list. Some
preference may be shown in case of children who are former students at
Baba's schools and colleges as also the children of those considered
important by Baba.”
On the day before Baba was to perform the upanayanaṁs, he
distributed dikṣā vastrās (new clothes to be put on during the ceremony)
for all whose names were in the list. The name of Sekhar, nor being in the
list, he did not get the vastra. Having come all the way to Puttaparthi with
the hope that Sekhar's upanayanaṁ would be performed in Baba's
presence, Ranga Rao's wife now felt disappointed and sad at the turn of
the events. She told her husband, “Please look for Viśwaṁ and tell him
about this. He may request Baba to perform our son's upanayanaṁ.”
Accordingly, Ranga Rao went out at once in search of Masterjee, and after
finding him brought him to his sister who explained to him the purpose of
their visit to Puttaparthi. Masterjee told her, “Why do you want to perform
the upanayanaṁ here? If it is done in your house, all your friends and
relatives will attend the function. It can really be a grand affair. Here
everything is plain and simple.” Hemarekha replied, “We are not
interested in a grand celebration. We have immense faith in Baba and so
we have come here. We have thought that it would be a good thing if our
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son got initiation of Gāyatri from Baba.” Then Masterjee said, “O. K. I
will do what I can. But do not worry if it does not happen as you wish.”
That evening all the devotees sat in lines for Baba's darśan. Baba
walked up to where Masterjee was sitting and hailed him with the words,
“Bangaru! Come near.” At once Masterjee got up and went to Baba.
Giving to him the book, “Śānti Prēmadāyi,” that he had with him,
Masterjee offered salutations to Baba. Baba inquired what he wanted. On
his replying that he wanted Baba's pādanamasākāram he let him offer
salutations to his feet, created vibhūti and poured it into his hands. Again,
Baba asked with a smile on his face what else he wanted. “Swamy! I have
one request. In the upanayanaṁs to be performed, tomorrow, my sister's
son --- Without letting Masterjee complete the sentence, Babas said, “you
want it to be done only tomorrow.... That's all? I will do it.” Masterjee's
sister, Hemarekha and her husband felt greatly relieved.
At 9 that night Baba sent a boy to search for Viśwaṁ who came
from Guntur. After a long search, he traced out Masterjee and told him
why Baba sent him to Masterjee. Shekar was sent for and given dikṣā
vastra. The next day Hemarekha and Ranga Rao celebrated Shekar's
upanayanaṁ in the divine presence of Śrī Satyasāi Bābā just as many
others did the upanayanaṁ of their sons. Their wish was fulfilled,
Masterjee told them, “This is a miracle that you must cherish throughout
your lives.”
Tumor disappears
For some time Masterjee's sister, Hemarekha lived in Bapatla as her
husband was posted there. In 1981 while staying there, she took seriously
ill. She could not digest whatever was eaten and became very weak. Dr.
Vijaya Lakshmi who was consulted diagnosed Hemarekha's condition as
being due to a tumor in the stomach that according to her needed to be
removed without any delay. Hemarekha felt terrified at hearing this. She
mentioned the doctor's opinion to Masterjee who came to her house that
very night. Assuaging her fear and saying that she had no tumor, he asked
his sister to consult Dr. Savitri the next day. Dr. Savitri after examining
her declared that there was no tumor at all. Masterjee's words came true
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She became normal with medication and since then there has been no trace
of that complaint at all.
Curing Mother's Fever
A plot of land came up for sale in Shyamalanagar. Masterjee took
his sister, Hemarekha and brother-in-law to show them the site on one day
in 1985, corresponding to jyēṣṭa śuddha caturdaśi, that happened to be
his father's death anniversary. His brother-in-law, Sri Ranga Rao who
liked the plot, bought it and built a house on it. Not only did Masterjee get
the house-warming ceremony performed observing duly all the rites, but
also stayed on in the new house for nine days continuously. Just before
the house-warming ceremony, Masterjee's mother, Mātr̥śrī
Varalakshmamma, had fever and attended the function with fever on. The
next day her condition worsened, and everyone felt very much concerned.
On being informed about her condition, Masterjee came to see his mother.
He mixed some vibhūti with water and gave it to her to drink asking her
not to worry. The intensity of the fever eased considerably in a little while.
Gradually the fever disappeared, and she became normal and healthy.
Masterjee blessed his sister and brother-in-law saying, "This house will
augur well for you in every way."
Predictions come true
Masterjee's sister, Hemarekha's eldest son, Shekar, an outstanding
student throughout, secured first class in M.Sc., and yet not getting a
government job had to join Incar, a private company. This made
Hemarekha worry very much. One day she gave vent to her feelings
before Masterjee who listened to her patiently and declared, “By the end
of this month he will get a government job and within two years he will
go abroad.” The predictions of Masterjee proved true. Sekhar got a job in
National Remote Sensing Institute and before the end of the year he had
been to the U. S. A.
Her third son, Srinivas crossed the age prescribed for getting a
government job and that caused her much worry. She wrote a letter to
Masterjee pouring out her anguish. Distance is of no consequence for
Masterjee's benevolence to reach the devotee. Just as a tortoise cares for
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its babies on the other side of a river by merely casting its looks at them,
Masterjee answers the ardent prayers of his devotees whether they are
near or far away from him and extends his hand of protection. He bails
them out of their difficulties. He is indeed an ocean of compassion. Would
he not respond to Hemarekha's prayers? Within two months of his
mother's letter to Masterjee, Srinivas received orders appointing him as a
scientist in the Department Atomic Energy for elapsed since he had
appeared at the interview for it.
Though Ramani, Hemarekha's eldest daughter-in-law, entered the
third month of pregnancy, she did not get it confirmed by a doctor. One
day Masterjee happened to come to their house and Shekar and his wife
Ramani offered salutations to his feet. Casting his benevolent look at
Ramani, Masterjee told the people assembled there, “Child Datta would
soon be walking about in Sekhar’s house.” As predicted, Ramani gave
birth to a male child who was named “Viswadatta Aditya.” In the ninth
month, Masterjee performed annaprāśana - the ceremony at which a
child is fed cooked rice for the first time) - for Aditya. Likewise, later he
also performed the akṣarābhyāsa – (a ceremony at which a child is
initiated into learning the three Rs) for the boy.
Divine Darśan
Raju, a Manager in the Guntur Municipal office, and his wife
Subbayamma evinced steadfast faith and devotion towards Masterjee.
Every day they used to go to Railpet to visit him. Once during a Mahā
Śivrātri, Subbayamma observed fasting for the whole day and while she
was in meditation, Masterjee appeared to her in a vision. When she opened
her eyes, there was none. However, she heard the sound of steps of
someone going down the stairs. Immediately when she got up and looked
outside, she noticed Masterjee opening the gate and going out. She rushed
down and asked the people living in the ground floor portion if anyone
went out through the gate. They told her, "Yes! Someone with matted hair
passed this way." She felt ecstatically happy because she was blessed
mercifully by Lord Viśwanātha himself with his divine darśan.
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Powerful Photo
During Masterjee's stay in the Railpet room, a photo was taken while
he was in meditation. This photo was later got enlarged to a very large
size in Chennai by Sankaranarayana, the then Town Planner of Guntur,
and it adorns one of the walls in Viśwamandiraṁ. A wondrous event
happened when the photo was taken. At that time Subbayamma, wife of
the municipal manager, and a few other devotees were present. After the
photo was taken, Masterjee got up and went out into the verandah.
Subbayamma noticed Paramaśiva seated in the place vacated by
Masterjee a little earlier. Feeling extremely delighted she prostrated in
reverence to Paramaśiva. The other devotees were surprised to see her
bowing to empty space. They asked her, “Masterjee is not there. Whom
are you saluting?” When she replied that she saw Kāśi Viśwanātha in
that place, the others thought that it was only natural for her to see
Viśwanātha in that place for Masterjee was, indeed, an incarnation of
Kāśi Viśwanātha. Of all the photos of Masterjee, this is the one most
acclaimed as displaying the divine power of Viśwanātha and is found
being worshipped in the houses of many devotees with utmost respect and
devotion.
Divine Experience
Ramakrishnaiah, a retired 1.A.S. Officer, was a resident of
Hyderabad. His son-in-law who had met with an accident while going on
a scooter was admitted to the K. G. Hospital, Visakhapatnam. On coming
to know of this, Masterjee telephoned Ramakrishnaiah to find how his
son-in-law was. Ramakrishnaiah informed that his son-in-law was in a
coma and his condition was causing a lot of anxiety. He added that he was
about to leave for Visakhapatnam and requested Masterjee to join him at
Vijayawada. Immediately Masterjee reached Vijayawada accompanied
by Guntur Anantanarayana and the two were met by G. V. L. Narasimha
Rao at Vijayawada. All the three proceeded to Visakhapatnam and on
reaching there they straight went to the hospital. Masterjee sat beside the
young man who was lying in a comatose state and holding his hand with
his own, he went into deep meditation with eyes closed. Ten minutes
passed and the young man till then totally oblivious of the surroundings,
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regained consciousness, opened his eyes and began to talk. This made the
attending doctors feel greatly astonished. After giving some instructions
to them regarding the treatment to be given, where Ramakrishnaiah
introduced to him his friend, the collector of Visakhapatnam District.
Masterjee pressing the collector's hand to his own face went into deep
meditation. Later, the Collector said, “As long as Masterjee held my hand,
I felt very peaceful and had the diving experience of a current passing
through me. I had visited many Mahatmas in the past. But I never had this
experience with any of them.”
The Awakener
One day G. V. L. Narasimha Rao, an eminent advocate of the High
Court of Hyderabad, was asleep in his house. He heard words “G. V. L.N
Why are you still asleep? Get up and go to Delhi immediately.” He felt
that it was indeed Masterjee who had come to wake him up. He opened
his eyes, but Masterjee was not to be seen anywhere. He had immense
faith in Masterjee and his words and so he at once telephoned to the
airport, and got a ticket booked for Delhi. On reaching Delhi, he became
aware of how much his presence was needed at Delhi at that time. His
eyes were filled with tears of grateful joy at the way Masterjee so kindly
woke him up to warn him of the urgency of certain matters and to ensure
that they were successfully attended to at the right time.
Masterjee's word itself is medicine
Sarada, wife of Guntur Ananta Narayana, was a diabetic. On one
occasion, an examination revealed her blood sugar count to be 340 and
urine sugar at four plus points. Ananta Narayana felt terribly worried on
seeing the report and rushed to Masterjee with it. Masterjee looked at it
and keeping it near the idols in his pūja room assured Ananta Narayana,
“There is no sugar. Don't worry unnecessarily. All will be well!” Giving
him some vibhūti and akşatās and blessing him, Masterjee asked him to
return home. The next day Ananta Narayana and his wife came to
Masterjee. When he enquired about her health, Anantha Narayana replied
that she was much better though feeling somewhat weak. “Did you get
her sugar tested today also?” inquired Masterjee. Anantha Narayana felt
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somewhat surprised as it was only the previous day the sugar was tested
and told Masterjee that no test was done. But Masterjee directed him to
get the sugar test done once again that day. In compliance with this,
Anantha Narayana got her blood tested and surprisingly the new report
showed the sugar level to be normal.
Masterjee's warning
Once Ananta Narayana had to go to Gudur along with his wife on
some urgent work. When they went to seek Masterjee's blessings before
their departure, Masterjee placing vibhūti and kuṅkuṁ on their
foreheads inquired how they would be travelling. They replied that they
would be going by bus. After they returned home from him, they learned
on enquiry that the buses to Gudur would all leave only at night. Acting
on his wife's suggestion, Ananta Narayana decided that it would be better
for them to travel by his motorcycle instead of waiting for the bus till the
night. When they just passed Ongole, the motorcycle stopped suddenly
near the junction of the bypass roads. The mechanic who inspected the
vehicle told them that it needed a major repair which could be done only
the next day. There being no alternative, they left the vehicle with him
and spent the night at Ongole. When they returned to the mechanic the
next morning, he gave back the vehicle saying that there was only a minor
problem which he rectified, and they could safely drive the vehicle. They
resumed their journey and after some time, Ananta Narayana felt that the
petrol in the tank might not be sufficient. So he stopped the vehicle and
checked the tank which, he noticed, contained just a little petrol. They
would not come by a petrol station unless they drove 20 km. There being
no choice, they continued the journey praying to Masterjee all the while.
They did not notice how much distance they covered, and the vehicle did
not stop till they reached a petrol station. That night in a dream Ananta
Narayana saw Masterjee who placed vibhūti and kuṅkuṁ on his
forehead. Every night during their seven day stay at Gudur, Masterjee
continued to appear in Ananata Narayana's dreams. When they met
Masterjee after their return, he asked, “How did you go to Gudur?” When
out of fear Ananta Narayana felt hesitant to speak, Masterjee warned him
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saying, “You told me one thing and did something else. Hereafter, do not
embark on such adventures.”
Dairy Recovered
Bhagavān Śrī Satyasāi Bābā presented to Ananta Narayana on the
occasion of his 60th birthday, a diary which he considered a precious and
sacred gift and carried it with him wherever he went. One day when he
visited Masterjee in his room, he had the diary with him as usual.
However, when he went home after some time, he noticed it to be missing.
Thinking that he might have left it in Masterjee's room, he went back there
to look for it. As it could not be found there, he felt very much worried.
Seeing his condition Masterjee said, “You took the dairy with you while
leaving for home. You are worried as you have lost such a valuable diary,
isn’t it? Don't be worried, it will come back to you.”
Within half an hour of his returning home, the daughter of Kamaraju
Anil Kumar staying in a house nearby, came to Ananta Narayana's house
and asked, “Did you lose your diary? We got a phone call from someone
who found it.” Surprised very much by what she said, he asked her, “Why
did they telephone you?” She replied, “Our residential telephone number
was written in your diary.” In his dairy, he noted many other telephone
numbers besides that of Anil Kumar. He felt perplexed that the person
who found the diary should have picked the number of Anil Kumar out of
the many listed. Nevertheless, he felt happy that he got back the precious
diary as predicted by Masterjee.
Marriage was fixed
Baisani Radhakrishnamurthy was looking for a suitable matrimonial
alliance for his daughter, Sai Lakshmi. He was getting worried as no
suitable match for his daughter could be found. He went to Masterjee and
told him about the worrying problem his. Consoling him Masterjee said,
“Very shortly your daughter's marriage will take place. Let her worship
Goddess Lakṣmi for nine weeks. Every time let her place bangles in the
pūja and distribute them to a muttaiduva, a woman whose husband is
living. Within nine weeks, she will get married.” Radhakrihnamurthy
ensured that his daughter carried on the worship of the Goddess as
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instructed. Within three weeks she got engaged and within the next five
weeks she got married.
Obstacle removed
The marriage of Lakshmi, daughter of Janapati Lakshmivaraprasad
of Janapadu village, was scheduled to be performed on one Wednesday
and on the preceding Saturday, four days before the wedding, the
members of her family wanted to anoint her as a bride. But for some
reason the ceremony could not be gone through. At 7, on Monday
evening, they went to Masterjee and sought his blessings saying that the
ceremony of anointment would be performed the following Tuesday, a
day before the wedding. Masterjee closed his eyes and began reciting a
prayer addressed to Ganesha. He stopped suddenly after uttering the line
“vakratuṇḍa mahākāya kōti sūrya samaprabha.” The people present
thought that he probably forgot the next line, “nirvighnaṁ kurumē dēva
sarva kāryēṣu sarvadā.” So, some even tried to prompt him. He went
into meditation for two minutes with eyes closed. After he opened his
eyes, he asked for a coconut to be fetched and asked the members of the
bride's family to break the coconut in front of the idol of Vināyaka in
Viśwamandiraṁ and offer hārati. Thereafter, he directed them to
perform the anointment-ceremony on Wednesday instead of Tuesday.
The next day evening again they went to Masterjee and informing
him that the girl had her monthly menstrual period the day before, they
wanted him to guide them as to what should be done. Masterjee replied,
“You ought to have informed me that the girl was due to have her period
right in the beginning. Yesterday itself I had sensed that that there would
be some obstacle for the marriage. It is good that it has turned out this
way. Were this to happen after the anointment, it would have caused
terrible inconvenience to all.” Then the people there realized why he
stopped reciting the sloka half-way. After she had the purificatory bath,
the girl got married without further hindrance.
Swamijee with two bodies
On the eve of Vijayadaśami at about 7, Dittakavi Dattatreyulu, the
then District Judge of Ranga Reddy District, about to enter the bedroom
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in his house saw Masterjee lying on the bed. He turned back, called his
wife and asked her, “When did Swamijee come to our house? Why did
you not inform me?” When his wife, Shyamala, expressed her
astonishment at this, he took his wife to the bedroom to show Masterjee.
Their son also went to the bedroom with them. All the three saw him lying
on the bed. Just for a moment they cast bemused looks at each other and
when the next moment they turned to look at him, they found him gone.
What Dattatreyulu saw could be brushed aside as an illusion because he
did see Masterjee twice and his wife and son saw him too. At the same
time, he could not be sure that it was real because Masterjee was no longer
in the bed. Feeling perplexed and happy at the same time, he and his son
left for Guntur that very night disregarding that the next day happened to
be Vijayadaśami. Reaching Guntur, the next morning, they went to see
Masterjee and narrated the wonderful experience they had. Masterjee
listened to them with a pleasant smile. Those present, listening to the
wonderful account, acclaimed Masterjee as “Swami with two bodies.”
Sridhar’s marriage
Sridhar, a resident of Jillellamudi, visited Masterjee very often after
the latter's shifting from Railpet to the house of Akula Koteswara Rao.
What drew him to Masterjee was his boundless love. He was then
studying for the B. Com degree. He passed in all subjects except English.
Before appearing for the English Examination again, he went to Masterjee
for his blessings. Masterjee assured him that he would clear the
examination that time. He was not sure how well he fared in it, but as told
by Masterjee he passed. Later with Masterjee's blessings he joined as a
clerk in the jewelry shop of Koteswara Rao.
Sridhar's marriage was got arranged by Masterjee to be performed
at Tirupati on May 25, 1991. However, owing to the assassination of Rajiv
Gandhi, all train and bus services were disrupted. The marriage party was
very much worried not knowing how to reach Tirupati in time. Masterjee
told them firmly that the marriage would be performed at Tirupati only.
Since Sridhar reposed immense trust in Masterjee's words, he felt
undeterred and went to the railway station with his family. They learned
that one train was scheduled to leave for Tirupati that day. Somehow, they
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managed to travel by that to Tirupati where the marriage took place at the
exact auspicious moment fixed for it.
The occasional attacks of fits that Sridhar had suffered from his
childhood got totally cured by the vibhūti given to him by Masterjee.
Result of unheeded advice
Once or twice in the past, Masterjee warned Sridhar that in view
sure that it was real because Masterjee was no longer in the bed of the
condition of his health, he should not go to work on his farm while in his
village, Jillellamudi. Once in 1991, Sridhar had been there, and it became
necessary for him to take up work on the farm. After returning home from
it, he had stomachache and fever from which he suffered for a month. On
being informed of this, Masterjee advised Sridhar to go back to his village
and as a propitiatory measure, break a coconut at the threshold before
entering his house. He was also given a few packets of vibhūti. He acted
accordingly and got relieved of the ailment in four days.
In 1992, on the occasion of saṅkrānti, Sridhar went home and
ignoring Masterjee's words of caution, went to work on the field. Like on
the previous occasion, he suffered again from stomachache and fever.
Repenting and sorrowing for his action, he approached Masterjee who
looked at him and said, “Last time itself I warned you not to go to the field
to work there. Why did you go? Hereafter, if you do so again, I shall not
help you to get relieved of the consequences.” Masterjee giving him a
coconut and some camphor told him, “When you reach your house and
before you enter it, break the coconut outside the entrance. You will be
free of the fever.” He was relieved of the fever the moment he complied
with Masterjee instructions.
Datta Mandir
Kopparapu Subrahmanyam, an officer in Vysya Bank, got
Masterjee's acquaintance for the first time in 1990. Till then he thought
that sadgurus, yōgis and mahātmās lived either in the Himalayas or in
some pilgrim centers and it would not be possible for all to have the
darśan. On seeing Masterjee, he felt obliged to change his view from then
on he had many wondrous experiences such as Masterjee appearing in his
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dreams and letting him offer salutations to his feet. Once he had a vision
in which he saw bananas raining from Masterjee's fingers.
At 5.30 one morning, Subrahmanyam went to Viśwamandiraṁ in
Krishna Nagar to have Masterjee's darśan and found the gate barred. On
peering inside, it seemed to him that the door of the verandah too was
locked, and he saw four well-built dogs lying in front of the door.
Thinking that no one is awake, he began to retrace his steps. After a few
steps, he turned around to look back, and the dogs that were seen a few
moments ago were gone. This left him with the conviction that
Viśwamandiraṁ was indeed Dattamandir and he raised his hands in
reverence.
Headache gone
Varalakshmi, daughter of Lakshmi Chalapati Rao, a resident of
Pericherla Village, was doing second year B.A in A.C college. She used
to suffer from headache every day, and sometimes would feel giddy and
faint. The homeopathy treatment that she had for two or three months was
of no avail. Her mother, Sitaramamma, having come to know about
Masterjee through Annapurnamma, a resident of Phirangipuram, took her
daughter to Viśwamandiraṁ, and apprised Masterjee of her daughter's
problem. He looked at the girl and told “There is no need to worry. She
will be all right soon.” He instructed that she should take a mixture of
barley, rice gruel and buttermilk with a pinch of vibhūti four or five times
a day, and to recite God's name as many times as possible. Varalakshmi
followed these instructions for forty days and got relieved completely.
Telephone line revived
Once there was a statewide strike of telephone operators. During
that time, it became necessary for Dr. Mangalampalli Bala Murali
Krishna, the eminent Musician, to talk to someone urgently over the
telephone. However, much he tried, contact could not be established. In
desperation he hung up and when he looked around, he felt happy to notice
Masterjee's photo kept by the side of the telephone. Offering salutations,
he prayed, “Swami! Please ensure that the phone works.” When he lifted
the receiver and said “Hello” he heard happily a response from the other
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side. Quickly he spoke whatever he wanted to say and hung up. Later his
attempts to talk over the phone were in vain. Much later when Bala Murali
Krishna came to Guntur to give a concert at a function organized by the
local Music College to honor him, he took the opportunity to visit
Viśwamandiraṁ and had Masterjee's darśan. At the meeting arranged
on that occasion, he revealed how Masterjee recognized his pressing need
to use the telephone and responding to his prayers very kindly and
miraculously made the phone work.
Appearance of Datta's photo on the wall
Sivaramakrishna Sastry generally conducted the pūjās and
abhiṣēka in Viśwamandiraṁ. Once during the month of Āśvayuja, he
could not, for some reason, go there to conduct them. Masterjee sent
Manikyamurthy to ask him to come and conduct the pūjās as usual. But
just as he was feeling hesitant to go, he suddenly saw the figure of Datta
with three heads and six hands on a wall in his house. Considering the
appearance as a divine command from Datta himself, he went to
Viśwamandiraṁ and performed the pūja and abhiṣēkaṁ. Again, in the
month of Kārtīka, he informed Masterjee of his inability to conduct the
pūja as he had some work to do. When Chiranjivi (Gowrisankara Sastry,
employed in a bank) was asked if it would be convenient for him to
perform the pūja instead, he too conveyed his inability as he was
observing some vows in the month. On being informed of this, Masterjee
said that the performance of abhiṣēkās in that month of Kartika would be
dispensed with altogether if it was not possible for Sivaramakrishna
Sastry to perform them. So Manikya murthy went to Sivaramakrishna,
conveyed to him Masterjee's views and requested him to come and
perform the abhiṣēkās. However, as he was unwilling to comply with the
request, he decided that he would visit Masterjee and explain the reason
why he was not in a position to do the abhiṣēkās. At that very moment,
the figure of Datta appears again on the wall making his compliance with
the request unavoidable. Thus, whenever he thought of not going to
Viśwamandiraṁ to perform the pūja or abhiṣēkaṁ, the form of Lord
Datta appeared before him on the wall. This happened four or five times.
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All this made Sivaramakrishna feel convinced of Masterjee being an
incarnation of Lord Datta indeed!
Abatement of fever
The son of a famous doctor of Guntur had been suffering from fever
for twenty days with the temperature never touching below 104 degrees.
The doctor consulted many experts who were his friends but no avail. As
he was hesitant to go to Masterjee himself with his son, he asked his wife
to go instead. Masterjee whom she approached and to whom she gave a
full account, told her, “It will take about two or three days for the fever to
subside. But temperature will come down within half an hour.” He then
put some vibhūti in the boy's mouth and instructed him to go up to the
interview room on the first floor and remain seated there chanting “ōm śrī
sāirām gurudēva datta”. Within half an hour, the temperature that kept
steadily at 104 degrees so long came down to 102. Amazed at the
wonderful happening, the doctor himself came in the evening to visit
Masterjee and expressed his gratitude.
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Chapter 13 VIŚWASĀI
The one dwelling then in Ṣirḍi as Sāi,
Today abides here as Viśwayōgi,
Between them difference none,
Viśwasāi, bestower of peace and love!
While Sri Jammalamadaka Madhavarama Sarma was the first to
envision Viśwayōgi in Masterjee, it was Brahmasri Tadepalli Raghava
Narayana Sastry who experienced the vision of Dattātrēya in
Viśwaṁjee. Likewise, in Masterjee, Srimathi Chunduri Kameswaramma
perceived Śrī Sāināth and Vidyasagara Sarma saw Viśwadatta and they
declared to the whole world what they experienced. Just as Ṣirḍi Sāibābā
appeared in different divine forms to his devotees, he strove for the
harmonization of different religions, he freed his devotees of their
suffering and consequences of their past deeds by taking them upon
himself and wrought miracles that filled the heart of each devotee with
unique awareness and that removed their ignorance, so too Masterjee has
been displaying all this as a part of his nature as Sāidatta. Those who
have read the biography of Sāi Bābā and who observe Masterjee closely
realize that all the events in the life of Sāi Bābā are repeated in the latter's
life with only the names of men and places changed. From such
experiences, we gain the understanding that the teachings of the sadguru
serve as lampposts that illumine the way and guide humanity to wade
through the ocean of worldly matters.
Just as Sāi Bābā had in those days demonstrated his complete
control over nature's five elements and made them obey his commands,
so does Masterjee exercise control over the elements. Whenever an
upheaval occurs anywhere in the world, at once propitiatory rites will be
initiated by him at Viśwamandiraṁ. It is the experience of many
members of his universal family that the dark calamitous clouds would
clear away at his command and a climate of peace would prevail. In the
preceding chapters it was set out how he prevented fire from causing
destruction, how he took upon himself the suffering and diseases of
others, how he appeared in different divine forms, how he regulated future
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events and how he enlightened people with his discourses. In this chapter
too, some more such instances will be specially recounted.
Many were the occasions when at Masterjee's command clouds
stopped bursting. One day a civic reception was organized in the local
Hindu College for Ravindra Reddy, son of Marri Chenna Reddy. By the
evening dark clouds gathered and threatened to burst any moment. The
organizers, who intended to felicitate Ravindra Reddy in a grand manner
and so spared no effort and money, felt greatly worried that the meeting
would be disturbed resulting in terrible loss. They approached Masterjee
and urged him to ensure that the threat was warded off. With a smile, he
blessed them saying, “When you have made the arrangements to honor a
son who evinced great respect and devotion for his father, would the raingod cause any obstacles? He would very happily witness the function and
shower flowers on you all. Have no worry and go and make all the
arrangements as planned.” The meeting attended by thousands of invitees
concluded successfully. There were occasional cool showers that,
however, caused no hindrance to the meeting in any way. While the
meeting was on, there was a downpour just outside the limits of Guntur
and only after all the attendees returned to their homes, there was widespread rain in the town accompanied by thunder and lightning.
Once Vidyasagara Sarma, wanting to perform mātr̥pūja - mother's
worship - in his house, invited Masterjee and also mentioned that
arrangements were being made to feed the people attending the function.
Masterjee looked at Sarma for a couple of moments and queried, “Why
these arrangements to feed now?” A little later he, however, said, “All
right. Now that arrangements are made, go ahead!” On the morning of the
day of the worship, thick dark clouds began to gather, all of a sudden,
giving the impression that there would be a very heavy rain. Arrangements
for cooking the food were made in the backyard of the house that had no
covering, and if it were to rain all the cooking would certainly be spoiled.
Besides, there was no way of cooking inside the house. While everyone
was worried at such a prospect, Sarma remained unperturbed in the belief
that as the function had received the blessings of Sāidatta, nothing would
deter its successful culmination. "The threat of rain was merely to test our
steadfast devotion. Sāidatta would not let down those who have trust in
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him," thought Sarma. He directed the cooking arrangements to be
continued as planned. Thereafter, with his mind at ease, he went out to
attend to some work in the market. Miraculously, in about half an hour all
the clouds dispersed, and the sun began to shine.
A similar miracle was witnessed during the construction of the
Universal Human Integration Pillar at Viśwanagar. Workers were
engaged in casting concrete pillars and beams. Suddenly clouds began
gathering and winds blowing. While the headworkers were worried that
if it rained the concrete would not set and all the work done so far would
become a waste, Masterjee cast a serious look at the sky and told them,
"It will not rain. Carry on with your work without any fear. With
enthusiasm inspired by his words of assurance and encouragement, they
completed the work of casting the concrete pillars and beams in about an
hour. While there was not a drop of rain in and around Viśwanagar, two
miles away from there, the streamlets of water seen flowing on the roads
were ample evidence of a heavy downpour just a little while ago.
Just as Sai Baba used to appear to different persons in different
divine forms such as Lord Rāma, Pāṇḍuraṇga, Dattātrēya and
Vighnēśvara, so did Masterjee. In 1990 before Dattajayanti, he
administered to Savitramma and others, dattadīkṣa, a vow to be observed
for forty days ending on Dattajayanti strictly following certain
prescribed procedures and rules. She was very diligent in keeping the
vow. Her assiduous devotion for Masterjee was underscored with
maternal affection as she was as old as his mother. One day as usual, while
offering salutations to his feet, she touched them and at once she felt as if
she had touched a live electric wire. That sent her into an unconscious
state for about half an hour during which she experienced supreme bliss.
While Masterjee was performing hōmaṁ a kind of oblation to the firegod - near the idol of Vighnēśvara on the first floor, the day after the
dīkṣa was given, he appeared to Savitramma as Śaṅkarācārya. As he
walked away from the holy fire after the end of the hōmaṁ, she happened
to look at his feet intently. Surprisingly she saw in their place golden
lotuses instead. That day, as Prayaga Ramakrishna, seated beside
Masterjee, was engaged in giving a discourse, Masterjee went on
showering flowers on his head. As the flowers dropped to the ground, they
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appeared to Savitramma as replicas of Masterjee's feet, and as she kept
looking repeatedly at them in disbelief, all the flowers seemed to merge,
in a little while, into his golden feet. Yet on another day, Masterjee lit
some lamps near the sacred Basil plant in the yard and offered a coconut.
Following his directions, one by one, all the devotees present offered
salutations to the plant. When her turn came to do likewise, Masterjee
standing nearby seemed to her as Dattātrēya standing under the
Oudumbara, the holy fig tree. She became ecstatic with boundless bliss.
Kondamudi Ramakrishna, a poet and an ardent devotee of
Jillellamudi Amma, regarded her not only as the one who bestowed on
him the prowess of writing but also as his very being. When she
abandoned her physical body and merged with the formless infinite, he
felt desolated, and unable to bear the separation and endure the grief he
wandered about, helpless and without any direction, in search of her. In
that state he happened to meet Masterjee. Swami affectionately drew him
very close to himself and held him in his arms. The endearing and
affectionate embrace caused him to experience blissful ecstasy and he felt
that he had found what he thought he had lost forever. He envisioned
Jillellamudi Amma in Masterjee. Not only to Ramakrishna but to many
others like Dr Jyotsna, Eka Raieswara Rao, Valluri Rama Murthy,
Masterjee appeared as Amma.
Ramana of Krishnanagar area of Guntur carried on, with the
blessings of Masterjee, saptāha pārāyana of Sāi Saccaritra (reading the
biography of Ṣirḍi Sāināth every day for seven days). On the seventh day
after the conclusion of the pārāyana, he visited Masterjee, and regarding
him as Sāināth, he worshipped the padukas (replicas of the feet) of
Masterjee reciting the holy hundred and eight names of Baba with the
offering of betel leaves. During the hārati (waving of lighted camphor)
Masterjee appeared as Ṣirḍi Sāibābā to Ramana. His eyes filled with
tears of joy and after the hārati he prostrated at the feet of Masterjee.
Masterjee who was till then in a state of meditation opened his eyes and
inquired, “Ramana! Are you satisfied?” From then on, Ramana
considered Masterjee as none other than Ṣirḍi Sāibābā himself. While
many of Masterjee's devotees addressed him as Gurujee, or Swamijee or
yet some others called him Viśwayōgi, Ramana, however, addressed him
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always as Baba. While studying for the bachelor’s degree in education in
Anantapur, he felt terribly lonesome one day and prayed to Ṣirḍi Sāibābā
to protect him. The same night Masterjee appeared to him in a dream and
told him, “Have no fear. I am always with you.” These words of
reassurance filled him with much needed courage. Whenever and
wherever Ramana felt he was in some danger, he would pray to Masterjee,
and the latter would appear and protect him.
On the occasion of Dattajayanti in 1988, V. Sankaranarayana,
working then as the Town planning officer in Guntur Municipality, got a
photo of Masterjee in a meditative posture enlarged to a very large size.
After the end of the celebrations, it was got ensconced in
Viśwamandiraṁ. On the day of installation of the photo, nectar oozed
Out miraculously from the matted strands of Masterjee's hair in the photo.
This was personally witnessed by Kandikatla Narasimha Rao, the then
President of Guntur Vysya Association and a Municipal Councilor of
Guntur Municipality, Chinavadlapudi Rama Mohan Rao, Sobburi
Satyanarayana and others. To Madhavapeddi Radhakrishna Murthy,
Masterjee appeared as Mataji Krishna Priya and Sal Baba. Yet some
others saw in Masterjee Lalita, Kr̥ṣṇa and Rāma. When Rama Subbaiah,
a photographer, took a picture of Masterjee, the photograph showed
Masterjee with one head and three bodies. When he photographed
Masterjee on another occasion, the picture showed him to have one body
and three heads. The picture with three bodies and one head is the true
representation of Dattātrēya. Copies of this photo can be found today in
the pūja room of many devotees.
Once Thota Rama Subbamma, elder sister of Gobburi
Satyanarayana, visited Shirdi. While the hārati was being performed and
as she sat with folded hands looking intently at Baba's idol, Masterjee
appeared to her in the idol instead of Sai Baba.
No difference between the two
Once Nagaramaniswari, wife of Ramasubba Rao of Pedanandipadu
had an attack on jaundice. Ramasubba Rao having total trust in Masterjee
thought that it was unnecessary to consult any doctor when they were
under the protection of one who could be regarded as a doctor of doctors.
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So, sitting in front of Masterjee's photo he prayed, “If you are really God,
you ensure that my wife's jaundice vanishes by tomorrow morning, or else
I shall no longer believe you.” That very night Sai Baba appeared to him
in a dream and said, “Why do you blame me unnecessarily? What have I
done?” Greatly surprised Subba Rao managed to say that he did not blame
him. But Baba asked him, “Sitting before my photo haven't you requested
me to cure your wife of her jaundice by tomorrow?” Soon he woke up
from sleep and the truth that Sai and Masterjee were one and the same
dawned on him. The next afternoon he took his wife to a doctor who
examined her again and pronounced that she was free of all traces of the
disease. “What a difference in her condition between yesterday and today!
What a fool I was to have questioned Masterjee's divinity! Indeed, I
committed a grave mistake,” he told himself in a penitent mood.
Headache disappears
The methods of Masterjee, like those of Sai Baba, to relieve the
diseases of those approaching him are strange and astonishing. A mere
touch of his divine hand gives relief to many from their diseases and
illnesses. On the day of Dattajayanti falling in December of 1989,
Ramasubba Rao was engaged throughout the day in taking photographs
and having had no rest during the day he suffered severe headache. Not
knowing how to approach Masterjee amidst the thronging crowd and
make a mention of his problem, he started moving down from the first
floor when he happened to meet Masterjee coming up the stairs. On being
told about the headache Masterjee thrust and twisted his fingers in Subba
Rao's hair and held his head close to his chest. The wonderful divine touch
made Subba Rao experience excessive joy and caused the headache to
disappear. On another occasion in 1990, Subba Rao happened to be sitting
near Masterjee in Viśwamandiraṁ along with other devotees. As he did
not want to approach Masterjee without being asked, he sat suffering the
pain and chanting God's name. In the meanwhile, Masterjee gestured to
him to come close. He did accordingly. While Masterjee applied
kumkum to someone, he tapped with his left hand on the head of
Subbarao sitting nearby. To his astonishment the headache vanished at
once.
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Disappearance of spots on the back
One day Masterjee visited the house of Karuna Sri, inquired about
his welfare and blessed all the members of his family. Till then, Karuna
Sri's eldest son, Jayakrishna Bapuji, had not evinced much faith and
devotion towards Masterjee for he was of the view that Masterjee was just
a worshipper of divine incarnations like Ṣirḍi Sāi, Satya Sāi and
Dattātrēya and possibly an earnest seeker. However, when he bowed and
touched Masterjee's feet, the latter patted twice on his back with his palm
and wrote something on it with his finger. Soon after when Masterjee left
the place Bapuji wanting to have a bath took off his shirt and his wife,
standing beside him, cried out in obvious joy and astonishment, “Hi! I
don't see the black spots on your back!” The black spots on his back
resulting from some skin condition that defied all medical treatment for
long seemed to have disappeared in a trice with the touch of Masterjee's
hand. Bapuji realized that Masterjee was no ordinary person but a divine
incarnation. From that moment, Bapuji began to regard Masterjee as his
Guru.
On another day some person visited Masterjee and offered
salutations at his feet. Masterjee patted on his head twice and thrusting his
fingers into his hair tried to pull at it. All those present felt greatly
surprised at what Masterjee did. After that person went home, he noticed
that the spots that he had on his head for many years and for removal of
which he had spent a lot of money on, were gone. He felt amazed at
Masterjee's wonderful divine power by virtue of which he knew his
problem without being informed about it and relieved him of the disease
by a mere touch. The next day he visited Masterjee again and after
narrating the wonderful happening expressed his heartfelt gratitude to the
divine doctor.
Rain stopped
Masterjee displayed his wonderful power once again at the time of the
marriage of Bapuji's daughter. One day in Viśwamandiraṁ Masterjee
casting a smile at Bapuji sitting near him, declared in the course of the
conversation with the visitors, “Bapuji is due to perform his daughter's
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marriage very shortly.” However, Bapuji, unable to raise the required
funds, has been postponing the marriage even though a suitable match was
found. He and his wife, along with M. Radhakrishna Murthy and his wife,
Akula Koteswara Rao and his wife, had the good fortune of performing
the marriage of Sīta and Rāma on the occasion of Śrīrāma Navami in
Viśwamandiraṁ. His performing the marriage of the divine couple and
having the holy kaḷyāṇākṣatās placed on his head shortened the wait for
the auspicious moment of the marriage of Kalyana Bharathi, Bapuji's
daughter. His receiving the arrears of salary from the University Grants
Commission pending for a long time, fixing the auspicious moment for
the marriage and its performance in a splendid manner with the divine
blessings of Masterjee all happened in quick succession. Just three days
before the marriage it began to rain heavily and continuously. Masterjee
looking at Bapuji who was terribly worried because the rain might after
all disturb the marriage told him, “Have no worry. The marriage of
Kalyana Bharathi will take place most auspiciously.” The day before the
marriage the rain stopped, and it resumed on the day after the marriage.
Bapuji recalls with gratitude, “Masterjee, to ensure that the marriage took
place without any obstacle, stopped the varṣa - rain- and caused harṣa happiness to us all.
Disease taken over
Availing of the opportunity of participating in Śrīrāmanama
Kṣētra celebrations organized in Guntur in December 1991, “Rama
Saran” Kundurti Venkata Narasiah went to Viśwamandiraṁ to visit
Masterjee. At that time M. Radhakrishna Murthy, Karunasri, G.S. Rama
Rao and many others were present. For some days then, Kundurty
Venkata Narasiah had been suffering from some kind of growth on his
chest. Noticing it and sitting beside him, Masterjee massaged it gently
with butter and sprinkled some vibhūti on it. He gave him some ointment
and told him, “Apply this for two days. You will be relieved.” Almost
instantaneously a boil formed on Masterjee's body. Showing it to
Narasaiah, Masterjee said, “Look at this. This has formed just now. You
will be all right in three days. If you are not relieved by then, come back
here and we will consult a specialist.” Karunasri inspected the area where
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the boil formed on Masterjee's body. Watching this wonder, Narasaiah
smiled joyously. He had no more occasion to go to Masterjee for having
his growth treated.
Jatti Business (Speculation business)
Just as Ṣirḍi Sāi Bābā saved Damu Anna from financial loss by
forewarning him against doing Jatti Business in cotton, so did Masterjee
help Munagala Subrahmanyam get away with his share from Jatti
business in chilies by warning him in time. After that when
Subrahmanyam wanted to sell off the stock of chilies lying with him,
Masterjee prevented him from doing so and forced him to keep the stock
for some time. However, later the prices shot up and Subrahmanyam was
able to sell off the stock and make so much money that he was able to pay
off all his debts. He was thus bailed out of financial troubles by
Masterjee's timely warning
Devotion of Chandolu Sastry
Masterjee, accompanied by Madhavapeddi Radhakighn, Murthy,
Valluri Jagannadha Rao and a few others, went to Tadepa Raghava
narayana Sastry for inviting him for the celebrations of Guru Datta
Jayanti of Pramōdanāma Saṁvatsara. But at that time Sastry, was so
ill that he was not able to move about. For the last three days he was also
not able to speak. He was lying in bed covering hinger with a bedsheet.
Viśwaṁjee sat beside him and holding his hand were into meditation.
Within five minutes Sastry gained enough strength to lift the sheet
covering him. By the time another five minutes passed. He was able to sit
up in his bed. When Masterjee offered salutations with folded hands,
Sastry held his hands in his own and looking around affectionately at
everyone and looking straight at Masterjee's face with a smile, spoke thus:
“King Aṁbarīṣa was a great devotee. He went to Brahmalōka the
dwelling place of Brahma - and sat in Brahma's presence. Brahma
asked the King how he was able to come to Brahmalōka far above the
Svargalōka - the world of gods and goddesses. Aṁbarīṣa began to
recount the various deeds of virtue and charity and all the worshipful
endeavors undertaken by him. On listening to them, Brahma said to
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himself, “This fellow is indulging in self-flattery and is proudly narrating
all the virtuous deeds of his. I must curse him.” However, before he could
do so, Aṁbarīṣa said, “Lord! I have not come here by virtue of such
deeds.” On being questioned by Brahma by reason of which deeds he
came there, Aṁbarīṣa replied, “I went to provide protection to the great
yajñās undertaken by maharṣis for bringing about universal peace, and
to the best of my ability did everything to ensure that the yajñās were
completed without any obstacles. The maharṣis who possessed the
knowledge of the Supreme Self were so pleased that they blessed me
saying that I would gain Brahmalōka. Lord! It is the power, of that
blessing of the great Brahmarṣis that has brought me here.” Brahma
greatly pleased said, “Yes! The words of Brahmavēttās (persons
possessing the knowledge of Brahma) indeed have that power. You shall
stay here with me as long as I live.”
Completing the narration of this story, Sastry said, “All of you who
have come here are Brahmavēttās. Pray, give me your blessings!” So,
requesting, he looked smilingly at Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee. Everybody
was struck with wonder watching Sastry speak, as ever before,
enthusiastically though for the last three days he had been in almost a
comatic state that worried everyone. Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee with
folded hands sought Sastry's blessings whereupon Sastry held Masterjee's
hands and said, “You seek my blessings! It is you who should bless all as
you are God Himself, indeed an incarnation of Dattātrēya!”
Not long after this, Sastry left his elemental body. On hearing the
news of Sastry's demise, Masterjee left for Chandolu accompanied by
some members of the universal family of Viśwayōgi. Those present at the
funeral witnessed, to their utter astonishment, smoke in the form of a
veiled lady rising from the pyre and ascending into the sky as Sastry's
body was being consigned to flames. They all felt that Sastry steeped in
the practice of Śrīvidya assumed his natural form of Dēvi and began his
journey towards the world to which he belonged. Masterjee being present
on the occasion guided the funeral rites just the way Lord Dattātrēya
guided Paraśurāma in performing the last rites of his parents Jamadagni
and Rēṇuka. In this way Sastry's desire was fulfilled and he became
blessed.
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Boy lost and found
Just as Sai Baba restored the things lost to their owners, so did
Masterjee. On May 12. 1990, the five-year-old son of Ravindranath, an
advocate residing at Naidupet of Guntur, was given five rupees, and sent
out to buy a packet of glucose from a shop in the street next to their house.
Though he went out at 1 in the afternoon, even by 3 he did not return. The
people in the house became anxious not knowing what held him up for so
long. They searched for the boy all over, but he was to be found nowhere.
After mentioning this to Sivaji Rao, a devotee of Masterjee, they,
intending to file a report with the police, proceeded towards the police
station. But before they reached the station, they thought that they should
first seek Masterjee's blessings and then only file the report. Accordingly,
they went to him. Seeing them Masterjee told, “The boy is in the house.
Go back home. After seeing him give me a call.” On reaching home they
found the boy sleeping on his cot.
The scooter retrieved
On another occasion, Ravindranath having parked his scooter in the
premises of the District Court went inside to argue a case. On coming out
he found his scooter missing. He sent out a few men to look out for the
scooter in the junctions of the four main highways and also filed a
complaint with the police. He then went to Masterjee who told him, “The
scooter will be found. It has not gone out of Guntur.” As predicted by
Masterjee, the Scooter was found at 7 that evening near the Railway
Station.
Missing truck
The matter relating to the disappearance of a truck belonging to
Gobburi Satyanarayana, an ardent devotee of Masterjee, is indeed very
strange. He is the proprietor of Satyanarayana Lorry Transport Company
whose business is to transport goods by trucks. Once one of the trucks
loaded with goods worth Rs. 5,00,000 was found missing. He was so
agitated and disturbed in mind that he could not go to Masterjee to place
the matter before him though he very much wanted to do so. He grieved
for the loss so much that he could neither eat nor drink. He prayed to
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Masterjee in silence for help to recover the lost truck. Search was under
way for it all over the country, but it could not be traced so far. One
afternoon while he was asleep, he had a vision in which he felt someone
trying to wake him up. He opened his eyes to see who it was. He saw
Vighnēśvara who almost at once turned into Masterjee. As he looked on
stupefied, he found Masterjee beckoning to him. When he approached
him, Masterjee applied vibhūti and kuṅkuṁ on his forehead and said,
"Now you can go." The vision ended and he became fully awake. The
search that continued took Satyanarayana to Kota in Satyanarayana learnt
from him that the goods were sold away by the driver in Nagpur itself.
The driver thereafter took on the goods of that gentleman and went
missing with them. So he too reached Kota in search of the truck. At once
Satyanarayana made a complaint to the police and returned to Guntur.
After some days, a member of the gang responsible for the theft was
apprehended. On being informed of this, Satayanarayana went to Kota
and was able to recover half the value of the missing goods.
Divine Blessing
Acting in accordance with Sai Baba's instructions led to happiness,
or else sorrow resulted. Numerous are the experiences of Masterjee's
devotees that show that similar consequences have occurred when his
directions are complied with or not. Venkata Ramana, second son of
Karuna Sri, and his elder sister, after obtaining Masterjee's blessings and
keeping with themselves the packets of vibhūti given by him, had been
to Vijayawada to appear at the examinations for B.Ed. degree conducted
by the Annamalai University. He got a room reserved in advance in a
lodge on the Eluru Road near the examination center. But on arrival at the
lodge, they found the room was let to someone else and the money paid
as advance was returned. Then they went to another lodge close by but
there was no accommodation available there. When they were returning
from there disappointed, the owner of a lodge situated in a lane between
the first two lodges called them and let them have a room after
ascertaining the purpose of their visit. After dinner they rested that night
and woke up the next morning to the terrifying cries and shouts from the
main road. They came out to see what was happening. To their horror they
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found that the two lodges which denied them accommodation and some
shops were on fire and the ground was littered with broken soda bottles,
T.V. sets, radios, tape recorders, etc. All this was due to arson indulged in
by crowds of sympathizers of Vangvaeeti Mohanaranga Rao who was
murdered all of a sudden. Fortunately, the lodge in which the brother and
sister stayed was not at all affected by the rioting. To prevent the spread
of violence curfew was clamped in the town. The people in charge of the
lodge saw to it that they were provided with food and ensured that they
suffered no inconvenience of any kind. The examinations were postponed
for a month. Though initially they wondered why the things happened that
way although they obtained Masterjee's blessings before they left Guntur,
yet they realized the significance of the events as a benevolent response
by Masterjee to their prayer that the examinations should be postponed as
their preparation was not adequate. Later they appeared for the
examination in Madras and while Venkataramana secured first division,
his sister got a second division.
Danger averted
Once Dr. Abdul Majid planning to go to Bombay went to Tazuddin
Baba for his blessings. Baba asked him to give up his journey, but Majid
pleaded, that he had to go urgently. Then Baba picking up a leaf from the
ground gave it to him with his blessings and said, “Keep it with you. All
will be well.” After getting off the train at Bhusaval and when he was
about to cross the railway track, he noticed a rail engine racing towards
him. In utter shock he fell unconscious across the railway line. Everybody
thought that he would be crushed. Mysteriously the engine came up to
him and stopped by itself without the brakes being applied. Wonderfully
the leaf given by Baba served as a protective talisman and saved Abdul's
life. The experience of Madhavapeddi Nageswara Rao of Guntur, then
employed as a Physical Instructor in the local Hindu College shows that
same power is displayed by all yogis.
Once Nageswara Rao before leaving on a picnic along with lecturers
from the Hindu college came to Masterjee for blessings. Masterjee while
blessing him gave a packet of ākṣatās and told him, “Keep this safely
with you till your return. You will have no problem.” One day during the
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picnic trip, their bus was going along a road with many curves in a hilly
region, high above lovely green valleys. The picnickers in the bus were
delightfully watching the extraordinarily beautiful vista of nature. In the
meanwhile, the driver lost control of the steering wheel and brakes failed.
Panic struck the driver and he cried out that the bus was about to fall into
the valley below. The hearts of the passengers almost stopped beating out
of fear for their lives and they all felt that were going to be killed any
moment. Mysteriously the bus collided against a tree on the wayside and
came to a stop. None knew how it stopped. Had not the tree stopped the
bus, it would have fallen into the valley and the picnickers would have
been reduced to it smithereens. After the bus, which sustained minor
damage, underwent repairs, they continued the journey and returned safe
to Guntur. On his return, Nageswara Rao came to a Viśwamandiraṁ and
gave Masterjee a detailed account of how a disaster was averted.
Masterjee said with a smile, “In the journey you were to encounter a great
danger. That was why I asked you to keep the packet of ākṣatās with you.
Have you kept it in your pocket?” Then Nageswara Rao realized the
omniscience of Masterjee.
Withdrawal of case
Dasari Hanumantha Rao, a native of the village of Brahmana
Koduru and presently residing at Lakshmipuram of Guntur, was
introduced to Masterjee by Madhavapeddi Ramaswamy in 1988. Before
his meeting with Masterjee he had always thought that Mahātmās,
Siddhās and Yōgis lived in isolation in the Himalayas or some forest far
away from the normal human habitats. But now he felt obliged to revise
his earlier views and to entertain the belief that Masterjee was none other
than Śrī Sāināth himself. At the relevant time he was the President of Sri
Venkateswara Co-operative House Building Society. A case relating to
House Building Societies initiated jointly by him, Gudivada
Bharatmohan, President of Santhinagar House Building Society, and the
presidents of other such societies was pending in the Supreme Court. The
lawyer from Delhi informed Hanumantha Rao and Bharatmohan in
October 1989 that after four years the case had now come for arguments
and that they should at once come to Delhi for giving necessary
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instructions. They paid a visit to Viśwamandiraṁ to have Masterjee's
blessings before they left for Delhi. Unfortunately, Masterjee was away
and so they could not meet him. Hanumantha Rao arranged for the reading
of Sundarākāṇḍa in his house the next day by Sivarama Krishna, the
purohit of Viśwamandiraṁ. Again, a letter was received from the lawyer
regarding the case. Noting its contents, Hanumantha Rao again came to
Viśwamandiraṁ. But Masterjee was unwell having taken over on
himself the illness of Mother Teresa. So Eswari told him to write down
on a piece of paper whatever he wanted to communicate so that she could
show it to Masterjee later. In the meanwhile, Masterjee came out of his
room. Hanumantha Rao showing the letter from the lawyer to him urged
for his blessings. Masterjee directed him to go at once to Delhi assuring
that they would win the case and asked him to keep chanting God's name
as many times as possible. As soon as Hanumantha Rao reached Delhi,
the Advocate appearing on behalf of the societies informed him that the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court wanted the societies to compromise
in a manner favorable to the Government and wanted to know what then
should be done. On hearing this, the presidents of the societies felt terribly
dejected. But Hanumantha Rao, confident of winning the case as
Masterjee had given his blessings, told the lawyer, “If after all this we
have to comprise, we need not have incurred so much expenditure and
come this far to the Supreme Court. There are many points in our favor. I
am sure the case will be decided in our favor if you argue strongly.”
Returning home, Hanumantha Rao kept on doing namājapaṁ for the
success of the case. Strangely the Chief Justice who was averse to adjourn
the case in the past, postponed the hearing on his own. By the time the
case came up for arguments again, the events of the defeat of Telugu
Desam Government, Congress party coming to power, and the new
Government withdrawing the case from the Supreme Court happened in
quick succession. This meant that things stood in favor of the builders led
by Hanumantha Rao. Hanumantha Rao realized the efficacy of the words
of yogis and how they helped people of the world.
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Stolen property recovered
Dasari Hanumantha Rao's son-in-law, Kanteti Sivakrishna
Varaprasad was employed as an engineer in Hyderabad. Hanumantha Rao
and his wife once had been to Hyderabad to visit their daughter, Sailaja,
and son-in-law. Two or three days after their arrival there, they received
a phone call informing them that their house in Guntur was burgled and
they should return at once. On return to Guntur, Hanumantha Rao learned
that thieves broke into his house in daytime and decamped with much cash
and jewelry. He rushed to Masterjee and informed him all about the theft.
Masterjee told him, “The thief will be caught. Jewelry would be recovered
but it might be difficult to get back the cash.” Six months later, as
predicted the thief was caught and more than three fourths of the stolen
gold was recovered.
Another similar incident occurred in Ananda Tirtha Agraharam of
Guntur. One Parameswara Rao, employed in a Tobacco company for a
long time, used to reside opposite to the house of Masterjee before his
transformation as a yogi. His eldest son, Subba Rao, an artist, was an adept
at making models. He gained appreciation and affection of Masterjee for
his services as a volunteer in Viśwamandiraṁ. He was the one who made
the idols of Krishna and Saraswati that could be seen near samaikyatā
stūpaṁ in Viśwanagar. Once Parameswara Ra and his wife had been to
Nagarjuna Sagar to visit their daughter entrusting the care of the house to
Subba Rao. While they were way, Subba Rao used to go out every day at
10 in the morning locking the house and return at 4 in the evening after
attending to his work. One day it began raining with strong winds blowing
that resembled cyclonic weather. The roads were deserted with people
largely confining to their houses However, Subba Rao was away from
home on some work daytime, thieves broke into the house and escaped
with a T.V. set, electric fan, an iron, some cash, some silverware and two
pādukās presented by Masterjee with his blessings. Subba Rao returning
home and learning of the theft went to Masterjee to inform him of it.
Masterjee told him, “The thief will be caught. Excepting cash and silver
articles, the rest of the things stolen would be recovered. File a complaint
with the police.” As predicted by Masterjee, after seven months the police
apprehended the thief while selling the T.V. set and seized many other
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things in his possession. Just as told by Masterjee, cash and silver articles
could not be recovered. But astonishingly the silver pādukās presented
by Masterjee were recovered along with the T.V. set, the fan, etc.
Embodiment of all divine beings
Ananthakrishna, son of Master Ekkirala Krishnamacharya, came
one day to Viśwamandiraṁ to visit Masterjee. That day Masterjee was
in a jovial mood, and none had seen him so happy ever before. The
obvious joy radiated by him that day recalled to one's mind the great love
and affection a father would evince to welcome the return of a son who
had left home a long time back. Watching his happiness at seeing
Ananthakrishna, one felt that Masterjee was overwhelmed with boundless
love and affection. As soon as Ananta Krishna came to Viśwamandiraṁ,
Masterjee embraced him and made him sit next to him, holding his hands
all the while. In the meantime, Masterjee noticed a bandage on
Ananthakrishna's leg and on questioning learned that he was bitten by a
dog. Immediately Masterjee took his leg into his own lap, removed the
bandage, and massaged gently around the wound with his fingers.
Masterjee asked Anantakrishna, “Does it hurt much?” “No, it is much less
now,” replied Anantakrishna. The excessive and lender loving care shown
by Masterjee brought tears to Ananthakrishna's eyes. Telling him that he
would be all right in two or three days and advising him not to strain by
walking much, Masterjee went into meditation for a couple of minutes
with closed eyes. After opening his eyes, he applied vibhūti around the
wound and put back the bandage. All those present in Viśwamandiraṁ
and who were witness to the extraordinary sight of Masterjee bestowing
infinite (ananta) love on Ananthakrishna felt infinitely delighted.
Vidyasagara Sarma, also present there, looking at Ananthakrishna said,
“Ananthakrisha! You are a visionary. You must have perceived that the
one by your side is your father himself.” Nodding his head to signify his
concurrence with Sarma's observation, Ananthakrishna cast a glance at
Masterjee, and tears of joy filled his eyes. Then all the devotees present
there became aware of Masterjee being an embodiment of all divine
beings.
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Appearance as Lord Dattātrēya
Invited by Lakshmi, elder daughter of Valluri Savitramma (known
to all as mammagaru), and Sambasiva Rao, her husband, to visit their
house, Masterjee went to Visakhapatnam in April,1992. He was
accompanied by mammagaru, her second daughter, Durga Valluri
Ramamurthy and some others. There he was offered pādapūja after
which he went into a room to rest. The doors of the room were kept ajar.
Durga came to the room and peeped through the slight opening between
the doors to find what Masterjee was doing. The sight that she had the
fortune to see made her feel greatly astonished and sent her into a rapture
never experienced before. She saw there, Lord Dattātrēya with three
heads and six hands and dressed in saffron robes instead of Masterjee.
This wondrous experience was fervent and exemplary devotion and
diligence with which she served Masterjee for so long.
In the past, Shirdi Sai Baba strove incessantly for forging unity
between the Hindu and the Muslim communities. Presently Masterjee has
been endeavoring to bring about unity not only between Hindus and
Muslims but also between all sections of humanity. Among his devotees
can be counted Hindus, Muslims, Christians, and Jains. Masterjee made
his nature of universality, that is, the nature of being Viśwasāi known to
all by his appearing as Ṣirḍi Sāi and also assuming the forms of many
divine beings.
Viśwasāi, who bestows love and peace,
Dispels sorrows and fills the heart with solace,
A manifestation of Śēṣasāi and a mother of devotees,
Ever granting to one and all supreme bliss!!
*******
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Chapter 14 BESTOWER OF COMPASSION ON DEVOTEES
Viśwamandiraṁ, as often mentioned by Viśwaṁjee, is like a
hospital that is visited by many patients. After they get cured, they leave
the hospital, never to return, unless they become ill again. New and more
new patients keep visiting the hospital. Only doctors, nurses and other
paramedical staff are the only old hands in a hospital. Patients who have
got cured of their illnesses will never choose to stay in the hospital for a
day longer after they are cured. Would they? That being so, the question
why were the people who were formerly regular visitors to
Viśwamandiraṁ no longer seen there is meaningless. People seeking
succor and those desiring to have monetary gain abound in this world. All
that such people wish for is money but not divinity. But those seeking
liberation and knowledge of the Self endeavor to experience divinity. Such
persons are not motivated in any way by worldly desires. They display
exemplary devotion for the guru and serve him with dedication and
diligence unmindful of the results that may ensue. When we realize that the
only way to repay our debt to our guru is to evince total dedication and
diligence towards him and that by doing so, we become worthy of his grace
and our lives would become truly blessed.
It is commonly known that in this world gurus who are divine
incarnations and regarded as samartha sadgurus take upon themselves
the consequences of the deeds of their devotees and bestow upon them
peace and happiness. Such yogis and divine incarnations as Ṣirḍi Sāi,
Tājuddīn Bābā, Gajānan Maharāj, Vāsudēvānanda Sarasvati and
Satyasāi Bābā are known to have displayed this power. Masterjee's life, if we
observe, reveals numerous instances of his taking upon himself the
suffering of his devotees and extending his hand of protection to them.
Some were detailed in the last chapter, and we will learn some more of them
now.
Black magic
Once Masterjee, during the former phase of his life, had been to
Puttaparti along with Ayyanna, a teacher-colleague in the High School
where he worked. There Masterjee had fever from which he suffered for
3 days during which he did not eat anything. On the third day, with great
difficulty and with Ayyanna's help, he managed to go to the dining hall
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and drink a glass of buttermilk. Immediately he vomited whatever he
drank as also some blood, maybe owing to his having had no food at all
for three days. Noticing blood in the vomit, Ayanna felt terribly
frightened. But Masterjee looking at him with a smile told, “There is no
need to worry. This was to happen to someone. Am I not bound to take
upon myself the suffering of someone who has reposed faith in me?”
Ayyanna, however, asked, “How do we know whose suffering it is?”
Masterjee replied, “You will know everything after we reach Guntur.”
After staying on at Puttaparthi for three more days, they returned to
Guntur.
The day after their return, a gentleman came to Masterjee's room
and after saluting him sat a little away to one side. At that time Ayyanna
was also with Masterjee. With a smile Masterjee asked “What is the
matter?” In response, the visitor approached Masterjee and sitting near to
him stated, “I have come to inform you of some interesting matter. Three
days ago, a stranger came to my house and asked me, “Do you have a
guru? Have you received mantropadesa (initiation through a mantra by
a guru). Someone came to me wanting that I should perform black magic
on you. I did perform it. But it did not work and instead recoiled on
me. As a result, I have been vomiting blood. Kindly save my life with the
help of the power of your mantra.” So, saying he caught hold of my feet.
I felt astonished and told him. “I know neither any mantra nor any tantra.
But I keep visiting Masterjee whom I trust very much.” On hearing this,
he began pestering me to take him to you so that he himself could
personally seek your protection. I have, however, told him that I could do
so only if permitted by you. He is presently in my house. If you allow me
l will bring him here. After listening to all this, Masterjee turned to
Ayyanna with a meaningful smile and said, “Is it clear now?” All this
seemed most astonishing to Ayyanna who kept looking at Masterjee
delightedly. Later when the person indulging in black magic came,
Masterjee chided him and told him, “The power and learning acquired by
you must be utilized for the good of mankind. Instead, if you try to cause
ruin to others with selfish motives, evil would befall in this way. At least
now be aware of your evil deeds and repent sincerely. Resolving never to
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indulge in such tricks again pray wholeheartedly to God.” Advising the
black magician thus, Masterjee sent him away.
Manikyamma’s grandson
In January 1986, Masterjee undertook a pilgrimage to Shirdi by bus
along with some devotees. Manikyamma of Bapatla accompanied him
with her three months old grandson. She desired to get him christened at
Shirdi. On the way the child began to cry uncontrollably. All the
passengers felt that it would be better to consult a doctor. It did not occur
to any that they should approach Masterjee and have the child blessed by
him. Although Valluri Savitramma thought that the doctor of doctors was
with them, why should the child be taken to any other doctor, she did not,
however, speak out. At some wayside village the bus was stopped and
Manikyamma along with a few co-passengers went into the village and
consulted a doctor who prescribed some medicines. However, the child
continued to cry as before and when he was about to faint, Savitramma,
not able to contain herself any longer, told Manikyamma to place the child
in Masterjee’s hands to ensure his crying to be stopped. Manikyamma
realized her fault and felt sad that it did not occur to her to have her child
blessed by Masterjee. She at once handed over the child to Masterjee. All
this while he merely watched silently what was happening. Taking the
child in his arms he applied some vibhūti on the child’s forehead, put a
little in his mouth and rubbed his body with it. Handing over the child
back to the grandmother, he assured her that the child would be all right
in ten minutes. As assured by him, in a quarter of an hour, the child
stopped crying and slept off blissfully in his grandmother’s arms. After
that the boy did not suffer from any indisposition throughout the journey.
Masterjee took upon himself the boy's sickness and suffered for two days.
All the devotees traveling by the bus had thus direct experience of how
Masterjee took upon himself the suffering of his devotees and thereby
saved them.
Chaitanya's mother
There were several instances of Masterjee alleviating the suffering
of many which they had to bear owing to their being possessed by evil
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spirits: One notable example was that of Chaitanya’s mother. At that time,
he was a second-year student of B. Com degree in Jagarlamudi
Kuppuswami College in Guntur. His father, Ananada Rao, who had
retired from service in the Airforce, was then employed as the manager of
the branch office of Jana Chaitanya Housing Private Limited, at
Vijayawada. Samrajyam, his mother, had been unwell for more than four
years due to severe pain in the knees and other joints that disabled her
from using her legs and attending to household chores and forced her to
be bedridden. All the house-hold work used to be carried on by Chaitanya
and his younger brother, Harshavardan. In course of time due to the
severity of the suffering, Samrajyam lost even her mental balance and she
suffered a hell. People who saw her suffering so much could not but feel
sorry for her condition. She used to see someone entering the house,
holding her hair and beating her. Unable to bear the torture, she would cry
out loudly and shiver terribly. Chaitanya suspected his mother's condition
to be a result of her being possessed by some evil spirit, but none heeded
to what he said in that regard. Many doctors like, Dr. Kusuma Kumari, Dr
Venkata Rao, and Dr Bala Bhaskara Rao and even Dr Amarnath, an
orthopedician, were consulted but to no avail. For medicines and various
diagnostic tests such as the X-ray, blood and urine tests enormous
expenditure was incurred. The house filled with medicines meant for her
looked like a big medical store. Ananda Rao, the father, did not believe in
the existence of spirits and the conventional treatment did not yield any
results. Chaitanya, unable to bear the sight of his mother suffering so
much, felt, at times, that death might be a relief for her.
One day Rafi, Shaik Rahaman’s brother, came to their house and
showed a photo of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee to Chaitanya that attracted
him very much. He visited Rafi’s house and learnt many interesting facts
about Masterjee that captivated him beyond description. On returning
home that night, he found everyone in bed. By then his father had not
returned from his duty. At midnight, Chaitanya woke up and walked to
the photo of Shirdi Sai, presented with blessings to him by Ramani
Swami, a well-known devotee of Shirdi Sai of Machilipatnam, that hung
from a nail on the wall. As he stood before the picture thinking about
Raman Swami, there was a knock at the door. Thinking it might be his
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father, he went to open the door. It was indeed his father. His father
informed Chaitanya that Raman Swami had come and was waiting outside
near the gate. Chaitanya ran to Ramani Swami as fast as he could and
offered his salutations to his feet. After handing over a calendar to
Chaitanya, Ramani left for Machilipatnam. Chaitanya took the calendar
inside the house and began to unroll it thinking that it must be of Shirdi
Sai. But it turned out to be one with the photo of Viśwaṁjee. On seeing
it, he felt as if Masterjee came to his house in person and jumped in joy.
Since seeing Masterjee's picture with Rafi two days ago, Chaitanya had
been wanting to have one for himself. He did not, however, express his
desire to anyone. Now that he had come to possess one, his joy knew no
bounds. He at once woke up his mother and younger brother and showed
them the photo shouting. “Masterjee has come to our house!” He began
clapping and dancing in sheer joy. He hung the calendar from a from a
nail in the wall and offered the waving of burning incense sticks to
Masterjee's picture.
The next day the condition of Chaitanya’s mother grew much worse.
Unable to bear the suffering and feeling exhausted, she urged Chaitanya
to go Masterjee that day itself and to inform him of her pitiable
condition. Complying with her request he went along with Rahman and
gave to Masterjee a detailed account of his mother's condition expressing
at the same time that her suffering was probably due to her being
possessed by some evil spirit. Masterjee responded saying, “Have no
worry. Your mother will become healthy. Before long, you will all visit
me.” He then blessed him and gave him a few packets of vibhūti and also
a fruit as prasādaṁ.
From the next day onwards, a remarkable improvement in her
condition was noticed. She was able to get out of bed all by herself and
walk a little unaided. Her chanting of the mantra, ōm śrī sāirām
gurudēva datta in compliance with Masterjee's directions, had the
wonderful effect of driving away the evil forces that held sway over her
for so long, and gradually she regained normal health. A week later when
she was taken to Mamata Clinic, Dr. Vijayalakshmi after examining her
pronounced her to be completely normal and assured that there was no
longer any cause for worry. Anyone who sees her now cannot even
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imagine that not long ago she was a patient confined to bed, unable to
walk and who suffered. Chaitanya's family marveled at the miraculous
way Masterjee cured his mother of her long-standing disease without ever
having had a look at her.
Propitiatory Rite
One evening Subbarao, engaged in the construction of the stūpa at
Viśwanagar was to return home in Pedanandipadu. He, an expert driver
who never had even a minor accident and who never exceeded 50 Kmph,
started for his home on his motorcycle. But as ill-luck would have it, his
motorbike that evening slid on the road and fell to one side, and he too
fell off to the ground. Though fortunately he did not sustain any injuries,
yet on his getting up from the ground he felt his body to be heavy and
besides he felt quite weak too. Somehow, he managed to drive on his
vehicle to his home. After reaching home he had an attack of fever
accompanied by severe headache that lasted for seven days. He did not
choose to take any medicine except a little of the vibhūti given by
Masterjee. His wife, Nagaramaneswan after a couple of days after the
onset of the fever, went to Masterjee and informed him of her husband's
condition. He advised her to go back home and break a coconut carrying
out duly the propitiatory rite. He assured her that the fever would subside.
She did accordingly but as fever did not abate, she went to Masterjee again
to inform him of the situation. Masterjee said “Yes, you did break a
coconut. But you did not touch your husband with it before breaking it as
required. Your husband's continuing to run a fever is due to the effect of
some evil force. Go back home and do as I have told you. The fever will
ease off. You need not worry.” This time she followed the instructions
very strictly. Subbarao who lost appetite for food during the last seven
days began to feel hungry all on a sudden and by the next day his fever
and weakness disappeared completely.
Treatment of the swelling of the leg
Vijayalakshmi, stepmother of Ramasubba Rao, a professional
photographer, once happened to be traveling by bus from Chirala to
Adipudi. On the way, the bus fell into a stream and as a result all the
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passengers sustained some injuries. Her leg was badly injured but the
doctors at the hospital where she was taken told after examining her that
her leg was not fractured. They bandaged the leg. gave some medicines
and allowed her to go home. After her return to her house, the leg became
very much swollen. X-ray did not reveal anything wrong. The doctors
treated her for six months by applying poultice of flour to her leg. But all
that was of no avail. Then Ramasubba Rao took her to Masterjee who
after examining her whole leg told them, “There is no need for any worry.
She will be alright soon. Rub camphor mixed with some vibhūti on the
leg from knee downwards for two or three days." They did accordingly
and in ten days’ time the swelling was gone, and she was able to walk
about normally.
The wonderful effect of vibhūti
Indeed, the vibhūti distributed by Masterjee with his own hands
possessed curative powers that helped many in getting cured of their
diseases. The experiences of many reveal that the vibhūti received by
someone, when passed on to some others, miraculously relieved the
suffering of the others too. Just as the vibhūti given by Shirdi Sal used to
be very carefully preserved by his devotees, so did the devotees of
Viśwaṁjee keep the vibhūti given by him as a priceless possession
regarding it as an all-curative sañjīvini and a protective armor.
Once Akella Manikya Murthy and his wife were returning by bus
Guntur from Srisailam. Among their copassengers were a Christian
couple. The husband who had been suffering from severe pain in the leg
had consulted many expert doctors in Hyderabad. However, they advised
him to go to Dr. Srikant, a neurosurgeon of Guntur and so he and his wife
were on their way to Guntur. Their son-in-law accompanied them to be of
help. From the time they boarded the bus the husband, unable to bear the
severe pain in his leg, started crying. Manikya Murthy, seated next to that
gentleman, thinking Masterjee's vibhūti might give him some relief from
pain, took out the packet which he carried in his shirt pocket and told the
gentlemen’s son-in-law, “Here is vibhūti. If you do not mind, smear a
little on the forehead and the pain may decrease.” But the son-in-law
replied that he would ask his father-in-law if he would agree to it. But he
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kept quiet without asking his father-in-law. Half an hour elapsed, and the
gentleman began to writhe in uncontrollable pain. Manikya Murthy could
no longer contain himself and getting up from his seat and handing over
the packet of vibhūti to the patient's wife told her “Smear the vibhūti on
his forehead and rub his leg with some.” She did as directed and after five
minutes the patient closed his eyes and fell asleep. At Dornala he woke
up and looking at Manikya Murthy said “The medicine that you gave me
relieved much of my pain. Please give me some more of it if you have.”
Manikya Murthy replied, “It is not medicine. It is vibhūti given by Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee who lives in Railpet of Guntur. People of different
religions go and meet him. Please go and visit him once.” So saying he
again gave a packet of vibhūti to him. The patient applied some vibhūti
to his leg and slept off happily till the bus reached Guntur.
Eradication disease
The daughter of G. Venkateswara Rao of Guntur was
constitutionally very weak from her childhood. Whenever she had an
injury on any part of her body, near it would form a boil that disappeared
only gradually. Also, she would bleed profusely when injured and the
bleeding would not stop for quite some time. Many doctors were
consulted, and she underwent the treatment prescribed. However, all that
proved futile. The doctors at Guntur diagnosed her condition to be due to
deficiency of platelets and advised her to be taken to the Christian Medical
Hospital at Vellore without tarrying. After duly consulting the doctors
there, she began to take medicines prescribed by them. But that treatment
too did not yield benefit. As a last resort, Venkateswara Rao took his
daughter to Masterjee. Masterjee patted her on the back, and drawing her
close to himself told her assuringly, “You need to have no fear. I am with
you, and you will become healthy very soon.” He added, “Drink the juice
of banana flower mixed with buttermilk and a pinch of vibhūti twice a
day for forty days. Also keep chanting the mantra as many times as you
can.” Within a week after she began following these instructions, her
condition showed signs of improvement and by the end of the fortieth day
she became completely healthy.
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Bhīmaratha Śānti
Kastala Hanumanta Rao, who retired as the headmaster of the Hindu
College High School, lived nearby Viśwamandiraṁ in Krishnanagar. He
is a worshipper of Lord Śiva and is used to perform Rudrābhiṣēkaṁ
every day. He would eat anything only thereafter. Even when he had been
to London to visit his son, he carried with him the box having all the things
required for carrying the daily worship and performing the
Rudrābhiṣēkaṁ for such was his devotional fervor. He is of very gentle
disposition and his faith and devotion for Masterjee are boundless. One
day he went to Viśwamandiraṁ and after offering salutations sat a little
away to one side of Masterjee. Looking at him, Masterjee wanted to know
what his age was. He replied he was about to cross 70 years whereupon
Masterjee said, “Your planetary position is not good. Have Bhīmaratha
Śānti performed. That will ward off the possibility of untimely death.”
Hanumanta Rao who listened to Masterjee attentively wondered why he
spoke thus. On returning home he took out his astrological chart which
was got written long time ago and looked at it. He was astonished to notice
the likelihood of his meeting death that year being clearly mentioned in
it. The chart was prepared more than twenty years ago, and he had
forgotten all about it. He could not imagine how Masterjee could know
about it. His faith in Masterjee got redoubled now. Following Masterjee's
directions, he got the propitiatory rite performed by the priests. Masterjee
was present during the ceremony and gave Hanumanta Ra his divine
blessings.
Heart disease treated
Dr. Venkata Krishnam Raju of Mogaltur was a worshipper of Śrī
Rājarājēśvari. Gonella Sri Ramachandar of the same village, a devotee
of Masterjee, used to visit the doctor often to learn things of interest from
him. On a certain day, he was to appear for the last examination of the
final year of B.A. The night before, he had been to Doctor Raju's house.
After chatting with Ramachandar for some time, the doctor went into his
bedroom to sleep. Ramachandar sat outside the entrance studying for the
examination. At 11.30 in the night, Doctor Raju called Ramachandar to
take out particular tablets of medicine from a chest drawer and give them
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to him. After doing so, Ramachandar enquired what the problem was and
was informed that the doctor had pain in the chest. Noticing the doctor
profusely sweating, Ramachandar phoned another doctor and also
informed Raju's brother at Narsapur.
Phlegm began coming out of the doctor's mouth in thick lumps.
Asked by the doctor, Ramachandar began to wipe and clean his mouth
with a piece of cloth. Thinking that probably his end was near, Dr. Raju
asked Ramachandar to pour a little tulasi tīrthaṁ (water with holy basil
leaves placed in it) into his mouth. He did accordingly. While Dr. Raju
battled for life, Ramachandar sat beside him and went on repeating the
mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta and praying to Masterjee for
saving the doctor's life.
In the meanwhile, the doctor who arrived from Narsapur took the
ailing Dr. Raju to the hospital. By the next day, Dr. Raju regained
consciousness. Ramachandar went to Guntur and return with some
packets of vibhūti from Masterjee which he gave to Dr. Raju. Gradually
Raju recovered and became healthy.
Sometime later, Dr. Raju happened to go to Tenali to visit his
brother. Ramachander took the doctor to Masterjee and introduced him.
Masterjee asked him, “How are you?” Noticing that the question did not
register on the doctor, may be because he was absent-minded, Master
repeated the question. Even then he merely answered, “Yes! Yes!”. Then
Masterjee informed him that he was saved from the brink of death.
Turning to Ramachander, Masterjee said, “He is alive today only because
of you. But Ramachander protested saying, “No Swami! It is because of
you.” Holding Masterjee’s feet, he added, “anyadhā śaraṇaṁ nāsti - you
are my sole refuge and no one else”. “Oh! You are citing Sanskrit verses!
If your faith is strong, I will take care of everything,” told Masterjee.
Ramachandar used to chant Viśwagāyatri formed by him by combining
several gāyatri mantrās. He wrote it down on a piece of paper and gave
it to Masterjee. After looking at it for a while, Masterjee turned to the
others present and said, "This fellow does not know a word of Sanskrit.
He has made just a copy of the mantras composed by some others."
Turning to Ramachandar, he continued, “You should desist from doing
experiments on all kinds of things lest they recoil on you.” Pausing for a
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while and handing back the paper, he added, “All right! Carry on with
what you are doing.” Ramachandar, however, told Masterjee that he
would no longer chant Viśwagāyatri and would continue with the
mantra of ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta given by Masterjee.
A Brahmin priest becoming a devotee
Ramachandar kept the picture of Datta given to him by Masterjee
in his house at Mogaltur and offered pūja to it regularly. All his neighbors
believed that he carried on the worship of Lord Datta. One day when
hārati was being offered at the end of Satyanārāyanavrata performed
in Ramachandar's house, the priest conducting the pūja asked him
derisively if he would not offer hārati to your Dattātrēya. At once the
burning camphor in the plate split into two and one burning piece fell to
one side suggestive of hārati being offered to Datta. On seeing this the
brahmin priest became speechless and from then on devotion for
Dattātrēya began to take root in him.
The wonderful power of chanting God's name
Vadali Visweswara Rao of Kattungi village of the East Godavari
District and all the members of his family have been staunch devotees of
Masterjee who has been giving them protection and helping them
overcome many difficulties. One day Visweswara Rao injured his leg
badly in an accident in which he was hit by a Maruti van. On examining
the leg. the Doctors said that since the bones as well as the blood-vessels
in it were badly damaged, the leg needed to be amputated below the knee
to save his life. Terribly upset by the prognosis of the doctors, the
members of his family phoned Masterjee who, on being informed of the
matter, asked them to take the patient to Hyderabad immediately. Though
the doctors declared that taking the patient to Hyderabad would endanger
his life, Masterjee insisted repeatedly that the patient ought to be taken to
Hyderabad. Having complete faith in Masterjee's words and after giving
a written undertaking that they would be liable for the consequences of
their action, they took the patient to Hyderabad and got him examined by
the doctors there. He underwent surgery four times. The doctors, however,
were not hopeful that the patient would walk again normally. Yet belying
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the medical opinion, soon after he was back on his feet walking normally
like others. This was wholly due to his taking Masterjee's vibhūti daily
and constantly chanting the mantra, ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta.
Recovery of Vijayalakshmi's father-in-law
A year ago, the seventy-five-year-old father-in-law of
Vijayalakshmi, became physically immobile and was not even able to lift
a glass and drink water. He suffered from excruciating pain in the back
that made it difficult to sit up or lie down. The doctors diagnosed his
condition due to obstruction in the flow of blood in the back of his neck
and they advised surgery in that region of the neck. But they could not
assure that there would be no danger to his life or that he would be cured
of his ailment. He also had hypertension and diabetes Under these
circumstances, Vijaylakshmi and other members of the family were not
sure whether it would be right to go in for surgery at his age. As a last
resort they approached Masterjee who, giving them a few packets of
vibhūti, instructed then to rub the vibhūti along the spine of the patient
and to ensure that he chanted God's name. He assured that the patient
would recover though it might take some time for total recovery. They did
as instructed and with each passing month he felt better and better. He has
got back the use of his fingers and other limbs and is able to write, walk
and eat. The doctors noticing the gradual improvement in his condition
were truly amazed.
Faith, the healer
Chinta Venkata Sambasiva Gupta, employed as a clerk in a
readymade dress shop in Guntur, had a heart attack in 1991. He went to
Hyderabad to get admitted into the Nizam's Hospital, but the hospital
authorities refused him admission. He informed Masterjee over the phone
of what happened. Masterjee asked him not to worry and to go back to the
hospital and assured him that he would be admitted. Acting on Masterjee's
assurance when he later went to the hospital, he was taken in as an inpatient without any hitch. All necessary examinations were carried out
and the doctors stating that his condition was such as would get cured by
medication without any need for surgery, put him on treatment
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accordingly. In due course he regained normal health. With renewed
devotion and faith, presently he carries on every day the worship of the
pādukās of Masterjee following the procedure laid down for it in the
book, Pādapūjā Vidhānaṁ.
One day, the left side of the larynx of the five year-dd son Gupta got
paralyzed resulting in loss of speech. Reputed doctors like Sri Bayya
Srinivasa Rao examined him and declared that there was no cure for his
condition. Whereupon when Gupta took his son to Masterjee, the latter
assured him that his son would be all right. He instructed that betel and
basil leaves should be placed in some water and the water boiled every
day and the boy should be made to drink the decoction twice a day in the
morning and the evening. Within a week after the boy began drinking the
potion as directed by Masterjee, there was eighty percent improvement in
his condition.
Ramarayudu's great-grandson being saved
With the blessings of Masterjee, Madhavi (Madhu), greatgranddaughter of Ramarayudu, conceived for the first time six years after
her marriage. She was brought to the house of her grandmother.
Lakshmikanthamma, for being confined. One day the grandmother took
Madhu to Masterjee for his blessings. As Madhu neared the end of the
course of the pregnancy, one early morning at about 4 o'clock she began
experiencing prenatal pangs. At that time Ramarayudu was away at
Nagpur. On being informed of Madhus' condition, Masterjee advised
Lakshmikanthamma to have her granddaughter immediately admitted to
a hospital and assured her that everything would be fine. Accordingly,
Lakshmikantamma admitted her in Dr Kaza Prasunamba's nursing home.
As ill-luck would have it, except Dr. Prasunamba no other doctor was
present in the hospital at that time. Madhu's condition was causing anxiety
and the doctor, after examining her, decided upon emergency surgery. As
Madhu was being wheeled into operation theatre, Lakshmikantamma rang
up Masterjee to apprise him of the situation and seek his blessings.
Masterjee told her not to worry at all and gave his blessings. Dr.
Prasunamba conducted the surgery successfully all by herself and
delivered the baby. Soon after, the infant began struggling for breath
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owing to his having swallowed the natal fluid. The two or three doctors
called in by Dr. Prasunamba examined the child and said that there was
no hope of saving the boy. But Masterjee told Lakshmikanthamma, “No
need to worry. The boy will recover.” In two days, the boy recovered well.
Abatement of pain in the knee
Guntupalli Venkateswara Ra of Peddagottipadu village of Guntur
District had been suffering from pain in the knee for over two years. As a
result, he could not even walk. The treatment and medicines consumed
gave him only temporary relief. On being approached by him, Masterjee,
advised him to rub his knee with vibhūti three times a day and to chant
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta as many times as possible. After strictly
following Masterjee's directions for three days, Venkateswara Rao's pain
in the knee abated completely.
Cure of urination problem
On the third day after his birth, the infant son of Addepalli
Nagesawara Rao (Sivaiah), a resident of Paragani village of Guntur
District, was found to have some problem relating to a blood vessel in his
spine and he had to undergo surgery for that. Since then, the boy
developed the problem of excessive urination. He used to urinate twenty
to thirty times a day. Being a wealthy person, Nageswara Rao consulted
many medical specialists without any concern for the expenditure
incurred. However, the problem remained as ever. The doctors merely
said that by the time the boy grew to the age of twelve years, it would
have gradually disappeared. Yet Nageswara Rao continued to have his
son undergo some treatment or the other hoping that he would be cured.
When the boy was about three years old, Masterjee happened to go to
Pedanandipadu, close by to Nageswara Rao's village, for giving a
discourse. During Masterjee's visit there, Nageswara Rao got introduced
to him. The next day he took his child to Guntur for Masterjee's blessings.
All present in Viśwamandiraṁ noticed the boy passing urine as he along
with his father entered the audience-hall. Masterjee after listening to all
that Nageswara Rao told him, put some vibhūti in the boy's mouth and
said, “Don't worry. He will be alright.” He then made the boy lie down in
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front of him for about an hour. During that one hour the boy did not urinate
even once. From the very next day there was significant improvement,
and the frequency of urination came down to three or four times a day.
Mr̥tyuñjaya - vanquisher of death
Owing to his having become seriously ill, Rohit, son of Venkata
Jayalakshmi, the eldest daughter of N.A.S. Sastry, head of the department
of Physics in Hindu College, Guntur, had to be hospitalized in Hyderabad
in 1987. The doctors attending on him held out no hope for his survival.
Sastry received a phone call informing him of this and asking him to come
to Hyderabad at once. Immediately Sastry went to Masterjee and told him
of the call received by him Masterjee went into meditation for a little
while and then told Sastry “Come here in the evening. Take some akṣatās
and vibhūti and proceed to Hyderabad.” But almost at once, seemingly
on second thoughts, he told Sastry, “Come in the afternoon, no, take them
right now and go to Hyderabad.” So, saying, he gave Sastry akṣatās and
vibhūti.
Meanwhile the doctors in Hyderabad declined to continue the
treatment as there was absolutely no hope of the boy coming through. His
parents, unable to persuade them to continue the treatment, went to the
Superintendent of the hospital and brought him to the patient. On his
instructions, the duty doctor put the boy once again on saline. After the
saline-drip began, the boy who appeared to have been in a coma till then,
regained consciousness and opened his eyes. By the evening, Sastry
reached the hospital and learnt that the saline-drip began exactly at the
moment that he received Masterjee’s blessings at Guntur. Sastry realized
that the grace of Masterjee could transcend time and distance, his divine
compassion would alleviate the suffering of people wherever they might
be and that his merciful look was like that of a tortoise. Sastry smeared a
little of the vibhūti on the boy’s forehead and kept the akṣatās below his
head. In three days, the boy recovered fully. Later when Rohit was taken
to Viśwamandiraṁ, Masterjee, with a smile on his lips, addressed him
as mr̥tyuñjaya - vanquisher of death.
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Calamity averted
In 1986, during the period when Masterjee resided in
Viśwamandiraṁ, the house of Kuppa Satyanarayana situated in Railpet,
an incident occurred. One afternoon, Masterjee was sitting surrounded by
many devotees among whom were Akula Koteswara Rao and his wife
Eswari. In those days, anyone would feel highly elated to be addressed by
his name by Masterjee. Acceptance of prasādaṁ by Masterjee brought
by any devotee would make him feel blessed. Being entrusted with any
task by him would be regarded as life's fortune by the devotees. Such was
their fervent devotion for him, and attitude of service evinced by them.
None would talk with him unless he himself made a gesture in that regard.
Likewise, none would go near him unless beckoned by him. That
afternoon, turning to Eswari, Masterjee asked her to make some tea for
him. To Eswari who was ever ready to do his bidding, being asked by
Masterjee to make tea was more than what she could wish for. Feeling
overjoyed, she ran to the kitchen located in the backyard of the house.
Suddenly the cry “Masterjee!" was heard from the kitchen and Masterjee
followed by all others rushed there and found Eswari lying unconscious
on the floor. Her entire face was red, probably due to its having been
singed by the flames that suddenly rose from the stove when it was being
lighted. Seeing the flames, she appeared to have panicked and fell to the
ground. At that critical time, the only two persons who remained
unperturbed were Masterjee and Koteswara Rao. Masterjee went to his
room and came back with sandalwood paste that he got prepared in his
room and applied it thickly on Eswari's face. He sat by her side and made
her feel cool and comfortable by waving a fan. The others present
marveled to see Masterjee, an embodiment of parental affection for his
devotees, serving Eswari with such loving care. Regaining consciousness,
Eswari opened her eyes and saw Masterjee right in front of her. Her eyes
glistened with gratitude. With a sorrowful tone, Masterjee enquired
“Eswari! How do you feel now? Had I not asked you to make tea for me,
you would have been spared of this suffering.” These consoling words
brought tears to her eyes and many thoughts to her mind. “How
compassionate Masterjee is! Foreseeing the calamitous event, he has
saved me from it by extending his hand of protection and ensured that I
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get away with only a little suffering. How such an embodiment of virtue
takes on himself the blame for what has happened as if he were an
ordinary as if he were an ordinary individual! What a pure heart he has!
Is this not a revelation of the true nature of divinity!” Such were the many
thoughts that crossed her mind then. Soon after when she got up and began
to move about, fully recovered, everyone heaved a sigh of relief. In this
way, Masterjee rescued Eswari from the jaws of death on two more
occasions. An account of this could be seen mentioned elsewhere in this
book.
Sāidatta, the saviour
One night in 1989, Vidyasagar Sarma set out from Madhira along
with some friends, in a jeep to attend the marriage of a friend’s daughter
in a village near Nandigama. Avasarala Satyanarayana, an electrical
assistant engineer was at the wheel. Sarma and Putumbaka Srikrishna
Prasad, former Chairman of A.P. Poultry Development Corporation, sat
in the front seat beside the driver. In the rear were seated all the others
numbering about eight. The curve the road took three miles before
Nandigama was known as a “Death cell” because of the many accidents
that took place there. None of the people who fell into the deep ditch
adjacent to the curve ever came out alive. The road was unfamiliar to all
the persons traveling in the jeep and besides it was pitch dark. The jeep
was speeding fast. The driver noticing the bend, applying the brakes and
the jeep falling into the ditch happened suddenly all at the same time. The
jeep tumbled several times before it came to rest. Vidyasagar Sarma who
had been mentally chanting the mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta all
the while since he got into the jeep at Madhira, observed the whole
accident as it happened. From under the overturned jeep, one by one all
occupants managed to stumble out. Everyone was worried about the
safety of all the others. All of them escaped with just a few scratches.
Believing that their being saved from imminent death with a few bruises
was wholly due the presence of Vidyasagara Sarma among them, the cotravelers of Sarma expressed their gratitude to him. However, Sarma with
a smile said, “We are all saved by Sāidatta. The great mantra ōm śrī
sāirām gurudēva datta served as a girdle of protection to all of us.” He
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added in a humorous vein, “Had we not been so saved, perhaps we would
all by now be enjoying the company of the divine damsels in heaven.”
They all managed to hoist the badly damaged vehicle onto the road and
towed it to Nandigama.
Cancer cured
Vadali Somayajulu, an ardent devotee of Masterjee and a resident
of Kattungi village of East Godavari District, had been vomiting
continuously for 15 days. One night he had a vision in which he
experienced a great light passing over him and that Masterjee was seated
by his side. On opening his eyes, he found everything gone. On another
night, similarly he experienced seeing a naked boy with his body covered
with some skin disease. Two days later, Somayajulu became seriously ill
and had to be admitted to a hospital in Rajahmundry. All the tests needed
for diagnosing his disease were carried out by the doctors. His daughter,
Lakshmi, telephoned from Amalapuram to Masterjee to apprise him of
her father's condition whereupon he told her that her father had cancer in
an advanced stage. She wondered how Masterjee sitting in Guntur could
so emphatically diagnose her father's disease without having as much as
a look at the patient. Two days later, the medical reports indeed confirmed
his having cancer. When the doctors told the members of the patient's
family that his cancer had reached an advanced stage in which no surgery
was possible and there was no hope of his living beyond a few days, they
all felt terribly grief-stricken. On being advised by Masterjee, they shifted
the patient to Hyderabad. Before admitting him in a hospital, they
obtained the blessings of Masterjee who happened to be visiting
Hyderabad. The doctors at the hospital confirmed that the patient's cancer
was in an advanced stage. Though they were not sure whether it would be
possible to operate on him, yet they decided to carry out the surgery for
whatever it was worth. Masterjee was kept constantly informed of the
patient's condition. Just before the surgery was to begin, the members of
Somayajulu's family witnessed distinctly Masterjee, in saffron robes
walking up the stairs and going into the operation theatre. The surgery
was successful. Though the diagnostic tests carried out in Rajahmundry
showed a 90% spread of the cancer in the patient, now the cancer was
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found to be in its primary stage. This amazing turn around in the patient's
condition was made possible by Masterjee's blessings. The family felt
greatly relieved. The follow up therapies administered by the doctors
helped the patient to recover well. On the occasion of the 48th birthday of
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, Somayajulu went up to the dais and narrated
how he was cured of cancer by Masterjee's divine grace and paid grateful
praṇāms at his feet. Masterjee cautioned him to observe restraint in
matters of food or else he might face serious problems.
Asthma abated
Guntupalli Tulasamma of Gottipadu village of Guntur District had
been suffering from Asthma for long and had to endure much discomfort
because of it. Once when she had a severe attack, she was taken to the
Government Hospital at Guntur. The prognosis of the doctors at the
hospital was that her condition was so serious that no treatment was
possible and that it would be difficult for her to survive the attack. Her
close relative, Guntupalli Veerabhadra Rao, has been an ardent devotee
and a member of Masterjee's universal family. Every year before
Dattajayanti Masterjee used to administer to his devotees a vow called
Dattadīkṣa to be observed for forty days preceding Dattajayanti. This
involved adherence to certain rigorous rules of conduct. Continuously for
two years, Veerabhadra Rao kept the vow so very strictly that he gained
the appreciation of Masterjee who began calling him affectionately
Dīkṣādakṣa. Having come to know of Tulasamma being hospitalized,
Veerabhadra Rao visited her to enquire about her health. He was so
greatly moved by her pitiable condition that he took out a packet of
vibhūti received from Masterjee, applied some vibhūti on her forehead
and put a pinch of it in her mouth. Keeping the rest of it under her pillow,
he advised her to chant ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta and put a little of
the vibhūti in her mouth whenever she experienced pain. Though she had
neither seen Masterjee so far nor had much faith in him, she did as advised
by Dīkṣādakṣa hoping that her condition might improve. Veerabhadra
Rao left the hospital and straight went to Masterjee and told him of his
having given vibhūti to Tulasamma. Masterjee assured him that there was
no cause for worry and gave blessings. As Tulasamma swallowed a little
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vibhūti, she began to breathe better and felt more comfortable. Before a
week passed, she regained normal health and returned home. The doctors,
who had no hope of her recovering, felt astonished at the way she regained
her health and complimenting her, expressed the opinion that some power,
that they knew nothing of, must have brought about the miracle.
The change of heart
Guntupalli Tulasamma who had not visited Masterjee at any time
before, now being filled with a sense of gratitude for her life being saved
by the vibhūti presented by him, went to visit him along with Veerabhdra
Rao and his wife. While she was in Viśwamandiraṁ, her brother, Lanka
Satyanarayana, employed in Prattipadu District Co-operative Central
Bank came to her house to meet her and learning that she had been to visit
Masterjee, he too went there. Being stuck in a financial morass and not
knowing how to come out of it, he was greatly worried and having lost
mental peace, he even contemplated committing suicide. Though he had
heard of Masterjee, till then he had not met him. He went to
Viśwamandiraṁ more with the intention of meeting his sister than seeing
Masterjee. Having come there, he sat along with all others on one side of
the audience hall. Masterjee was engaged in a discussion with those sitting
close to him. As Satyanarayana came into the hall, the discussion turned
to the sublet of human weaknesses. Expatiating on the subject, Masterjee
said, “There is none in this world who is not beset with some problem or
the other. Instead of running away from the problems, everyone must
ponder over their genesis, introspect to identify his own faults that may
have contributed to the problems and correct them, and then solve the
problems with courage. None should think of suicide out of cowardice. It
is utterly sinful to put an end to one's lite, a precious gift given by God.
Happiness must be derived by utilizing life for the good of others." This
sermonizing went on for about fifteen minutes. Then Masterjee turning to
Satyanarayana said with a meaningful smile, “You know to whom I have
addressed all these words!”
Satyanarayana felt an overpowering sense of surrender to
omniscient Masterjee who, sensing his mental agitation, banished his evil
thoughts and saved his life by showing how to face problems. With a new
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exuberance and inspiration filling his whole self, he at once got up,
approached Masterjee and fell at his feet. After offering his salutations,
he declared to all present in the hall that the words spoken by Masterjee
were wholly directed to him and that he was granted a new lease of life
by Masterjee who indeed was no ordinary person but a mahātma.
Everyone present there realized the supreme truth that just as an
experienced physician would be able to diagnose the ailment of a patient
by a mere look at him, so would the yogis comprehend the problems of
the visitors by just casting a lock at them.
One or two similar incidents occurred during Masterjee's stay in the
Railpet room. One day, as he was engaged in some discussion with the
visiting devotees in his room, someone came in. This new visitor, beset
with many family problems decided to end his life by drowning in the
river Krishna. Before he did so, he desired to meet Masterjee once. None
present in the room had any inkling of this. It was usual for Masterjee to
talk in a manner where his words, intended for a particular person, were
not addressed to him directly but spoken in a general way. But the person
to whom they were meant would nevertheless get the message clear and
sound. That day, Masterjee narrated how Śrīpāda Śrīvallabha, who
happened to go to the river Krishna for taking a bath, saw a mother and
her son about to commit suicide by jumping into the river and prevented
them from carrying out their intention, and how he admonished and sent
them back after duly explaining to them about the sanctity of life. Using
this as an illustration, he drove home the undesirability of committing
suicide and added, “Pain and pleasure experienced in human life are like
day and night that follow each other inevitably. Every human being is
bound to face some difficulties in life. Happiness, however, lies in reining
one's own desires and leading a life of contentment. We must all develop
forbearance to take the difficulties lightly. Without facing hardship, none
can experience happiness, and the value of happiness can be fully realized
by only those who have gone through much adversity. I know of instances
of some people migrating to Guntur with not a penny in their pocket and
striking it rich by engaging themselves in such vocations as peddling
eatbles, carrying a load of cloth on their heads, moving from house to
house and selling it, and selling coffee powder. We must understand how
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by sheer dint of hard work they came up in life and follow their example.
I also know of people who have ruined themselves economically and
physically by indulging in such bad habits as drinking and gambling.
Their lives must be a lesson to us. Those who regard life as a game and a
challenge will be rewarded with happiness. Likewise, those who practice
restraint and frugality in all matters are bound to be happy always. Being
afraid of facing adversity and consequently contemplating suicide out of
cowardice, is the most hasty and unwise act. For developing forbearance
to face difficulties, one should seek the grace of yogis. Spiritual power
helps an individual to overcome adversity in life. Therefore, everyone,
recognizing that 'Honesty, Character, Purity and Unity' are the basic
principles of divinity, must practice them in his life.” As Masterjee spoke
thus, he looked smiling at the person who intended to commit suicide.
After all other visitors left the mandir, he fell at Masterjee's feet and with
tears rolling down his cheeks, said, “Swāmi! I shall never let the sinful
thought of committing suicide cross my mind. You have indeed opened
my eyes.” He then paid obeisance Masterjee. With the courage instilled
in him by Masterjee, he began leading a totally transformed and energetic
life and is today an influential and famous person among the wealthy
people of Guntur.
Drinking habit given up
Maddi Nagaprasad, a young resident of Pasumarru village, had been
carrying on a jewelry business in Chilakaluripet. He became addicted to
drinking. One day at the instance of his brother-in-law, Dasari Nageswara
Rao, he went to Masterjee. Looking at him, Masterjee advised him to give
up drinking and never to drive his scooter after consuming liquor. He also
gave him a photo of himself for being with him. Disregarding Masterjee's
advice, after having consumed a lot of liquor, he set out on his scooter
from Guntur to Chillakaluripet. On the way, he had a head on collision
with a truck resulting in his falling off from the scooter and sustaining
heavy injuries to his head and leg. Some passer-by seeing him lying in a
pool of blood and ascertaining his address from some papers in his pocket,
moved him to a hospital in Guntur. The accident was so serious that under
no circumstances he would have survived it. Recalling the accident later,
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he would often say. “My life was saved because of the Masterjee's photo
I had in my pocket and my chanting the mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva
datta right up to the time of the accident' Immediately after he was
admitted to the hospital, his brother-in-law Nageswara Rao, went to
Masterjee and apprised him of Nagaprasad's condition. Masterjee assured
him that there was no need to have any fear and that Nagaprasad would
recover soon. He not only sent through Nageswara Rao some
mantrāskṣatās and some packets of vibhūti but also personally went to
the hospital to inquire about Nagaprasad's condition and to bestow his
blessings on him. As a result of Masterjee's blessings, he recovered soon.
While in the hospital when the doctors told him that a surgery had to be
performed on his head, he refused to undergo any surgery saying,
“Masterjee's vibhūti gives me all the protection. I have no need for any
other medicine or any surgery.” His unswerving faith in Masterjee saw
him through his regaining normal health fully. Today he has given up the
habit of drinking and is among the most faithful of Masterjee's devotees.
Savior of the distressed
Narasimhamurthy, head of the department of Chemistry in the
Hindu College, Guntur, and his wife, Radha, were deeply devoted to
Masterjee. They constantly repeated the mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva
datta with due diligence and fervor. One day Radha happened to be in the
kitchen preparing coffee. As was her practice, she kept chanting the
mantra. Somehow one end of her saree caught fire and frightened by the
raging flames, she gave out a loud cry. Her husband who was engaged in
reading the newspaper in the adjacent room heard the cry and at once
rushed into the kitchen only to find that she was quite safe, the fire
apparently having been extinguished by a mysterious hand. One might
have thought that she should have been wearing a cotton saree and so was
probably saved as the flames in that case would have taken a little longer
to spread. As it happened, she was at that time wearing a nylon saree.
When a nylon saree caught fire, the flames would instantaneously envelop
the body and burn it to ashes. Referring to the events on that fateful day,
Radha would say, “My chanting the mantra while making coffee indeed
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saved me from death. Masterjee came to my rescue unseen and put out the
fire.” It was her deep and abiding devotion for Masterjee that inspired her,
whose mother tongue was not Telugu, to compose devotional songs in
Telugu, to publish them in a book form bearing the title Viśwagīti and
dedicate the book to the lotus feet of Masterjee.
On another occasion, while Radha was engaged in some household
work, she lost consciousness and also her speech. Feeling terribly worried,
Murthy consulted doctors and was informed that she had probably a
paralytic stroke which could however be confirmed only on carrying out
some investigations. More worried and greatly agitated, he rushed to
Masterde and informed him with tears in his eyes of his wife's condition.
Masterjee consoled and told him, “It is not paralysis. Have all the tests
suggested by the doctors carried out and you will know that it is not a
stroke. What has happened is due to the malfunction of the thyroid gland.
Her loss of speech is due to that. Consult an E.N.T specialist. Ask her to
apply vibhūti wherever she feels pain. The pain will be relieved.” So
saying Masterjee gave some packets of vibhūti as prasādaṁ. The tests
carried out confirmed that Radha's condition was not due to paralysis. The
test relating to thyroid revealed some problem with the functioning of the
gland. She had medication for this for a week and became normal. She
visited Masterjee later and touching his feet gratefully said, “I owe my
being alive entirely to your vibhūti and the mantra. It is a rebirth to me.”
In this way many people have been the recipients of his divine grace
bestowed through the miraculous vibhūti and the most potent mantra ōm
śrī sāirām gurudēva datta. Many having gratification d their wishes by
their being touched by Masterjee, by the smearing of vibhūti on their
foreheads by him and by chanting the mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva
datta presented by him is now widely well-known.
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Chapter 15 DIVINE EXPERIENCES
Many were the beneficiaries of the compassionate divine grace of a
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee. Many were granted divine experiences by
him a few of which are recounted in this chapter in their own words.
Śrī Viśwayōgi - whom I know: Dr. Karuna Sri
Śrī Viśwayōgi is a unique and unified form of a yogi, renunciate, a
prophet and a preceptor.
Eternal and true is Viśwaṁjee’s faith.
Viśwaṁjee’s discourses are evergreen.
His words are a string of priceless pearls.
His utterances have the force of vedic edicts.
The garland he presents is a helping hand indeed.
His power transmutes drunkards into good men of worth,
His divinity will mold idlers into votaries of duty.
The touch of his hand banishes sorrows.
His merciful enquiry is healing balm to broken hearts.
Children are delighted by his filial affection.
His love and affection are a shower of nectar.
He transcends all considerations of caste and religion.
He has sanctified his life by dedicating it to the service of
humanity.
Whatever he wills comes true.
He is the one in whom the distinction between the knower, the
known and knowing is obliterated.
I have, therefore, described his nature in the following lines:
The path of Viśwayōgi leads to the goal of vedas successfully.
His speech echoes the vedic truths,
Exemplary is his devotion for the protection of all humanity.
His utterances have the force of vedic edicts.
His discourses are replete with the essence of the upaniṣats. The
philosophy of non-violence of Lord Buddha finds an echo in them. They
radiate the ideal of love of Lord Jesus. The ideas of Indian social reform
of Swami Vivekananda find a prominent place in them. In them can be
heard the message of unity of Bapuji. Above all they proclaim his goal of
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universal human welfare. ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta, the great
mantra containing twelve letters, presented by him has proved to be a
divine cure - for all kinds of diseases and afflictions and a harbinger of all
auspiciousness. The reason for the greatness of the mantra is set out in the
following:
ŌM, every mantra's primal source,
Here too is its embellishing force.
As it bestows on one and all prosperity,
Prime place given to Śrī, the symbol of plenty.
Becoming one with Sāi and rejoicing freely at heart.
Sāirāma has acquired meaningful import.
Having been a teacher of teachers all,
The appellation Gurudēva appropriate most.
Since he has given himself to one and all.
Indeed, the word Datta describes him fully,
This Dvādaśakṣari has vedic significance truly,
Viśwayōgi’s word is vedic dictum holy.
Ten days back I felt pain on the right side of my chest. The many
tablets swallowed, and the application of Zandu Balm did not give me any
relief. Offering salutations to my favorite God, Lord Śiva, repeated the
mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta 108 times. I tell relieved of the
pain and was able to sleep well.
In 1985 I fell seriously ill that left me a mere bundle of bones. The
treatment received from many specialist doctors was of no avail. It was
the soothing touch of Śrī Viśwaṁjee that bolstered my spirits at that
critical moment; and it was his intense meditation that gave me a new life.
During all the twenty days I had to spend in the Vijaya Hospital, Madras,
I received Śrī Viśwaṁjee’s blessings and I felt constantly the comforting
touch of his hand. His love and affection and penance restored me to
normal health.
All deities received Śrī Viśwaṁjee’s obeisance and exalted persons
his reverence. In his pūja room were kept the idols or pictures not only of
Rāma and Kr̥ṣṇa but also of many others like Gaṇapati and Kumāra
Swāmi. He worshipped primarily Dattātrēya, an embodiment of the
trinity. Besides, he also prayed with intense ardor to Bhagavān Śrī
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Satyasāi, Ṣirḍi Sāi Bābā and many other divine incarnations. The walls
of Viśwamandiraṁ could be seen adorned with many pictures of Śrī
Satyasāi Bābā and Śrī Ṣirḍi Sāi Bābā. I will recount here an event that
reveals the great reverence with which Śrī Viśwaṁjee regarded Śrī
Satyasāi Bābā.
I have been an ardent devotee of Śrī Satyasāi Bābā for the last
twenty years and wished to publish a collection of poems bearing the title,
Sāi Sudhālahari and dedicate it to Swamijee. Coming to know of this.
Śrī Viśwaṁjee made all the necessary arrangements for its publication,
such as buying paper and getting Baba's photos printed on art paper. He
met the entire cost of printing amounting to Rs. 5000 without letting me
spend even a paisa. I could never forget the love and affection with which
he inspired me to take up this holy literary enterprise and encouraged me
to go to Praśāntinilayaṁ to offer the book to Bhagavān Satyasāi Bābā.
This experience has brought to the fore the boundless regard and respect
that Śrī Viśwaṁjee had and has for Śrī Satyasāi Bābā and has brought
home to me his large-heartedness, even-handedness and his courteous and
friendly attitude.
The building in Krishnanagar of Guntur belonging to Sri Akula
Koteswara Rao and his wife, Eswari, has got transformed into
Viśwamandiraṁ that we see today. Anyone, stepping into it, is bound to
experience some kind of ecstasy. As you enter Viśwamandiraṁ, you feel
as if you are transported into an abode of peace and tranquility. Such was
my personal experience. When we see Viśwaṁjee, we become aware of
being in the presence of a saint or a prophet or a siddhapuruṣa. I set down
the experience l had on visiting Viśwamandiraṁ in the following poem.
The idol of Vignanāyaka, bestower of success,
Comes in view as you step into the premises.
Śrī Satyasāi, the grantor of welfare to the universe
Presents himself opposite the entrance,
On entering the house, you will come face to face
With Vēnkaṭēśwara, the Lord of the seven hills
On the altar of worship seated in their radiant glory are,
Ṣirḍi Sāi, Dattātrēya and Sāmbaśiva.
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Indeed a temple where worshipped
Are the three crore deities,
And Viśwamandiraṁ is the epitome,
Of the lovely profound message of the Indian dharma!
I have enjoyed an unforgettable eight years of intimate relationship
with Śrī Viśwaṁjee. My experience has made me aware that he is a great
ascetic, an embodiment of divine radiance, an abode of love, a temple of
compassion, a personification of single-minded concentration and above
all one totally devoted to achieving universal welfare. The Universal
Human Integration Pillar is verily a manifestation of his true will.
A thousand salutations to Viśwasundara, who like
A hundred flowers that spread their fragrance,
The moon that showers ambrosia of delight,
Brings to all the message of peace.
A heartfelt offering: Dr. Jayakrishna Bapuji
Six years ago, Śrī Viśwam māsṭāru once visited our house. I have
not had by then much intimacy with him or much appreciation of what he
is. After he inquired of my father about the welfare of the family, he
settled down on a sofa. As my father introduced us to him, each of us
bowed to Masterjee's feet and I did so more out of respect for an elderly
person. The next day, when I was about to go to the bathroom tor having
a bath with a towel thrown over my shoulder, my wife exclaimed
excitedly, “Where are the black patches on your back?” I replied
unconcernedly, “What would happen to them? They must still be there.”
In the meanwhile, my son, Sridhar, my elder daughter, Bharathi, and my
younger daughter, Prasanthi, came rushing and looking at my back they
felt more surprised than their mother at the disappearance of the patches
on my back. I went to the mirror and poked at my back. All the four spots,
black and shining and as big as my palm were indeed gone without a trace.
What a wonder! Thinking that the patches were of no consequence, I have
not consulted any doctor about them. But then how did they disappear in
just a day?
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Just then my daughter, Prasanthi with a sparkle in her eyes pointed
out, “Dad! Don't you remember that during his visit to our house
yesterday, Masterjee patted on your back and moved his fingers over it?”
It then occurred to me that what happened was a miracle wrought by him.
In 1990, Sītārāma Kalyāṇaṁ was scheduled to be celebrated on
Śrīrāma Navami in Viśwamandiraṁ. It is customary for some couple
or couples to solemnize the marriage of Sīta with Rāma on the occasion.
Masterjee gravely suggested that my wife and I should be one of the
couples to perform the marriage. Along with Sri M Radhakrishna Murthy
and his wife, and Sri Akula Koteswara Rao and his wife, we had the
fortune of performing the symbolic marriage of the divine couple.
Unexpectedly, exactly after two months, the marriage of my daughter
Kalyana Bharathi got performed and she truly became Kaḷyāṇa
Bharathi. A few days before the marriage, it began to rain intermittently.
was afraid that if it continued to rain all the arrangements made for the
marriage would go to waste. Not knowing what to do, I merely prayed to
Masterjee inwardly. Miraculously on the day of the marriage, the day
before and the day after there was no rain; and soon after the groom's party
left for their home in Guntur after the conclusion of all the ceremonies,
there was a downpour.
Śrī Viśwaṁjee showed boundless love and affection towards my
father Karuṇa Śrī. My father used to go to my sister in Chilakalurpet to
spend with her a month or two. Every time he did so, Masterjee would
invariably make arrangements for his to and fro travel by his own car. On
June 12, last year, on Masterjee's instructions, G.S Rama Rao and I Went
to bring my father from Chilakalurpet to Guntur. On our way back we
worshipped Lord Vināyaka in Viśwanagar and had a look at the
Universal Human Integration Pillar and Masterjee's āśraṁ and other
structures under construction there and returned home.
On 16th, my father participated in the pūja performed by Masterjee
and made the devotees assembled to repeat Swami's nāma three times.
He ate a little of the mādhukaraṁ (sanctified food) received from
Masterjee's hands. In the afternoon of the 21st my father had a hearty long
chat with Masterjee. Soon after midnight that day at 12.45 a.m., my
father's sojourn in this world came to an end without him experiencing
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any pain. I could then understand why Masterjee sent us to bring back my
father from Chilakalurpet, and why he made my father participate in the
pūja. This enabled us to be with him in his last moments.
With Masterjee's unexpected arrival, my father's last journey turned
into a great procession. Though the sky was overcast with dark clouds
there was not a drop of rain. In fact, it was he who stopped the clouds from
bursting. My father's birth anniversary that fell on August 4, one and half
months after his demise, was celebrated in a splendid fashion by Masterjee
in Sri Venkateswara Vignana Mandir. Seeing him seated on the dais
beside my father's photo, I was reminded of Lord Rāma performing
Aśvamēdha Yāga keeping the golden idol of Sīta next to him.
What may I write about our good māsṭār who is indeed our guiding
star! Here is my humble devotion-filled tribute to that great being, the
Master of Masters:
Radiating shafts of brilliance,
Casting at all people benevolent looks,
Melting their hearts with his compassionate words,
Sprinkling jasmines of beatific smile,
Brooking no difference between friend and toe,
Nor between castes, creeds, and races,
With his divine power banishing the miseries of the poor,
And granting prosperity to all,
Like a fire covered with embers,
Masterjee, the great soul, dwells in Viśwamandiraṁ
Endowing all with knowledge needed most.
He is the Master who reforms the human beings,
Master of masters, Viśwaṁ māsṭāru,
He is our Viśwayōgi, unrivalled karmayōgi,
Viśwaṁjee, guruji of Bapuji!!!!
Viśwayōgi an embodiment of Love: Nanduri Ramakrishnamacharya
1. His heart filled to the brim with love,
His eyes overflowing with compassion,
Such is Viśwayōgi, dwelling in Viśwamandiraṁ,
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2.

3.

Transforming bodies made of elements,
Into those filled with divine awareness!
The very Supreme Being incarnated,
On the earth to save humanity,
His eternal divine message being,
Love! Love! Love! Love! Love!
He's drenched in the brilliance,
Caused by the fire of celibacy,
Viśwayōgi establishes universal welfare,
By promoting goodness in human beings!

My heart filled with bliss: Dr. Kothapalli Veerabhadra Rao
Dr. Kothapalli Veerabhadra Rao of Secunderabad in a letter to Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee states:
Salutations to Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Mahārāj Mahōday who
is a king among yogis and an embodiment of holiness.
I have now realized that God's bringing me to Guntur bestowing on
me the fortune of your grace and granting me your audience. I have only
read before that the actions of Lord Dattātrēya, are most mystifying. On
experiencing their wondrous nature now, my heart has become filled with
bliss.
The devotion with which the couple (Akula Koteswara Rao and his
wife Eswari), living in Viśwamandiraṁ, have been serving the visitors,
indeed reveals your love and affection for your disciples ang the training
that you have given them. I, who have no opportunity to so serve daily but
indulge only occasionally in rendering service, have enjoyed in your
presence the respect and hospitality of that blessed couple. It is pertinent
to quote, in this context, the poem of Alasani Peddanna extolling the
hospitable nature of the wife of Pravarakhya who is known for his
steadfast observance of the religious rites.
She would not feel tired to cook for even a thousand,
Even when they turn up at midnight or any odd time,
And preparing dainty dishes for the guests,
His wife recalls to mind the goddess Annapūrṇa!
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I owe my being a recipient of the hospitality of the couple to your
grace showered on people like me. I feel greatly happy at being afforded
the fortune of meeting my old friend Sri Vidyasagara Sarma in your
presence.
I am not a stranger to Guntur which I have hitherto regarded as a
center of culture. But it has now become a center of pilgrimage for me. I
pray to Śrī Datta, who can easily be pleased by devotion, to let me visit
this holy center many times in future. I conclude this letter offering
prostrations at your feet.
Masterjee's visit to the temple of Gaṅgānamma: A housewife, Old
Guntur
ōm śrī kr̥ṣṇamācārya namaḥ
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
That place where washermen traditionally washed clothes served as
a short cut for people to reach the bus station. One would find clothes
hanging from clotheslines all over the place. Besides, the place, being
littered with all kinds of things, looked dirty. Sometime ago the land was
assigned to the washermen community for their use. The community got
a small temple built and installed the idol of the Goddess Gaṅgānamma
in whom they reposed great faith as the one who safeguarded their
profession. In course of time, they all ensured that the place was kept clean
and in the evenings after the day's work, they would all assemble at the
temple and carry on bhajans and other such devotional activities. The
people who passed by the place and happened to listen to the mellifluous
devotional songs and sometimes some discourses as well issuing from the
temple used to feel happy that these washermen utilized their evenings in
a much better way than they themselves did. But they did not bestow a
second thought to it.
At about 7.30 one evening, Venkataramana came to us and informed
us that Masterjee would visit the temple at 8.30. At once we all left
whatever work we had on hand and gathered at the temple. The idol of
Gaṅgānamma is exquisitely more beautiful, radiant and at berg peaceful
than the idols in many other temples. This, I thought, is possible because
the sculptor of the idol has put his whole heart into it. Besides, it seemed,
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the beauty, radiance and peace are a reflection of the deep devotion of the
washermen whom we regard as people of no importance. Within the limits
of their ability and avoiding all ostentation, they spread freshly washed
sheets, with all devotion and humility, for Masterjee to walk on. This
action of theirs recalled to the mind spreading of a grass carpet by Guha
for Śrī Rāmacandra to walk on, Śabari's offering to Rāma fruits that
were first tasted by her, and Vidura's wife offering the peelings of banana
fruits to Lord Kr̥ṣṇa. Masterjee walked on the sheets they spread as if
they were a carpet of flowers. They welcomed him into their midst with
devotion and dedication tinged with humility and respect while
kumbhahārati - a kind of waving of lighted camphor placed in an earthen
pot - was offered and musicians played auspicious and soulful tunes that
established a communion between the hearts of the listeners and God. As
Masterjee walked in, their faces glowed with happiness and contentment.
Their womenfolk who were usually very humble gave instructions to us
to be seated on one side: Without a demur we followed their directions
obediently and occupied seats in the back rows. Our meek compliance
with their instructions surprised us very much and we attributed it to our
being in the presence of Masterjee and Gaṅgānamma.
How their childlike devotion must have pleased and attracted
Masterjee! He spent over two hours with them, singing and talking to
them and making them sing and talk as well. The place which was once
very dirty acquired sanctity with Masterjee's setting his foot there. With
his blessings what more wondrous events will take place there! This must
be his unique way of ridding the Guntur town of its chronic water
problem! Has he not with his divine will inspired the washermen to build
the temple and install Gaṅgānamma, the goddess of water whom they
trusted! Again, it also appeared that he came there to mercifully grant his
darśan to many of the neighborhood who yearned to have it but could not
go to Krishnanagar for it. I was fortunate to be a witness to all this.
Masterjee got down into the pit dug up by the washerman and laid the
foundation stone for the proposed community hall. After blessing them
saying that their wish to have a community hall would soon be a grand
reality and the washermen whose occupation was to wash people's clothes
would grow in stature and be in a position to wash off the dirt of people's
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minds, Masterjee left the place. Seeing my own father and gurudēv
Krishnamacharya in his every movement, word and deed, I look forward
to receiving his grace. That is my cherished goal.
Prophetic words of Viswamjee: Batten Prabhakar Rao
Retd. Executive Engineer, Guntur
In 1988, my eldest daughter had an attack of pneumonia causing
collection of fluid in her lungs that aggravated her suffering. Her taking
ill at a time when we were making efforts to get her married made us feel
terribly worried. At the suggestion of my wife who heard that there was
one Viśwaṁ Māsṭāru in Krishnanagar by visiting whom our wishes
would get fulfilled, we took our daughter to him. Looking at her,
Masterjee at once told that she had moisture in her lungs and with vibhūti
she would be all right. The situation then was that all medication was
stopped as she was not able to retain any medicine. Within a week she
recovered fully. Thereafter, we made it a point to visit Masterjee regularly
once a week. One day when we broached with him the matter of her
marriage, he assured us that the marriage would be fixed very shortly and
that he would be present on the occasion. He asked us not to have any
worry on that count. When we got a proposal for our daughter from a
young man doing his Ph.D., we mentioned it to Masterjee. While asking
us to accept the proposal, he prophesied that the young man would go to
America. Accordingly, we got our daughter married to that person in May
1989 at Guntur. Masterjee attended the marriage and blessed the couple
came personally. On 3-6-92, Osmania University conferred a doctorate on
my son-in-law. The next August he was to leave for the U.S.A. While the
arrangements were afoot for his departure to U.S.A, my daughter and sonin-law went to visit Masterjee in Viśwamandiraṁ. While giving them his
blessings, he said, “Did I not tell you that you would go to U.S.A?” We
were all amazed at the prophecy made by him three years ago coming
true.
Shower of ambrosia of compassion: Eka Ranga Rao, Advocate
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While it is raining, many innocent human beings, including me,
protect themselves from it by holding umbrellas instead of enjoying not
getting drenched in it.
I mean the rain of the ambrosia of compassion from the eyes of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, an ocean of compassion. It falls everywhere, on
every person and on every atom in the universe. But we live in an illusion
holding on to the crooked stick of ego; and consequently, unable to
comprehend the phenomenon of his compassion, we try to protect
ourselves against it under the umbrella of ariṣadvargās, the six inimical
traits. Thus, we deny ourselves the fortune of being drenched by his
compassion. When we have an emergency on hand, we venture out into
rain without an umbrella. Likewise, we remember God only when we are
in difficulties.
I had my first darśan of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, the sadguru,
in 1990 in like circumstances. My months-old infant son, Satya Teja
Rajesh, had to be admitted to a children's hospital as he suddenly
developed an acute stomachache. Even after two days, there was no
improvement and on the third day the doctor treating him advised that we
should better consult a specialist. The specialist whom we consulted the
next morning said that he would be able to say what should be done only
after having an X-ray in the evening and hinted at the necessity for doing
a surgery on the child. I was nonplussed at this terrible prospect. For the
helpless, it is said, God is the only refuge. Realizing that the guru whom
we can approach and who can guide us is God Himself, I rushed to
Viśwayōgi to seek refuge in him falling at his feet.
I reached Viśwamandiraṁ at about 11 in the morning. Śrī
Viśwaṁjee, who had not seen me at any time before, welcomed me with
endearing words and made me sit close by. There were about twenty to
thirty devotees listening to his discourse on the relationship between a
guru and his disciple. He explained how the Guru would test the patience
of the disciple.
I was getting increasingly tensed up as Masterjee, ignoring me, went
on calling other brother-devotees, talking to them lovingly, applying
vibhūti on their foreheads and suggesting solutions to the problems raised
by them. At about 2 in the afternoon, he called me and after allowing me
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to offer salutations to his feet inquired if I had any problem. I was about
to introduce myself but was cut short by his words, "I know you," that
greatly surprised me. I explained my son's condition. He shut his eyes for
a moment and then said, "Don't worry. your son will be alright. There is
no need for an X-ray. Take this vibhūti and apply it on his stomach." So
saying he gave me some packets of vibhūti. Taking leave of him, I
mentioned that I would come back to report about my son's condition. He
said, “You need not come. It is enough if you phone me.” However,
seeking his permission to come back and report, I left for the hospital.
Contemplating about Viśwaṁjee, I applied vibhūti on my son's stomach.
The specialist who promised to come at 6 in the evening failed to
turn up. He came only at 8 in the night. Miraculously by then, my son
stopped crying and began playing cheerfully. The doctor examined my
son and declared that the child had completely recovered and there was
no more need for an X-ray. By then it was 10 in the night, and I could not
go to Masterjee at that late hour as promised. As I did not have his number,
I could not telephone him either. Instead, I phoned my father and
requested him to inform Masterjee of my son becoming well.
The next morning, I had been to Viśwamandiraṁ. Seeing me,
Viśwaṁjee, with eyes filled with same compassion and voice filled with
same loving kindness as before, inquired smilingly, “How is the child?” I
offered my salutations and replied that he became all right. Viśwaṁjee
smiled and asked, “Why did you not come to report the matter as you said
you would?” What reply could I give him! I fell at his feet and washed
them with my tears. Henceforward, I had very many experiences.
Let us all throw away the crooked stick of ego and the umbrella of
ariṣadvargās. Let us all fall at Viśwaṁjee’s feet and seek refuge in him
alone! Let us get drenched in the shower of the ambrosia of his
compassion and get freed from the shackles of worldly cares! I add that
“The beauty and meaning of devotion
True, can rarely be felt in emotion,
Can indeed be experienced by those who have the capacity
But is beyond the ken of those who have no ability!”
ōm śrī viśwadattāya namaḥ
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Chapter 16 UNIVERSAL HUMAN INTEGRATION AND DIVINE MARCH
Śrī Viśwaṁjee Gurumahārāj carried on the most intense sādhana
(spiritual endeavor) and sōdhana (search for truth) for 21 years and
transformed himself as Viśwayōgi. The endeavor for the fulfilment of the
mission for which he has incarnated has begun with his choosing the
house of Akula Koteswara Rao as his abode. With universal human
integration as his very breath, universal peace as his goal, reformation of
the individual as his aim, and strengthening the physical world, with the
help of the spiritual powers he has acquired, as his aspiration, he has
begun his triumphant march in this world. He has unfurled the banner of
Universal Human Integration in Viśwamandiraṁ on March 5, 1989, on
the occasion of his 45th birthday celebrations, with the firm conviction
that harmony and unity among different races, languages, cultures,
religions and regions can be achieved through fostering Truth,
Character, Purity and Unity, that constitute the bedrock of sanātana
dharma, the eternal code of conduct. On Gurupūrṇima, in 1989, with
himself as the founder president and a few others as members, a
foundation called Viśwamānava Samikyatā Saṁsat was established.
Coming of Akula Koteswara Rao and his wife into the fold of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee marked a significant turning point in the glorious
life story of Viśwaguru. What passed till then could be regarded as a mere
prologue. The portion of the story of Rāmāyana, till the arrival of
Hanumān on the scene is just a preamble, and the real story begins
thereafter. In the same way Koteswara Rao and his wife's coming to
Masterjee following a pre-destined divine plan signified the mission of
his incarnation taking concrete shape of action. The glorious story of
Viśwaguru from 1988 onwards can be considered as a great march
undertaken by Masterjee for establishing universal welfare.
With the laying of the foundation stone for Universal Human
Integration Pillar (Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpaṁ) by Honorable
Justice Ranganatha Misra, the then Chief Justice, of the Supreme Court of
India, on Caitra Śuddha Paurṇami of Prajāpati corresponding to
March 30, 1991, in Viśwanagar, an Ashram complex built in a peaceful
and holy locale, a spacious area of 10 acres, a little away the foot of the
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Kondaveedu Hills, adjacent to the road from Guntur to Madras at about
16 k m from Guntur, Masterjee's will took a material shape.
Even as early as 1986, it occurred to the members of the universal
family of devotees that it would be a good idea for Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee to have an ashram. The many sites they saw in their search
did not meet his approval. In 1987, Siva Rama Krishna, brother of
Lingamsetti Eswar Rao, came to Masterjee and urged, “I and my sister,
Sitaramamma, wife of Yellaiah, own 10 acres of land near Kondrupadu
village adjoining the Guntur - Madras highway. I wish to offer to you
voluntarily my share of 5 acres of the land for constructing the aśrāṁ.
Kindly accept.” Masterjee did not then say anything but merely smiled
and nodded his head. However, the members of the universal family of
devotees did not like the idea of having the aśrāṁ so far away from
Guntur and instead they felt that it would be convenient if it was located
in Guntur or very near to it. So, they began to search for a suitable site all
over again.
Whatever we may think, things happen according to God's will. The
life of yōgis and siddhapurṣās and their activities follow a predetermined
design. True to this, Masterjee seemed to have decided upon the very site
offered by Sivaramakrishna as being suitable for his activities. One day in
1989 Masterjee accompanied by L Eswara Rao, L. Sivaramakrishna,
Akula Koteswara Rao, and Eswari, and some other devotees went to the
site offered by Sivaramakrishna, broke a coconut and offered hārati.
Some days later, Masterjee went along with G.V.L. Narasimha Rao
to Jagarlamudi, the latter's native village. On their way back, they stopped
at the site offered by Sivaramakrishna. Pointing to G.V.L Narasimha Rao
where the coconut was broken Masterjee said, “In future this site will
become a great spiritual center which will be visited by people from many
countries." G.V.L. Narasimha Rao was not inclined to believe Masterjee's
words as the site with wild growth of trees and bushes looked like a small
forest. However, being who was aware of the force of certainty of
Masterjee's words, he could not disagree.
As already mentioned, Sivaramakrishna gifted only five acres being
his share out of the 10 acres jointly owned by him and his sister. With the
cooperation of the members of the universal family, Masterjee purchased
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the remaining five acres also and got the whole of the ten acres registered.
The site got sanctified when Masterjee set his foot on it. Desiring that the
site should develop into Viśwanagar, he broke a coconut there. It was in
this holy land that Honourable Justice Ranganatha Misra, accompanied
by his wife, performed the ceremony of laying the foundation stone for
Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpaṁ at 8.30 a.m., on March 30, 1991.
G.V.G. Krishna Murthy, the then the Member Secretary, Law
Commission of India, was the chief quest at the function presided over by
Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee. The historical meeting began with an
invocation song by Annamayapada Gāna Kōkila Mrs. Sobharaj.
Presenting the report of Viswamanava Samaikyata Samsat,
Madhavapeddy Radhakrishna Murthy declared amidst the sounds of
applause of the audience, “Humanity that has been on the path of progress
has been steadily gaining in spiritual strength. Today it is about to reach
its destination of divinity and unveil a golden chapter in its history. Future
historians will record this supremely great event in golden letters. It must
be said that all of us who are participants in this great movement and who
have received the divine blessings of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee are truly
fortunate.” Dr. Karuna Sri Jandhyala Papayya Sastry, on behalf of
Viśwamandiraṁ, presented to Sri Ranganatha Mira an "everlasting
golden garland of nine gems of poems” as a poetic benediction.
1. Victory to the Chief Justice of Supreme Court of India,
Victory to Honorable Sri Ranganatha,
Victory to the Lord who has pledged himself,
For the welfare of the universe,
The peerless preceptor, Sadguru Viśwanādha
(Note. Ranganatha is another name of Lord Viṣṇu who is also regarded
as Viśwanādha, the Lord of the universe.)
2. The true will that stirred in the heart,
Of Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśwaṁjee,
Is being given a material shape,
By the Honorable Sri Ranganatha Misra!!
3. Victory to Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpa,
An edifice symbolizing equality, unity, and harmony,
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Of all religions and all humanity and universal welfare,
The foundation stone for which is laid by Sri Ranganatha!!
4. Victory to Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpa,
Material manifestation of the compassion of Śrī Viśwanādha
In all fullness, launched this day by Sri Ranganatha,
The light dispelling the darkness filling the hearts of men!!
5. On Saturday, Caitra Paurṇami in the year Prajāpati,
For the great integration pillar, the foundation stone was laid!
6. The foundation for the Stūpa was laid by the auspicious hand
Of prosperity-bestowing Sri Ranganatha Misra!!
7. The year Prajāpati universally acceptable, the month Caitra
Signifying a new dawn, Sthiravāsara denoting stability,
And Paurṇami indicating the perfection of Dharma,
Can there be a holier moment for the foundation!!
(Note: Sthiravāsara corresponds to Saturday)
8. Success Mr̥tyuñjaya bestows,
Prosperity Śrīpati confers,
A new dawn of prosperity and success,
This Integration Pillar ushers!!
(Note: Mr̥tyuñjaya means Lord Siva and Śrīpati is Lord Viṣṇu)
9. May this pillar bestow plenty,
May it lead men along the path of righteousness
May it grant prosperity to all,
And may it flourish forever!!
Addressing the meeting, Sri Ranganatha Mira declared, “The divine
will can never prove wrong. This place will prove a treasure house of
knowledge for the whole world and a dulcet sound that awakens people
at dawn. It will foster universal peace. This noble endeavor of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, begun with the aim of establishing universal
integration, reforming people, and leading them towards divinity and
thereby ushering in universal welfare, deserves to be supported by one
and all and especially the government. For this, I shall do whatever I can.”
Śrī Viśwayōgi proclaimed at the same meeting, “This Viśwamānava
Samikyatā Stūpa is my aim, my goal, my aspiration and my very life and
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whole being. Striving for its success is the only way of demonstrating your
devotion to me.”
Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpaṁ
(Universal Human integration Pillar)
Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpaṁ is the materialization of the
golden dreams of Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, an embodiment of
divinity, who has taken a vow to strive for universal human welfare. This
spherical shaped building, a replica of the globe of earth, symbolizes
human faith and accomplishment. This sacred edifice is a visual image of
man's endeavor for bringing about universal human integration. Its shape
reveals the divine power that is inherent in every human being.
Incorporating the symbols of all the different religions of the world, it
proclaims the essential oneness of different religious thoughts and the
superiority of being humane and compassionate. The stūpaṁ brings the
spiritual heritage of India to our minds and the melodious echoes of
sanātana dharma to our ears. It reflects the ideal of equality and divine
justice. Epitomizing the universe that extends in all the eight directions, it
holds a mirror to intellectual power and power of reasoning. It promotes
human nature, affinity among men, knowledge, and spirit of coexistence.
The intellectuals must strive incessantly to exercise their intellectual
power to bring all the men of the work under the canopy of a common
culture. Thereby the concept of the world being one family imbued with
love and kindness (vasudhaika kuṭumbaṁ) will take shape. Universal
human integration is the primary goal of this holy stūpaṁ. Through its
realization, it seeks to spread the message that all men must integrate into
a single society that belongs to God who is present in every atom. It is a
stable and strong memorial that protects humanity from destruction. It’s
ideal is that all the children of Mother Earth must live in harmony. It
embodies sanātana dharma, the source of all religious beliefs, ancient
and at the same time ever new, the mother origin of all religious faiths.
Śrī Viśwaṁjee’s creed is humanity, and its unity is his heart's
yearning. All intellectuals of this world must unite to preserve it. He is a
siddhapuruṣa, one who has attained supernatural powers. He proclaims
that someday through this building in the shape of a stūpaṁ he would be
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able to awaken humanity and lead it to the goal of universal human
integration and the establishment of the whole world as a single family.
The pillar resembles the prayer emerging upwards from the inner recesses
of the human heart. It is a poem in praise of God who dispenses goodness
to all. This wonderful edifice built with marble stones is a result of the
will of Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee who is divine radiance in
human form.
The ideal of one-world-family that Śrī Viśwaṁjee has been
dreaming about will surely materialize only if we imbibe and foster the
four idealistic traits of truth, character, purity and unity. This is the
quintessence of the concept underlying the stūpaṁ. All the people of the
world must become one universal family of God, the omnipresent.
This Viśwamānava Samikyatā Stūpaṁ is a divine power beyond
the reach of human comprehension. The pillar, constructed quite some
time ago, can be truly regarded as the very soul of Viśwanagar. Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee has declared that the pillar is an abode of
knowledge and is his vital life force. This can be likened to the
anāhatacakra. The pillar, architecturally an outstanding and unique
monument, is located in the south-west part of Viśwanagar. It is in the
shape of a globe with eight entrances, 99 feet in height and having a radius
of 45 feet. With its eight entrances symbolizing all the major religious
thoughts of the world including the rational philosophy, the pillar
proclaims that the goal of the different religious paths is one and the same,
and that the most noble and desirable traits of men are humanity, love and
compassion. It is said that the pillar belongs to the class of stūpās known
as uddēśika stūpās which are designed to be convenient for the devotees
to carry on meditation inside them. Experts in vāstu śāstra declare that
its location on a high ground in the southwest is an auspicious augury
known as aṣṭalakṣmīpradaṁ.
This stūpa reminds every one of the great spiritual heritages of
India. The pleasant echoes of sanātana dharma can be heard here. It
reflects the ideal view of equality and divine dispensation of justice. With
its base in the form of a lotus with eight petals it recalls to the mind the
infinite universe spreading in all eight directions and symbolizes the
enormous power of human intellect and the power of logical thinking.
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Incessant efforts are being made from here to bring all the people of the
world, through the inspiration provided by intellectuals, under a common
cultural canopy and thereby promote the realization of the ideal of the
whole world being one family. The chief aim of this stupa is universal
human integration. The message that it gives is to strive for universal
welfare through universal integration and unite all the human beings, who
are endowed with the same divinity into a single society. The pūrṇa
kumbha adorning the top of the stūpa represents the concept of a united
universal family and its well-being. The four virtues of truth, character,
purity, and unity are the four faces of the stūpa. In its meditation hall,
about 1000 devotees can be accommodated at a time. Their prayers
motivate them to regard all people as one regardless of their caste,
religion, race and language. The stūpa makes an indelible impression on
the mind of the everyone that all the children of the mother Earth must
grow as individuals with pure thoughts and good character and develop
their potential of divinity to the fullest extent and become united.
The structure of the stūpa above its basement and the ground floor
has three floors. The top floor is in the shape of a liṅga. Over that is the
pūrṇa kumbha and over it is a trident. The trident which has three prongs
is symbolic of the three nerves of iḍā, piṅgaḷa and suṣumnā, the three
powers of will, action and knowledge and the three traits of sattva, rājasa
and tāmasa as also of the physical, mental and spiritual forces and
electrons, protons and neutrons, the basic constituents of all atoms of
matter. A yogi is primarily concerned with unifying the physical, mental
and spiritual forces into a single force. This trident reveals that through
the unification of the three forces, there will be nothing impossible of
accomplishment, and stands in all its glory as the symbol of the yogic
power of Śrī Viśwayōgi.
The pūrṇa kumbha, a vessel filled with the ambrosia of bliss, is
symbolic of the Supreme Self, an embodiment of preeminent purity and
also represents the nonduality and inseparability of Paramēśvara and
Īśvari, and the coconut kept in the mouth of the vessel symbolizes the
aspirant. This indicates that the aspirant will attain knowledge only after
he has surrendered all his attributes to the Supreme Self, that is to say, he
has transcended the three traits. This connotes that an aspirant who has
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transformed himself as an Atri, the one devoid of the three traits, will
become the recipient of the universal power and an embodiment of Datta
himself. The design of the first, second and third floors is based on many
secrets of yogic science. The three floors together, that will house a
universal yoga center, are a source of vital life energy. Particularly the
meditation hall on the second floor has unique features. The center of the
roof bears the symbol of Śrī Cakra that showers divine power on the
devotees seated below. Seen from the yogic point of view, the second
meditation hall on the first floor and the third meditation hall on the
second floor appear to symbolize viśuddhi cakra. Likewise, the third
floor above the meditation hall and the kalaśa seem to symbolize
respectively the ājña and sahasrāra cakras. The external form of the
stūpa makes the devotee aware of Viṣṇu who is the divinity that pervades
the entire universe.
There are eight entrances that lead to the main prayer hall of the
stūpa. They represent the Hindu, the Christian, the Sikh, the Buddhist,
the Jain, the Zoroastrian, and the Islam religions besides the rational
thought. Just as the nine kinds of devotion include the vaira bhakti devotion exhibited through enmity, Śrī Viśwayōgi by providing an
entrance for the rationalists obviously suggests that the rationalist path
also leads to God-realization. Here rational thought is accorded status
equal to that of the major seven religions. The stupa with the eight
entrances is a beautiful exposition of the catholic view that all roads lead
to Rome. God is one, He is one for everyone. The names and forms may
be different but the omnipotent entity, God is only one. All human beings
are God's children. The universal philosophy of Śrī Viśwayōgi, which
finds universal acceptance, declares that whatever is a person's caste,
class, religion and nationality, the focus of his thought is God. The root of
the name Viṣṇu is viṣ which means “all pervading”. That 'Divinity is allpervading and universal' is the core of Śrī Viśwayōgi’s universal
philosophy.
The lions of the capitol on the top of the stūpa are symbols of
fearlessness, zeal and moral strength needed by an aspirant to gain
spiritual power. The symbol of sun on the liṅga is indicative of the flame
of knowledge and the symbol of a dove thereon conveys the message of
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peace to the whole of humanity. While externally the stūpa can be taken
as a symbol for the human body regarded as God's temple, its interior can
be considered to be the altar on which God is seated.
This grand edifice, for which the foundation stone was laid by Sri
Ranganath Misra, the then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of India
had its formal inauguration on March 5, 2008, the sixty-fourth birthday of
Śrī Viśwayōgi by His Excellency the Governor of Andhra Pradesh, Sri
Narayan Datt Tiwari. The governor, disregarding his advanced age and
the delicate state of his health, performed the inauguration of the stūpa at
mid-day. when the sun was bright and hot. One wondered if younger and
healthier persons would have dared to take up the task in such hot
conditions. Addressing the large gathering of Masterjee's devotees and
others, Sri Tiwari revealed that late Sri Ranganatha Mira who laid the
foundation for the stūpa was his friend and class-fellow and he expressed
the belief that the spirit of Ranganath Mira in heaven must be highly elated
watching the inauguration ceremony below on the earth. What reason the
divine will of Viśwayōgi might have to get the two ceremonies of laying
the foundation and inauguration of the Universal Human Integration Pillar
performed by two noble individuals who in their earthly sojourn happened
to be friends and class-fellows cannot be comprehended by us. The
honorable governor pointed out that the bright sunlight that we enjoy in
our country, geographically located in the tropical region of the earth, is
symbolic of the warmth of universal friendliness and love that fills the
hearts of our people. He added that an analytical study of our holy books
like Rāmāyaṇa and Mahābhārata, would show the essential oneness of
the whole of humanity, and likewise Bhagavadgīta and Upaniśats would
show that whatever be our race or religion there is only one God to whom
if we surrender, He will grant us liberation. Making a reference to the
sacred Gāyatrī Mantra, a hymn to the Sun God that we chant, Sri Tiwari
said that it would bring home to us the need to keep our environment
unpolluted. Our indifference to this sacred duty, he pointed out, has
resulted in global warming due to the expanding hole in the ozone layer
enveloping the earth, and many other natural calamities. Sri Tiwari
expressed his anguish that disunity among nations and races and people
practicing different religions is the root cause for the unrest in the world
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that we Witness. Therefore, the need of the hour, the governor stated, is
to bring about unity among the people of the word and establish peace that
endures. Our earthly sojourn being short and temporary, he exhorted, we
should each utilize the God-given body as an instrument to render service
to fellowmen to the extent of our abilities. Concluding his speech, the
honorable governor said that Śrī Viśwayōgi undertook the most noble
mission of striving for establishing universal integration and peace, and
the Universal Human Integration pillar inaugurated that day was just a
part in the march of Śrī Viśwayōgi towards that goal.
After inaugurating and before proceeding to address the assemblage
of devotees and others, His Excellency the Governor laid the foundation
stone for the aṣṭasiddhi auditorium in the beautiful and sprawling campus
of Viśwanagar which is already studded with the lovely temples of
Siddhi Vināyaka and Subhramaṇya Swāmi and beautiful idols of
Gautama Buddha, Āñjanēya and Krishna and Radha. It is worth
mentioning that the idol of Vinayaka was installed by Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee in the holy presence of His Holiness Sri Sri Sri
Sivasacchidananda Bharati Swamy of Śrī Siddhēśvari Pīṭhaṁ,
Courtallam, on Monday the April 27, 1992, corresponding to Caitra
Bahuḷa Daśami of the year Angīrasa .May the Universal Human
Integration Pillar, the fulfilment of the penance of Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee, provide to humanity the power and inspiration needed for
protecting human values, and attaining divinity, and thereby may it ever
remain a beacon for showing the path to universal welfare and peace!!
Service to humanity
Some supreme gurus functioning on the spiritual plane endeavor
only to help individuals grow spiritually and gain knowledge of the
supreme. But some others concern themselves with the well-being of
human society at the physical level also. Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee
belongs to the latter class of supreme gurus. Under his guidance,
Viśwamānava Samikyatā Saṁsat has been undertaking several projects
to help the people in the villages surrounding Chinakondrupadu build
houses for themselves, build temples, churches and mosques, etc. The
most notable project was the free medical camp held every month in
Viśwanagar at which hundreds of poor villagers received tree medical
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aid. The project of providing free medical aid has blossomed into a fullblown super specialty hospital for women and children. The genesis of the
hospital and is objecting are best set out in Swamijee's own words.
The foremost duty of every individual is to keep his or her body
healthy and strong. The ancient sages of India, said, 'The human body is
God's temple.’ The human body is the temple of the Lord. But alas! We
are fighting over man-made temples, and completely ignoring ang
neglecting the human body, a walking temple. We have to keep the godaiven body in a perfectly healthy condition. It is our primary duty to keep
our body and mind in a perfectly healthy state. We should be very
particular about physical, mental, and environmental hygiene. ‘Body is
the temple of the Lord and heart is His altar’ is, therefore, adopted as
Viśwamandiraṁ’s motto. This is to make everyone aware of the need to
maintain good health. I have been stressing many times in my discourses
that everyone should try to gain five strengths. namely, Physical strength,
mental strength, Financial strength, Social strength and Spiritual strength.
These five strengths are essential for the well-being of every individual,
every family, and every nation. But we have been transforming our body
into an abode of diseases. Diseases overpower our body when its natural
immunity is lost. Nature is itself our immunity. Immunity is the power
that attacks the disease-causing germs.
“My aim is to provide health and medical aid to every individual,
especially, the poor people living in rural areas. Many of them are so poor
that they cannot afford to buy medicines or go to a hospital and consult a
doctor and consequently they have been suffering much. Besides their
poverty, their ignorance about matters of health and hygiene has been
adding to their suffering. Therefore, we have to educate them and ensure
that medical aid of the highest standard is provided to them as is available
in the present-day corporate hospitals. This is the reason why I have
thought of constructing Viswayogi Institute of Medical Sciences VIMS in
Viśwanagar where the Universal Human Integration Pillar stands. This
aims to provide 100% free medical aid, not just 50% or 60% free aid. In
the first stage the Mother and Child Care Hospital is being set up.”
“I have been telling often that the Universal Integration Pillar in
Viśwanagar is one of my eyes. It proclaims the oneness of the Lord who
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is omnipotent and omnipresent. It proclaims the essential unity of all
religions. Whatever be our religion, we are all human beings. There is
only one God who is omnipotent and omnipresent. There is only one
religion, the religion of love. There is only one caste, the caste of
humanity. And there is only one language, the language of the heart. The
pillar has been proclaiming this. I often talk about religion, the religion of
love because we have been quarrelling in the name of religion. We fight
in the name of nations, caste, frontiers, etc. We forget that we are all
human beings, and we belong to one family, the universal family. In the
interests of the world, I pray that you all recognize the heartbeats of love
and peace. Bharatmata (Mother India) is the heart of Prithvimata (Mother
Earth). This heart of the world must beat with love and peace. For this it
is essential that we must fill our hearts with love and fill our minds with
peace. We should spread peace and love everywhere. Where do we start
to achieve this?”
“Man takes shape physically and mentally in the mother's womb.
Efforts should be made from this stage to make man healthy and strong,
efficient, athletic, and alert. This is the reason why we have thought of the
Mother and Child Care Hospital. Prenatal health of the mother and the
child are as important as their health after the delivery of the child. The
hospital's aim is precisely to provide the medical aid needed by poor
mothers and children of the rural areas during pregnancy and thereafter.
There is great need to educate the rural people, particularly the mothers,
about the health problems they and their children are likely to face. They
must know about the various infectious diseases such as cholera and how
to prevent themselves from being infected. The hospital will also take up
this role of educating the rural poor. ‘Prevention is better than cure' will
be the hospital's motto. Through such education the rural poor will
become aware of the need to become healthy and strong and will not find
it necessary to go to a hospital or consult a doctor. A sound mind can only
be in a sound body. Medical aid and education to provide which the
Mother and Child Care Hospital will be the base will help the rural poor
to have healthy bodies and healthy minds.”
The will of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee to build a hospital was given
expression when Chi. Sow. Dr. Madhuri, daughter of Sri Akula
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Koteswara Rao and Smt. Eswari was asked, on one of her birthdays, by
Swamijee to mention what kind of gift she would like to have from him,
she told him that she would like him to build a hospital for the benefit of
the poor. This led to the formation of Viswayogi Institute of Medical
Sciences - VIMS which began the construction of the Mother and Child
Care Hospital in Viśwanagar. The foundation stone for the hospital was
laid on March 25, 2003, by Sri Rayasam Venkataramaiah, then serving as
the Chief Commissioner of Income Tax, Andhra Pradesh at Hyderabad.
The hospital building with three floors and all required facilities, with an
initial provision of 36 beds, to be expanded to 360 beds in course of time,
was soon got ready. It was inaugurated by the former President of India,
Honorable Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam on April 3, 2008, and dedicated to the
people of Andhra Pradesh.
Generous help for the hospital from Nonresident Indian doctors and
others, both professional and financial, has been forthcoming voluntarily.
For the efficient administration of the hospital, an International Advisory
Committee has been constituted by Swamijee with the world-famous
Radiation Oncologist of New York, Dr. Nori Dattatreyudu as its
Chairman and Dr. Radhakrishna Balagani as its Vice chairman. Likewise,
the National Advisory Committee for the hospital will be headed by the
well-known cardiologist and Chairman of the Care Hospitals, Dr. B.V.
Somaraju. Chi. Sow. Dr. Madhuri Akula will serve as the Executive
Director of the Hospital. Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam graciously consented to
be the Honorary Chairman of Viswayogi Institute of Medical Sciences.
Dr. Kalam in his address, marking the inauguration of the Hospital,
expressed his heart-felt appreciation of the great efforts of Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee, a spiritual leader of eminence, to serve humanity by having
the Mother and Child Care Hospital built that would cater medical aid
absolutely freely to the poor and needy people of the surrounding rural
areas. He added that locating the hospital in Viśwanagar where spiritual
environment, an environment of good health and an environment of
compassion flowing out from the heart co-existed was a happy event.
Sri K. Jana Reddy, Honorable Home Minister of the Government of
Andhra Pradesh, Sri. M. Buddha Prasad, Honorable Minister for Animal
Husbandry of the Government of Andhra Pradesh, Dr. Nori Dattatreyudu
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and Dr. B.V. Somaraju were among the many eminent personalities who
were present on the occasion of the inauguration of the Hospital.
By setting up Viswayogi Institute of Medical Sciences and building
Mother and Child Care Hospital Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee has by his
own example shown to the fraternity of yogis the importance of service to
humanity.
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
*******
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Chapter 17 THE CLARION CALL OF VIŚWAMANDIRAM
yatra yōgēśvaraḥ kr̥ṣṇō yatra pārthō dhanurdharaḥ |
tatra śrīrvijayō bhūtirdhruvā nītirmatirmama ||
Where there is Kr̥ṣṇa, the Lord of Yoga accompanied by Arjuna
wielding the bow, there reign good fortune, victory, Prosperity, and sound
policy, such is my conviction. (Translation of verse 78 of Chapter 18 of
Bhagavadgīta by Swami Tapasyananda)
The thoughts, emanating from Viśwamandiraṁ,
Must be sown in each and every heart,
And must bear golden fruits of action,
Such is the illuminating word of Viśwayōgi!!
From Viśwamandiraṁ is heard today a new divine clarion call of
victory. It is a call for destroying unrighteousness by its roots and
reestablishing the eternal code of human conduct on a firmer basis; it is a
call for elimination of conflicts and chaos from human society and
transforming it into an abode of peace by spraying the fragrance of divine
peace; it is a call for drenching the world that has become a cauldron of
agitations and anarchy with the cool shower of nectarine love. It calls out
to the whole of humanity that is currently torn asunder with passion and
hatred all in the name of caste and community to forget the differences
and strive for a union of hearts. For achieving this, it firstly beckons to all
intellectuals in high positions to come together. It attracts and captivates
the hearts of many who become participants in the great endeavor for
achieving universal human integration.
Illustrious people, drawn from diverse fields, have visited
Viśwamandiraṁ, conversed with Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, mingled
with its members, given messages and bestowed their blessings. They lost
their hearts to him, being moved by the affectionate love that poured from
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his heart. That is why Śrī Viśwaṁjee says, “Only through the heart, the
stirrings in other hearts can be understood.” A poet can understand another
poet, a doctor another doctor, an engineer another engineer, and likewise
a yogi can appreciate another yogi. Others can at best gain some
experience but never true understanding.
Among such illustrious persons as mentioned above are Śrī Śrī Śrī
Jayēndra Sarasvati head of Kañci Kāmakōṭi Pīṭhaṁ, his heir apparent
Śrī Śrī Śrī Vijayēndra Sarasvati, Śrī Śrī Śrī Bhāratī Tīrtha head of
Śr̥ṅgēri Pīṭhaṁ, Śrī Śrī Śrī Śivacidānanda Bhāratī head of Śrī
Siddhēśvarī Pīṭhaṁ of Courtallam, the deputy head of Dvārakā Pīṭhaṁ,
Śrī Śrī Śrī Pramukh Maharāj, Swāmi Prajñānanda and Śrī Śrī Śrī
Rāmānuja Cinna Jiyyar Swāmi and other heads of religious
institutions.
Other eminent people who visited Viśwamandiraṁ included Sri
Tadepalli Raghavanarayana Sastri known as Chandol Sastry, Sri Rama
Saran Kundurti Venkata Narasiah, Sri Kotha Ramakotaiah, Ekkirala
Bharadwaja, Ekkirala Veda Vyas, Ekkirala Anantakrishna, Smt. Nanduri
Kameswaramma known as Pulamma, Sri Shyam Charan Baba and Sri
Mahabhashyam Rangachari.
It is well known how Karuna Sri Jandhyala Papaiah Sastry, an
eminent people's poet, remained for long as the accredited poet of
Viśwamandiraṁ, and won the hearts of the members of the universal
family. Likewise the love and affection of Dr. Prasadraya Kulapati, now
Siddhēśvāranandad Bharatī Swāmi the reigning head of the Courtallam
Pīṭhaṁ, for Viśwamandiraṁ are widely known. Famous poets like Sri
Nanduri Ramakrishnamacharya, Dr. Raghunadhacharya, Prof. Kothapalli
Veerabhadra Rao, Prof. B. Ramaraju, Sri Malladi Chandrasekhara Sastri,
had an opportunity to visit Viśwamandiraṁ.
Great political leaders, artistes, persons occupying high public
office, judges, vedic scholars and intellectuals being experts in various
debts, like Dr Karan Singh, Prof N. G Ranga, Sardar Gouthu Latchanna,
P. Radhakrishna Murty, World Bank Planning Officer, Dr. Mangalampali
Bala Murali Krishna, Smt. Janaki, a play-back singer, Lalgudi Jayaraman,
Smt. Sobharaj, Sri Vempati Chinna Satyam, have listed and continue to
visit Viśwamandiraṁ; and imbibing the noble ideas propagated by it and
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undergoing a divine experience caused by the divine touch and words of
Śrī Viśwayōgi full of divine love, many have begun willingly to
participate in his great mission by becoming members of the universal
family.
Today we find spread all over the world the members of the
universal family, who have been adoring whole-heartedly Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee and who have been experiencing immense joy.
Win a view to promote universal peace and welfare and to bring
about unity among intellectuals of the world as a part of his wider mission
of universal human integration, Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee has been
undertaking tours to various places. In the many villages, towns and cities
visited, he has been spreading the fragrance of peace through his teachings
delivered in his booming voice. In many places (Hyderabad,
Secunderabad, Eluru, Pedanadipadu, etc.) Viśwa Vikāsa Kēndrās,
centers for enlightenment and development, have been set up as
institutions affiliated to Viśwamandiraṁ whereby his movement is being
bolstered. Many social service activities are being taken up in these
centres. He gets invited regularly as a guest of honor to many all India
conferences. The opportunity of such participation is being availed of by
him to spread his message of universal peace and human integration. At a
meeting organized by Bharat Sevak Samaj in Harihara Kalaskhetra in
connection with a nationwide competition for singing national songs,
where Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee was the chief guest, Dr.Akkineni
Nageswara Rao, one of the guests, said in his speech, "One feels like
listening over and over again to Swāmijee's words. His teachings and
thoughts are unique as they foster and protect human values and are
therefore universally acceptable. If they are properly understood and put
into practice, universal peace and welfare will surely become a reality."
This is true beyond doubt.
For the present day society to be saved from the chaotic state
prevalent in the world and for peace to reign all over, participating in the
great movement for human integration launched by Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee from Viśwamandiraṁ and strictly observing his teachings in
practice are the only solution. By reason of divine will, he has incarnated
with the mission of establishing universal peace and bringing about
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universal human integration and it our bounden duty to follow his
guidance. We have to forget the narrow considerations of caste, religion,
political affiliations, language, race and nationality and elevate ourselves
into human beings with minds filled with humanity. The minds and hearts
of people bound together by a divine bond of mutual love and affection.
We must banish our failings and mold ourselves into strong and powerful
individuals. We must likewise strengthen our families and transform them
into abodes of peace. Being motivated by listening to the clarion call of
Viśwamandiraṁ every day, we must dedicate ourselves to the movement
of universal human integration as a band of powerful soldiers. Having
been born as human beings, we must discharge our duty as such and lead
righteous lives. We must follow Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee in his
footsteps and be guided by him. His aspiration, goal and aim must be our
aspiration, goal, and aim.
The blossoming flowers of Viśwamandiraṁ
Must exude the fragrance of love.
And by it the Mother Earth be enraptured
Viśwayōgi’s world is beacon light!!
Divine March for Universal Integration and Peace
Just as great spiritual leaders of India, like Vivekananda, travelled
to distant lands, like America, to spread the spiritual message from India,
the fountainhead of Sanātana Dharma, the eternal code of righteous
conduct, Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee Sadguru Maharāj has
decided that his message of Universal Integration and Peace sould reach
the widest section of the population of the world and king home to them
the concept of one-world-family. With this as his goal, Śrī Viśwayōgi
Viśwaṁjee on March 5, 2003, coinciding with his physical body
completing 59 years of sojourn on the earth, declared the year 2003 as the
year of divine march. The divine march which extended from June to
September 2003 took him to several cities in nineteen states across the
United States of America from the Westcoast to the East coast and from
the North to the South. The diving march continues year after year and
the ever-increasing number of devotees in America have the grace of his
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divine presence among them for some months in a year. While in the
USA, besides visiting many Hindu temples and Christian churches, and
educational institutions such the Universities, he would meet large
numbers of ordinary people as Well as those in authority, intellectuals and
political leaders and hold discussions with them. The young minds, not
being cluttered with biased notions, are more receptive to fresh ideas and
so he is ever anxious to meet groups of young children and students in the
colleges and engage them in intimate discussions. He gives interviews to
some TV channels and public radio. During his discourses, interviews and
discussions, he emphasizes, in particular, on the essential unity of all
religions and that there should be no conflicts based on religion The truth
"Whatever be one's religion there is only one God" is beautifully and
spiritedly brought out in the song, "God is one, God is one for everyone"
composed by him and sung by him at the end of many of his discourses,
with the audience joining him in chorus. He exhorts the intellectuals that
their power of intellect must be utilized for the advancement and benefit
of the human society everywhere. Stressing on the need to strive for
religious harmony, he brings home the truth that spirituality transcends
religion. In particular he points out to the fact that the essential basis for
the teachings of all prophets is love.
Many a person is drawn into the charming field of his personality
and influenced by his ideas has begun molding his life to be of service to
humanity, and to work for universal integration and peace.
The Telugu daily “Andhra Bhumi” referring to the divine march
undertaken by Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee carried the following report:
Indian sages, yogis and siddhapuruṣās have been striving
incessantly for achieving peace in the world. For thousands of
years, lōkāḥ samastā sukhinō bhavantu - may all the worlds
remain happy has been the basic principle of the Indian sanātana
dharma. Many have been the phenomenal changes in culture,
tradition, and style of living in India as elsewhere and yet every era
has witnessed the birth of a great personage who spreads the
message of peace. In the last century in Chicago in the conference
of world religions, Vivekananda acquainted most eloquently the
leaders of the world religions with the greatness of Hindu Religion.
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Since then, the spiritual leaders going from India to foreign
countries have been trying to propagate the principles of the Indian
sanātana dharma, śāstrās and vedic knowledge and to establish
peace in the world. Presently one more great person from our State,
has been treading the same path since 2008. For achieving
Universal Integration and Peace, Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee has
been widely travelling in the United States of America and
awakening the vital spirit dormant in the people there. With a view
to prove spiritual guidance to the people from all parts of the world
living in America, Swamijee undertook in 2007 an arduous 2800
mile road-trip across USA from Seattle in the West to Washington,
D,C, visiting many places on the way, and meeting people
everywhere he went. It is significant to mention that Swamijee was
specially invited to address a meeting of the members of the
International Peace Committee Organized by the United Nations
Organization - U.N.O. On another occasion, he delivered an
inspiring speech addressing a conference of youth organized by the
U.NO. Similarly, Swamijee on the invitation of the American
Peptide Society of America, spoke in the annual conference of the
society held in Toronto, Canada, on the science of Yoga. These are
indications of the world-wide recognition Swamijee's efforts have
been receiving. Swamijee declared the aim and purpose of his
Divine March in the following words:
“The spiritual odyssey I have begun with the goal that all people of
the world must be encouraged to live in peace in a spirit of
harmonious friendship, will continue. The people of Indian origin in
America must all live unitedly. The two countries of India and
America must come closer bound by ties of mutual friendship. These
two largest democracies of the world must strive to establish oneworld-family which is the fundamental tenet of sanātana dharma.
The main aim of my march is to make every individual powerful and
ensure that all live in peace and to touch the heart-chords of people
of all strata in the society."
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Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee has willed to carry on his divine march
in India as well. His divine march has taken him to many cities and pilgrim
centers of North and South India over some years now. He has been
meeting spiritual leaders, leaders of public opinion and other important
persons to convey his message of Universal Integration and Peace. But
that is not the only aim of the odyssey that has taken Swamijee to many
pilgrim centers from the Himalayas in the North to Kanya Kumari in the
South. Sri V.S.R. Murthy in his foreword to Viśwa Vaiṣṇavīyaṁ written
by Smt.V. Ratnamohini describing Śrī Viśwayōgi’s divine march to
North India that began on October 9, 2007, and ended on October 20, has
explored the object of the divine personages travelling outside their place
of birth and visiting temples and other holy places. It is pointed out that
there are two perceptions regarding the universe that are seemingly
contradictory. On one hand the entire universe is perceived as lifeless
matter (jaḍa) that is infused with vital life energy (caitanya); and on the
other hand, it is regarded as vital life energy in its totality though viewed
as lifeless matter. These two perceptions are a result of a process of
distillation carried through many different births of a man. Sādhana is an
effort to harmonize the two. The experience gained from such an endeavor
is knowledge achieving which is the supreme purpose of human birth.
When man does not progress in his sādhana or falls into a stupor, the vital
life energy of the cosmos manifests in human form. Such human beings
are incarnations of the cosmic principle or the divinity. They roam about
the earth as embodiments of sanātana dharma, leading an exemplary life
based on dharma, and with the avowed object of reforming the generation
of the time and providing spiritual guidance to future generations. After
achieving the object of their incarnation, they merge with the infinite vital
life energy. It was precisely for that purpose, Lord Sri Ramachandra,
though born in Ayodhya, chose to live in the forest, and never deviated
from the path of dharma. It was again of the same purpose that Lord
Kr̥ṣṇa took himself to Vrepalle, Mathura, Brindavan and Hastina.
Wherever he went, the place vibrated with vital life energy. Bhagavān
Ādi Śaṅkara traversed the length and breadth of India on foot,
sanctifying every inch of the land that he set foot on. In the present era,
many divine beings keep moving from the place of their birth as mobile
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centers of knowledge with the purpose of reforming the world and
unveiling the pre-eminence of dharma. Imparting knowledge and
propagating dharma should, therefore, be considered as being the chief
goal of Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee 's divine march in and outside India.
In a similar manner, the purpose of Śrī Viśwayōgi visiting temples
and encouraging his devotees to visit temples can be discerned. Temples
are abodes of the vital life energy filling the seemingly lifeless idols.
Cosmic life energy vibrates in the whole of the temple area. It is the duty
of every sādhaka to visit these energies, touch them, and pray to them.
The temple becomes divinely more radiant, spreads more divine
fragrance, and more intimate communication gets established between the
divine and the sādhaka as he visits the temple more often. All divine
beings try to teach this profoundly secret practice to sādhakās, to
continue the holy tradition, and to ensure that all yogis and yogic powers
in the pilgrim centers remain vibrant with cosmic life energy. Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, an embodiment of the Supreme Being, by leading
a large group of his devotees to the temple of Śrī Vaiṣṇvaīdēvi in 2007
and to Kedarnath and Badrinath later in 2008, continued the historical and
hoary Indian spiritual tradition and out of his infinite compassion helped
the individual human beings to tread the path of sādhana.
ōm śrī viśwadattāya namaḥ
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
*******
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Chapter 18 UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHY
viśwamandu vibhuḍu vēlugōnducunnāḍu,
vibhuniyandu vēlugu viśwamēpuḍu,
vibhuḍu vēlugakunna viśwaṁbu vēlugadu,
viśwavibhula maitri śāśvatambu.
Every discourse of Masterjee is prefaced with the recital of the
above Telugu poem. It invariably ends with the chanting of the mantra,
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta. The entire universal philosophy of Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee is encompassed within the bounds of this
beginning and end. Realization of this profound inner meaning can alone
help us comprehend his philosophy. This gives a divine inspiration to
know God and guru and have a view of the identity of the two.
A free English rendering of the above Telugu poem is as followsThe omnipresent Lord dwells in the universe ever radiant,
So does the universe abide in Him ever bright,
If the Lord does not shine, the universe too cannot,
The amity of the Lord and the universe is eternal.
What does this universe consist of? While tiny invisible atoms fill the
whole universe, it can itself be regarded as an infinitely large atom, the
universal atom, that is, Lord Viṣṇu. The word Viṣṇu connotes the allpervasive being. The infinitely small atoms that abound the universe and
are building blocks of all matter are infinitely powerful. Whatever power
is present in the universe, is also present in every atom. We can gain a
view of the universe if we can look into an atom. Essentially there is no
difference between an atom and the universe and the two are like Pārvati
and Paramēśvara.
After attaining self-realization and evolving as Viśwayōgi, Śrī
Viśwaṁjee rose to the state where he was able to behold the universe
within him and himself in the universe. With this, he became aware of the
Supreme Truth that there was nothing in the universe that was not his.
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After this awareness can the sense of MINE and THINE survive at all?
When everything in the universe is held together by the bond of love, there
can be no difference between one and the other.
That being so, one wonders why in this world we have so many
gods, religions and castes, why so much hatred, selfishness and ego rule
the minds of people and why there are so many quarrels and so much
destruction in this world. Why does not a human being behave like a
human being and why does he degrade himself to the level of an animal?
All this can be attributed to his lack of awareness of the true nature of his
Self and his identifying himself with the body. The true knowledge of 'I'
leads one to the realization that the same vital principle of ātma or
caitanya is present in every living being and that all creatures are
essentially identical. Once that awareness is gained, the individual loses
all sense of duality, and a sense of every being equal becomes established.
This is true knowledge. This is spirituality.
Through intense yōga sādhana, Viśwaṁjee had viśwadarśanaṁ,
that is, seeing divinity in everything, even in the smallest particle of
matter, and evolved as Viśwayōgi. Knowing that sanātana dharma
meant that he should not only be content with his own liberation but must
help others also to get liberated, he decided to share his blissful experience
with others. However, others, to be able to share his experience, must first
become worthy for which they, as individuals, must get reformed. When
the society gets reformed through the reforming of the individuals, the
individuals get imbued with the feeling that all beings are equal and strive
for universal peace. When this happens, love becomes the religion of the
whole of humanity. With this firm conviction, Viśwayōgi set about the
task of reforming the individual. It is through love alone a man can be
motivated. People undergoing deep suffering need someone to wipe their
tears and apply the soothing balm of love rather than preaching’s about
divinity. A hungry man needs to be given food instead of verses from
Bhagavadgīta. His physical needs have to be satisfied first. His family
must flourish with health and happiness and his house has to become an
abode of peace. For achieving this, Viśwayōgi advocates observance of
restraint and frugality. According to him, doing one's own duty properly
is worship of God. He declares that mother, father, and teacher are the
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visual embodiments of divinity, and any irreverence shown to them will
only take one away from the goal of divinity. He emphasizes that what
must be offered to him as guru dakṣiṇa are not fruits and flowers but the
evil traits one possesses. This reminds us of Ṣirḍi Sāi demanding
‘dedication and trust’ from the devotees visiting him.
Those wishing to gain spiritual strength must at the very outset
reform themselves. The food they take must be limited in quantity, be pure
and relishable. Evil thoughts must be eschewed, watching movies that
rouse passion must be avoided, reading of obscene literature has to be
given up and intoxicating drinks must not be touched. The body must be
maintained as a sacred temple and the heart as the seat of divinity. There
must be harmonization between thought, word, and deed. That ‘Truth,
Character, Purity and Unity’ are the bedrock of divinity has to be
recognised. The human values have to be nourished through ‘Love,
Compassion, Service and Sacrifice.’ A sādhaka who acts accordingly is
sure to attain Self-enlightenment. Offering worship several times,
chanting a mantra a million times and undertaking pilgrimages to holy
places, thinking all the while that God exists somewhere else, are merely
initial steps in spiritual progress, and they will be of no avail unless Selfenlightenment is gained. Being aware that the whole universe is a
manifestation of Viṣṇu, one must show affection and love to every being
and that is true devotion, but not that displayed through merely visiting
temples, breaking coconuts and indulging in bhajans and pūjās. Every
seeker must strive to reach the state of spirituality in which he becomes
aware that he is the Supreme Self. That state is the state of liberation
known as jīvanmukti. Those who become aware that they are the
universe and vice versa endear themselves to Viśwaguru. Then the
distinction between the guru and the disciple vanishes. That is the
universal philosophy of Viśwaguru. The one who comprehends the
universal philosophy and comes to possess universal power becomes an
embodiment of Datta. That is the essence of Viśwaṁjee’s philosophy.
The mantra ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta is a gift by Masterjee to
the world. Many know that ōm śrī sāirām is the mantra of Sāinādh and
gurudēva datta that of Dattātrēya. Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee, the
perceiver of mantras, integrated the two mantras into a single mantra as
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he knew what enormous power could be infused thereby. By presenting
this integrated mantra he revealed to the world of his being Sāidatta. The
scholars view the mantra as disclosing that Sāirāṁ is verily Gurudēva
datta.
According to scholars of linguistics, the word Sāi, which means the
Lord, is derived from the word Sāhi and not from Swāmi as many
wrongly suppose. It is quite possible that the syllable hi got transmuted
into i and Sāhi became Sāi. The transformation of mi in Swāmi into i is
not tenable from the point of view of linguistics. The syllable Sāyi
occurring in the word Sesasāyi, which means the Lord who is lying on
the coiled serpent, is in no way related to the syllable sāi. The word Rām
in the mantra stands for the inner Self known as Ātmārāma. Ōm means
the Supreme Self and Śrī symbolizes auspiciousness and prosperity.
Sāirāma denotes the union of the inner Self with the Supreme Self. The
word can also be taken to refer to a yogi who by uniting the two has
become gurudēva datta. The word Dēva signifies the power of an atom
and Datta connotes one who has become a recipient of that power.
Alternatively, it can be considered to mean a yogi who has united his
individual mind with the universal mind and the word Śrī used in the
mantra qualifies the yogi as one yearning intensely for auspiciousness and
prosperity of the entire universe. Though it may appear that Ōm is used
here in compliance with the tradition of having every mantra preceded by
it, it is in fact the word denoting the Supreme Self. It reveals that
Dattaśakti is nothing but the Power of awareness (cit śakti) which is a
unified representation of the Powers of creation, sustenance, and
dissolution. Just as Dattātrēya has declared to Paraśurāma in Tripurā
Rahasyaṁ, “I am Tripura,” so it appears that Śrī Viśwayōgi reveals that
the ambit of the mantra, ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta, covers the
universal philosophy and the philosophy of Sai.
Love is the basis of the philosophy of Sāi and knowledge is the
philosophy of Datta. Unification of love and knowledge constitutes the
foundation of the philosophy of Sāidatta. Everyone who visits Śrī
Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee is certain to experience his limitless love and
become aware of his infinite knowledge. However, those seeking to have
his love outnumber those seeking knowledge. Śrī Viśwayōgi knows this
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and so he uses his power of love to attract people and to coax and cajole
them into doing what he wishes them to do. That is an indirect way of
imparting knowledge.
“Śrī Viśwayōgi Viśwaṁjee is regarded as an embodiment of love.
“Why then does he shower his affection on some, talk to them lovingly
and pat them happily on their back while he ignores others totally, does
not look at them even as they offer salutations to his feet and keeps talking
to someone else?” Some people are bothered by such doubts. However,
there is absolutely no evidence of his having ever spurned anyone. Our
not being able to adequately appreciate his actions is at the root of such
cynicism. Our perceptions are based on our limited ability of
comprehension and yet we presume them to be valid. This is wrong. Every
deed of his must have some purpose. It may be to test the devotees that he
acts in a particular way, or it may be related to the evil effect of the actions
of their past lives. We have to deeply ponder over his actions to grasp their
underlying meaning. Even Vidyasagara Sarma, elder brother of Masterjee
in the former phase of his life, could not escape being a victim of such
erroneous perceptions. Once (and later many times) he visited Masterjee
along with his wife when Masterjee happened to be engaged in some
conversation with the people around him. As Sarma offered salutations to
his feet, Masterjee continued to carry on the conversation, apparently
ignoring the presence of Sarma and his wife. He did not also apply
kuṅkum and vibhūti on their foreheads as was his practice. Sarma and
his wife felt hurt at this seeming indifference. After a little while
Masterjee just looked for a moment at Sarma and his wife and began
narrating the story of the Prodigal Son from the Bible. According to the
story, the younger son, who left the house a long time ago and who turned
out to be a wastrel, decided to return home. His father, coming to know
of this, arranged for a ceremonial welcome for the prodigal son and also
a feast to which he invited many. The elder son felt peeved at this show
of affection for his brother. He went to his father and asked, “I have been
serving you faithfully and have been regarded by all as a good person. But
I haven't received a single word of appreciation from you. On the other
hand, you are making lavish arrangements with joy and happiness to
welcome a son who is given to bad habits and who consequently has
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become a physical wreck. Why all this show and ostentation?” The father
replied, “Son! How can you know the ecstatic feeling a father would
experience when a son who was given up to be lost returned all of a
sudden?” Having narrated the whole story, Masterjee told the audience
that the attention of a true guru would be focused not on those who were
highly devoted but on those who lacked devotion and diligence, and that
he would attempt to set them on the right path through love and other
means. These words of Masterjee though addressed to all in general, were
indeed meant for Vidyasagara Sarma. The doubts that bothered Sarma got
cleared and he felt at ease. But some who feel neglected by Masterjee and
who are not able to understand his behavior stray away from him
mentally, if not physically. Such people seldom regain faith.
Masterjee bestows constantly his compassionate grace on all. We on
our part must repose total trust in him and become worthy of receiving his
benefaction by being devoted and dedicated. We must realize that we get
as much as we deserve. To expect to receive more is wrong.
“If indeed the vibhūti and the mantra given by Masterjee are potent
enough to redress the difficulties of devotees and can grant all their
wishes, how is it that some go away disappointed? This is the question
that some people raise. Just as God does not grant all your prayers. Guru
too does not fulfil all the wishes of his devotees. As you sow, so you reap.
The fulfillment of our wishes is directly related to the merit we have
accumulated by reason of the actions of our past lives. A person who does
not have any balance in his bank account cannot draw any money from it.
If he has a balance of one thousand rupees, he will at best be permitted to
draw one thousand rupees but nothing more. If some wealthy person
stands surety for you, the bank may allow you to overdraw. God is like
the bank. If we draw upon the accumulated balance of our merit-account
and spend recklessly, soon there will be no balance left in it. Thereafter,
we cannot expect to have the benefaction of our past deeds. We have then
to start all over again doing meritorious deeds to build up a balance in our
account. Śrī Viśwayōgi only facilitates you to receive the fruits of the
deeds of your past lives and nothing more. In this regard he entertains no
consideration of the recipient being close to him or not.
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When someone approaches Masterjee to inform that owing to his
grace something good has happened to them, he can be heard to say,
“Well! For the good or evil that occurs to you, you are the sole cause and
not me at all. I am just like an electric lamp and the switch to light it is
within you. If the switch and the bulb are connected to each other through
a conductor-wire and when the switch is pressed on, the bulb glows.
Likewise, if you maintain a connection with me and press the switch, I
will fill your life with illumination. If the connection is snapped, there
remains only confusion. If you follow my advice, reform yourselves and
become worthy individuals, you will always reap good results. Instead, if
you subjugate yourselves to delusion and let yourselves be overpowered
by the six inimical traits, and pollute your mind with jealousy and hatred,
the connection gets broken, and you will be submerged in pain and
sorrow. Have an introspection of what goes on in your heart and mind and
rid them of all polluting influences. Follow the sage advice of the guru
and become worthy of his grace. Achieving unity of minds and spreading
peace must be your goal. Doing so is the only true gurudakṣiṇa that you
can offer to me.” These teachings are the vibrations emanating from the
inner recesses of his heart. His constant advice to people visiting him is
that they should become strong and powerful so that their efforts can
secure desirable results. Śrī Viśwayōgi intensely yearns to help all men
to become embodiments of love, to transform all human religions into one
single religion based on love and guide humanity's progress towards
divinity. His universal philosophy's aim is universal human integration
and the aspiration of Viśwaguru is universal peace.
This is not the end of the life story of Viśwaguru but only a
prologue. From now on the real story begins and we have to wait for some
more time to have a view of it. All of us who are his contemporaries, who
have got our lives sanctified by seeing him, touching him, and listening to
him, and who have received his compassionate grace as members of his
universal family are indeed extraordinarily fortunate.
guru madhyē sthitaṁ viśwaṁ viśwamadhyē sthitō guruḥ |
gurur viśwaṁ nacānyōsti tasmai śrī guravē namaḥ ||
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The guru dwells in the universe and so does the universe in him, And
the two being inseparable, I bow to him.
ōm śrī viśwaguravē namaḥ
ōm śrī sāirām gurudēva datta
*******
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